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Abstract

‘Of the holy londe of Irlande’:
A reconsideration of some Middle English texts in late medieval Ireland

This thesis is primarily concerned with a re-examination of the scholarly 

constructions and ‘reconstructions’ of Anglo-Irish reading communities in late 

medieval Ireland, and specifically, the audiences that existed for texts in English. 

The research undertaken focuses on issues surrounding the production and 

reception (contemporary and subsequent) of a corpus of late medieval manuscripts 
of assumed Irish provenance containing literary texts in Middle English, and seeks 

to explore the extent to which current historical and literary scholarship may be seen 

to engage with, replicate or distort the contexts in which these Middle English texts 

were copied, read and circulated by addressing two key questions. Firstly, how 
valid is the current cultural narrative for the study of Middle Hiberno-English literary 
culture? And secondly, how do these texts relate to wider Anglophone culture in the 
medieval period?

Whilst the paucity of extant material is undoubtedly a significant factor in the 
comparative scholarly neglect of Middle English literary texts of medieval Irish 

provenance, it is not, it is suggested, the only issue at stake. It is one of the 
contentions of this study that the relative neglect of the majority of these texts might, 

in part, be seen to stem from their respective marginalisation in the shaping of 

literary histories - literary histories that are in themselves both the product of, and 
instrumental in shaping, what are arguably post-medieval conceptions of cultural 

and national identities.
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Preface2

What is exemplary, then, is the extent to which, in Irish conditions, canonical forms 

have not been established and, because of that, how clearly the purpose of such 

canonical forms is exposed.

Histonans of limited philosophical resource still long to answer the question,

‘What really happened then?’ More modestly, this anthology asks the longer, less 

abrasive, question: ‘How, in the light of what is happening now, can we re-present 

what was, then and since, believed to have been the significance of what “really 

happened"? It also makes a difference which ‘then’ is chosen to be re-presented.

Today, medieval Ireland may seem a more innocent, more purely scholarly choice 

than nineteenth-century Ireland, but it would be odd indeed were we to find that in 

this century historical scholarship had achieved a degree of political innocence 

hitherto unknown (Deane, 1991, xxi [Emphasis original]).

The epigraph above is taken from Seamus Deane’s ‘General Introduction’ to The 

Field Day Anthology of Irish Writing, published, in its original three volumes, to 

roughly equal measures of scholarly outrage and critical acclaim. If the stated aims 
of The Field Day Anthology announce themselves to be rather more modest than 

those of the “historians of limited philosophical resource” invoked, then the aim of 
this thesis is more modest yet. It seeks simply to offer a reconsideration of the 
scholarly constructions and ‘reconstructions’ of Anglophone reading communities in 
late medieval Ireland, focusing specifically on the audiences that existed, or that 
have been imagined, for some literary texts in English: texts whose circulation in an 

Irish context is attested by codicological evidence. And it demonstrates the ways in 

which the 'canonical forms’ brushed aside by Deane as inoperative in the context of 
Irish writing are, in fact, both well-attested in previous scholarship on these 

materials, and thoroughly enmeshed in the preoccupations of historical scholarship.

The selection of the corpus of manuscripts investigated in this thesis has been 

predicated, to a significant degree, on an Irish provenance that is indicated primarily 

on dialectal grounds (although for nearly all of the manuscripts considered here, 

additional evidence to support an Irish provenance is presented). It is important to 

emphasise from the very beginning of this study that linguistic profiles cannot, and 

should not, be conflated with manuscript provenance, and the theoretical basis and 
practical implications of the relationship between dialect and provenance are given 

fuller consideration in Chapter Four. But it is also useful to draw attention at this

2 References throughout this work have been prepared in accordance with Gibaldi, ed MLA 
Handbook. 6th edition
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stage to the marginalised status accorded to Medieval Hiberno-English in English 

Studies as a whole.

Whilst the linguistic features of Medieval Hiberno-English have attracted the 

attention of some very eminent scholars of medieval dialectology, relatively little has 

been published on the topic since McIntosh and Samuels’ seminal 1968 article 

“Prolegomena to a study of mediaeval Anglo-Irish”. The absence of Middle Hiberno- 

English from the dot maps in the Linguistic Atlas of Late Medieval English - an 

absence unthinkable for any other English dialect region - has to a large extent, 

precluded the sorts of investigations of “literature and culture and social structure” 

explicitly identified by one of LALME's editors as one of the most fruitful lines of 

inquiry to emerge from this immensely important study (McIntosh, 1991, xi). 
Anglophone works in late medieval Ireland have received very little critical attention 

from a literary perspective, mostly from scholars based in Ireland. Moreover, the 

little critical attention they have received - Dolan, 1991 and 1999; Bliss, 1984; Bliss 
and Long, 1987 - has, by virtue of where these accounts appear, been explicitly 

weighted towards the ‘holy grail’ of literary scholarship concerning Middle Hiberno- 
English materials that, in Dolan’s formulation, of “original works related specifically 
to Ireland” (Dolan, 1999, 223). The preoccupation in these accounts with original 
works - in practice, the Anglophone contents of British Library MS Harley 913 - is 
understandable, but it serves to further marginalise the other extant evidence for 
Anglophone reading communities in late medieval Ireland.

In terms of this marginalisation, from an English Studies perspective, it is perhaps 
telling that two of the surveys of extant Anglophone literature from late medieval 

Ireland mentioned above - Bliss, 1984; and Bliss and Long, 1987 - are found in the 
context of historical studies. But if Hiberno-English can be seen to occupy a 

marginal position in English Studies, then it can perhaps also fairly be observed that 

the later Middle Ages have not played a particularly significant role in many of the 

general Irish histories: histories which tend to offer a quick excursion through pre- 

Tudor Ireland in their opening chapters, before addressing the rather better-known 

trajectories of Irish history from the sixteenth century onwards.3 Irish histories 

dealing exclusively or predominantly with the later Middle Ages are, of course, by no 
means hard to find, but as the opening section of this study demonstrates, they 

have only recently begun to address and to question the long-standing shadows

3 A tendency most recently exemplified in Bartlett, 2010
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cast by the contemporary political preoccupations attendant on the establishment of 

medieval Irish history as a discipline at the start of the twentieth century. Central to 

these preoccupations have been questions as to the nature of ‘Anglo-Irish’ identity 

in the late medieval period.

This thesis argues that the mutual complicity of the two narratives identified here - 
the status of Hiberno-English in Medieval English Studies and the status of the later 

Middle Ages in Irish historiography - has hitherto been unrecognised, and thus that 
Middle Hiberno-English has been understood, in previous literary accounts, only in 

relation to specific, and contested, models of Irish historiography. Section I 

(Chapter One) of the current study explores these models of Irish historiography, 

tracing and mapping their emergence from the beginning of the twentieth century, in 

the work of Orpen, MacNeill and Curtis, through to the second phase of the 
revisionist debate in the 1980s and 1990s, offering a broad overview of how the 

preoccupations of the contested notion of Anglo-Irish’ separatism has influenced 
literary scholarship concerned (or unconcerned) with texts in Middle Hiberno- 
English.

Section II consists of a detailed investigation of two key manuscripts which serve as 

illustrative examples of how the implicit concerns of medieval Irish historiography 
have been brought to bear on literary discussions of Anglophone works from late 
medieval Ireland. Addressing in turn the positioning and framing in previous 
scholarship of British Library MS Harley 913 (Chapter Two) and Bodleian Library 

MS Douce 104 (Chapter Three), this section reveals the extent to which existing 

critical discussion of these manuscripts has been predicated on the models of Irish 

historiography explored in the opening chapter of this thesis. An assessment of the 

relevant manuscript evidence in a context which is less overtly politicised is offered 
in each case.

Finally, Section III (Chapter Four) concludes the thesis by examining, by means of 

three codicologically focused case-studies, a corpus of manuscripts which evidence 

a more complex aspect of Anglophone literary culture in late Medieval Ireland. 

Routinely marginalised in previous scholarship, the texts explored in this chapter 

demonstrate some of the commonalities in Anglophone literature on either side of 
the Irish Sea at this period: commonalities which are inimical to the received 
tradition of Anglo-Irish literary communities as they have been conceived in the 

isolationist narratives examined in the preceding chapters. The study closes by
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briefly considering potential lines of research on these materials which might break 

free from what is here argued to be their over-determination in the prism of ‘identity 

politics’.
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CHAPTER ONE

Beyond the Pale? Medievalists and Medieval Ireland

“Why do we like being Irish? Partly because 

it gives us a hold on the sentimental English 
As members of a world that never was,

Baptised with fairy water;’’ (Louis MacNeice, from Autumn Journal, 1938)

“Anglici enim, nostram inhabitantes terram, qui se vocant

mediae nacionis, sic sunt ab Anglicorum de Anglia ceterarumque

nacionum modbus alien!, quod non mediae, sed extremae perfidiae,
nacio propnissime possunt appellari."4 (Donal O’Neill, Remonstrance to Pope John

XXII, 1317)

“A strong force of knights came to MacMurchada.”4 5 Thus, in a single sentence, the 

chronicler of the Annals of Tigernach records the events of 1169: events that were 

to shape, and be shaped by, later Irish historiography in momentous ways. But in at 
least one respect, the annalist’s (retrospectively) understated reticence regarding 

the nascent ‘Anglo-Irish’ presence in medieval Ireland is apposite. Largely ignored 
in the standard general histories of England6 and concomitantly vilified or 
naturalised in ‘traditional’ Irish historiography, O’Neill’s self-styled ‘Middle Nation’ 

may be seen as occupying, both literally and metaphorically, an uneasy and 
contested space.

-I-

The publication, nigh on a century ago, of Goddard Henry Orpen’s four volume 

series, Ireland under the Normans 7769-7333 (1911-20), and Eoin MacNeill’s 

spirited riposte to Orpen’s thesis, Phases of Irish History (1919), marked not only 

the foundation of “the practice of medieval history in Ireland” (Bhreathnach, 260), 

but served also, it could be argued, to set an agenda which was to remain highly 

influential in medieval Irish historiography in the decades that followed. Central to 
this agenda, and a dominating factor in certain strands of the ensuing 

historiographical discourse, was the vexed issue of Anglo-Irish identity in the late 
Middle Ages, and the ‘rightful’ place of the Anglo-Irish in Irish history.

4 “For the English inhabiting our land, who call themselves of the middle nation, are so 
different in character from the English of England and from other nations that with the 
greatest propriety they may be called a nation not of the middle, but of the utmost perfidy.” 
(Trans. Curtis and McDowell, 1943, 42)
5 Qtd. in Martin 1987, I
6 Cf. Frame, 1998, 1
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On the latter issue, Orpen and MacNeill held diametrically opposing views. For 

Orpen, as indeed, the very title of his work suggests, the arrival of the Normans in 
1169 marked a watershed in Irish history, heralding the transformation of Irish 

society from its “previous anarchy” into a period of hitherto unknown “peace and 

prosperity” (Orpen, 1911, i: 309; i: 11). This, the driving assumption underpinning 

his four volumes of groundbreaking research on Anglo-Norman society, is explicitly 

articulated in the preface to the first volume of his work, published in 1911:

In the course of my study of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (which has 
been spread over many years) ... I have been led to regard the domination 

of the English Crown and of its ministers in Ireland, during the thirteenth 

century, and indeed up to the invasion of Edward Bruce in 1315, as having 

been much more complete than had generally been recognised, and to think 

that due credit has not been given to the new rulers for creating the 

comparative peace and order and the manifest progress and prosperity that 

Ireland enjoyed, during that period, wherever their rule was effective...
... it is, I think, manifest that the most prominent effect of the Anglo-Norman 
occupation was not, as has been represented, an increase of turmoil, but 

rather the introduction over large parts of Ireland of a measure of peace and 

prosperity quite unknown before7 (Orpen, 1911 i: 7-8, 10-11).

For Orpen, then, the waning of the colony in the era of the ‘Gaelic Resurgence’ was 
a matter of barely concealed regret:

[... ] the murder of the young earl of Ulster [William de Burgh, in 1333] may 

fairly be regarded as marking the close of the feudal period introduced by 

Strongbow and Henry II, and signalising the opening of a new epoch, 

distinguished by the recrudescence of Celtic tribalism and its spurious 

imitation by many of Anglo-Norman descent. The door was now finally 

closed on a century and a half of remarkable progress, vigour and 
comparative order, and two centuries of retrogression, stagnation and 

comparative anarchy were about to be ushered in (Orpen, 1920 iv: 249).

7 A point reiterated, rather more succinctly, in the title Orpen gave to his opening chapter on 
pre-Norman Irish society - “Anarchic Ireland”.
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Whilst some recent reappraisals of Orpen’s work8 have sought to absolve him from 

the longstanding charges levied against him - as an unmitigated apologist for the 

Anglo-Normans, indelibly stamped by the concerns of his background and class - by 

drawing attention to some of the more subtle and ambiguous of his assessments, 

they have done so from the luxury of temporal remove. Contemporary reaction to 

the publication of Ireland under the Normans9 was, perhaps inevitably, more 
polarised. For the most part favourably received by reviewers in British journals,10 

the publication of the first two volumes in 1911 and the final two in 1920 provoked a 

furious response from many Irish historians,* 11 most vociferously and influentially 

from Eoin MacNeill, to whom Orpen’s thesis was as unpalatable as it was 

untenable.

Orpen’s assessment of the Anglo-Normans as harbingers of “progress, vigour and 

comparative order” to Ireland was nothing short of anathema to MacNeill, “who 
looked upon the invasion as a wholly negative episode as a result of which the 

development of Irish Nationalism was set back for centuries” (Kearney, 118). 
MacNeill’s response to Orpen came in the form of the publication of his Phases of 

Irish History in 1919, a volume that had its origins in a series of public lectures 
MacNeill delivered in 1917, and which would later serve to “provide[ ] the intellectual 

underpinning for the Gaelic national tradition” (Cosgrove, 1990, 102). In both

8 For example, Duffy, 2000; Frame, 1998. Duffy argues that Orpen’s contribution to Irish 
historical scholarship has been overshadowed by its controversial legacy, and that in 
Orpen’s work, we see not, as some of his critics would have it, an un-nuanced apologist for 
the Anglo-Normans, but rather, “the authentic voice of the Anglo-lrishman through the ages” 
(2000: 258). For Frame, Ireland under the Normans is, “In many ways [...] a distinctly Irish 
book,” and “his [Orpen’s] perception of the relative merits of native and colonial Ireland was 
not the product of crude prejudice against the former; [but] owed more to his late Victorian 
assumptions about social evolution - from the tribal (Irish), through the feudal (Norman), to 
civil society and democracy” (1998: 3).
9 The first two volumes were published in 1911, against the backdrop of Asquith’s 
preparations for the unveiling of the third Home Rule Bill; the second, in 1920, after the 
establishment of the Dail Eireann and in the midst of the Anglo-Irish War. The timing of 
neither publication could be said to be conducive (to an Irish audience at least) for a 
sympathetic reappraisal of the English presence in Ireland, however scholarly the research 
which underpinned it.
10 For example, Powicke, 1921.
11 As representative of the depth of feeling provoked amongst certain Irish historians, John 
MacErlean’s review of Ireland under the Normans is worth quoting at length: “But neither Mr. 
Orpen’s ability nor his admiration for the invaders has succeeded in imparting a living human 
interest to what is little else than a dreary catalogue of murder and fraud, spoliation and 
chicane, disguised in the legal phraseology of a semi-civilised feudalism. The general 
dulness [sic] might have been to a great extent dispelled, had the author taken a wider view 
of his subject, or had his sympathies lain with those who kept up during that whole period a 
long and desperate struggle to maintain or regain their independence against successive 
hordes of invaders. There alone could he have found those high and noble motives to which 
the human heart will always respond, despite the lapse of time.” (472)
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lectures and book, MacNeill dismissed Orpen’s thesis as “a laboured attempt to 

prove that the backward state of Ireland was the cause and justification of the 

invasion” (MacNeill, 303), and devoted much of his time to an impassioned 

refutation of Orpen’s argument.

MacNeill, an early Irish medieval historian of considerable renown,12 was well 

placed to offer an alternative account to that presented in Ireland under the 

Normans, but if the implied motivation fuelling Orpen’s account did not, in MacNeill’s 

view, “conduce to sound historical writing” (303), his own work is by no means 
impervious to a similar charge. Structuring his Phases of Irish History in a way that 

both reflected the focus of his own research, and served as an implicit rebuke to 
Orpen, the first ten out of a total of twelve chapters were devoted to the pre-Norman 

history of Ireland (contra Orpen’s solitary chapter on “Anarchic Ireland”) and to the 

evocation of a culture and civilisation rent asunder by the arrival of the Normans. 

MacNeill’s tone, and in particular his vitriolic personal attacks on Orpen, owe more 

to the rhetoric of the demagogue than the pedagogue, and there can be little doubt 
that (rightly or wrongly) MacNeill’s response to Orpen was indelibly coloured by his 
own political convictions.13 In chapter VII, “Ireland’s Golden Age,” he makes the 
following trenchant observations:

We have noted that the Irish Civilization of this period stands out so brightly 
from what are called the Dark Ages that it had commanded the special 
attention of an eminent historian of the Roman Empire, and evoked the 

resources of German scholarship. When I see the eulogist of Anglo-Norman 
feudalism in Ireland [the reference here is to Orpen] sitting in judgement 

upon the political institutions of a people which he has never studied and 

does not at all understand, I call to mind the estimate formed by ‘the ancient 

philosophers of Ireland’ about Victorious of Aquitaine - that he was 

deserving of compassion rather than of ridicule. A barbarous people in ‘the 

tribal stage’ - every item culled out that might suggest comparison with the 

head-hunters of New Guinea and the Hottentot - and beside this and in the 

midst of it schools everywhere, not schools but universities - books

12 MacNeill’s scholarly and political career is the focus of Martin and Byrne eds., 1973. A list 
of MacNeill’s publications can be found in Martin, 1948.
13 Remembered more today for his political activism than his (not inconsiderable) 
scholarship, MacNeill was a founder of the Gaelic League; first editor of An Claidheamh 
Soluis', commander-in-chief of the Irish Volunteers during the Easter Rising, and would go on 
to serve in the first and second Dail.
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everywhere ‘the countless multitudes of the books of Eire’ - yes, we can still 

use the scrapings of our Irish vellum as a cure for the foreign snakebite - 

and on the other hand the pomp and circumstance of Feudalism with its 

archiepiscopal viceroys, in its incastellations and its subinfeudations, its 

charters and its statutes, its registers and its inquisitions, but during four 

centuries not one school of note, not even one, and one abortive university, 

no literature except the melancholy records of antinational statecraft, and 
whatever learning there was for the most part suborned to the purposes of a 

dominating officialdom [...] (240).

Implicit here, in MacNeill’s oratorical tour de force,14 is an underlying (and influential) 
assumption of his work - that the proper subject of Irish history is the Irish ‘proper’; 

and, by extension, that the proper role of the Irish historian was to provide the 

authentic Gaelic counter-history which could challenge the colonial legacy which he 

deemed so damaging to Irish culture. Writing with reference to late medieval 

Ireland, he is more explicit in his call for what might be termed ‘Celto-centric’ 
historiography:

Another time of dark adversity came afterwards. What stands for the history 

of Ireland in that dark time is mainly the history of a government in which 
nobody pretends to have been Irish. We need a new history from the 
fifteenth century onward, written out of the records of the Irish people (346).

But whilst Phases of Irish History might clearly be seen to be imbued with MacNeill’s 

contemporary political concerns - Ellis (not without controversy), sees MacNeill’s 
work as part of a wider endeavour “to provide the fledging Irish Free State with 

respectable medieval precedents” (1986, 2) and Cosgrove suggests that it was 
“essential to [MacNeill’s] political creed that he demonstrate the strength and 

longevity of Irish nationality” (1990, 100) - the scholarly instincts of MacNeill as a 

professional historian, whose published work on early medieval Irish history had 

done so much to debunk the received framework of Ireland’s national history as “an 

invention of chroniclers from the ninth century and later, working assiduously for the

14 The tenor of this, and other passages in Phases of Irish History, stands in stark contrast to 
MacNeill’s somewhat pious assertion in his brief preface to the volume that “Neither apathy 
nor antipathy can ever bring out the truth of history.”
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glorification of their patrons” (Foster, 1983, 186), were also piqued by the 

sentimental nationalism paraded in the popular history books of his era:15

It [and the reference is to contemporary popular history] is the product of a 

peculiar obsession of mind that makes Ireland appear a sort of hotel, in 

which the important people are always distinguished visitors, and the 

permanent residents, when they are not under orders, are occupied with 

quarrelling children and other household worries in the garret or the 

basement. (349)

The emotive tenor of much of Phases of Irish History, influenced as it was by the 

contemporary political context in which it was written and perhaps by its origins as a 

series of public lectures does not show MacNeill at his scholarly best, but the last 

quotation above gestures towards his more enduring influence on the foundation of 

Irish medieval history as a discipline - an influence predicated above all on “his total 

immersion in the manuscript sources of Gaelic Ireland and above all his critical 

appraisal of them” (Gkotzaridis, 36).

What MacNeill called for, and where the pertinence of his legacy lies for the 

historiography of the Anglo-Irish in the later Middle Ages, was the writing of an Irish 

history from Irish (Gaelic) sources, not an Irish history written from the records of an 

alien administration: an administration that MacNeill clearly viewed as the progenitor 

of Ireland’s contemporary political woes.

Orpen, focusing only on the period indicated in the title of his work, had purposely 

avoided extrapolation from past events to present concerns - a stance made explicit 

in his foreword to the later volumes:16

15 A popular history wryly summarised by Edmund Curtis as

a fictitious version of the nation’s story, one-sided in putting all the blame on the 
English and other foreigners, unreal in expecting us to believe in a pious, noble and 
patriotic race led by gallant, brilliant and wise soldiers and statesmen, who, strange 
to say, lost every time, and conceited in wanting us to believe in some extraordinary 
virtue and intellect in the Irish people, marking them off from all others. (Curtis,
1925, 321)

16 He could be less guarded in his private correspondence. In a 1923 letter to Edmund 
Curtis, in which he reviewed the pre-publication proofs for the latter’s A History of Mediaeval 
Ireland he comments (and the barbed reference to ‘Risorgimento’ is directed at MacNeill):

To be quite frank, I do not think you are always fair to the Normans, or give them 
due credit for the vast improvement produced in the state of Ireland, wherever and

10



In the immediate future Ireland is likely to focus on herself a large share of 

political attention, and many ill-founded assertions regarding her past history 

as well as her present condition will doubtless continue to be made by 

politicians of all parties. It might indeed be thought that what happened 

upwards of seven centuries ago can have no practical bearing on our 

present-day problems. Nevertheless the appeal to history will inevitably be 

made [...] it has been my aim to examine the Anglo-Norman period from a 

mediaeval standpoint, and not to allow any modern political nostrum to 

colour the presentation of the picture drawn. All those who are sincerely 

desirous of understanding the Irish problem with the single minded object of 

arriving at the best solution for all concerned, should therefore welcome an 

endeavour to set forth the facts of that occupation with as much exactness of 

judgement and indifferency of judgement as is humanly possible (Orpen, 

1920 iii: 9).

MacNeill, however, had no such compunction regarding the “appeal to history’’, 

tracing aggressive alien oppression in Ireland directly from the Anglo-Normans to 

the Tudors and, by implication, to the present:

It may shock the proper sense of the “Ireland under” historians that this 

villainous substance [saltpetre] should be blown betwixt the wind and their 

country, but just as the true keynote of what is called “Ireland under the 

Normans” is incastellation, so the true keynote of “Ireland under the Tudors” 

is gunpowder. There is more mental profit in one fact of this kind than in the 

painful perusal of stacks of State papers, evidence mainly against those who 

wrote them (347).

so long as their rule was effective. Perhaps I erred, on the other hand, by not 
displaying more sympathy with the Gaelic element, but I was writing mainly about 
Norman rule and trying to correct the travesties of history that had too often 
appeared before I wrote. On the other hand you pass lightly over the dynastic and 
other conflicts that incessantly broke out among the Irish themselves, and gloss over 
their raids of plunder and destruction by such terms as the 'Irish Resurgence’ - a 
risorgimento that led not to national unity, but to the chaos and retrogression of the 
fifteenth century. Well they have got their ‘Great Deliverance’ now, and all I can say 
is Heaven help Ireland. (Qtd. in Crooks, 2008, 30)
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In advocating a history of this kind, and particularly in his arguments for a Gaelic 

resurgence in the thirteenth century, MacNeill sought to re-centre the Gaelic 

tradition he perceived as marginalised in Orpen’s work as the focal point for a new, 

scholarly, Irish history that would counter the received versions offered by Anglo

centric narratives such as Orpen’s on the one hand, and the romantic 

sentimentalism of popular nationalist history on the other. The nexus of this history 

was to be the continuity of the Irish nation:

Notwithstanding an extensive intercourse with neighbouring and distant 

peoples, and notwithstanding an extremely decentralised native polity, the 

Irish people stand singular and eminent in these times, from the 5th century 

forward, as the possessors of an intense national consciousness. Instead of 

apologising for [our] past, we should not be ashamed of it, and we should 

recognise that Ireland stands in history the leading example of the 

development and fulfilment of the idea of nationality and also - “the hidden 

Ireland” - the leading example of tenacious fidelity to that idea under the 

most adverse conditions (MacNeill, qtd. in Gkotzaridis, 37).

Such a re-centring would necessitate a new periphery, and it was to these newly 

formed margins that MacNeill implicitly consigned any vestiges of the English 

presence in Ireland as a legitimate or desirable subject of national historical inquiry.

The ideological impasse reached when the implications of Orpen’s and MacNeill’s 

very different approaches to Irish medieval history were followed to their logical 

conclusions was adroitly, if ultimately unsatisfactorily, negotiated by the third (and 

final) key player in this discussion: Edmund Curtis, whose conception of medieval 

‘Anglo-Irish’ patriotism was to have a far-reaching influence on medieval Irish 

historiography.

Notwithstanding T.W. Moody’s criticism that he took “little account of changing 

academic fashion”,17 two aspects in particular of Curtis’ work - his call for a 

scientific basis to the practice of history,18 and his espousal of a comparative 

approach - were to prove prescient, in intent if not in fruition. In a public lecture,

17 Moody, ‘Curtis, Edmund (1881-1943)’, rev. Frame, DNB
18 In calling for a new “scientific” history in 1925, Curtis may be seen as having anticipated by 
a decade and more the “revolution’ in Irish Historiography most often attributed to Moody 
and Edwards - Bradshaw’s “impatient young men of the 1930s”(1989, 350).
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“Irish History and its popular versions” delivered in 1925, he set out his vision as 

follows:

What we have to learn in Ireland now is that history is a science, that it is 
concerned with cause and effect, and that it must serve the truth at all costs. 

It is not a branch of rhetoric or religious conviction, or politics or racial pride.

It may be natural and right to hold that our father, mother, brothers and 

sisters can do no wrong, but we must not treat the whole of the Irish people, 

some millions strong as if it were our family, and get personally annoyed if 

our past is critically examined [...]

Take the penal laws: ask a question about them, and you evoke at 

once a perfect shower-bath of ‘facts’ and assertions without discrimination, 

order or restraint [...] and no attempt is made to compare the penal laws in 
Ireland with those in European countries or in England itself, as if ours was 

the only country where religious persecution prevailed. [...] No one will 
grudge our Catholic fellow-countrymen the glory and honour of having stood 

so true to their faith and endured so much for it, yet that glory will not be 
diminished by being set beside a parallel picture of what other nations and 
minorities have suffered for their creed in other countries.

This comparative picture we must have if we are to have history in 
the true sense, for the essence of an understanding of history is to put things 

and men in their time and place and judge them in such circumstances 
(1925, 321-2).

Curtis’ most influential contribution to the historiography of medieval Ireland came in 

his A History of Mediaeval Ireland from 1110-1513 (1923).19 Recognising the futility 

of a one-sided approach to the history of Ireland in the later Middle Ages (though 

courteously acknowledging the accomplishments of both Orpen and MacNeill in 

furthering the knowledge of the period) Curtis sought, and had the necessary skills, 

to draw on a wide range of available sources (literary, administrative, codicological, 

both English and Gaelic) in his account. And he succeeded, where his predecessors 

had failed, in providing a narrative that could encompass both native and settler 

societies:

19A revised 2nd Edition, A History of Medieval Ireland from 1086-1513 was published in 1938.
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The present work embraces the History of Ireland from the last native High 

Kings to the “AII-but-Kingship” of the Great Earl of Kildare. Mr. Goddard 

Orpen’s Ireland Under the Normans 1166-1333 has been an invaluable 

guide for part of my period, and it is a pleasure to acknowledge my great 

indebtedness to him. His work is, however, professedly devoted to the 

history of the Norman colonists, whereas I have devoted more attention to 

the native side [...] Of recent years Professor Eoin MacNeill’s work on Gaelic 

social and political institutions and that of Mrs. Alice Stopford Green on Irish 

mediaeval civilisation have illuminated the whole study of our earlier history. 

Every student of the period up to 1603 must derive from their work both 

profit and inspiration (Curtis, 1923, Foreword).20

Where MacNeill had provided the basis for a Gaelic national tradition, Curtis' legacy 

for Irish historiography lay in his conception of the idea that there existed a distinct 

‘Anglo-Irish’ mentality of nationhood in the late Middle Ages. Following MacNeill’s 

assessment of the Gaelic Resurgence as of critical importance, Curtis argued that, 

as a consequence of the relative political autonomy they enjoyed from the English 

Crown - a Crown preoccupied with concerns in its other territories - the colonists 

and their descendants underwent a process of what might now be termed 

acculturation:

Another result of the Absenteeism of the Crown was the general revival of 

the Irish World, in speech, law, land tenure and social order. The Norman- 

English-Welsh who effected the temporary conquest of two-thirds of the 

Island, few in themselves and never reinforced by fresh colonies, were 

inevitably destined to become a semi-Gaelic aristocracy ruling over that 

mass of Gaelic humanity which swamped the Englishry. Inevitably, after the 

moment passes in the thirteenth century, when Ireland might have been 

made a second England, the dominant English, where they did not emigrate 

or died out, turned Irish as surely as the Franks in the Holy Land turned into 

Orientals. This is not to say that the masses of the colonists lost all pride in 

their Englishry. Right up to the fall of the House of Kildare, the Old English 

prided themselves on a sort of colonial or “middle nation” patriotism much

20 These sentiments were repeated, almost verbatim, in the foreword to the second edition, 
where he goes on to comment “It is a pleasure to be able to record that since the above- 
quoted words were written the study of our medieval institutions, culture and history, both 
from the Anglo-Norman and the Gaelic side is attracting the attention of a growing number of 
scholars trained in comparative and critical methods of research."
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like the eighteenth century patriotism of Grattan and Charlemont. A dozen 

times between 1200 and 1500 they might have rejected England as 

Scotland under the Bruces did, but, high as their resentment rose and great 

as their Home Rule independence grew, they never openly broke with 

England. But under cover of this Old English nationalism the Anglo-Irish 

developed a great if unpolitical affection for native things (416-17).

Infused as is it with a lexicon more pertinent to contemporary (or near 

contemporary) political debate, it is hard not to read Curtis’ formulation here as an 

articulation of his own thoughts on the current ‘Irish Question’, rather than on the 

question of the medieval ‘Anglo-Irish’, and it is fair to say that Curtis, no less than 

MacNeill, leaves himself open to the charge of ‘reading history backwards.’

Both the concept of the “Middle Nation”, and in particular the perceived tradition of 

Anglo-Irish separatism, were themes Curtis expounded in the second edition of his 

History of Medieval Ireland,2' where the 'unpolitical affection’ of the quotation above 

would come to manifest itself as determined opposition to Tudor expansion in 

Ireland:

The main Conquest took from 1534 - 1690 to accomplish. Curiously enough 
the greatest though not perhaps the most manly opponents of it (for the 
Gaels, especially the Ulster ones, made the best fight), were the ‘English by 

blood’ of the first conquest. English in a sense though they were when they 
came over with Strongbow, they were racially and in speech French, and in 

no sense Anglo-Saxon. The development of the mixed Anglo-French nation 
of England which took place in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries did not 

touch or include them. To put it briefly, they did not accept the English 

legend, and, while the epigram 'more Irish than the Irish’ is an obvious 

exaggeration as applied to them, they did in essentials feel, and in many 

cases completely accept, the ‘Irish legend’, the ancestral tradition formed 

long before them, which got into their blood after five centuries of native 

living in Ireland. (364)

21 An edition from which the dedication to the ‘Absentee Lordship’ - followed by a quotation 
from the Gaelic poet Aodhagan O Rathaille, articulating his sorrow at the consequences for 
his native land of the outcome of the Battle of the Boyne - had been removed.
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However contentious his forward extrapolation of ideas of Anglo-Irish separatism, it 

was in his conception of a “Middle Nation” that Curtis’ legacy lies. In his attempts to 

bridge what must have seemed for many an intractable divide - deftly “steering] a 

course between the Charybdis of Orpen’s alleged Celtophobia and the Scylla of 

MacNeill’s apparent Celtophilia” (Watt, 1987, 304) - Curtis initiated and validated a 

heated debate on the position of the ‘Anglo-Irish’. It was a debate that was to have 

repercussions for successive generations of Irish historians, and which remains, in 

the rhetoric of revisionists and traditionalists alike, highly, if indirectly, influential on 

current perceptions of Anglo-Irish identity.

Commenting, at the turn of the millennium, on the “remarkably immutable nature” of 

the discipline of medieval Irish history, Bhreathnach observes that “modern scholars 
of all related disciplines of early and medieval Irish studies continue to be indebted 

to, and indeed to work in the shadows of, their [...] early twentieth century 

predecessors” (2000, 261). For Watt, “Much of the advance in our understanding of 

this period [C14th Ireland] has been achieved by way of a critical dialogue with 
Curtis” (1987, 303). The three strands of medieval Irish historiography mapped out 
above, and epitomised in the differing perspectives and agendas that Orpen, 

MacNeill and Curtis brought to bear on their subject, provided a conceptual 
framework for the writing of Irish history, particularly with regard to the contentious 
status of the ‘Anglo-Irish’. It was a framework that would be supplemented, 
modified, and railed against by their successors, but it is one that has arguably yet 
to be supplanted.

MacNeill on Orpen:

“The eulogist of Anglo-Norman feudalism in Ireland sitting in 
judgement upon the political institutions of a people he has 
never studied, and does not at all understand"

Orpen on MacNeill:

“Well they have got their ‘Great Deliverance’ now, and 
all I can say is Heaven help Ireland."

That Sean Duffy, reflecting on the differing ways in which MacNeill’s Phases of Irish 

History and Curtis’ A History of Medieval Ireland responded to Orpen’s Ireland 

under the Normans, could observe, “both men were happy to acknowledge their 
indebtedness to Orpen, and their criticisms were mercifully free of that rancour 
which has bedevilled other branches of Irish historiography” is telling (Duffy, 1997,
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5). Whilst Duffy, as the preceding section has demonstrated, is perhaps overly 

sanguine in offering this assessment of the depth of feeling engendered by what 

were seen as the Anglo-centric emphases of Orpen’s work, his comments 

nevertheless usefully draw attention to the wider contestations surrounding the 

study (and the purpose) of Irish history in the decades which followed Orpen et al. 

Integral to these contestations - and they are, unquestionably, disputes that have 

been ‘bedevilled by rancour’ - are the debates surrounding revisionism.

Obviously, any detailed consideration of the controversies surrounding Irish 

historical revisionism lies far beyond the scope of this chapter, but as the debates 

provoked by revisionism are pertinent to the central argument of this thesis, a very 

brief (and inevitably cursory) attempt to sketch what are commonly agreed to be the 

main trajectories of this debate might be useful at this point.22

The influential efforts of a previous generation of scholars notwithstanding,23 the 

principal instigators of the oft-cited 'historiographical revolution’ in Ireland, and the 

key players in what Brendan Bradshaw has characterised as the first of two crucial 

stages in the progression of revisionism (Bradshaw, 1988), are generally accepted 

to be T.W. Moody [1907-1984] and R.D. Edwards [1909-1988], Belfast- and Dublin- 

born, respectively, the two men were, as graduate students, near contemporaries at 

the Institute of Historical Research in London. Here, their approach to the study of 

history was influenced by, amongst others, the work of Herbert Butterfield.24 In his 

acclaimed and iconoclastic study, The Whig Interpretation of History,25 Butterfield

22 Much, inevitably, has been written on the subject of revisionism in Irish history, with many 
of the debates being played out in the pages of Irish Historical Studies and The Irish Review. 
A useful anthology of material pertinent to the revisionist debate, with a detailed bibliography 
is Brady ed., 1994. A good overview of the historical controversies involved in discussions 
of some of the main topics in Irish history from the eighteenth century onwards can be found 
in Boyce and O’Day, eds., 1996. Another related collection of essays is O Ceallaigh, ed., 
1994. See also Gibbons, 1991; Whelan, 2004; and Gkotzaridis, 2006.
23 MacNeill’s rigorous debunking of the received narratives surrounding early medieval 
Ireland, and Curtis’ call for the espousal of a comparative approach in the study of Irish 
history might be mentioned in this context, as might the work of scholars such as James 
Eadie Todd, or near contemporaries of Moody and Edwards, such as Aubrey Gwynn, D.B. 
Quinn, and R.B. McDowell.
24 Gkotzaridis, 2006; Bradshaw, 1989. Brady questions the extent to which the influence of 
Butterfield, specifically, was a factor in determining the methodological approaches 
espoused by Moody and Edwards, arguing instead for a greater appreciation of the 
importance of the wider context of historicism: “...in common with Butterfield and so many 
other historians and social scientists throughout the West in the inter-war years, Moody and 
Edwards along with the other Irish historians of their generation were confronting a much 
more formidable challenge to the epistemological status of historical practice in general than 
Butterfield’s little polemic against the Whigs” (Brady, 1994, 18).
25 Herbert Butterfield, 1965 (Originally published 1931)
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had trenchantly critiqued not only the received narrative of English constitutional 

development, but also the partisan and teleological assumptions of all those 

national histories whose tendency, as he characterised it in the preface to this work, 

was “to praise revolutions provided they had been successful, to emphasize certain 

principles of progress in the past and to produce a story which is the ratification if 

not the glorification of the present”.

The relevance of Butterfield’s criticisms for the contemporary study of Irish history 

was not hard to find. The tortuous gestation of the Irish Free State contributed to an 

“ontological insecurity” at the heart of the new political dispensation (Gkotzaridis, 

2006, 32) which sought to ratify, glorify, and, not least, to legitimise itself by making 

the appeal to history that Orpen had previously cautioned against.26 By the late 

1930s, when Moody and Edwards had returned to take up (what were to become 

highly influential) academic positions in Ireland, the “excesses of nationalist history” 

were, as Hutchinson observes, “politically embodied in de Valera’s constitution”: a 
constitution which declared Ireland as “Gaelic, Catholic and Indivisible” (Hutchinson, 
1996, 101). If the Whig interpretation of history was an “unquestioned belief in 

England’s natural progress towards prosperity and liberty”, then its Irish counterpart 
is found in the “providentialism” of a nationalist tradition, which traced Ireland’s 

steady march towards the assertion of independence, and enshrined it as the 
manifest destiny of “faith and fatherland”27 (Brady, 1994, 17).

Whilst there was in an ‘extra-Ireland’ context nothing particularly innovative in the 

approach to the study of history championed by Moody and Edwards: their work, 

methodology and inspiration has been characterised as “derivative” (Boyce and 

O’Day, 1996, 6), and the positivist and empiricist emphasis of their endeavour can 

perhaps be seen as intellectually conservative in light of the near-contemporary

26 In Whelan’s assessment, “One choice of the independent state was explicitly to embrace 
a revolutionary remodelling of Irish society and the Irish state, and to strive for an Ireland 
that was genuinely international, securely Irish, and non-provincial. The other option was to 
strangle those transformative energies at birth and to collapse back into a gratefully 
provincial, pseudo-Gaelic, Catholic backwater, mirroring similar tendencies in the statelet of 
Northern Ireland, which was, in the words of its first prime minister, James Craig, 'A 
Protestant state for a Protestant people.’ In the Civil War of 1922-23, the second option 
eclipsed the first" (Whelan, 2004, 182).
27 Whelan draws attention to the Eucharistic Congress, held in Dublin in June 1932, as “the 
triumphant public staging of this fusion of Catholicism and nationalism in Irish identity.” 
Marking 1500 years since the introduction of Christianity to Ireland by St. Patrick, the event 
was “presented as the culmination of Irish history”, and more than one million people (over 
one-third of the population of the Irish Free State) attended Mass in Phoenix Park (Whelan, 
2004, 183).
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historiographical revolution of the Annales school, the approach they espoused was 

to have far reaching implications for the study of Irish history in Ireland.

What Moody and Edwards attempted was, in the words of Ciaran Brady, “to 

construct a new institutional framework which would at once radically alter the way 

in which historical writing was produced in Ireland and fundamentally change the 

way in which the Irish past and history’s manner of representing it were received 

within contemporary Irish culture” (Brady, 1994, 3). To this end, two new societies 

dedicated to the study of Irish history were established,28 and in 1938 a new journal 

Irish Historical Studies proclaimed, in its inaugural edition, to be “exclusively 

devoted to the scientific study of Irish history”29 emerged as a joint publication of 

these two societies.

Moody and Edwards’ energies were not confined to the establishment of a new 

journal. In the 1940s, the Irish Committee of Historical Sciences (instigated by 

Moody and Edwards in 1938) established a research monograph series, Studies in 

Irish History, which aimed at a wider and more detailed dissemination of new 

research than was possible under the auspices of Irish Historical Studies. Moody 

and Edwards’ were also keen that the fruits of this new research should be made 

available to a wider audience. As such, they inaugurated the (still current) RTE radio 

series, “The Thomas Davis Lectures”, in 1958; and Moody collaborated with F.X. 

Martin in the acclaimed RTE television series “The course of Irish history”, first 

broadcast in 1966, with an accompanying book published the following year30 

(Brady, 1994, 5-6).

Perhaps the most ambitious project undertaken by either man was Moody’s plan for 

the creation of a multi-volume history of Ireland, modelled on the Cambridge 

Histories. Exactly thirty years after the inaugural edition of Irish Historical Studies 

had been published, Moody used the same journal as a platform both to reflect on 

the achievements made in Irish historical study in the intervening decades -

28 The “Ulster Society for Irish Historical Studies”, founded by Moody in Belfast, in February 
1936, and “The Irish Historical Society”, founded by Edwards in Dublin, in November of the 
same year.
29 Preface, IHS 1 (1938) 1-3, 2
30 “The course of Irish History”, Broadcast in twenty-one episodes from 24th January to 13th 
June 1966, on RTE. The accompanying book was published as Moody and Martin, eds., 
1967. The book became the new Irish history school textbook.
31 The final volume to be published in the nine volume series, Prehistoric and Early Ireland 
ed. Daibhl 6 Croinin, although the first in the project’s chronological scope, appeared in 
2005.
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explicitly (if, perhaps, immodestly) identifying 1938 as a watershed year in Irish 

historiography - and to set out his vision for A New History of Ireland. In the late 

sixties, Moody was acutely conscious of the huge areas in Irish history that had yet 

to be the subject of detailed historical research, and he hoped that the programme 

he outlined for the New History would prove an impetus for the undertaking of this 

work. Whilst the massive project he envisaged was beset by logistical and 

organisational difficulties, eventually appearing in a somewhat different shape, and 
over a much more protracted period of time than originally anticipated,31 Moody’s 

hope that the undertaking would advance the cause of Irish historical research was 

broadly realised.

Yet, despite the industrious efforts of Edwards, Moody and others, the first phase of 

‘revisionism’, conducted primarily, as it was, in a resolutely academic setting, had 

perhaps surprisingly little impact in the collective public consciousness of what 
constituted ‘Irish history'.32 This situation, however, was soon to change. Various 

factors have been suggested as contributing to the wider and more contentious 
debates surrounding the interpretation of Irish history that marked the second phase

31 The final volume to be published in the nine volume series, Prehistoric and Early Ireland 
ed. Daibhl 0 Croinln, although the first in the project’s chronological scope, appeared in 
2005.
32 As late as 1960, Edwards was reflecting on what he saw as the damaging impact of the 
'faith and fatherland' history taught in schools, such as that found in Hayden and Moonan, 
1921, and Carty, 1932. Cf. the explicit instructions for school teachers of history, drawn up at 
the request of Tom Derrig (appointed minister of education under De Valera in 1932): “The 
History of Ireland is the history of the various peoples who inhabited Ireland since the first 
advent of men to our shores, but it is more particularly the study of the Gaelic race and 
Gaelic civilisations for a thousand years to foreign domination, whether Norse, Norman or 
English.” (Qtd. in Kearney, 2007, 140.) The notes further warned that “Irish history has been 
much distorted by those who wrote from the enemy’s standpoint.” (Kearney, 2007, 292) The 
teaching of history in British schools, it should be noted, was, at the time, hardly a model of 
academic objectivity; and the recommendations of the Lynn Committee (established in 
Northern Ireland in 1921) were similarly aligned to contemporary political concerns. (Magee, 
1970)
In the context of the distinction Edwards drew between ‘scientific history’, rooted in source 
material, and the popular histories he dismissed as ‘commentating on commentaries’, Ian 
McBride, reviewing Gkotzaridis, cites Gallagher, 1957, and O’Hegarty, 1952, as typifying the 
sort of history against which Edwards was railing. Described by Walker as “a work of 
disingenuous if powerful propaganda”, Gallagher's book opened with a chapter entitled ‘A 
Nation through the Centuries’, and offered a selective account of Ireland’s history which 
argued that only Britain’s policy of ‘divide and rule’ had prevented Ireland from maintaining 
her natural state of unity (Walker, 1992, 163). O’Hegarty introduced his own volume as “The 
story of Ireland in the last phase of her captivity, that unfinished story which we thought, 
talked, wrote and burned so much midnight oil about in the last decade of that Golden Age 
which ended in 1914.” Reviewing the book, Edwards wrote, “Mr O’Hegarty is still too loyal to 
the principles of revolution to be able to consider conflict without enthusiastically acclaiming 
the actions of the heroes (who are almost always right) and caustically denouncing their 
opponents, to whom he is not accustomed to give the benefit of the doubt, and who are 
therefore usually wrong” (282). “As a commentator,” Edwards concluded, “Mr. O’Hegarty 
may be regarded highly, but hardly as an historian” (283).
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of revisionism, which developed in the late sixties / early seventies, and reached its 

acrimonious apotheosis in the eighties and nineties.33 Among these are the impact 

of a new generation of professional historians, trained in the ‘scientific methods’ 

championed by the founders of Irish Historical Studies] and an increasing 

disillusionment with Ireland’s lack of social or economic progress, which 

compounded a “deepening sense of the failure of the entire independence project” 

(Whelan, 2004, 189). The “ontological insecurities” attendant on the birth of the 

Irish Free State contributed also to the unease surrounding the state-sponsored 

commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of the Easter Rising.34 Perhaps most 

pertinently, the emergence of the Troubles in Northern Ireland in the years following 

1969 threw the perils of an unreflective dissemination of ‘mythic’ versions of national 

history(s) into sharp relief.35

The cumulative effect of these and other factors was to thrust the question of the 

proper constitution and purpose of Irish history into the public domain in a new, and 
newly heightened, way. The ‘scholarly’ revisionism espoused by Moody, Edwards 
et at and continued by a new generation of historians was suddenly removed from 

the relatively isolated domain of academic disputation and propelled, often in crude 
and unreflective form, into the (formidable) arena of contemporary political debate 

and media commentary. History, never, admittedly, a scarce commodity in the 
island, took centre stage once more, as a contentious past was prevailed upon to 
explain a conflicted present. And as Irish history became politicised in an 
increasingly public and visible way, so too did Irish historiography. As Brady puts it, 

“what had seemed in the 1930s to be an unproblematic combination of intellectual 

practice and public service had, in the highly charged political and ideological 

conditions of the 1970s and 1980s, come to be seen in some quarters as an 

unhealthy or even disingenuous position” (Brady, 1994, 12). The very word 

‘revisionism’ became imbued, for some, with connotations of deliberate

33 An acrimony heightened by the often intensely parochial nature of the controversy: 
“Contributions to the debate on both sides have taken place mainly among the Irish 
themselves conducted principally in periodicals and a media that receives little notice 
outside Ireland. T.W. Moody, F.S.L. Lyons, Roy Foster, Ronan Fanning, Brendan Bradshaw 
and Desmond Fennell are at one in seeing Irish history as our history.” (Boyce and O’Day, 
1996, 5)
34 F.X Shaw’s vehement rebuttal of the myths surrounding the men of 1916, and Patrick 
Pearse in particular (written in 1966 although not published until 1972) was a direct critique 
of this commemoration. (Shaw, 1972) See also F.S.L. Lyon’s response to Shaw’s article. 
(Lyons, 1972)

5 Cf. T.W. Moody’s presidential address to the Dublin University Historical Society (Moody, 
1978). In it, Moody lambasted the ‘mythic’ versions of history propounded in both loyalist and 
republican rhetoric.
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iconoclasm36 and an implicit anti-Irish ideology,37 and although the tenor of the 

passages that follow can leave no doubt as to where the sympathies of their authors 

lie, they serve aptly, nevertheless, to illustrate the depth of feeling involved:

[T]he very odium some attach to the epithet ‘revisionist’ betrays their 

ideological motivation. For what they fear is not the revision of the facts but 

of their faith, regardless of whether their totems are orange or green. Theirs 

are not the open minds of those genuinely engaged in the activity of 

historical discovery, but the closed minds of those desperately determined to 

preserve their ideology intact (Fanning, 1988; Reprinted Brady, ed., 1994, 

157).

What is the popular image of revisionism in Ireland today? A retelling of Irish 

History which seeks to show that British rule of Ireland was not, as we have 

believed, a bad thing, but a mixture of necessity, good intentions and 

bungling; and that Irish resistance to it was not, as we have believed, a good 

thing, but a mixture of wrong-headed idealism and unnecessary, often cruel, 

violence. The underlying message is that in our relations with Britain on the 

Irish question, the Irish have been very much at fault. This is the popular 

image of historical revisionism, but [...] it is not far from the reality (Fennell, 

1989; Reprinted Brady, ed., 1994, 184-5).

In hindsight, it might be argued that as those involved in either side of the revisionist 

debate accused their opponents of not being able to see the wood for their own 

ideological trees, the heat of the argument obscured the fact that, in terms of the 

wider trends in historiography, epitomised by, for example, the work of Hayden 

White, and the ‘narrative’ turn, both sides were perhaps entrenched in the wrong 

forest. Nevertheless, it is perhaps surprising that the most influential anti-revisionist 

argument - Bradshaw’s “Nationalism and Historical Scholarship in Modern 

Ireland”38 - emerged in the context of a period seemingly hitherto untroubled by the 

revisionist controversy: that of late medieval Ireland.

36 Concisely expressed in the celebrated heckle from a member of the audience at a public 
lecture on The Flight of the Earls’, given in London by a lecturer from UCD in the late 1980s. 
Taking issue with the 'revisionist' thesis expounded, the audience member interjected, “For 
God’s sake leave us our heroes!” (Qtd. in Kearney, 2007, 203)
37 The clarity of the argument was not helped by the looseness with which the term was 
applied. Compare the definitions offered by Roy Foster, “[T]o say ‘revisionist should just be 
another way of saying ‘historian’” (1986, 5) and Fanning, 1988, with its use by Fennell (to 
whom the popular usage of term is attributable).
38 Bradshaw, 1989.
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The key ‘battlegrounds’ in the revisionist debate had focused largely on the history 

of Ireland from the early modern period onwards, and whilst many of the arguments 

centred on the (unwelcome) presence of the English in Ireland, the late medieval 

period during which this presence was initiated was somewhat marginalised in the 

debate. Despite the efforts of F.X. Martin to offer a more nuanced reappraisal of 

Diarmait Mac Murchada,39 his popular status as arch-villain of the piece - ‘Dermot of 

the Foreigners’ [Diarmait na nGall]40 - the “arch-Quisling who brought a mortal 

persistent enemy within our shores [and] unending agony on the country” (Martin, 

1977, 6) remained intact.41 As far as public perception went, the Gaelic Irish were 

the true Irish, and 1169 marked the beginnings of eight centuries of English 

oppression. The defacement, within a week of its erection, of a plaque 

commemorating the 800th anniversary of the arrival of the first Anglo-Normans at 

Baginbun, Co. Wexford, serves as an apposite demonstration of the extent of this 

feeling.42

If the spirit behind this action gave the lie to Orpen’s view, expressed nearly fifty 
years earlier, that “what happened upwards of seven centuries ago can have no 
practical bearing on our present-day problems” (1921, iii: 9), it did so because, as 

the preceding section sought to demonstrate, the history and the historiography of 
late medieval Ireland were, from the very foundations of its professional practice, 
thoroughly and comprehensively “enmeshed in the polemics of the [twentieth] 

century” (Cosgrove, 1983, 2). And when, in the late 1980s, Steven G. Ellis 

published the article which was to provoke the ire of Bradshaw’s anti-revisionist 

counterblast, he was, intentionally or not, making his own contribution to the very 

polemics he sought to readdress.

In a study that was, arguably, provocative from the title onwards,43 Ellis had two 

explicit aims. Firstly, he sought “to offer a critique of the present nationalist 

historiography of late medieval Ireland”, and secondly, he aimed “to make some

39 Martin, 1977.
40 For a reassessment of the contemporary interpretation of this designation, see Martin, 
1977.
41 For the unequivocally nationalistic terms in which Mac Murchada was denigrated in the 
standard school history textbooks, see Martin, 1977, note 10.
42 Martin, 1977
43 Ellis, 1986.
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suggestions towards the creation of an alternative framework for the writing of its 

history” (1986, 1-2). 44

The two aims were linked. In Ellis’ view, the ideological interpretative imperative of 

tracing the “pre-history of Irish nationalism ha[d] been allowed to prejudge the issue 

of the island’s separate development in the late middle ages” (1986, 4), and this had 

led to the eschewing of a comparative critical approach in favour of an overly 

insular, ‘hiberno-centric’ stance.45 The result of adopting such a stance, he argued, 

led to an anachronistic emphasis on Ireland’s alterity from other late medieval 

‘frontier communities’, such as those of the Welsh marches and in the north of 

England, to the extent that such alterity had even become linguistically embedded in 

the writing of late medieval Irish history:

[T]he dominant interpretative framework [of late medieval Ireland] remains a 

national one: it inclines to treat the island as a political rather than a 

geographic entity, its history shaped by interaction between its inhabitants, 

and the impact of outside factors ignored or dismissed as deleterious.

This imbalance is at times artificially perpetuated by the development of 

terminology which is, to say the least, needlessly confusing to outsiders. 

Apparently their migration across the Irish Sea transformed regional councils 

into presidencies, scutage into royal service, and purveyance into cess; yet 

the English versions of these terms were also current in Ireland. The settlers 

are variously described as ‘Anglo-Norman’, ‘Anglo-French’, ‘Anglo-Irish’, 

‘Hiberno-lrish’, ‘Hiberno-English’, and ‘Old English’, but seldom the English 

which they call themselves; even though for royal officials the contemporary 

sub-categories as The English of Ireland’ and the ‘English of England’ were 

usually unnecessary. By contrast, however, the term ‘Irish' is loosely and 

ambiguously used to mean, at different times, both ‘Gaelic’ in a cultural

44 The use of the term ‘Nationalist’ in the title was perhaps deliberately ambiguous. For Ellis, 
both here and in later studies the term was used in relation to the concerns of “’present 
centred’ history”, and was “not intended to imply anything about the political outlook of its 
practitioners.” (Ellis, 1996, note 12. Cf. Ellis, 1995, 14). Historians responding to Ellis’ article 
did not necessary concur that this was what he had intended.
45Ellis, 1986, 18. In their respective reviews of Volume ii of A New History of Ireland: 
Medieval Ireland 1169-1534, both Frame (1987) and Ellis (1988) suggested that the volume 
suffered as a result of its 'overwhelmingly hibernocentric’ perspective. The volume’s editor, 
Art Cosgrove, responded by observing, “To condemn a history of Ireland on the grounds it is 
hibernocentric is, to say the least, a surprising choice of term; it would be a very peculiar 
history of Ireland that concentrated on Scotland and Wales!” (1990, 99).
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sense and 'Irish’ in a geographical sense, even though contemporary Gaelic 

society maintained a firm distinction between Gaetach and Eireannach. In 

these circumstances it is understandable that Dr. Penry Williams, whose 

specialist knowledge of Tudor Wales was employed to such good effect in 

his masterly study, The Tudor regime, should dismiss Ireland with the 

remark that it ‘would have needed a book to itself, so different were Irish 

society and Irish government from English’ (Ellis, 1986, 3-4).

In calling for a greater emphasis on a comparative approach to the history of late 

medieval Ireland, Ellis was not doing anything spectacularly original. Edmund Curtis 

had made a similar plea, albeit in a broader context, some sixty years earlier; and, 

in relation to the late medieval period, the 'comparatively’-orientated research of, 

amongst others, Robin Frame and R.R. Davies was already underway. In a sense, it 

was the framing, rather than the substance, of Ellis’ call which was to provoke 

controversy. In designating much of the previous historical writing on late medieval 
Ireland as “nationalist historiography”46 and as such, ideologically committed to 
reinforcing the notion of Ireland’s alterity from the rest of the British Isles,47 Ellis’ 

article was perhaps “one of the first examples of an attempt to apply the myth- 
criticism conducted by Lyons, Foster, MacDonagh and others to contemporary 
historical writing as a deliberate means of undermining its interpretative credentials” 

(Brady, 1994, 10 [my emphasis]).

Calling for a reappraisal of two conceptions of late medieval ‘Irishness’ - 
conceptions that can be traced back to the formative work of, respectively, MacNeill 

and Curtis - Ellis argued that the insular, hibernocentic nature of previous 

historiography had artificially and anachronistically separated the ‘Gaelic and 

English’ world in Ireland from the wider context of the ‘Gaelic and English world’ of 

the British Isles as a whole. Ellis drew attention to parallels in the experience of the

46 Ellis exempted a handful of scholars from this charge: “Perhaps one reason why 
nationalist interpretations of medieval Ireland have not in the circumstances achieved an 
outright monopoly is that among modern historians specialising in Ireland, 1169-1603, the 
handful whose background and training were not nationalist have included such prolific 
writers as A.J. Otway-Ruthven, H.G. Richardson and G.O. Sayles, David Quinn and Robin 
Frame” (1988, 4, note 14). Responding to Ellis, Art Cosgrove made the wry observation that 
“[w]hatever the perils involved in defining the various groupings within medieval Ireland they 
are as nothing compared with those that face anyone who would attempt to categorise his 
fellow historians. After all, what historian would ever admit the complexities of his thought, 
the subtleties of his arguments, the finely honed balance of his conclusions could be 
contained within the boundaries of a solitary ‘-ism’?!” (1990, 98).
47The traditional term is used, here and elsewhere, for convenience, and in a geographical 
rather than political sense.
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Scots and Irish Gaelic in terms of their shared cultural identity; their interaction with 

the English; and (perhaps less persuasively, given what he himself termed as the 
“primarily local and dynastic’’ political loyalties of the Gaelic world)48 their potentially 

intertwined political aspirations: all aspects which he saw as having been 

downplayed in accounts of the Gaelic Irish which were rooted in an hibernocentric 

model (1986, 6-9).

However, it was with what he saw as the misleadingly insular perspectives informing 

the study of the English in late medieval Ireland that Ellis’ article was primarily 

concerned. Challenging the conception of the existence of a unique strand of Anglo- 

Irish ‘separatism’ - a conception which can be traced via Lydon’s influential 

exposition of the ‘Middle Nation’49 thesis right back to the work of Curtis - Ellis 

argued that the evidence adduced in support of this argument became less 

convincing when viewed from a comparative perspective. There was, he suggested, 

little in the experience of the English in late medieval Ireland that was without 
parallel in other frontier communities such as those of the Welsh marches and the 
North of England,50 and that the framing of these experiences in Irish historiography 
owed more to twentieth century ideological interpretative imperatives (and, indeed, 
to normative assumptions regarding England ‘south of the Trent’)51 than it did to the 

realities of the late medieval period:

Since the perspective and concerns chosen owe more to modern aspirations 
than contemporary preoccupations, nationalist interpretations necessarily 

reveal steady ‘progress’ towards an independent Ireland (1986, 18).

In challenging the received ideas of “neglect, decline, degeneracy and ‘Anglo-Irish 

separatism’” (1986, 10) and in suggesting that the dominant and enduring attention 

given to these themes in much of the historiography on late medieval Ireland 

derived in no small part from the concerns of “present-centred history”, Ellis’ article 

led to a renewed critical debate surrounding the issue of Anglo-Irish identity in the 

latter decades of the twentieth century.

48 The suggestion of common political aspirations between Scots and Irish Gaelic is rejected 
by Cosgrove (1994, 104).
49 Lydon, 1984.
50 Both here and elsewhere Ellis offered a variety of case studies in support of this assertion. 
See, for example, Ellis, 1986; 1991; 1995.
51 A point reiterated in Frame, 1990.
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In terms of this debate, (leaving aside the view of Michael Richter that “as with the 

Scandinavian invasions [of Ireland], one observes over the whole period a mutual 

integration of two or more cultures" (1985, 289) - a suggestion that has found few 

adherents) two broad traditions might be discerned.

Both are in agreement that the Gaelic Irish saw the settlers as ‘Gall’, and that the 

‘English’ English voiced, on occasion, doubts as to the ‘Englishness’ of their Anglo- 

Irish peers, but the vexed issue remains as to how the settlers saw themselves. In 

re-examining the rhetorical contexts in which contemporary late medieval assertions 

as to the distinctiveness of Anglo-Irish cultural identity were made, and in explicitly 

linking the assumptions of historical scholarship to contemporary twentieth-century 

political concerns, Ellis offered a serious challenge to Lydon’s ‘Middle Nation’ thesis 

- and to a conception of Anglo-Irish alterity which was itself prefigured in Curtis’ 

arguments for a significant degree of acculturation between ‘settler’ and ‘native’. 

Ellis’ own views on the matter were unequivocal - “the king’s subjects in Ireland [...] 
remained officially English lieges who regarded themselves as Englishmen, spoke 

English and used English law and customs” (1986,15) - and they found support in 
the comparatively-oriented research of Davies and Frame.

There are, perhaps, problematic assumptions on both sides of the debate as to the 
homogenous nature of this ‘Anglo-Irish’ identity, especially given the lengthy 

timescale and the very different local cicumstances involved. Frame’s pertinent 

observation that “we should not deny to medieval men the complex layers of identity 

and the ability to live with inconsistencies that we take for granted ourselves” (1977, 
103) is, in this context, worth bearing in mind. Whilst no attempt is made here to 
advance the vexed question of Anglo-Irish identity in the later Middle Ages, it is, 

nevertheless important to the wider concerns of this thesis to pay attention to the 

political implications of the various lights in which this putative identity has been 

framed in historiography, not least as these, now contested, assumptions as to the 

‘separateness’ of Anglo-Irish cultural identity have had, as will be demonstrated, a 

profound impact on previous accounts of Anglophone literature in late medieval 
Ireland.
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-III-

If, as the preceding sections have sought to delineate, considerations of the English 

in Ireland and, specifically, the putative issue of an emerging and distinct ‘national’ 

identity, have proved enduringly contentious in the historiography of medieval 

Ireland, it is perhaps fair to observe that the equanimity of scholars in the cognate 

field of literary history remains largely unshaken by such concerns.

Yet it is from two literary sources - the Expugnatio Hibernica by Giraldus 

Cambrensis,52 and the Norman French narrative poem The Song of Dermot and the 

Earl52 (the latter work, incidentally, owing the title by which it is most commonly 

known to a 1892 edition of the text by no less a person than G.H. Orpen) - that 

much of the information available to historians regarding the arrival of the English in 

Ireland is derived. Despite the brazenly pro-Geraldine bias evidenced in the 

Expugnatio54 and the questions raised by some scholars as to the historical 

accuracy of The Song of Dermot and the Earl,55 in light of the virtual silence on the 

part of the Irish annalists on the arrival of the Anglo-Normans56 it remains the case, 

as Frame observes, that “all studies of the invasion rely heavily on these two 

sources.” (1981, 1-2)

For Orpen, it was undoubtedly the perceived historical value of The Song of Dermot 

and the Ear/that was the primary motivation for his edition. Remarking in his

52 In light of the discussion in the preceding section, it is perhaps ironic that the author of one 
of the main historical sources for the Conquest of Ireland was himself no stranger to the 
perils and possibilities inherent in a fluid sense of national self-identification. See Gillingham, 
1993.
53 Gerald of Wales, Expugnatio Hibernica, the conquest of Ireland Ed. and trans. Martin and 
Scott, 1978. See also Gerald of Wales: The History and topography of Ireland, Rev. ed. 
trans. O’Meara, 1982. All references are to this edition. For Gerald’s life and work see 
Conwey Davies, 1946-7, and Bartlett, 1982, 2006. The Song of Dermot and the Earl: an Old 
French Poem from the Carew Manuscript no. 596 in the archiepiscopal library at Lambeth 
palace. Ed, and trans. Orpen, 1892. Fora discussion of the poem and its significance to Irish 
historiography, see Bliss and Long, 1987, 715-18.
54 “The evidence indicates that Strongbow was the guiding spirit in Wales behind the 
expedition, even if it was the Geraldines who formed the van in Ireland and captured the first 
glory. Gerald of Wales took good care to stress that latter aspect. Modern propagandists 
could profitably study how a myth was fashioned by Gerald. In contrast with the supposedly 
vacillating Strongbow the Geraldines appear as a race of heroes, men of decision. They are 
presented as emboldened with a messianic belief in their own high destiny, the conviction 
that they were a chosen race with a doubly noble descent [...] It would be hard to overrate 
the psychological advantage of this conviction, no matter how historically unreliable was the 
belief in descent from heroic Trojans.” Martin, 1987(b), 68.
55 E.g. O’Doherty, 1938. Cf. Martin,1987 (c), 46-7.
56 Martin, 1987 (c).
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introduction on “the correctness and independence of its author’s information”
(1892, xxxiv) he cites approvingly J.F. Dimock’s comment that “there is every 

reason to accept [The Song of Dermot and the Ear/] as simple prosaic truth, 

according to the writer’s best belief and information, put into simple rhyme; and in 

rhyme though it be, its history, I have not a doubt, is far more accurately true that 

Giraldus’ poetical prose” (1892, xxxii).57 Certainly, in Orpen’s view, the poem’s 

value as an historical account far outweighed its dubious merit as a work of 

literature, and indeed, he disposes of the latter question in characteristically 

magisterial fashion: “As to the literary qualities of our poem, great allowances have 

to be made for the corrupt form in which the text has come down to us, and of 
course, poetry in the sense of imaginative art is not to be looked for” (1892, xxxiii).

Notwithstanding its value as an historical source for the events immediately 

surrounding the ’first conquest’ of Ireland, and despite “the treasure of detailed 

accurate information” enshrined within it (Martin, 46), the utility and appreciation of 
The Song of Dermot and the Earl in the historiography of medieval Ireland has, 

perhaps inevitably, been overshadowed by the more compelling account offered by 
Giraldus Cambrensis in the Expugnatio Hibernica. “Gerald’s commanding position”, 
writes Martin, “by reason both of the virtuosity of his style and the amount of 
colourful information he supplied, ensured he would be drawn on continually by 

historians as a main, perhaps the main source about the first Anglo-Normans in 
Ireland. [...] In the heel of the historical hunt Gerald of Wales [...] stands as an 

unavoidable primary source” (46). But the Expugnatio does more than provide the 

historian with an invaluable account of the first decades of the ’conquest’ from the 
perspective of an informed, if unashamedly partisan, observer. In conjunction with 

his earlier Topographia Hibernica - “surely the most incisive commentary on Ireland 

and Irish life ever produced” (Duffy, 1997, 7)58 - the Expugnatio inculcated a view of 

Ireland and the Irish that was to prove profoundly influential on subsequent 

historiographical and literary traditions.

For, in spite of the oft-cited comment in the Expugnatio, “for just as we are English 
to the Irish, so we are Irish to the English”, purported to have been made by his 

uncle, Maurice Fitzgerald, whilst under siege in Dublin in 1171, there is precious

57 Noteworthy, in this context, is the fact that Dimock had prepared an edition of Gerald’s 
works on Ireland (Dimock, 1867).
58 A sentiment shared by J.S Brewer, “we are indebted to [Gerald] for all that is known of the 
state of Ireland during the whole of the middle ages, a few barren Chronicles excepted” (Qtd. 
in O'Meara, 1982, 13).
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little in Gerald’s two ‘best sellers’ on Ireland to suggest that their author viewed the 

cultural chasm between newcomer and native as anything other than unbridgeable.

It is true, as Martin observes, that “he did not begin the denigration of the Gaelic 

Irish - this had been effectively (though unintentionally) initiated by Bernard of 

Clairvaux forty years previously with his ‘Life of Malachy of Armagh’” (Martin, 46),59 

but the popularity of Gerald’s works, and the pretence of objectivity with which he 

shrouded his observations, ensured his reputation as the foremost authority on 

Ireland for centuries to come. The influence of Gerald’s hostile presentation of 

Gaelic Ireland can be traced in a host of later writers, from Raphael Holinshed and 

Richard Staniherst (via Higden’s Polychronicon), to Edmund Campion, William 

Camden and Edmund Spenser; prompting a frustrated Geoffrey Keating to break off 

from his detailed repudiation of Gerald’s work to fulminate on his pernicious legacy:

Even though it is on him Cambrensis puts the name like every other lie of his 

partial history, and as he set down Raonus in his chronicle in place of 

Ronanus, every one of the new Galls who writes on Ireland, writes Roanus 

in imitation of Cambrensis as a name for Fionntain, because it is 

Cambrensis who is the bull of the herd for them for writing the false history of 

Ireland, wherefore they had no choice of guide (Keating, i: 153 [My 

emphasis]).

But it is not just in later historical accounts of Ireland that Gerald’s influence is 

manifested. His depiction of the Gaelic Irish as “a wild and inhospitable people, 

living on beasts...and like beasts”,60 “a barbarous people, literally barbarous”, so 

“removed in these distant parts from the ordinary world of men, as if they were in 

another world altogether and consequently cut off from well-behaved and law- 

abiding people” {Topography, 102-3) was also to have a powerful resonance in 

subsequent literary representations of Ireland and the Irish, both medieval and early

59 Describing the situation faced by Malachy as bishop of Connor, Bernard writes: “When he 
began to administer his office, the man of God understood that he had been sent not to men 
but to beasts. Never before had he known the like, in whatever depth of barbarism; never 
had he found men so shameless in regard of morals, so dead in regard of rites, so stubborn 
in regard of discipline, so unclean in regard of life. They were Christians in name, in fact, 
pagans.” The comment should, as Martin argues, be seen in terms of the hagiographical 
rather than historical context in which it was written (1987, 59-60).
60 “Est autem gens haec gens silvestris, gens inhospita; gens ex bestiis et bestialiter vivens.” 
O’Meara translates this line as quoted above; Leerssen as: “This is a people of forest- 
dwellers, and inhospitable; a people living off beasts and like beasts” (Leerssen, 1995, 30).
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modem.61 Tracing the topos of the “wild Irish” back to Gerald of Wales, and situating 

the discourse of the Topographia within a wider, standard “received iconography” of 

alterity - in which the Irish are presented as a gens silvestris - Leerssen has argued 

that the negative representations of the Irish found in Gerald and his successors 
served as a rhetorical justification for the “English hegemonic presence in Ireland,” 

recasting and reauthorising the events of the ‘first conquest’ in the guise of a 

civilising mission62 (1995, 31, 30). Indeed, he contends, Gerald’s designation of the 

Irish as a gens s/'A/esfr/'s would later come to have far-reaching implications; in 

theory, if not if practice:63

The idea of the silvestri Hiberni became a legally distinguishing criterion. 
Once again it held a number of connotations. One of these was the fact that 

the Irish lived in the wild, impenetrable part of the country like so many Wild 

Men, semi-bestial “naturals.” The other was that they themselves were “wild” 

- unruly outlaws without a title to legal status. Thus, both in their habitat and 
in their personal status the Irish were “wild” as a direct consequence of being 

silvestris. The terms silvestri Hiberni, Wilde Irish, and Mere Irish occur 
interchangeably, and a gloss from 1401 explains the term wildehirissheman 
as “Hibernicus et inimicus noster” (Leerssen, 1995, 30).

In a study which focuses specifically on representations of Ireland and the Irish in 
late medieval English literature, Elizabeth Rambo reaches conclusions which are 

broadly similar to those of Leerssen although, interestingly, she draws attention to 

the propensities of different generic traditions to figure both land and people in 

subtly differing ways. Thus, she argues, the predominant representation of Ireland in 
the Romances is as an ‘otherworld Island’, a construction which, whilst still stressing 

Ireland’s ‘otherness’ nevertheless reads this perceived alterity in more ambiguous

61 On negative literary representations of the Irish see, among others, Snyder, 1920; 
Leerssen, 1995; Rambo, 1994, and Gillingham, 1993. For a recent summary survey and 
bibliography on Irish literary representations, see “Irish”, in Seller, Manfred and Leerssen, 
(eds ), 2007, 191-194.
62 Whilst Leerssen presents a convincing case for this, it should be noted that Gerald himself 
was also careful to justify the English presence in Ireland with reference to “the twofold claim 
from olden times” (the events of mythical British history) and “the twofold claim from recent 
times" (the surrender of the Irish chiefs, and the papal authorisation of Henry ll’s claim to 
Ireland in 1172). Topographia, 99-100
63 In practice, there was a greater degree of fluidity than this literary presentation would 
suggest. It was possible, to an extent, to ‘opt in’ to ‘Englishness’ (both in Ireland and 
elsewhere) by conforming to English norms and behaviour: “The King’s obedient subjects 
are ipso facto Englishmen - ‘without,’ as one Statute phrases it, ‘taking into consideration 
that they be born in England or Ireland’ (Leerssen, 1995, 31). The reverse, as the Statutes of 
Kilkenny imply, could also hold. See also Davies, 1994.
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and less moralistic terms than those typically found in the chronicles or histories 

discussed in her study. Here, in the Romance tradition, Ireland’s ‘otherness’ is 

more akin to that of “Armenia, Arabia or India - places most Western Europeans 

had never seen, which might as well have been completely imaginary” (122): it 

served to facilitate the fantastic and the marvellous, rather than being rhetorically 

constructed as a means of justifying territorial expansion as moral enterprise. But, 

even within this alternative tradition of representation, ominous undertones may be 

discerned: “In general,” writes Rambo,

Ireland as the Otherworld island in Middle English Literature is not the 

glamorous, innocent, Celtic Otherworld of birds, music and beautiful women 

[...but rather] it is a dangerous, threatening place. And in religious works, for 

example the Otherworld visions of Sir Owain and Tundale are more 

concerned with Hell and Purgatory than with Paradise (121).64

But despite the potential glimmer of hope offered by specific literary genres, in the 

notable absence of any account which offered an alternative view of Ireland from 

that promoted in the Topographia, the legacy of Gerald’s negative presentation of 

the ‘wild’ Irish was to prove enduringly influential in subsequent literary traditions,65 

as the concluding comments of Rambo’s study make clear:

There are, of course, exceptions to these stereotypes, such as the civilised, 

welcoming Irish people in King Horn, Horne Childe and Malory’s “Book of Sir 

Tristam". In addition, one finds occasional references to the ‘real Ireland’ 

such as the reference to the musical expertise of the Irish in Sir Tristam66 

[...] References to the Irish pastoral economy and countryside in works such 

as the romance Prose Merlin and the Polychronicon reflect a real knowledge 

of contemporary Ireland, as do references to the Hiberno-Norse settlers [...] 

Thus, a certain amount of accurate, more or less neutral information about

64 St. Patrick’s Purgatory, and the accounts associated with it were, of course, famous all 
over Europe, and the idea that this site offered a glimpse into the next world was no doubt 
reinforced by Ireland’s position in medieval mappaemundi on the very margins of the known 
world.
65 A point made by Scattergood, 1996.
66 Also commented on, incidentally, by Gerald of Wales, where it is the subject of a typically 
back-handed compliment: “It is only in the case of musical instruments that I find any 
commendable diligence in the people, They seem to me to be incomparably more skilled in 
these than any other people that I have seen [...] In the opinion, however, of many, Scotland 
has by now not only caught up on Ireland, her instructor, but already far outdistances and 
excels her in musical skill. Therefore people now look to that country as to the fountain of the 
art” Topographia, 103-4.
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Ireland and Irish culture was available to the writers and audience of Middle 

English Literature, but it seems to have been overwhelmed by the alienating 

negative stereotypes. These literary concepts both reflected current 

attitudes, and influenced present and future English views of her 

neighbouring island. Even harsher versions would come to dominate English 

portrayals of Ireland [and] the Irish in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries, as English efforts to establish dominance in Ireland intensified 

(123-4).

A notable and recurring feature of critical studies concerned with literary 

representations of the Irish is the tendency to figure (or to see figured) a supposed 

‘Irish’ identity in terms of its binary opposition to a supposed ‘English’ identity.

Where then, it might not unreasonably be asked, does this leave those ‘English in 

Ireland’ with whose construction in historiographical traditions the first two sections 

of this chapter were primarily concerned; and how might they be mapped on to a 

framework constructed on such rigorously bilateral lines? The answer, in short, 
would seem to be nowhere. And here, in the construction of this resolutely 

oppositional agenda, do literary scholars, no less than some of their 
historiographical counterparts, leave themselves open to a charge of reading history 
backwards.

While historians of the period, as the brief outline above has shown, have made 
extensive use of those literary sources which deal explicitly with the arrival of the 

English in Ireland, it is true that no comparable literary material survives to 

supplement the much fuller administrative record of Ireland in the centuries following 

the ‘first conquest’: the plentiful, if partisan, documentary evidence of MacNeill’s 
“alien administration”. In light of this fuller administrative record, it is perhaps 

unsurprising that historians have shown little interest in the (admittedly small) 

corpus of manuscripts that attest to the Anglophone literary culture of late medieval 

Ireland. Yet the evidence of these manuscripts, though necessarily tangential and 
provisional, is, as will become clear in the following chapters, not without pertinence 

to the issues of Anglo-Irish identity considered earlier.

What is perhaps, more remarkable is, with a few honourable exceptions, the 

apparent reluctance of literary scholars to engage in any sustained way with the 

material that represents late medieval Anglo-Irish literary culture. A number of 
factors, ranging from the determinedly prosaic to the methodologically unconcerned
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and the implicitly ideological might be adduced to explain this comparative lack of 
interest in what light an examination of the contemporary literary evidence might 

bring to bear on our understanding of the wider Anglophone culture of late medieval 

Ireland, and these issues are discussed in more detail below.

Elizabeth Rambo’s account, it must be acknowledged, goes further than some in at 

least recognising the Anglo-Irish as active participants in literary culture. But, 

having been conjured up in the methodological reflections which preface her study, 

the spectre of the medieval Anglo-Irish as producers and consumers of literature is 

just as swiftly exorcised:

Hiberno-English texts, that is, Middle English texts originally written in the 

English colonies in Ireland, are for the most part removed from the 
discussion, on the assumption that the attitudes and concerns of English 

people living in Ireland (for generations in many cases) are likely to have 

been different from those of residents in England - more informed, perhaps, 
if often less sympathetic. The Hiberno-English, like other march-dwelling 

people, came to view themselves (and to be viewed by others) as a “middle 
nation,” neither English nor Irish, but with characteristics of both, according 

to the historian James Lydon. This group of people became aware of their 
distinctions as early as the twelfth century, and continued to be classified as 

such as late as 1600 (16).

Implicit here, in Rambo’s assessment, is what amounts almost to a double 
marginalisation of the Anglo-Irish, and it is a marginalisation which, if not actually 

inculcated by the traditionally oppositional relationship of English and Irish sketched 

out above (and clearly operative in the passage quoted), is, at the very least, 
facilitated by it, and it is a marginalisation that will be shown to feature in much of 

the current literary scholarship concerned (or unconcerned) with these Anglo-Irish 

texts. But before proceeding further, it is perhaps useful to briefly address one of the 

more pragmatic factors which might be seen to have a bearing on the claims 

presented here for the general scholarly neglect of medieval Anglo-Irish texts: that 

of the paucity of existing material.

The most comprehensive survey of extant material in Middle Hiberno-English is 
undoubtedly that undertaken by the editors of the Linguistic Atlas of Late Mediaeval 

English. In the Index of Sources provided in Volume One of the Atlas they identify
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and itemise over two hundred extant examples of medieval Hiberno-English 

material, a record that includes “all of the known documents surviving in 

manuscripts from before 1500”67 (LALME i, 40). However, the vast majority of this 

material (nearly ninety percent of the total) is, whilst obviously highly significant for 

studies of language and dialect, largely irrelevant to the concerns of the present 

work, consisting as it does of what the editors of LALME categorise (in 

contradistinction to ‘literary texts’) as ‘documents’:

It is convenient to distinguish ‘literary texts’ from documents. By ‘documents’ 

we mean legal instruments, administrative writings, and personal letters: the 

type of material that is calendared by historians, likely to be of known date 

and local origins. The ‘literary texts’ include imaginative and discursive 

writings, regardless of their quality of literature: so, for example, Piers 

Plowman beside The Prick of Conscience, Castleford’s Chronicle and Dan 

Michel’s Ayenbite. Less obviously, perhaps, they number such things as 

translations of the Bible, glosses, paraphrases of the Psalms, medical 

recipes, charms [...] The two categories, of course, documentary and literary 

sources in some cases overlap. Robert Pilkington’s account of his conflict 

with the Ainsworths for the possession of Mellon (see North Yorkshire 

County Record Office ZDV XI) is a discursive chronicle no less than it is an 

administrative record; commonplace books typically combine texts of a 

documentary sort, especially personal and financial memoranda, with literary 

works, often devotion or medicinal. The distinction between ‘document’ and 

‘literary text’ is not classification for its own sake; the material falls naturally 

into two classes, and they call for different kinds of treatment {LALME, i: 39).

Excluding the ‘documents’ from the surviving corpus of texts in MHE (on the 

grounds that they do not contribute in any significant way to an understanding of 

Anglo-Irish reading communities) has a decimating effect on what might initially 

have be seen as reasonably substantial catalogue of material, and this is 

compounded by the very liberal interpretation of ‘literary’ materials offered in the 

quotation above. The pertinent sources for a consideration of the audiences that 

existed in late Medieval Ireland for literary texts in Middle English remain, for the 

most part, those items detailed by McIntosh and Samuels in their seminal 1968

6/ Benskin's remarks, it should be noted, pertain to those manuscripts written in MHE. Other 
items written in Standard English, normally ‘documents’ rather than ‘literary texts’ (on which, 
see above) are not recorded.
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article, “Prolegomena to a Study of Medieval Anglo-Irish.”68 The most significant of 

these items include, in addition to the so-called 'Kildare Poems’ of British Library MS 

Harley 913, James Yonge’s translation of the Secreta Secretorum, an anonymous 

translation of the Expugnatio Hibernia] a single copy of the C-text of Piers Plowman 

[Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Douce 104]; three copies of The Prick of Conscience 

[Magdalene College Cambridge, MS 18; Manchester Chetham Library MS 8008; 

Trinity College Dublin MS D.4.8 (156)]; Richard Rolle’s Meditations on the Passion 

[Oxford, Bodleian Library MS eMus. 232], the Northern Passion [Cambridge 

University Library, MS Gg 1.1]; the Northern Homily Cycle [San Marino Huntington 

Library 129], and the English works by Rolle and Hilton contained in Longleat MS 

29.

Given the precarious nature of manuscript transmission, it is difficult to draw any 
firm conclusions as to whether the survival of such a small corpus of relevant texts 

is representative of their scarcity in, perhaps even irrelevance to, contemporary 

Anglo-Irish reading communities, or whether these surviving manuscripts represent 
merely a fraction of the Middle English texts of Irish provenance that may once have 

been in circulation. The situation is further complicated by the changing linguistic 
contexts in which such manuscripts were produced and circulated:69

It is impossible to estimate how much of the literature produced in Ireland in 
Norman French and in English has been lost. Certainly the quantity which 

has survived is rather small in comparison with what has survived in 

England. It must, however, be remembered that the survival of medieval 

literature in any language has been largely a matter of chance; and the 

virtual supersession of Norman French and English by Irish towards the end 

of the medieval period must greatly have reduced the chances of survival of 

works in these alien and obsolescent languages (Bliss and Long, 715).

But, whilst the paucity of extant material is undoubtedly a significant factor in the 
comparative scholarly neglect of Middle English literary texts of medieval Irish 

provenance, it is not, it might be suggested, the only issue at stake. It is one of the 

contentions of this study that the relative neglect of these texts (and by extension,

6a McIntosh and Samuels,1968
69 On which: Bliss, 1984; Curtis, 1919; Bliss and Long, 1987; Hickey, 1997. Bliss’s negative 
assessment of the status of English as a spoken language in Ireland has attracted criticism 
from Richter, 1985 and Ellis, 1988.
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any consideration of their readers) might, in part, be seen to stem from their 

retrospective marginalisation in the shaping of literary histories: literary histories that 

are in themselves both the product of, and instrumental in shaping, what are 

arguably post-medieval conceptions of cultural and national identities.

There is, perhaps, a certain irony in the fact that whilst the index of sources 

prepared for LALME is, as noted above, the most comprehensive survey yet 

available of texts in Middle Hiberno-English, and that a sizeable amount of (mainly 

linguistic) attention has been paid to these texts,70 Ireland itself, however, remains 

conspicuously absent from the dot maps presented in LALMETo clarify, the 

suggestion here is most certainly not that the omission of Ireland from the dot maps 

represents, in any way, an intention on the part of the editors of LALME to 

marginalise Ireland, or Middle Hiberno-English: all three of the editors have 

published seminal accounts of the subject elsewhere. Nevertheless, it is hard to see 

the decision not to map English dialects in Ireland in such an influential and 

prestigious volume as LALME (irrespective of the pragmatic or methodological 

grounds on which such a decision was taken) as one that could have been 

countenanced for any other dialect region represented in the atlas. The point being 

made is that Ireland’s geographical separation from the rest of the British Isles 

facilitates its cartographical absence in LALME without undermining the sense of 

totality in a way that, to take a purely hypothetical example, the omission of Kent as 

a dialectal region on the dot maps could not. And the potential implications of this 

omission for studies of MHE (especially those which are non-linguistic in focus) are 

apparent in a remark from Angus McIntosh’s opening address to the fifth York 

Manuscripts Conference, in which he reflected on some of the ways in which the 

linguistic information gathered for, and presented in, LALME might be applied:

70 A comprehensive (if not infallible) survey of linguistic scholarship on MHE can be found in 
Hickey, 2002, 104-118.
71 An observation made previously by Thompson: “The simple truth is that English dialects 
west of the West Midlands simply have not been mapped yet [... ] Unlike other Middle 
English dialect regions, for example, the English dialects in Ireland are not mapped 
linguistically or geographically on the dot maps prepared by McIntosh, Samuels, and 
Benskin in the Linguistic Atlas of Late Medieval English (Thompson, 2007, 114). The 
absence of Ireland on the dot maps is the subject of a brief comment by McIntosh in the 
Preface to LALME; “It should be noted here that in the Index of sources printed in Volume I 
there are many entries referring to medieval Hiberno-English manuscripts, although the 
linguistic material has not been presented. The special problems that this corpus raises will 
be treated in a future study by Professor Benskin” (LALME, i: viii).
MHE is similarly isolated in another prestigious linguistic study, The Cambridge History of 
the English Language, where it is ignored entirely in Milroy’s chapter on ‘Middle English 
dialectology’, and the subject of only a single indexed reference in the volume as a whole. 
(Blake, ed., 1992)
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What I gradually became more aware of, especially after working on 

dialectal problems relating to Middle English, was that newly acquired 

knowledge and insights which were the main immediate reward of such work 

were proving more likely to benefit those concerned with the literature and 

culture and social structure of medieval England than those primarily 

interested in the language perse or in linguistics. It is on this basis, I think, 

that investigations into Middle English dialects will now flourish best. Already 

work on these lines is beginning to command more recognition and 

appreciation, The subject has become primarily a sort of service discipline 

capable to no small extant of illuminating matters which lie outside of 

language studies altogether, and holding forth promise of a wide range of 

fruitful and collaborative investigations (1991, xi).

A sense of the isolation of Anglophone medieval Ireland from the mainstream 

literary and linguistic traditions of the rest of the British Isles is also implicit in the 

treatment of medieval Hiberno-English literature in recent, and similarly 

authoritative, literary histories, even in those whose methodologies are self

consciously defined in direct opposition to the imperial attitudes and assumptions 

which permitted an outright marginalisation of Ireland in the earlier histories they 

aim to supersede. Here, perhaps, the prestigious Cambridge History of Medieval 

English Literature, edited by David Wallace, can serve as an illustrative example. 

Reflecting, in the General Preface, as to how the critical and theoretical 

preoccupations of the current work might distinguish from those of predecessors, 

(particularly, the Cambridge History of English Literature)72 Wallace makes the 

following observations:

A second striking feature of the Cambridge History of English Literature is 

the generous promotion of writing in Scotland and the neglect or submersion 

of Ireland and Wales [...] In contrast with Scotland [...] Ireland and Wales 

are nowhere accorded such independent or free-standing status. [...] Ireland 

is largely neglected until the sixteenth century. The first indexed reference to 

Ireland is defective; the second directs us to the notorious colonising plans 

of the Libelle of Englyshe Policy (1436-41). The city of Dublin makes its first 

indexed appearance [as late as section] 4.8: we are told that Thomas

72 Ward and Waller, eds., 1907-27. Completed in 1927, the ‘old’ Cambridge History was still 
in print as late as the 1970s.
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Campion did not secure a medical degree there ‘sometime between 1602 

and 1606 (Wallace, 1999, xiv-xv).

Set in self-conscious opposition to this imperious (and imperial) neglect is the 

treatment promised in the present text:

Even if our current volume were to exclude any medieval vernacular that 
could not in some way be construed as, or adjacent to, ‘English’, Dublin 

could not be ignored: for Dublin emerges as a site of considerable 

importance for the commissioning and copying of Middle English 

manuscripts. Wales, similarly, cannot be overlooked even from a strictly 

Anglocentric perspective. [...] This volume, however offers ‘free-standing’ 

accounts in Wales, Ireland and Scotland that are written, so to speak, from 
the inside out; outsiders from England are sometimes resisted as invaders, 

sometimes glimpsed on a far horizon, sometimes simply not part of a local 
culture [...] (xv)

But the very terms in which these aspirations for the new Cambridge History are 

framed are implicitly oppositional. In the (laudable) urge to rectify the 
marginalisation of the other ‘national’ literary histories offered in previous, 
anglocentric, accounts, the new Cambridge History, it might be argued, succeeds 
only in displacing, or reversing, the very alterity it seeks to engage. By retaining the 

focus on ‘national’ identities, as articulated in local and narrowly localisible material - 

in essence, “original works relating specifically to Ireland” (Dolan, 1999, 223) - 
surveys of Anglophone literature in late medieval Ireland such as Dolan (1991;

1999), Bliss (1984), and Bliss and Long (1987) are, by their very nature, both 

predicated on and complicit in, the contested models of Irish historiography explored 
in this chapter. The next section of this study seeks to map the over-determining 

impact of these scholarly preoccupations on previous discussions of Anglo-Irish 

literary culture, and to suggest some of the ways in which a desire to look for (and 

thus, perhaps, to find) evidence, within the manuscripts examined, which supports 

the inherent alterity assumed for them, has resulted in these manuscripts being 

viewed in a manner that is at best constricting, and, in its worst excesses, downright 
distorting.
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Section II



CHAPTER TWO

British Library MS Harley 913: Danders in Decolonisation

“’When, for fuck's sake, are you going to write 

something for us?’ ‘If I do write something, 

whatever it is, ill be writing for myself.
(Seamus Heaney, from The Flight Path, 1996)

Dochum Gloire De agus Onora na hlzireann

The publication, in 1999, of Kathryn Kerby-Fulton and Denise Depres’ Iconography 

and the Professional Reader: The politics of book production in the Douce Piers 

Plowman,1 occasioned what might most diplomatically be characterised as a 

‘spirited exchange’ between Ralph Hanna as reviewer and Kerby-Fulton as co

author in the Yearbook of Langland Studies.2 The ‘Douce Piers Plowman’ (Bodleian 

Library Douce MS 104), and indeed, both the book and review article cited here, are 

subject to a detailed examination in a later chapter of this thesis: the review article 

and response are invoked at this juncture by virtue of a telling, if tangential, 

exchange concerning the status of British Library MS Harley 913.

Responding to Hanna’s excoriating analysis of the “historical amnesia’’ (184)3 he 

sees as pervasive throughout Iconography - an amnesia which enables the authors 

to posit a politically ‘progressive’ and ‘democratic’ production milieu for the Douce 

Piers Plowman - a clearly piqued Kerby-Fulton counters, quoting Hanna, with an 

accusation of her own:

“But she [this is me] has very real difficulties, in the main ideologically driven, 

in bringing [Anglo-Irish literature] to bear on the subject. There is, for 

example, the germ of a discussion of Harley 913, to which Kerby-Fulton at

1 Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999.
2Hanna, 1999; Kerby-Fulton, with Despres,1999
3Hanna’s assessment of Kerby-Fulton’s “historical amnesia” in relation to the situation in late 
medieval Ireland is both pertinent and incisive. Regrettably less nuanced (both 
geographically and politically) is his account of current British involvement in the island of 
Ireland: “Again to consider history, twentieth-century London governments of a vastly more 
liberal stripe than fifteenth-century ones have found it expedient to continue the military 
occupation of Ireland (now restricted to the six northmost counties of the Republic.)” 
[sic](184)
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least refers, both for its virulent anticlericalism and for its concern for the 

poor. Kerby-Fulton might be applauded for seeing Harley 913 as in the main 

irrelevant, since the book is about a century earlier than Douce and a late 

representative of a well-known type of thirteenth-century book conceived for 

rather different purposes.”

In other words, he approves of my mention of Harley, my assessment of its 

relevance, and my circumspection about making too much of it in relation to 

Douce, a much later manuscript. The paragraph then comes to an 

embarrassed halt, because, as Hanna knows, most of the extant creative (as 

opposed to translated) literature indigenous to Anglo-lreland was written, like 

Harley 913, at least a century before Douce was made. Had I drawn upon it 

extensively, I’d have incurred the very charge of anachronism that deadends 

Hanna here. (Kerby-Fulton, with Despres, 1999, 196-7 [Emphasis original])

Underpinning this strand of the altercation, it seems, is a critical unease - on the part 

of both scholars - with the appropriate relationship of Harley 913 to late medieval 

Anglo-Irish literature as a whole, coupled with certain assumptions as to what it is 

that Harley 913 actually represents. Both Hanna and Kerby-Fulton are correct, in a 

very literal sense, in drawing attention to the temporal distance which separates the 

production of Harley 913 from that of the Douce Piers Plowman (and, for that 

matter, from the majority of the other texts considered in the present study).

However, neither of them, for reasons that will become obvious, is prepared to 

countenance the complete exclusion of Harley 913 from a discussion of any Anglo- 

Irish literature of the period. This critical impasse (if it may so be characterised) 

regarding the anachronistic potential of Harley 913 is, it might be suggested, the 

result of two distinct, but related, factors. Firstly, the unquestionable exceptionality 

of British Library Harley MS 913 as a repository of the largest extant collection of 

‘original’ Anglo-Irish poetry; and secondly, the foundational role that the Anglo-Irish 

contents of this manuscript may be seen to have played in the critical construction 

of late medieval Anglo-Irish literary histories.

Before examining, in more detail, the positioning of Harley 913 in recent literary 

scholarship, it is perhaps useful to offer a brief sketch of the manuscript and its 

contents.4 Not atypically, for all its importance in “containing] the only substantial

4 A full manuscript description is included in Appendix A
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body of verse recognised as having been composed in the English of medieval 

Ireland” (Benskin, 1989, 57), the volume itself is physically unimposing. A relatively 

small vellum manuscript (ca. 140mm x 91mm) British Library MS Harley 913, in its 

present state, consists of sixty-four folios, containing fifty-two items in three 

languages: Latin, Middle English, and Anglo-Norman; the Latin texts, despite the 

disproportionate amount of scholarly attention paid to the Middle English works in 

the manuscript, account for the majority of the volume’s contents.5 As currently 

extant, the original foliation of the manuscript has evidently suffered 
disarrangement6 and, as witnessed by the transcription of eleven items from Harley 

913 into British Library MS Lansdowne 418 by James Ware Sr. in 1608, five of 

which are no longer extant in Harley 913, parts of the original manuscript have been 

lost.7 Benskin’s exhaustive palaeographical analysis of Harley 913 has 

demonstrated that the vast majority of the texts in the manuscript are the work of a 

single scribe, albeit one whose hand “is very variable”, and whose “extremes have 

understandably passed for the work of different scribes” (Benskin, 1990, 168).8 

More generally, the appearance of the manuscript as a whole seems to reflect 
sensibilities on the part of its compiler that leant towards the utilitarian rather than 

the aesthetic:

5 Benskin, 1990, 164; Thompson, 2007, 122-3.
6 Suggested reconstructions of Harley 913’s original ordering have been offered in Lucas 
and Lucas, 1990; and, in a slightly different form, in Wada, 2004. However, given the 
impossibility of knowing the extent of the manuscript’s losses, any such ‘reconstruction’ must 
inevitably be partial.
7 The most celebrated of these five items is the Middle English poem, Yung Men of 
Waterford, from which Ware transcribed only an excerpt, beneath a note in his hand which 
reads “There is in this booke [Harley 913] a longer discourse in meter putting the youth of 
Waterford in mind of harme taken by the Rovers, and wishing them to beware for ye time to 
come, I have written out ye first staffe only.” [British Library Lansdowne MS 418, f.92r] The 
other texts copied by Ware and no longer extant in Harley 913 are a Latin prose work, Litera 
Domini Ade de Briton militis] a five-line Latin acrostic, Celi reginam laudemus] a list of the 
twelve tribes of Israel and their symbols; and an eighteen-line Latin poem Gloriose presul 
Thoma. Transcriptions and translations of these items can be found in Appendix Three of 
Hatfield Moore, 2001.

That the loss of these texts from Harley 913 occurred at some time between Ware’s 
transcription of them in 1608 and Bernard’s 1697 catalogue entry for Harley 913 is 
suggested by Lucas, on the basis of Bernard’s use of the older foliation of the manuscript 
“which begins at 1 with the present fol. 3 and goes through to 62, now fol. 64, so by 1697 the 
manuscript must have been gathered in quires more or less as it is now.” (Lucas, 1995, 17- 
18) Bernard's catalogue lists only eleven items, which, as the note on the entry suggests, 
were those he deemed the most important [inter quae praecipua sunt], Wanley’s more 
detailed 1708 catalogue follows the manuscript’s current foliation, leading Hatfield Moore to 
suggest that “the manuscript was probably rebound between 1697 and 1708" (Hatfield- 
Moore, 270).
8Benskin, 1989; 1990. On morphological grounds, and the evidence of punctuation and 
annotation, Benskin argues that “[o]n examination, this impression of diversity is largely 
superficial, much of it merely variation in size and spacing. [...] Hand A’s [the main hand of 
Harley 193] texts involve three languages, and the different look of Latin, French and English 
itself contributes to an impression of diversity” (1990,168).
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Although some sections of the manuscript are of fair appearance, there has 

been no real attempt at calligraphy, and there is no illumination of any 

quality. Similarly, the layout is piecemeal, with eleven pages only partially 

written, and five blank; later hands have made various insertions. Overall, 

the manuscript gives every indication of having been written intermittently, 

not at all the product of continuous or supervised labour - a compilation 

private, and very probably personal (Bensk'm, 1990, 165 [Emphasis mine]).

Both textual and codicological evidence supports the accepted compilation date of 

c. 1335 for Harley 913. Texts in the manuscript for which a date of composition is 

known “cluster[ ] in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries”, and the 

ascription of the Anglo-Norman proverbs on f.15v to ‘Count Desmond’ {“Proverbia 

comitis desmonie") would indicate a date no earlier than 1329, when Maurice fitz 
Thomas Fitzgerald (c. 1293 -1356) was created the first Earl of Desmond.9 The list 

of Franciscan Custodies (“Enumerate Custodiarum") on f. 4T - f.43r “is valid for 
Ireland only from 1325-1345, and for the rest of the contents, neither language nor 
script points beyond” (Benskin, 1990, 164).

An ownership inscription on the otherwise blank f. 2V - Iste liber pertinet ad me 
Georgium Wyse - indicates that the manuscript was in Waterford by the mid
sixteenth century, it being accepted that the inscription refers to the George Wyse 
who was mayor (1561), and later bailiff (1566), of Waterford. Further evidence of the 
manuscript’s early history in Waterford is found in a second five-line ownership note 

on f. 29r, in a mid fifteenth-century secretary hand not dissimilar to that of Benskin’s 

Hand C10, of which only a portion is now legible: Iste liber pertinet ad Ihoe lambard 

[...] Waterfordie [...].11 The Lombards, like the Wyses, were one of Waterford’s 

leading families, and “MS Harley 913 seems to have been firmly associated with the 

Waterford oligarchy in the sixteenth-century at least and perhaps also before that.” 

(Cartlidge, 2003, 45) That the association of Harley 913 with Waterford continued 

into the early seventeenth century is demonstrated by a marginal note, dated 
February 1608, in British Library MS Lansdowne 418, on those texts which James 

Ware had transcribed from Harley 913, which describes the exemplar as “a smale

9 Lucas, 1995, 19; Benskin, 1990, 164; Seymour, 91-93.
10 Benskin, 1990. Neil Cartlidge suggests that John Lombard’s hand is possibly the same 
hand as Benskin’s Hand C (2003, 45 note 42).
11 Bliss and Long, 721; Hatfield Moore, Appendix Two, 353.
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olde book in parchm. called the book of Rosse, or of Waterford”12. Edward 

Bernard’s catalogue entry for Harley 913 indicates that by 1697 the manuscript was 

owned by the Bishop of Norwich (and ardent bibliophile) John Moore. By 1705, 
Harley 913 was in the possession of Thomas Tanner, (Moore’s chaplain from 1698, 

and son-in-law from 1701) from whence “in circumstances unknown it came into the 

hands of Robert Harley, first earl of Oxford, and passed to the British Museum with 

the rest of his library in 1754” (Bliss and Long, 721).13

However, if the later history of Harley 913 is perhaps unusually well documented, its 

early provenance has been the subject of some debate since the publication, at the 
start of the twentieth century, of Wilhelm Heuser’s pioneering study and edition of 

the Middle English texts in the manuscript.14 Harley 913’s long association with 

Kildare predates Heuser,15 but his acceptance of Kildare as a likely place of origin 

for the manuscript, and his designation of the manuscript’s English poems as “Die 

Kildare-Gedichte” in the only edition of the texts available for most of the last 
century has proved influential,16 despite the perhaps more convincing claims for a 

Waterford provenance.17 Benskin has argued, on the evidence of rhymed and non- 
rhymed spellings, that ten out of the fifteen Middle Hiberno-English texts of Harley 
913 (the remaining two English texts being copied in a dialect localisable to the 

English south west Midlands) were copied in Waterford, most likely from exemplars 
already ‘translated’ into a Waterford dialect, but that they were originally written in a

12 Bliss and Long draw attention to the fact that the scribe here “first wrote ‘Cork’, and then 
deleted it and substituted ‘Ross’” (721).
13 On Moore’s death in 1714, his extensive library (nearly 29 000 books and 1790 mss) was 
offered to Harley for £8000. Harley refused the offer, and the collection was bought for 
£6450 by George I, who donated it to the University of Cambridge in 1715 (DNB). It is 
possible that Harley acquired the manuscript from Moore’s estate, or direct from Tanner, if it 
was still in his possession, which could explain why it did not go to Cambridge with the rest 
of Moore’s collection in 1715.
14Heuser, 1904.
15 Crofton Crocker, quoting Frederic Madden, attributed the authorship not only of the 
English contents of Harley 913, but also of its Latin material “to the pen of Friar Michael 
Kyldare, who is expressly named as the author of a ballad, fol. 10.” (1886, 262). Whilst this 
is demonstrably not the case, there is no reason to suppose that ‘Friar Michael’ was not 
responsible for the authorship of the poem which bears his name, although this, of itself, 
need have no bearing on the provenance of the manuscript. Other evidence routinely 
adduced in support of a Kildare provenance for Harley 913 includes the fact that ‘Pers of 
Birmingham’, the subject of a critically contentious poem in the manuscript, was buried at the 
Franciscan abbey in the town.
16 Heuser’s 1904 edition (reprinted 1965) remained the only edition of all the English poems 
in the manuscript until Lucas, ed., 1995.
17 Heuser, 11ff. Heuser’s assertion that the manuscript was written in Kildare is accepted by 
(among others) Seymour, 1926; Robbins, 1975; Rigg, 1992; Kinsella, 1986. Adherents to 
Waterford as the place of origin for Harley 913 include Fitzmaurice and Little, 1920, 121; 
McIntosh and Samuels, 1968, 3; Bliss, 1984, 32; Bliss and Long, 1987, 720-1.
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dialect localisable to Kildare (Benskin, 1989).18 Lucas and Lucas posit a detailed, 

complex (and, perhaps, overly ingenious) production scenario, in which some of the 

materials that form Harley 913 are suggested to have originated in the Franciscan 

house at Kildare, passed into Waterford (possibly via New Ross), with material 

being incrementally added, before finally being copied, in Waterford, into the 

present manuscript (Lucas and Lucas, 299).

But, if the specific location of Harley 913’s production has generated a scholarly 

debate that, on the present evidence, is probably incapable of definitive resolution, 

that the manuscript is the product of Ireland has never been doubted; and the 

‘Irishness’ of Harley 913,19 along with its accepted Franciscan connections, have 

been determining factors in critical treatments of the manuscript.

On the latter point, the scholarly association of Harley 913 with the Franciscans can 
be traced as far back as Wanley, who concluded his 1708 catalogue entry for the 

manuscript with the comment “I believe this Ms. was written in Ireland; and that the

18 Cf, Benskin and Laing, 1981 The validity of the evidence cited by Benskin in relation to the 
Anglophone texts of Harley 913 is questioned by Cartlidge, in part due to the difficulty of 
localising dialects of MHE (2003, 38 note 21). Given the doubts Cartlidge expresses here, it 
is perhaps worth noting that it was M.L. Samuels, and not, as Cartlidge states, Michael 
Benskin, who was the co-author, with Angus McIntosh, of ‘Prolegomena to a Study of 
Mediaeval Anglo-Irish’, in which reservations are expressed over the difficulties inherent in 
the evidence for dialectal variation in MHE. The ‘specific problems’ pertaining to MHE are 
again flagged by McIntosh in LALME, Vol. 1, viii.
19 That the manuscript has an Irish provenance is unquestioned. In addition to the dialectal 
evidence of its Anglophone texts (comprehensively analysed by McIntosh and Samuels, 
1968, and Benskin, 1989, 1990) and the evidence for its whereabouts from the 16th century 
onwards, the association of Harley 913 with Ireland is further suggested by the self- 
identification of the author of the eponymously titled “Song" as “Frere Michel Kyldare”(144); 
the ascription, in a contemporary scribal hand, of the Anglo-Norman proverbs on fol. 1io 
‘Count Desmond’ [Maurice Fitz Thomas]; in a number of items which deal directly with Irish 
concerns {Pers of Bermingham, The Walling of New Ross, the once extant Young Men of 
Waterford) or otherwise reference people or places of ‘local’ interest. The list of Franciscan 
custodians and houses (fol. 41r-43r) has been seen to further demonstrate an Irish interest, 
beginning as it does with ‘Hibernia’, and concluding with the assertion that “prounicia 
hybernie excedit 9 prouincias odinis in conuentuum numero et in numero fratrum multo 
plures.” [The Province of Ireland exceeds nine provinces of the Order in the number of 
convents and in the number of brothers many more] (Fol. 43r 1-2), although this could 
equally well be viewed as an expression of Franciscan, rather than national pride. 
Additionally, the presence of a small number of loanwords, in corrupt form, from Gaelic 
(‘corrine’, Irish coirin, ‘can’; ‘eri’, Irish eraic, ‘compensation’; ‘ke[th]erin, Irish ceithearn, ’band 
of soldiers’; and possibly, ‘russin’, Irish roisin, ‘lunch’) [Bliss and Long, 720] has been taken 
as further evidence for an Irish provenance.
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blasphemous things therein were occasioned by the envy of the Franciscans 

against the monks.’’20 Whilst Wanley’s suggestion that ‘professional’ religious 

rivalries account for the anti-monastic sentiments scholars have discerned in the 

manuscript has held some sway in Harley 913 scholarship - Fitzmaurice and Little 

comment on the manuscript’s “satiric attacks, especially on monks” (121), and 

Angela Lucas writes that “[t]he ‘friar’s eye’ view which we get of those who live in 

the cloister is, if not envious, prejudicial”(1995, 19) - the extent to which Harley 913 

can be seen as expressing Franciscan resentment of (any) monastic order has 

been cogently and persuasively challenged in a recent study by Neil Cartlidge, 

which argues that of the three texts in manuscript where monks are the targets of 

satire, none, individually or cumulatively, “really amount[...] to anything that could be 

described as anti-monastic propaganda” (Cartlidge, 2003, 39-40).

Nevertheless, if the narrow sectarian interests Wanley perceived as an 

organisational force in the compilation of the manuscript have been cast into doubt, 

the critical consensus that Harley 913 demonstrates Franciscan connections still 

stands, even if the extent of these connections and the validity of the role they have 

played in critical perceptions of the manuscript are open to question. The most 

convincing textual evidence for locating Harley 913 within a specifically Franciscan 

milieu is concisely summarised by P.L. Henry, who argues that the manuscript’s 

Franciscan affiliations are seen in

[...]Latin pieces on St. Francis and the Portiuncula Indulgence (ff. 22-6); in 

the enumeration of Franciscan custodies and houses throughout the world, 

beginning with Ireland and ending in a comparison from the standpoint of the 

Irish province (ff. 41-3); also in a further passage concerning St. Francis and 

God (f. 43b) and a Meditation by the Franciscan John Pecham, archbishop 

of Canterbury (f. 57b) (121).

20 Wanley, 474. Wanley’s unease with the 'blasphemous things’ he saw in Harley 913 is also 
suggested in his comments on the More Sompnolentium adversus Capitulum, and the Missa 
de potatoribus, (which follows it). On the first, he notes “This is the Divine Service, 
villainously altered, by way of abuse upon some slothful and lazy Convent”; on the second, 
"this is even much more [sic] villainous (or rather blasphemous) than the former." In 
contrast, Bernard’s earlier Catalogue entry is rather more relaxed about such issues: “A 
collection of poems, some very antiquated English, some Latin and French metres, in which 
there are many merry and frank things said against monks, etc.” [Poematum collectio, partim 
lingua anglicana antlquissima, partim rlthmis Latinis & Gallicanis, in quibus multa festive & 
libere contra Monachos etc.]
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A notable feature of Henry’s assessment is the Latinate nature of the texts he cites, 

and this is also the case in Cartlidge’s appraisal of the compiler’s engagement “with 

any kind of agenda that might be said to be Franciscan ‘by purpose' (rather than by 

association)” (2003, 38). Cartlidge admits fewer texts than Henry into this category, 

limiting the textual evidence to the brief extract from St. Bonaventure’s Vita Sancti 

Francisci and the three texts concerning the Portiuncula Indulgences, on the 

grounds that Pecham’s work “seems to have been widely circulated in a variety of 

[non-fraternal] contexts,” and, perhaps less persuasively, that the “enumeration of 

Franciscan custodians and houses in itself says as much about the compiler’s taste 

for facts and figures (which is elsewhere expressed in his choice of excerpts from 

Orosius and Dares Phrygius) as it does about his institutional affinities” (2003, 38).

Yet, despite the fact that a only a minority of the texts in Harley 913 - all of them in 

Latin - could be said to have definite associations with the Franciscan Order, there 

has been a notable trend in scholarship on the manuscript to see Franciscan 
associations and concerns manifested throughout it, particularly with regard to its 
English contents. Implicit in such readings is an assumption that the contents of the 
manuscript should demonstrate some thematic coherence, or share a unity of 

purpose. This is certainly the case with Hatfield Moore's Paying the Minstrel, the 

only study to date to consider all the Harley 913 texts within their manuscript 
context. Hatfield Moore’s conviction that the texts included in the manuscript are 
reflective of the Franciscan agenda she sees as the determining factor in its 
compilation is expressly stated in her introduction to the study, clearly demonstrated 

in the readings offered for the individual texts, and forcefully reiterated in its 
concluding sentence:

Thus, many of Harley 913’s texts are devoted to inspiring contrition in their 

audiences and to promoting redemptive acts of charity and justice or mercy. 

These prominent elements of Franciscan theology and spirituality - 

Scripture, the humanity of Christ, effectual response, and the sacramental 
grace through contrition and identification with the suffering Christ - are 

infused throughout the texts of Harley 913 [... ] The manuscript’s compiler 

was motivated by a devout desire to save all sinful souls and in the pages of 

Harley 913 it is evident that this minstrel of the Lord demanded his payment 

(37; 273 [Emphasis original]).
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There are, however, intrinsic risks in approaching a compilation like Harley 913 with 

critical preconceptions of such thematic unity of purpose - not least the danger of 

focusing too doggedly on what is being sought - and, in Hatfield Moore’s case, the 

‘Franciscan’ readings offered for the texts in the manuscript, are, on occasion, more 

ingenious than they are convincing.21 Perhaps pertinent here, although they stem 

from discussion of a slightly different type of book, are Derek Pearsall’s reflections 

on the specific challenges that miscellanies pose to the assumptions of literary 

studies as it is traditionally conceived:

Lacking authors of any kind, for the most part, critics dealing with manuscript 

miscellanies, especially those whose first training was as literary scholars, 

are yet driven by the same desires, and fall with enthusiasm upon the idea of 

the ‘guiding intelligence’ that must have controlled the choice and 

arrangement of contents and been responsible for the subtle strategies of 

organization that turn an apparent miscellany into a continuing thematic 

narrative. To acknowledge that all kinds of random factors might have been 

operating, and might have been much more important in determining what 

went into the miscellanies, is by contrast so negative, so dispiriting, so 

pusillanimous, and of course so unproductive. (Pearsall, 2005, 18)

A similar assumption to Hatfield Moore’s, of an underlying rationality fundamentally 

compatible with Franciscan thought, is evident in the positioning of the manuscript’s 

English contents in the introduction and commentary in Angela Lucas’s edition of 

these texts in Anglo-Irish poems of the Middle Ages. The framing of the English

21 For example in her discussion of the Latin Troja, (fol 40r'v) or the riddling Latin verse 'Aliz 
amo te' (fol 49v). In relation to the first, Hatfield Moore’s conviction that a specifically 
Franciscan ideology formed the organising principle for the compilation of the manuscript 
leads her to suggest the intended reading of this brief extract from Dares Phrygius, followed 
by a list of characters and casualties of the Trojan War, was an allegorical one, perhaps 
based on a knowledge of John of Garland’s Parisian Poetla. This explanation for the 
inclusion of the Troy material seems perhaps unnecessarily convoluted, given the wide 
popularity of accounts of the siege of Troy in medieval literature in England, (cf. Rigg, 1992, 
99ff.) The latter text, titled by Wanley Versus nonnulli de Litteris quibusdam, has, as Hatfield 
Moore notes, been seen by previous scholars as “representjing] simply a curious (but not 
terribly interesting) example of courtly love writing’’ (184) - a view which still persuades. 
Hatfield Moore's suggestion that the riddle is a reference to Bishop Ledrede’s (infamous) 
pursuit of Alice Kylter on charges of witchcraft (and thus intended by its inclusion in the 
manuscript to serve as a reminder that salvation was open to all - “Franciscan friars were 
entirely devoted to saving souls” (187); “God had dedicated the Friars Minor to saving all 
souls - even those of heretics, witches, perpetrators of incest and murders” (260))is 
enthusiastically accepted by Kerby-Fulton (2006, 173) but whilst the suggestion is not an 
unattractive one, the evidence cited by Hatfield Moore in support of such a reading is by no 
means overwhelming.
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poems in Harley 913 in this edition, specifically those poems assumed to have been 

composed in Ireland, repays some attention, as it can be read as illustrative of a 

number of potentially problematic critical stances, hinted at above, which have been 

brought to bear on the manuscript as a whole.22

Crucial to Lucas’s view of the conceptual coherence of the manuscript is her 

conviction, here reiterated more or less verbatim from her previous co-authored 

study on Harley 913, that, given one main hand is responsible for the writing of the 

manuscript, “[i]t follows that the compilation of the manuscript must reflect some 

continuity of taste and purpose” (1995, 16).23 Whether or not this is a priori the case 

is a moot point. Cartlidge draws attention to the difficulties in reconciling this 

assumption with the evidence of the Lucases’ own codicological investigation of the 

manuscript's compilation - an account which he sees as “suggestive of a process of 
accumulation in which chance and circumstance possibly played as large a part as 

the taste and occupation of the scribe.” (2003, 37)24

Nevertheless, the suggestion that there is a ‘continuity of taste and purpose’ 

infusing the trilingual contents of Harley 913 recalls Pearsall’s comments on 
establishing taxonomic classifications for manuscript compilations: “the idea of a 

single purpose [...] is what makes the difference between an anthology and a 
miscellany. I would suggest further, as an axiom in preparing argument on these 
matters, that the purposes that are descried in an anthology or anthology booklet 

have to be specific, direct and fairly obvious to the imagined contemporary reader” 

(2005, 21). Whilst never directly stated, the idea that Harley 913 demonstrates “a 

single purpose” akin to Pearsall’s key criteria for an anthology is nevertheless 

implicit in Lucas’ formulation, and the elision or strategic repositioning of

22 That Lucas’ edition was one of a series of texts published to celebrate the bicentenary of 
Maynooth College is perhaps not without relevance to her framing of the poems edited in 
terms which emphasis both their theological coherence and distinctly Irish identity.
23 See above. “There can be no reasonable doubt that there is one main hand responsible 
for writing the manuscript. From this finding it follows that the compilation of the manuscript 
must reflect some continuity of taste and purpose, taste that, from the analysis of contents 
summarized by Bliss and Long, no doubt ‘has some connection with the Franciscan order’” 
(Lucas and Lucas, 1990, 288).

4 Cartlidge also draws attention to the large proportion of incomplete texts in the manuscript 
- texts which have not suffered from loss of leaves, but which are incomplete “because the 
scribe chose not to complete them, or else was unable to do so”; and to the seeming 
casualness of some of the items included, which “have the air of occasional notes or 
memoranda” (2003, 37). These features, he argues, are hard to reconcile with the 
assumption of an “underlying continuity of purpose.”
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‘troublesome’ texts helps further her presentation of the manuscript as a coherent 

whole.25

The textual basis for Harley 913's association with the Franciscans has been 

outlined above, where attention was drawn to the pertinence of four of the 

manuscript’s Latin texts in substantiating this assessment. Working from the 

premise of ‘continuity of purpose’, and with the emphasis very much on the 

manuscript’s English texts, Lucas redeploys these Latin works in a supporting role 

to the rather more circumstantial evidence for Franciscan connections in Harley 

913’s English poems:

Some of the items in Booklets 2 and 3 have associations with the Franciscan 

house in Kildare. Piers of Birmingham was buried there, and Friar Michael 

who wrote the Song most likely came from there. Another Booklet is devoted 

to a poem about New Ross, where there was also a Franciscan House 

situated on the quay beside the River Barrow [...]The contents of MS Harley 
913 as a whole confirm the Franciscan connection. A list of Franciscan 
provinces is included, beginning with the provinces of Ireland, not of 
England. Kildare town is mentioned, as well as New Ross and Waterford, all 

of which had Franciscan houses. Two of the Latin items deal directly with St. 
Francis[...], a third is the work of John Pecham, Franciscan Archbishop of 
Canterbury [...]. Yet another item is by Theobald, Archbishop of Assisi 

(1296-1319) birthplace of St. Francis (1995, 18-19).

With the essential thematic unity and Franciscan compatibility of Harley 913’s texts 
thus foregrounded, the ‘superficial’ heterogeneity of the compilation can be 

summarily dismissed: “[w]hilst the contents of the manuscript might seem at first 

glance to be miscellaneous, they are as a whole either religious or satirical [...] The

25 Most evident, obviously, in the editorial decision to omit any of Harley 913’s Latin or 
French texts from the volume, but also in the encompassing of those poems in English 
which have a known textual history outside of Ireland in the title Anglo-Irish Poems of the 
Middle Ages. The anthologising impulse suggested in Lucas’ study is ostensibly at odds with 
the designation of the manuscript in the title of Lucas and Lucas’ previous publication on 
Harley 913, where it is presented as “an Anglo-Irish Miscellany”, although I accept that there 
is, as yet, a lack of scholarly consensus as to how “the morass of terminological 
inexactitude” surrounding discussions of miscellanies should best be navigated (Pearsall, 
2005, 22). The elision of the non Anglo-Irish contents of the manuscript evident in this 
formulation is the subject of pertinent comment by Neil Cartlidge (2003), and further 
discussed below.
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English poems as a whole tend to be religious or satirical or both.’’(19) [Emphasis
mine]26

‘Religious’ and ‘satirical’ are, it might fairly be said, reasonably broad groupings, and 

many and varied are the Middle English literary works that could come within their 

embrace. Whilst the proportion of texts in Harley 913 that fall outside these 

categories, or can be included within them only with a degree of critical 

manipulation, is sufficiently small as to render Lucas’ designation here largely valid; 

such texts are, nevertheless, present in the manuscript. Again, the critical 

positioning of Harley 913 in Lucas’ study serves to emphasise its coherence, and to 

marginalise those texts it contains that might be seen to “follow different agendas 
entirely” (Cartlidge, 2003, 36).

The ‘taxonomical imperative’27 suggested to be operating, implicitly, in the framing 

of the manuscript as outlined above, can be seen to facilitate the next stage of 
Lucas’ argument: the move to an explicit categorisation of Harley 913 in line with 

Wenzel’s suggested classification system for manuscripts preserving early English 

lyrics.28 Wenzel thought Harley 913 a ‘miscellany’, one of six classifications he 

outlined, and defined as a “collection of various texts including poems, but the latter 

do not appear in the specific context of sermons of preaching material”
(Wenzel, 1986, 6). Lucas demurs over the appropriateness of this classification for 

Harley 913, but ultimately accepts it on the grounds it is the most apt of Wenzel’s 
categories: “it perhaps serves best to distinguish the manuscript from other 

categories [...] to which it certainly does not belong” (1995, 20).29 However, the 
categorisation Lucas is outlining is based on a further elision of the manuscript’s 

contents - already, as Cartlidge has observed,30 reduced to its Anglophone works - 

and here refined to “the religious poems of MS Harley 913” (1995, 20). A perhaps 

unintended consequence of this selective foregrounding of material is that the 

manuscript begins to take on a somewhat different appearance to that suggested by

26 A formulation which echoes Terence Dolan’s designation of the manuscript’s contents (in 
all three of the languages represented) as “mostly satirical or religious, or both" (1991, 145). 
The Norman-French items in Harley 913, at the very least, are difficult to reconcile with this 
description.
27 The term is borrowed from McLaughlin’s study of the scholarly reception of Pers of 
Bermingham (2002, 14). I am very grateful to Dr. Helen McLaughlin for her kindness in 
allowing me to cite her MA Dissertation, and for the opportunity to discuss some aspects of 
the poem with her.
28Wenzel, 1986.
29 Wenzel’s categories are: (1) Sermon Collections; (2) Preaching Tools; (3) Preacher’s 
Notebooks; (4) Miscellanies; (5) Poetic anthologies; (6) Non-Preaching books (1986, 4-7).
30 Cartlidge, 2003, 35.
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Lucas’ own list of its contents: an appearance which enables Lucas, following 

Robbins’ appraisal of the links between the friars and lyric production (an appraisal 

now moderated by more recent scholarship), to position Harley 913 as a 'friar’s 

miscellany’:31

The appearance and size of MS Harley 913, together with the nature of its 

contents and what can be gleaned about the history of its provenance and 

movements adds up to the strong possibility that it is a Franciscan’s portable 

preaching book [...] It is a tangible product of itinerant preaching in Ireland at 

this time (Lucas, 1995, 21 [Emphasis mine]).

There is, it might be suggested, a not inconsiderable leap of faith required to move 

from ‘a strong possibility’ to a ‘tangible product’, but even if the argument Lucas 

presents here is accepted, recent scholarship has called into question the 

assumption that such so called ‘friar miscellanies’ can be located so securely as 

products of a specific milieu. Julia Boffey, in a recent study of the manuscript 

contexts of the Middle English lyrics,32 reiterates the point that “[discussion of some 

of these collections as ‘friar miscellanies’ has been somewhat over specific in its 

suggestions about their provenance and functions” (2005, 7) and, in light of the 

necessarily speculative nature of assumptions as to the precise origins of these 

compilations, sounds a cautionary note as to the ultimate usefulness of such 

taxonomic endeavour:

In practice, many of the distinctions which have been conventionally 

observed between manuscripts produced and owned by religious or by 

secular clergy or by lay people are in the end misleading, since there clearly 

existed many possibilities for interpenetration among all these categories. A

31 Robbins, (1938; 1940). Other so-called ‘Friar miscellanies' include such MSS as Digby 2, 
and Oxford, Jesus, 29. Jeffery, with whom Lucas is broadly in agreement here, also places 
MSS Digby 86, and Cambridge Trinity College B.14.39 in this category, arguing that all 
these early ‘friar miscellanies’ should be seen as specifically Franciscan productions 
(Jeffery, 1975, 203-7). The certainty with which these manuscripts can be described as 
Franciscan productions has been challenged by Horall, 1986; Hill, 1963; 1967; and 
Cartlidge, 1997. Commenting on the “special problem[s]” posed by the ‘Friar miscellanies’, 
Wenzel writes:

Their assignment to one of the mendicant orders rests either on the association that 
the respective codices may have held with a religious order - an association that is 
frequently very tenuous - or else on the fact that they share certain poems with 
manuscripts whose association with a mendicant order is more definite” (Wenzel, 
1986, 7).

32 Boffey, 2005.
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lay household might have maintained priests or supported friars who could 

have copied texts (its own secular personnel might even have borrowed 

exemplars); individual members of enclosed orders might have owned or 

copied texts for private use rather than for the purposes of the monastery 

library; regular and secular canons might have produced manuscripts both 

within and outside their houses (Boffey, 2005, 8).

Moreover, the conviction, on the part of scholars such as Lucas and Hatfield Moore, 

that the contents of Harley 913 should be read in light of the (specifically 

Franciscan) spiritual sensibilities which each sees as fundamental to the 

manuscript’s compilation, may perhaps be seen to privilege a somewhat idealised 

Franciscan ethos at the expense of the political realities of the Order’s instantiation 

in Ireland, particularly with regard to the tensions evident between Irish and Anglo- 

Irish.33 Commenting on the “thematic coherence” of the English religious poems in 

Harley 913, Lucas argues that “the seven ‘sermon’ poems display the principal 

concerns of the mendicant friars: the desire to persuade, cajole and terrify sinful 

man into repenting of his sins and returning to the love and service of the God who 

has given mankind so much” (1995, 24). In light of these devout concerns for the 

eternal spiritual welfare of mankind, local and temporal differences pale, 

theoretically at least, into insignificance:

The presence in the author’s/authors’ vocabulary of words of Irish as well as 

French origins might suggest authorial contact with Irish and French 

speakers or writers. A true follower of St. Francis would not refrain from

33 Benskin's influential reading of Pers of Birmingham as a satiric, ‘mock-heroic’ poem (and 
as such, in keeping with the Order’s concern for social justice) might also be seen to 
downplay the wider political context in which the Franciscan movement operated in Ireland, 
although the assessment he offers is, perhaps, more qualified than that of either Lucas or 
Hatfield Moore:

The poem is not anti-Irish: it is damning epitaph for a man whose victims were 
prominently Irishmen, and whose reputation was an insult to Christian teaching.
From a Franciscan quarter such an indictment is not altogether surprising. The 
Order’s idealism often and inevitably sounded complaint against oppression, the 
voice of popular discontent; for the Franciscans notably did not identify their 
interests with those of the secular establishment. It is true that Pers was buried at 
the Gray Abbey, but not every brother need have approved; the mendicant orders 
were forbidden to solicit for the last resting places of the great, but neither could they 
refuse them if asked. It is true also that conflict between Irish and English stained 
the Franciscans themselves, in one case (allegedly) with sixteen deaths (Otway- 
Ruthven 1968: 138-9). Lydon refers to racism as rampant in the Order [see the 
discussion below], but anti-Irish sentiment among the Franciscans English-by-blood 
was hardly an act of obedience; and the poem, whatever its origin, is not a public 
manifesto (Benskin, 1989, 66-67).
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bringing his gospel message to all men regardless of ethnic, linguistic or 

political background (1995, 23 [Emphasis mine]).

A more explicit depoliticisation, both of Harley 913 and, much more problematically, 

of the Franciscan movement in Ireland as a whole, is evident in Hatfield Moore’s 

study, in which these ‘true followers of St. Francis’ are presented as somehow 

exempt from the (ideologically reprehensible) English colonisation of Ireland, having 

instead “initiated a roughly contemporary ‘colonisation’ movement of their own”

(34).34 Whilst such a separation facilitates the fundamentally apolitical reading of the 

manuscript’s contents offered by Hatfield Moore, in a study which foregrounds 

devout Franciscan spirituality as the manuscript’s only raison d’etre, it bears little 

relation to the rather more complex realities of the (English) instantiation of the 

Franciscan Order in Ireland, which was perhaps not quite as benign as Hatfield 

Moore’s account would suggest.35 The arrival of the friars at the start of the 

thirteenth century36 was, in the words of the foremost ecclesiastical historian of 

medieval Ireland, a “promising development in the medieval Irish Church”, but it was 

to be a development that, like others, became “seriously damaged by national 

hatreds” (Watt, 1970, 176). This was, it seems, especially true of the Franciscans, 

the largest and most mixed of the friar orders in Ireland, where, as Lydon 

comments, racism “was rampant” (1987, 242). Initially, it appears, the Franciscan 

order managed to remain free from the simmering national tensions in which other 

parts of the contemporary Church in Ireland were embroiled; but by the last quarter 

of the thirteenth century, this was no longer the case:

The history of the [Franciscan] province in the second half-century [since its 

arrival] has to be written in almost exclusively political terms. This was a time

34 Pace Watt, 1970. “The introduction and spread of the friars was then predominantly an 
Anglo-Irish phenomenon” (177). Although the Franciscans were not “constitutionally a part of 
the English province”, they “[sprang] immediately from England, spread]...] predominantly 
within the confines of the English colony in Ireland and preserved] links with England, 
through visitation in particular” (178). The first minister provincial of Ireland was Richard 
Ingworth, formerly vicar of the English province, and one of the friars who had come to 
England with Agnellus of Pisa in 1224 (Robson, 22; Moorman, 175).
35 The ‘pious tradition’, in which the Franciscans arrived in Ireland direct from Compostela, in 
the lifetime of St. Francis, appears to be post-medieval in origin (the earliest reference to this 
account recorded by Fitzmaurice and Little dates from the sixteenth century) and is in direct 
contrast to the medieval evidence for the English provenance of the Irish province 
(Fitzmaurice and Little, xi-xv; 1-2; Watt, 1970, 177-8).
36 The first of the four major mendicant orders to arrive in Ireland were the Dominicans, in 
1224. The Franciscans arrived in 1231 or 1232, and the Carmelites and Augustinians were 
established in Ireland in the latter half of the thirteenth century. By 1331, a century after the 
first Franciscan houses at Youghal and Cork were founded, the Franciscan province in 
Ireland consisted of thirty-two houses divided into five custodies (Watt, 1970, 176 - 179).
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when not merely did individual Franciscans, in some numbers, become 

deeply involved in the strife between colonists and native Irish which was the 

dominating theme of thirteenth century Ireland, but the order came to reflect 

within itself the strife of the country as a whole, as it moved inexorably to the 

separation of an Irish from an Anglo-Irish part of the province[...]

In no other religious order was this double problem [of the political 

loyalties of the Irish religious, and divisions within religious orders along 

national lines] felt more acutely than in the Franciscan, and in no other order 

was a more determined attempt made by the various governments involved 

(royal, papal, Franciscan) to solve it (Watt, 1970, 181-182).

But these ‘determined attempts]’ were to be of little avail. Some forty years before 

the compilation of Harley 913, Nicholas Cusack, the Anglo-Irish Franciscan bishop 

of Kildare (1279-99), was warning Edward I, in “an undated and much mutilated 

letter” (assumed to be from 1284 or 1285), of the potential threat posed to the 
security of the colony by some of the Gaelic Irish religious. Claiming that these Irish 

religious were meeting secretly with Irish kings, and endorsing attacks on the colony 
as being in accordance with divine law, Nicholas advised the King that, “religious 
with Irish sympathies should be removed from convents in dangerous districts and 

‘boni et electi anglici . cum sociis anglicis’ should alone be sent to the Irish in the 
future" (Fitzmaurice and Little, 52-3).

The tensions between the religious of the ‘two nations’ were by no means merely 

rhetorical. The ‘prominent elements of Franciscan theology and spirituality’ 

identified by Hatfield Moore as the driving force behind Harley 913 may well have 

been at work in the heart of the manuscript’s compiler, but they were notably absent 
from the provincial meeting in Cork in 1291, where blood was shed and lives lost 

when Irish and Anglo-Irish Franciscans came to blows over a disputed papal bull.37 

Attitudes on both sides appear to have hardened along ethnic lines by the turn of

3' The evidence concerning this incident is recorded in Fitzmaurice and Little, 63-64. The 
contents of the bull in question are unknown. On this occasion, at least, it seems as though 
the followers of St. Francis could have benefited from the power of their founder “to quell the 
storms of passion and restore tranquillity to hearts torn asunder by civil strife" (Paschal 
Robinson, "St. Francis of Assisi." The Catholic Encyclopedia). Sixteen friars were killed, 
some of those wounded incarcerated, and the minister general, who was making a visitation 
at that time, had to intervene (Robson, 34). As a result of this incident, the Irish friars, in 
1312, “lost their right of electing their Provincial Minister, which in future lay with the Minister 
General of the Order” (Moorman, 175).
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the fourteenth century. Legislation (foreshadowing, by half a century and more, the 

now infamous ‘Statute of Kilkenny') was passed by a parliament in Kilkenny of 1310, 
which promulgated a statute forbidding “all the religious who dwell in territory at 

peace or in English land to receive, into their order or into their profession any save 

those who are of the English nation.”38 The Bruce invasion of 1315 inevitably 

escalated tensions still further, (and might be seen to have validated the suspicions 
of Nicholas Cusack regarding the political loyalties of the Gaelic Irish)39 although the 

heightened discord in the contemporary Irish church merely reflected that of the 

country as a whole. National prejudice regarding admission to religious houses 

seems to have worked both ways: Edward II, in a 1324 letter to Pope John XXII, 

voiced his concerns over the “obstinate malice” of the Irish religious, protesting, 

perhaps, given the circumstances, somewhat disingenuously, about the 

discriminatory practices of the Gaelic Irish, whereby:

Discord is fomented and wars promoted in that monks in some areas and 
regular canons having extensive possessions among the English and other 

religious in the mendicant orders in various places wish only to allow pure 
Irishmen to make profession in their houses, though in English religious 
houses Irishmen are received without discrimination. [...] And native Irish 

friars should act impartially and not continue to do as some have done 
recently, namely, buy certain places for friars of their own nation, but should 

live communally and mixed throughout all the houses of their order in Ireland 
(Watt, 1970, 193).

Rooted as they are in local, national, and even international political concerns, the 

nationalistic tensions prevalent amongst the religious in Ireland, as evidenced in the 
historical record, do not necessarily preclude a genuinely devout ideal - such as that 
suggested by Hatfield Moore - as the motivating factor for the compilation of Harley 

913, but they do, nevertheless, demonstrate some of the ways in which her account 
of the establishment of the Franciscan Order in Ireland as a politically benign 

‘contemporary colonisation’ to that of the English might be open to question.40

38 Qtd in Watt, 1970, 183. The legislation was repealed shortly afterwards: see Watt, 183 
note 3.
39 On the Bruce invasion and its repercussions see Otway-Ruthven, 1968, 224-51; Lydon, 
1963; Frame, 1974-75; Duffy, 1997, 134-41.
40 The uncritical conflation of pious sympathies - reminiscent of the ‘land of saints and 
scholars’ motif - with what might be characterised as a peculiarly ‘Irish’ social conscience, 
evidenced in the readings of Harley 913 offered by Lucas, Hatfield Moore, and even hinted 
at by Bliss and Long, is further discussed in the following chapter, in relation to the critical
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-III-

The discussion of Harley 913 in the preceding section has sought to demonstrate 

some of the ways in which the manuscript’s Franciscan connections have, perhaps, 

become over-determining factors in certain critical presentations of the manuscript- 

a scholarly positioning facilitated by assumptions of thematic coherence; an 

emphasis on the manuscript’s Anglophone religious contents and, building from this 

emphasis, a (challengeable) acceptance that Harley 913 is an institutional 

production of a fairly specific type.

But if the characterisation of Harley 913 as an explicitly Franciscan production 

represents one of the dominant trends in previous scholarship on the manuscript - 
one which locates it firmly within the wider intellectual context of “ the Western 
European Christian Tradition” (Lucas, 1995, 24)41 - another notable tendency in 

critical treatments of Harley 913 has been the interrogation of the manuscript and its 

constituent texts in relation to the light they might shed on the ‘national’ attitudes 
and outlook of the fourteenth-century Anglophone community in Ireland within which 

Harley 913 was presumably produced. Perhaps interestingly, in light of the 
historiographical account of some of the issues surrounding conceptions and 
preconceptions of ‘Anglo-lrishness’ offered in the preceding chapter, the varied 

contents of the manuscript, and, specifically, its Anglophone texts, have proven 

themselves amenable to the arguments of scholars with somewhat divergent views 

on what (if anything) British Library MS Harley 913 might have to say about the 

relationships between the ‘two nations’ in fourteenth-century Ireland.

positioning of Bodleian Library MS Douce 104 by Kerby-Fulton. Much more explicit, although 
sentimental in the extreme, is Robin Flower’s affectionate account of the consonance of the 
‘Irish character’ (as evidenced in the earlier Gaelic literary tradition) with the spiritual 
principals of the Franciscans when he writes:

I think it may be claimed that the Irish were naturally Franciscan, Franciscan before 
St. Francis. For, when we read the records of the early Church, the legends, the 
poems, the rules, we cannot escape the feeling that we are here in presence [sic] of 
a rehearsal of the Franciscan drama, centuries before it was first staged at Assisi. 
For where they are most characteristic and least dulled by later unimaginative 
repetition, these records have that very air of morning freshness which surrounds 
the early Franciscan tradition. In that young experience the world is born anew and 
the dews of that rebirth keep miraculously fresh every action and every utterance of 
the saints. In their poetry all natural things and creatures are seen as with an eye 
made magically clear and simple by some strange clarity of vision. And this faculty 
they had conquered for themselves, as the Franciscans were to do later, by extreme 
austerity (Flower, 1947, 125).

41 Cf. Turville-Petre, 1996, 173-4.
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Whilst the extent to which the texts of Harley 913 might be usefully read as 

articulating a definable and specific Anglo-Irish identity has been challenged, from 

different standpoints, in two recent studies dealing with the manuscript (Cartlidge, 

2003; Thompson, 2007), further discussed below, it is an assumption which 

nevertheless underpins much of the previous published scholarship on the 

manuscript, not least, as will be suggested, as a result of the terms in which some of 

these accounts of Harley 913 have been framed.

Attention was drawn, at the beginning of this chapter, to the two factors which, more 

than any other, have served to define British Library Harley 913: firstly, its 

exceptionality as a repository of the largest extant collection of late medieval Anglo- 

Irish poetry; and, secondly, the foundational role that these poems might be seen to 

have played in the construction of late medieval Anglo-Irish literary histories. Here, 

it seems, the foundational status accorded to Harley 913 by virtue of its unique 

Anglophone contents42 is inseparable from a consideration of what might be termed 

‘national’, or perhaps more controversially, ‘nationalist’ issues-with the underlying 

assumption being that this, the cornerstone of Anglo-Irish texts must inevitably 

bespeak its ‘Anglo-lrishness’: an ‘Anglo-lrishness’ defined by its distancing from 

English literary culture on the one hand, and in its assimilations from Gaelic literary 

culture on the other.

Consider, for example, the terms in which discussions of the manuscript in several 

prestigious histories, literary or otherwise, have been framed. In his chapter on 

'Writing in Ireland’ in The Cambridge History of Medieval English Literature, Terence 

Dolan identifies Harley 913 as “one of the most important collections of Irish 

medieval non-Gaelic vernacular materials’’ (1999, 215), before offering the following 

precis of the cultural role he envisages the manuscript to undertake:

Harley 913 is a sort of Golden Treasury, a cultural anthology of the Anglo- 

Norman community in early fourteenth-century Ireland which reflects their 

tastes and literary skills. There is an engaging versatility in the writing which 

sustains the reader’s interest throughout. The manuscript gives a convincing 

impression of a lively intellectual milieu, with its traditional hymns, scabrous 

satire, hard facts about the Franciscan order, homiletic pieces, proverbs,

42 Of the seventeen poems in English extant in the manuscript, fourteen are unique to Harley 
913. (The macaronic Christ on the Cross is included in this figure.)
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maxims, burlesque and parody. It entertains, moves and instructs. The 
confident inclusion of pieces in Latin, French and English indicates the 

linguistic competence of its compilers and intended audience. The 

spasmodic concentration on social issues, particularly the plight of the poor 

suggests the controlling interests of the mendicant mind, whilst the 

appearance of anti-Irish sentiment satisfies the self-justifying prejudices of 

the settler-class. The unexceptional piety of several pieces gives the 
impression of religious orthodoxy, in healthy contrast with the impious 

attacks on monks and nuns. It is, above all, a compilation which bespeaks 

the spiritual maturity of its compilers and the richness of the inventive spirit 

of the Anglo-Norman community in medieval Ireland (219-20 [Emphasis 

mine]).

Leaving aside, for the moment, the assumption that the texts gathered intermittently 

in a compilation which has been persuasively characterised by Benskin as “private, 

and very possibly personal” (1990, 165) can legitimately be seen as representative 
of the outlook and the reading tastes of an entire community, a notable feature of 

Dolan’s characterisation of the manuscript in this extract is his repeated designation 
of the community whose tastes he sees as informing the contents of Harley 913 as 

“Anglo-Norman”. A similar terminological predilection is evidenced in his contribution 
to The Field Day Anthology of Irish Writing,4* where he selects and introduces a 
number of texts (in Latin, French and English) as representative of the (non-Gaelic) 
literature of late medieval Ireland, including three from Harley 913, under the rubric 

“The Literature of Norman Ireland”.

Dolan’s preference for ‘Anglo-Norman’ and ‘Norman Ireland’ might be viewed as 

being of more than merely pedantic interest, especially in light of the fraught politics 

of nomenclature which pertain to the historiography of the period.44 Admittedly, the 

notional point at which ‘Anglo-Norman’ became ‘Anglo-Irish’ varies, as F.X. Martin 

notes, “according to the individual, the institution, or the part of the country being 

described” (1987, lii), but Dolan’s use of the term in reference to texts which date 

from as late as the fifteenth century45 sits uneasily with the editorial convention

Dolan, 1991.
44 Discussed by Martin, 1987 (a) l-liii. See also Cosgrove, 1990, 104-106; which in part 
responds to the views of two other historians on the subject - Richter, 1985 and Ellis, 1986.
45 In Field Day, Dolan discusses and excerpts passages from texts as late as The Pride of 
Life (first half 15th century), or James Yonge’s The Gouernance of Princes (c.1423) The 
earliest texts cited in this section, which might legitimately be seen as The literature of
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accepted in the authoritative A New History of Ireland (Vol.ll ‘Medieval Ireland’) in 

which the editors, “have tended to use the term Anglo-Norman for the period before 

1216, and Anglo-Irish thereafter, (liii).

In transposing this hypothetical threshold of burgeoning national identity (and it is 

perhaps worth remembering that neither formulation is unproblematically 

‘legitimised’ by contemporary use in medieval Ireland)46 from the early thirteenth 

century to the fifteenth century, in his discussion of the “few versions of medieval 

English texts [...] which survive from the Anglo-Irish community” (1999, 222 

[Emphasis mine]), Dolan frames the Anglophone contents of Harley 913 in a way 

which serves to emphasis their separateness from other, later, literary texts in 

Middle Hiberno English. The distinctiveness of Harley 913 is made explicit in his 

following sentence, “Nevertheless, it is significant that these Anglo-Irish compilers 

were content to reproduce material from the canon of English literature without, so 

far as can be known, composing original works related specifically to Ireland, as 

found in Harley 913" (1999, 222-3 [Emphasis mine]).

Dolan’s formulation here - “original works related specifically to Ireland” - amounts 
almost to a ‘Holy Grail’ for scholars seeking to write a nationally centred history of 

non-Gaelic medieval Irish literature from the paltry remains of the manuscript 
evidence. A similar, and understandable, preoccupation is perhaps evidenced in the 
short shrift given by Bliss and Long to those remnants of a literary culture which, 

unlike some of the poems in Harley 913, do not speak directly of their 'situatedness’ 

within it.

A treatise on gardening, a poem on bloodletting, medical recipes - these are 

hardly literary documents in the ordinary sense; and in fact after 1400 the 

creative spring of Hiberno-English literature seems to have run dry; not a 

single original work in English can be proved to have been written in Ireland 

during the fifteenth century. Instead, interest shifted first of all to translations, 

then to the mere transcription of works written in England. (Bliss and Long, 

735).

Norman Ireland’ are The Song of Dermot and the Earl (1200-1225) and The Walling of New 
Ross (1265). On the dating of the latter text, cf. Turville-Petre, “The scribe dates the 
composition of the poem to the year the events took place, but the attitudes expressed by 
the poet, the fears of cultural encirclement, are actually more typical of the early fourteenth 
century” (1996, 165).
46 Gillingham (2007) traces the history of the varying trends in nomenclature in an absorbing 
essay.
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As with Dolan, Bliss and Long’s dismissive assessments of the “translations” and 

“mere transcription[s]” which constitute the manuscript remains of Anglo-Irish literary 

culture from the fifteenth century is in stark contrast to their considered discussion of 

those works which Kerby-Fulton described, in the extract quoted at the start of this 

chapter, as the “creative (as opposed to translated) literature indigenous to Anglo- 

Ireland”.47 Such an emphasis is both understandable, and, given the contexts in 
which these surveys of the subject are published, perhaps inevitable. Constraints of 

space, the scope of the respective volumes in which they appear, and the editorial 

emphasis on the separateness of this literary tradition from medieval English 

literature - their status as “writings”, in Wallace’s phrase, “with histories of their own” 

(1999, xv) - all contribute to frame the discussion of these texts in particular ways: 

ways which emphasise both their distinctiveness as Anglo-Irish productions, and, to 

a lesser extent, their insularity.

The usefulness of this characterisation of Harley 913, and in particular, its 

Anglophone texts, as specifically proclaiming an Anglo-Irish identity is, perhaps, 
open to question, and is given further consideration below. However, an interesting 
contrast to this contemporary critical emphasis comes from a scholar working in the 

early decades of the twentieth century, and, one suspects, in a rather different 
Ireland.48

Published in 1929, St John D. Seymour’s Anglo-Irish Literature 1200- 158249 was 

the first book which dealt exclusively with the subject of Anglo-Irish literature in the 

Middle Ages. Close to a century later, it remains (to the knowledge of the present 

writer) the only book to do so. Surveying the subject in his introduction, Seymour 

offers a somewhat different characterisation of the works considered from that found 
in the contemporary criticism discussed above:

47 Kerby-Fulton with Despres, 1999, 197.
48 In his sanguine appraisal of the impact of the Anglo-Normans, Seymour’s viewpoint is akin 
to that of Goddard Orpen, to whom he records his thanks in the volume’s Preface. In 
Barnard’s assessment, Seymour’s research into the Anglo-Irish literature of the Middle Ages 
was motivated by “[a] wish to investigate the origins of the cultural world of which he was 
part, but which during his lifetime was under threat” [T.C. Barnard, “Seymour, St John 
Drelincourt”, Dictionary of Irish Bibliography, CUP and RAI, 2010. <http://dib.cambridge.org> 
accessed 25/03/10],
49 Seymour, 1929.
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This literature consisted of original pieces, of adaptations, and of 
translations. It looked to England, and even further afield, for its form and 

inspiration - there is hardly a portion of it but finds a parallel in contemporary 

English literature - and does not appear to have been influenced at all by 

the native literature of Ireland (Seymour, 1970, 2).

Seymour’s casual refutation here of any discernible Gaelic influence in the literary 

output of the settlers is notably at odds with Lydon’s account of the partial cultural 

assimilation he sees as indicative of the perception of the Anglo-Irish as a "middle 

nation.” The primary focus of Lydon’s account is on the nuanced, and often 

conflicting, articulations of contemporary conceptions of national identity, but he 

draws on literary sources to support his contention that “even if [the Anglo-Irish] 

never became more ‘Irish than the Irish themselves’ [...] they absorbed enough to 

make them so much at home in the language and literature of Ireland that they were 

hardly to be distinguished, in that respect at least, from their Gaelic contemporaries” 
(1984, 15).

Central to this strand of Lydon’s argument are the literary activities of Gerald fitz 
Maurice Fitzgerald, (better known to literary tradition as ‘Gearoid larla’), third Earl of 

Desmond (d.1398)50, and Edmund (mac Richard) Butler (d. 1464) in their role as, 

respectively, poet and patrons of the Gaelic literary tradition. The reputation of the 
third Earl as a patron and consumer of Gaelic poetry is commented on approvingly 

by an Irish annalist, in a sympathetic note recording the death of the best of “all the 

Gall of Ireland”, in the Annals of Clonmacnoise;51 his feted status as the earliest 

Anglo-Irish writer to compose poetry in Gaelic rests on his assumed authorship of 

the thirty short poems in Irish ascribed to him in The Book of Fermoy.52 That the

50 Gerald fitzmaurice Fitzgerald was one of the younger sons of Maurice fitz Thomas 
Fitzgerald, the first Earl of Desmond and the attributed author of the French proverbs in 
Harley 913. Following the death of Gerald’s eldest brother Maurice, the second Earl, who 
drowned crossing the Irish Sea in 1358, and in light of the mental incapacity of the next 
brother, Nicholas, the charge of his father’s lands was formally appointed to him in 1359, on 
condition of his marriage to the daughter of James Butler, second Earl of Ormond, and his 
provision for Nicholas, making him the third Earl. He is occasionally referred to (mistakenly) 
as the fourth Earl (e g. Seymour, 93).
51 The annalist records that Gerald “excelled all the English and many of the Irish in his 
knowledge of Irish language, poetry and history” (Quoted in McKisack, 1959, 233).
52 RAI MS E 29. (“Book of Fermoy”) “[A] loose collection of miscellaneous documents, 
written at different times, and in very different hands; a great part of it relates to the family 
history of the Roche family of Fermoy." (Todd, 1870, 4) The manuscript is mainly 15th 
century, but some leaves belong to the 14th century and some to the 16th century. The series 
of thirty poems is called, in a scribal colophon, “Duanaire Gearoit larla”. [The poem-book of 
Earl Gerald] See also the catalogue description in Catalogue of Irish Manuscripts in Royal
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works attributed to Gerald do not seem to suggest that he was a poet of any great 

accomplishment - Carney describes his work as “writing in a sub-bardic tradition”, 

and doubts “if this collection would have survived were it not for his exalted public 

position”53 (1987, 698) - is beside the point.

The patronage extended by Edmund Butler to Gaelic literary culture is 

demonstrated in his commissioning of the volume now known as Oxford Bodleian 

Library MS Laud Misc. 610.54 In Lydon’s characterisation, the manuscript is “a 

collection of Irish literary and historical matter, of the kind which any educated 

Gaelic Irishman with literary tastes might find interesting”, and he reads the “easy 

intimacy” of the scribal marginalia as indicative of a deep and affectionate 

relationship between patron and scribes (1984,16). Lydon dismisses the possibility 

that this marginalia might be more rhetorical than sincere - “the cynic would say that 

the scribes expected their patron to read such marginalia when the book was 

finished” (17) - but in admitting the thought, he brings to mind Carney’s comments 

on the ‘political lies’ which were causing poets, in their role as professional 

diplomats, to “doubt the morality of their craft” (1987, 695).55 Admittedly, Carney is 

here referring to poets, rather than scribes; perhaps more pertinent in 

problematising Lydon’s suggestion is Carney’s assessment of the extent to which 

any of the patrons of the great books of Ireland could actually access their contents:

Irish Academy <http://www.isos.dias.ie/libraries/RAI/RAI_MS_23_E_29/english.manuscript.html> 
Accessed 02/04/10. Several poems attributed to him are also preserved in the “Book of the 
dean of Lismore”, [NLS Adv. MS. 72.1.37] a 16,h century Scottish manuscript compiled by 
James MacGregor, consisting mostly of Gaelic poetry, with some miscellaneous items in 
Latin, Scots and English.
53 Sentiments echoed by Gearoid Mac Niocaill in his entry on Gerald in the DNB. The thirty 
poems attributed to Gerald are edited by Mac Niocaill, 1963. Pace Flower, 1947, 142ff, 
which offers a rather more sympathetic assessment of Gerald’s poetic ability.
54 Also referred to as The Book of Pottlerath’ (‘Leabhar an Ratha’.) Incorporating an earlier 
volume, dating from the beginning of the fifteenth century, which was assembled at the 
behest of his uncle, James Butler, (the ‘White Earl’), fourth Earl of Ormond (d. 1452) the 
extension commissioned by Edmund Butler was undertaken c.1453, as Edmund and his 
followers travelled around Ireland
55 As an example of this political pragmatism, Carney cites Gofraidh Fionn O Dalaigh’s 
poem, “A Ghearoid deana mo dhail’ (‘O Gearoid, plead my cause’) addressed to Gerald 
Fitzgerald. The latter, it should be remembered, when not composing the poetry attributed to 
him, was busily engaged for most of his life in fighting the Gaelic lords of Munster. A 
translated extract reads, “In our poems we promise the Gaoidhil a kingdom they will never 
get. You should not pay any attention to it, 'tis our custom! / Two races to whom poems are 
sung are in cool-streamed Eire, the Gaoidhil known to fame, and the Goill of Britain, isle of 
varied beauty. / In poems to the Goill we promise the driving of the Gaoidhil from Eire; in 
those to the Gaoidhil we promise the driving of the Goill east overseas!” (cited and trans, 
Carney, 696).
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None [of the books] could be read in its entirety by its patron, and many 

passages would not be intelligible to the learned compliers. For the patron, 

whether Gaelic or Anglo-Irish, his book had two main functions: it was a type 

of currency and an object of beauty. It would be shown with the same pride 

as a wealthy owner in a later age might display a Rubens or a Rembrandt 

(Carney, 1987, 693).

The material value of the manuscript, in other words, as well as its ‘cultural capital’, 

might have been a more important, if less noble factor, in its changing hands from 

Butler to Desmond, as part of the ransom of the former in 1462, than Lydon allows 

when he cites this incident as exemplifying the esteem in which both held Gaelic 

literary culture.

An assessment of the extent to which Gerald Fitzgerald and Edmund Butler might 

be seen, in their patronage of Gaelic literary culture, as anomalous figures, or 
merely representative, as Lydon suggests, of a wider acculturation - “At the highest 
level, then, the Anglo-Irish nobility had been at least partly assimilated and identified 
themselves with the culture of their Gaelic predecessors. They displayed an easy 
familiarity with, and obvious regard for, the literature and history of Ireland” (1984, 

17) - is further complicated by the want of manuscript evidence from the period in 
question. No extant Irish literary manuscript can be dated to the two centuries 
following the Norman arrival,56 and no known manuscript contains work in Irish and 

English by the same scribe.57

Certainly, there is little evidence of acculturation from a Gaelic literary perspective. 
Robin Flower’s earlier arguments for the influence of the Provencal amour courtois 

tradition on Irish love poetry, mediated, he suggested, by means of the Anglo- 

Normans, have, in light of later evidence, been cast into doubt;58 and, in a study 

dealing specifically with the status of Fliberno-Norman literature, Mullally briskly 

disposes of the question: “French would have appeared to have dropped out of 

literary use without ever having had any influence on Irish literature. The native Irish

56 Carney, 688; Dolan, 1999, 210. The ‘Great Books’ of Ireland (such as the Yellow Book of 
Lecan; the Book of Ui Mhaine; ‘An Leabhar Breac' ['the speckled book’]; or the Book of 
MacCarthaigh Raibhach) although consisting, for the most part, of texts composed many 
centuries earlier, all date from c. 1350 - c. 1500 (Carney, 691).
57 Bliss, 1984, 36.
58 Flower, 1947, 142-164; Carney, 698.
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were never influenced by French language or literature, and the Anglo-Irish had by 

now gone over to the other vernacular, English" (1988, 339).

Following in the footsteps of Mullally’s Anglo-Irish, and returning, by way of a 

‘commodius vicus of recirculation’ to both the ‘other vernacular’ and to Flarley 913, 

leads to a consideration of the evidence that might be found here for the model of 

literary acculturation suggested by Lydon. Focusing, for the moment, on the 

Anglophone texts in Flarley 913, a distinction should, perhaps, be drawn between 

those texts which might seem to speak their ‘Irish concerns’ in a relatively literal 

sense, by referencing localisable people or places (e.g. Satire on the Townspeople] 

Song of Michael of Kildare] Pers of Bermingham] and, from BL MS Lansdowne 418, 

Young Men of Waterford)] and those which have been seen to additionally indicate 

their provenance by demonstrating influences attributable to the Gaelic literary 

tradition.

The text most frequently suggested as evidencing the latter is The Land of 

Cokaygne, although possible Irish literary influence has been claimed for a number 

of the other Anglophone texts in the manuscript, including Fifteen Signs before 

Judgement and Five Hateful Things. Nevertheless, The Land of Cokaygne is the 

text singled out by Lydon as demonstrating most clearly the acculturation of Gaelic 

material within an Anglo-Irish literary tradition:

[The Land of Cokaygne] could only have been written in Ireland, by 

someone at home in the Gaelic literary tradition, and yet familiar with the 

current literary fashions in England and France. It represents then, the kind 

of blending of traditions that was to make the Anglo-Irish neither wholly 

English, nor yet Irish, but something in between (Lydon, 1984, 15).59

Lydon’s confident assertion here derives from Henry, who was the first person to 

draw attention to the eminent twelfth-century Irish parody Aislinge Meic Conglinne 

as a potential source of influence on The Land of Cokaygne, on the basis of certain

59 A point reiterated in Lydon, 1987 (b): "The Land of Cokaygne itself shows a strong Gaelic 
influence - it could only have been written in Ireland” (269). The discussion of acculturation, 
as evidenced in Harley 913 is, in this later chapter, qualified in line with Henry: “this 
compilation in places shows a strong bias against Gaelic practices, especially in ‘The Land 
of Cokaygne’, which is a vicious satire on gaelicised Cistercians” (269).
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shared details, unusual elsewhere in accounts in the Otherworld tradition.60 Henry’s 

assessment is reiterated in Lucas’ commentary on the poem (1995, 175); and Dolan 

invites comparison of the two texts (on the basis of their shared preoccupation with 
food) in his discussion of The Land of Cokaygne (1991, 145; and, with a somewhat 

different emphasis, 1999, 217).61 In an essay appearing in the same volume as 

Lydon’s, Bliss suggests that “passages in [... ] The Land of Cokaygne have a close 

kinship with the Middle Irish Vision of Mac Conglinne" (1984, 32); the reference is 

dropped in Bliss and Long’s later discussion of the poem in their chapter on non- 

Gaelic literature in A New History of Ireland, which refers instead to the Old French 

and Middle Dutch analogues of the poem.62 However, it is Lydon who most 

enthusiastically embraces Henry’s suggestion, although it might be argued that his 

iteration of the evidence goes somewhat further in suggesting a direct influence 

than Henry’s assessment allows.

For Henry, “the celebrated Irish satiric extravaganza”, Aislinge Meic Conglinne, is 

the “one medieval work which combines as [The Land of Cokaygne] does the 
tradition of a Land of Indulgence and Plenty with a satiric treatment of monastic life” 
(134). But, he continues, “this work in its extant form, namely that of a loosely 
constructed prose narrative with poetic nuclei, is quite different in form and 

treatment from our Land of Cokaygne. I do not propose to compare them” (134).

In fact, Henry’s mention of Aislinge Meic Conglinne comes in the context of his 

tracing of the two wider traditions that might be seen to inform The Land of 
Cokaygne. One is the goliardic tradition of the early thirteenth century Carmina 

Burana, whose influence is manifested elsewhere in the manuscript, in pieces such 

as The Abbot of Gloucester’s Feast, or Missa de Potatoribus (The Drinkers’ Mass’). 

The second is the “Elysium” tradition of the Otherworld, which Henry tracks from its 

earliest eastern sources to its development in European analogues of The Land of

60Henry, 1972, 134. For Aislinge Meic Conglinne, see Meyer, ed. and trans. 1892. On the 
Otherworld tradition, see Patch, 1970. Patch discusses The Land of Cokaygne on pg.170f.
61 Perhaps interestingly, in light of the discussion of the framing of the Anglophone texts of 
Harley 913 above, in neither instance does Dolan comment on the wider cultural traditions of 
Cokaygne in which the MHE text is rooted, (see n.63 below) mentioning only Aislinge Meic 
Conglinne as a point of reference.
62 The three Middle Dutch versions of the poem are edited, translated and discussed in Pleij, 
2001. For details of three Old French texts containing Cokaygne material, see Vaananen, 
1947.
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Cokaygne]63 such as the thirteenth-century Old French Fabliau de Cocaigne, in 

which the poet undertakes a penitential pilgrimage to Cokaygne, and finds himself in 

a land characterised by “the delights of sloth, food, drink, money, and clothes in 

abundance, and sexual freedom” (Bennett and Smithers, 1968, 136). The monastic 

satire essential to The Land of Cokaygne does not feature in the Old French 

version, but it is a key theme in another potential influence on the poem, the Anglo- 

Norman anti-clerical satire L’Ordre de Bel Eyse6* (ca.1300), in which the standard 

complaints about the various religious orders (Knowles’s “floating body of 

commonplaces”)65 are ironically reworked into the formulation of the rule of a new 

religious order 'of fair ease’. Whilst none of the analogues mentioned are entirely 

satisfactory in explaining the inventive merging of the two traditions found in the 
Middle English Land of Cokaygne - “undoubtedly the most literary of all the texts” in 

the Cokaygne tradition (Pleij,166) - it is perhaps more likely that the poet’s 

immediate impetus was provided by his knowledge of a wider literary tradition 

mediated by French, rather than Irish, texts.66

Indeed, the key argument of Flenry’s essay, discussed further below, is concerned - 
pace Lydon’s model of acculturation - with an attempt to localise the satire of the 
Land of Cokaygne to a specific target, and to read the poem as a nationalistic attack 

on the perceived inadequacies of Irish religious houses - “a poem in the English 
tongue and the French manner is almost certain to aim at an Irish, rather than an 
Anglo-Norman Cistercian Flouse” (139).67

Isolating influences on other Anglophone texts in Harley 913, which might be 

identified as coming from a specifically Irish literary tradition, rather than reflecting 
the wider shared cultural and intellectual inheritance of the broader ‘Western 

European Christian tradition’, is equally difficult. Hatfield Moore suggests that 

Fifteen Signs before Judgement might be seen as “a continuation of a long tradition

63 See also the brief discussion in Bennett and Smithers, 1968, 136-138. On the 
development of the ‘Cokaygne’ tradition in later medieval literature and art see Pleij, 2001.
64 Aspin, ed. and trans., 1953, 130-142. Perhaps significantly, the unique manuscript witness 
to this text is B L. MS Harley 2253. See the discussion below.
65Knowles, 1948, 677 (Quoted in Scattergood, 2000, 195).
66 Heuser postulated a lost French source for the poem (1904, 141) and Garbaty suggested 
that both the French and English versions stemmed from a lost Latin original (1963,151). 
67Henry suggests that the Cistercian monastery of Inisalounaght Co. Tipperary is the actual 
house referred to, although whether or not the poet had a specific target in mind is perhaps 
open to question. A similar view is expressed by Lucas, “Any Irish house and all that implied, 
with or even without Cistercian connections, would have been fair game to a satirist of 
Anglo-Norman background.” (1995, 179). This interpretation of the poem is discussed further 
below.
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in Irish apocalyptic writings” (100); and Lucas draws attention to “the currency of 

interest in the Fifteen Signs in Ireland”, as witnessed in literature in Irish and Latin 

(1995, 189). However, whilst Heist has suggested that the legend of the fifteen 

signs has its origins in Ireland in the tenth century, he notes also its “immense 

popularity in England, France, Germany and neighbouring countries” (200) from the 

eleventh century onwards, and it is perhaps more likely that the presence of the 

poem in Harley 913 owes more to the ubiquity of the legend in European literature 

more generally, than it does to specific influence from the Irish literary tradition.68

Of the four groups of texts identified by Heist as conventionally viewed as 

instrumental in the dissemination of the tradition of the fifteen signs69 the most 

relevant to the version found in Harley 913 are the Old French versions, “which 

appear to go back to an Anglo-Norman poem of the twelfth century” (24)./0 The 

material in this version is of a more popular nature, in composition and manner, than 

that found in the Latin versions of the fifteen signs, and “the versions of this group 

are usually fairly close translations of the original” (24).

As Heist has shown, the versions in this tradition, including that found in Harley 913, 

not only share similarities which distinguish them from other versions in the wider 

tradition of the legend, but which, he argues, might invite comparison with the 

treatment of the material in the Irish tradition, in the Saltair na Rann (‘Psalter of the 

Quatrains’)71 or the Fifteen Tokens of Doomsday from the Leabhar ui Maolconaire 

(The Book of O’Mulconry’)72 (Heist, 28, 180ff). Whilst this might suggest that the 

treatment of the theme in the texts that comprise the Old French tradition and Irish

68Heist, 1952. The IMEV records 14 manuscripts containing various versions of the Fifteen 
Signs: (408; 796; 1823; 2920; 2921; 3349; 3367; 3368). Heist notes that “The texts in which 
the legend is transmitted are of many kinds, spread over a period of perhaps 800 years, and 
in many languages: Latin; English; German; Frisian; Flemish; French; Spanish; Italian; 
Provencal; Irish; Welsh; Basques,[sic] and, if the acrostic is to be admitted, Greek” (31).
69 Heist, 23ff. Summarised by Lucas, 1995, 188, and Hatfield Moore, 97. This delineation is 
further refined during the course of Heist’s study, and his conclusion identifies (at least) 
seven identifiable branches of the legend (197ff).
70 The best-known version is that following the play Adam in the Municipal library of Tours, 
MS 927. (Heist, 24)
71 Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson B.502 {olim The Book of Glendalough) Stropes 
CLIN - CLXII of the Saltair na Rann (a contemporary addition to the original 150 stropes of 
this 10th-century Irish poem) deal with the signs which will occur in the seven days 
preceding Judgement. As such, they represent a text in the ‘Seven Signs’ form, whose 
relation to the 15 sign versions is unclear (Heist 32-34). A variation on this seven-day list is 
found in the Debate between the Body and the Soul, recorded in Harley 2253, and in slightly 
different form in Digby 86.
72 BL Additional MS 30512. Stokes’ edition of The Fifteen tokens of Doomsday is available 
via CELT <http://www.ucc.ie/celt/online/T207002.html> Accessed 06/04/10.
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texts could represent a specific development of the subject, it does not necessarily 

follow that the author of the Harley 913 text was aware of the Irish material, as Heist 

himself concludes:

Inasmuch as this is an Anglo-Irish version of the legend, we would look 

rather to an Irish version as the source of this sign73 than to the Ava type, 

which seems to have its centre in southern Germany, around Munich, but 

perhaps it is not necessary to go to another type of the legend to explain this 

sign: a version in [CUL MS Ff.11.38],74 also of the Old French type, likewise 

introduces the four elements in the sign of the twelfth day, and the version in 

the Harl. MS 913 is probably to be explained by that (Heist, 180-1).

Again, the evidence for any direct influence of Irish texts on Fifteen Signs before 

Judgement is circumstantial and inconclusive, complicated further by the fact that 

the version of the Fifteen Signs in Harley 913 is incomplete (due to the loss of 
leaves, only twelve of the fifteen signs are described in the forty-five quatrains that 
remain), and it is perhaps more likely, as Bliss and Long maintain, that Harley 913’s 

version is “a free translation of an extant Old French original” (724).

The few other suggestions as to the possible influence of Irish texts on the 
Anglophone works of Harley 913 are increasingly tangential. Lucas, following 

Wenzel,75 draws attention to the likely derivation of the tradition of complaint 

literature represented by Five Fiateful Things from “De duodecium abusivis, The 

Twelve Abuses’, formerly attributed variously to St. Cyprian, to St. Augustine and to 
Isidore of Seville, but now thought probably to have originated in Ireland in the 

middle of the seventh century” (1995, 181), but, acknowledging the widespread 

popularity of the five abuses in English from the thirteenth century onwards, makes 

no attempt to suggest any immediate Irish influence.76 Hatfield Moore, in her 

discussion of the unusual run-over rhyme employed in Repentance of Love 77 cites 

(perhaps somewhat disingenuously) Rigg’s suggestion “that run-over rhyme may

73 Sign 12 in Harley 913, in which the four elements cry out [The tuelfte dai the fure elements 
sul cri / Al in one heigh steuene” (177-8)] is “quite different” from that of the OF poem; but 
the reference to the four elements is to be found in, amongst other versions, Strope CLIX of 
the Saltair na Rann.
74 This Middle English version is edited by Varnhagen, 1880.
75 Wenzel, 174-208, especially 175ff.
76 Ten manuscripts containing The Abuses of the Age’ are listed in the IMEV (1820). Wenzel 
adds two more manuscripts to this figure, and also notes a version appearing “as a graffito in 
a C13 church” (178, n. 12).
77 Titled in Heuser’s edition ‘A rhyme beginning fragment' (166).
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owe something to Celtic practice” (Hatfield Moore, 215), but her discussion 

obscures the fact that Rigg’s comments are made in relation to the “peculiarities of 

Anglo-Latin verse” (Rigg, 1992, 329), and Celtic influence on the Repentance of 

Love, if evidenced at all, is perhaps more likely to have been mediated through the 

Anglo-Latin literary tradition. Whilst the “metrical peculiarity” of this poem is noted by 

Bliss and Long as being unique in English, they also draw attention to the use of the 

technique in French poetry, as found, for example in Deschamps and Froissart,

(731) perhaps indicating another possible source of influence for the poem 

preserved in Harley 913.

But if the evidence for any direct influence from the Gaelic literary tradition on the 

Anglophone texts in Harley 913, of the kind suggested in Lydon’s model of 

acculturation is, at best, circumstantial and inconclusive; other critical 
characterisations of the manuscript’s texts as speaking their specifically ‘Anglo-Irish 

concerns’ have, for the most part, tended to focus their attention in a somewhat 

different direction, and in a rather less ‘integrationalist’ strain.

Dolan’s comment on “the appearance of anti-Irish sentiment” in Harley 913, a 
sentiment which he sees as “satisfying] the self-justifying prejudices of the settler- 

class” (1999, 220) has already been cited. In a similar vein, but more sweeping than 
Dolan in their assessments, are Garbaty’s arguments that the manuscript’s 
constituent texts demonstrate the “racial animosity between English and Irish”

(1963, 143) and, perhaps even less plausibly, Garrett’s recent assertion that “the 

manuscript, and especially the English texts, [are] clearly anti-Irish” (2004, 9).

Such characterisations of the manuscript as a whole, however, are problematic. In 
part, they can be seen to demonstrate a similar assumption of thematic coherence 

in the miscellaneous texts of which Harley 913 is comprised, as that which facilitates 

the conscription of its constituent texts to a Franciscan cause, (although arguably 

with even less justification). Akin to this, such characterisations can be seen to 

depend upon a selective reading of a very small number of the manuscript’s 

Anglophone texts, of which the most crucial is the critically contested Pers of 

Bermingham. That the manuscript’s Anglophone texts are amenable both to being 

cited as incontrovertibly demonstrating evidence of the acculturation of English 

literary culture with the Gaelic literary tradition; and, concomitantly, adduced as 
unequivocally illustrating the fierce ‘racial animosity’ between the two nations of late 

medieval Ireland is, perhaps, in itself, a more eloquent reflection on the relative
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silence of the manuscript’s texts on these matters, than are any of the arguments in 
which it has been evoked.

Nevertheless, it is in the 132 lines of Pers of Bermingham that characterisations of 
the manuscript as ‘anti-Irish’ are most frequently rooted. Of all the texts contained in 

Harley 913, it is the one which has been seen to speak most unequivocally of its 

‘situatedness’ as a specifically ‘Anglo-Irish’ literary production, and to represent, in 

Cartlidge’s phrase, “an informed or energetic engagement with the historical 
moment” (2003, 36).

Certainly, there can be little doubt that the eponymous ‘hero’ of the poem, named in 

line 17 as “Sire Pers the Bermingham” enjoyed an ‘energetic engagement’ with his 

own historical moment. In addition to the poem preserved in Harley 913, the 
dubious exploits of Peter de Bermingham (d. 1308) are noted in, amongst others, 

O’Neill’s remonstrance to Pope John XXII, the justiciary rolls, and the Annals of 
Inisfallen.78 Lord of Tethmoy and Dunmore, and from 1289 vassal of John fitz 

Thomas (5th baron of Offaly and 1st Lord of Kildare),79 Peter de Bermingham was a 

well-connected marcher lord and powerful local magnate,80 who served in the 
campaigns of Edward I in Gascony (1294) and Scotland (1296 and 1301). His 

notoriety stemmed from, but was not limited to, the “atrocious murder [...] of 
O’Conor Paly and some thirty of his family and following” whilst they were guests at 
his castle of Carbury on Trinity Sunday 1305 (Otway-Ruthven, 1963, 219). The 

incident is recorded not only in Pers of Bermingham, but it is also the subject of an 

unusually specific grievance in O’Neill’s remonstrance to Pope John XXII in which 

de Bermingham’s murder of the O’Connors is cited as exemplifying one of the 
“wicked unnatural custom[s]” of the Anglo-Irish:

When they invite noblemen of our nation to a banquet, during the very feast 

or in time of sleep, they mercilessly shed the blood of their unsuspicious 

guests, and in this way bring their horrible banquet to an end When this has 

been thus done they have cut off the heads of the slain and sold them for 

money to their enemies, as did the baron Peter Brunechelame [de

78 Mills, 1905, 1914; Mac Airt, ed. and trans., 1944.
79 Otway-Ruthven notes that the indenture between John fitz Thomas FitzGerald and Peter 
de Bermingham, dated 26,h April 1289, is one of the earliest known in the British Isles (1963, 
274 note 75).
80 His wife was the daughter of William de Oddingeseles, Justiciar of Ireland, 1294-5, and he 
was a cousin of the Poers.
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Bermingham], a recognised and regular betrayer (O’Neill, quoted in Lydon, 

1987 (b), 263).

Whether or not it is the case, as the Laud Annals avow, that it was Jordan Comyn 

rather than de Bermingham himself who actually committed the murders (and the 

other sources are unanimous in naming de Bermingham), the justiciary rolls record 

the payment of £100 ‘head money’ to de Bermingham shortly after the incident took 

place - a sum “granted to him for the beheading of the captains of the races of the 

Oconoghors of Offaly, felons, who now sent here the heads of the said captains and 

sixteen heads of others of their company.”81 Certainly, the actions attributed to him 

seem in keeping with assessments of his character recorded from an Irish 

perspective. According to the Annals of Inisfallen, this “recognised and regular 

betrayer” answered admonishments about his involvement in the massacre with the 

unperturbed reply that, he was “not aware that there was a foreigner in Ireland who 

had not undertaken to slay his Gaelic neighbour.”82

Something of the turbulent contemporary political situation in the Irish midlands at 
this time is suggested by the motive for the slaughter ascribed in Pers of 
Bermingham. According to the poem, de Bermingham’s actions were a pre-emptive 

strike against a plot hatched by the Gaelic Irish to murder a number of leading 
Anglo-Irish magnates, a plan that was brought to the attention of Pers and his 
colleagues, and which necessitated a forceful response:

Thos Yrismen of the lond 
Hi swor and tok an bond 

The Englis-men to trai,
And seid hi wold quelle 

As fale as Ich you telle,

Al apon o dai

The Erl of Vluester 

Sire Emond the Botiler,

81 Quoted in Lydon, 1987 (b), 268.
82 Quoted in Lydon, 1987 (b), 267. The O’Neill remonstrance also mentions the murder of 
Brian O’Brian by Thomas de Clare, in 1277, and that of the MacMurroughs at Arklow in 1282 
(Otway-Ruthven, 1968, 235).
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Sire Jon le Fitztomas 

lllgate al bi name;

Sire Pers the Birminghame,

This was har compass. (67-78)

Whether or not there is any veracity in this account, it is true that during the period 

in question both de Bermingham and John fitz Thomas were involved in a 

protracted struggle with the Gaelic lords, which had raged for a decade and more, in 

an attempt to prevent their incursions into the marches of Leinster. Whilst this was, 

superficially, a clear cut struggle between ‘native’ and ‘settler’, the situation on the 

ground was further complicated by the ongoing war between the O’Connor factions, 

“with the settlers taking part on both sides” (Otway Ruthven, 1968, 210),83 the 

renewal of the power struggle between the Geraldines and the de Burghs,84 and fitz 

Thomas’s continuing feud with both William de Vescy, lord of Kildare, and the Earl 

of Ulster, the latter of which seriously threatened to endanger the stability of the 

colony.85 The complexities and the consequences of this situation are conveniently 

and concisely summarised in the chapter title Lydon gives to his discussion of these 
years in A New History of Ireland - “A Land of War”.

A somewhat more straightforward account of the contemporary situation is offered 
in the ‘eulogy’ for de Bermingham preserved in Harley 913, in which relations 
between Irish and Anglo-Irish, exemplified by de Bermingham’s massacre of the 
O’Connors - to a cryptic account of which exactly half the poem is devoted - are 

presented in resolutely antagonistic terms. There is a hint of authorial opprobrium as 

to the other magnates’ neglect of their duties in defending the realm - “Lang er this 

dai was com, / Hit was for-yit with som / That neisse beth to need.” (91-93) - but 
Pers’ vigilance is held up in approving contrast, and he is exalted for his exploits in 

defending the land from the native Irish. Mourning his death (the date of which is 

recorded, somewhat obliquely, in the poem’s opening lines as Easter Saturday, 

1308) the poet depicts him as a relentless adversary of the Irish, “To Yrismen he

83 Doran comments that de Bermingham was “fond of having ‘a foot in both camps’ as was 
prudent on the marches." (2007, 124).

4 The war between Maurice Fitz Gerald and Walter de Burgh is the motivation given for the 
building of the wall in The Entrenchment of New Ross, with both men named in the poem’s 
opening lines.
85 De Vescy’s activities, Otway-Ruthven observes, “produced a greater surviving volume of 
complaint than those of any other chief governor of the middle ages." (1968, 209) De Vescy 
accused fitz Thomas of defamation before the council at Dublin in 1294, fitz Thomas 
countered with an accusation that de Vesacy was “against our lord the king and his state.” 
The disagreement ended in “wager of battle" (1968, 210-11).
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was fo” (50), harrying them, in one of a number of dehumanising images used in the 

poem, “As hunter doth the hare” (54). Pers himself is a “peruink’ (42, 43); a “noble 

werrure” (25); peerless in his valour - “A better knight nas none” (23); “l-wis pere 

nas nond” (35). With de Bermingham’s passing, the poet notes, both English and 

(Anglo) Irish are united in their grief (13).

Pers of Bermingham stands then, in this account, as an approving commemoration 

of de Bermingham’s slaughter of the leading O’Connors and their followers in 1305 

and as a straightforward articulation of the antagonistic relationship between Irish 

and Anglo-Irish at this time.

And, for much of its critical history, the poem has been read in a similar light. 

Bernard’s 1697 catalogue entry for the poem describes it as “[a]n Elegy on the 
death of Sir Pers Bermingham who was kill’d in Ireland, Apr 20th 1328.” Wanley 

records it, a few years later, as “[a] Song made A.D. 1308, in praise of the valeant 

knight Sir Piers de Bermingham, who while he lived was a scourge to the Irish, and 
died A.D. 1288”.86 Heuser, with whom modern scholarship on the poem began, 

described the poem as “a ballad ... telling in popular raw verses of the deeds and 
the death of this champion of the English settlers against the barbaric Irish.”87 Wells 

follows Heuser in his account of the national animosities apparent in the poem, 
describing it as a lament for the death of de Bermingham, “the really ruthless 
champion of the English settlers in Ireland [...] extol[ing] his suppression of thieves 

and his relentless pursuit of the Irish. Nearly half the piece is given to exultant 

narrative of Peter’s outwitting and destroying of a body of Irish who plotted to undo 

the English.” (1916, 215); and Seymour is equally direct in his characterisation of 

the work, “[i]ts unknown author was intensely, nay savagely hostile to the native 

Irish. He laments the death of one who was so unwearying in his persecution of 
them, and closes his poem with an allusion to what he must have conceived to have 

been his hero’s best effort, namely, the murder of the O’Connors in 1305” (1929, 81 - 

2).

86 On the discrepancies in critical interpretation of the poem’s dating of Piers’ death, see 
Benskin, 1989, 72 note 7.
87 “Die Ballade auf Peter von Birmingham besingt in volkstumlich rohen Versen die Taten 
und den Tod dieses Vorkampfers der englischen Ansiendler gegen die wilden Iren” (1904, 
158). I am grateful to Dr. Malte Urban for his advice on the translation of this and other 
passages from Heuser.
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This is a view of the poem that was upheld by literary scholarship throughout the 

twentieth century, and, as Dolan’s comments in the Cambridge History make clear, 

it is a critical stance which continues to attract adherents:

Relations between the natives and the settlers are featured in a poem 

dedicated to praising the activities of a knight called Sir Pers of Birmingham 

[...] The position taken up by the poet is entirely anti-Irish and forms part of 

that long tradition of political writings, commencing with Giraldus 

Cambrensis, which sought to justify the use of force by the English to quell 
and destroy the native Irish aristocracy (Dolan, 1999, 219).88

This historical ‘situatedness’ of the poem is also stressed by Turville-Petre, for 

whom Pers of Birmingham reflects not only the tensions extant between Anglo-Irish 
and Irish communities, but is suggestive also of both the discord within the colonial 

society, and an increasing sense of unease with the nature of its relationship to 
England:

Even before the other contents of the manuscript have been considered, a 
reading of Pers of Bermingham gives an insight into the character of the 

Anglo-Irish community in the fourteenth century. It is a society under attack 
on two fronts; always on guard against the unremitting threat from the Irish, 
more neglectful of the conflicts and divisions that sap its strength from within. 
It is a people who cherish a notion of a mother country which will share its 

sense of loss [...] (Turville-Petre, 1996, 158).

Literary scholars aside, the assumption that the poet is celebrating de 

Bermingham’s implacable hostility to the Irish is the reading of the poem to which 

historians of the period have, almost unanimously, inclined.89 Near universal 

scholarly disparagement of the poetic competence of the piece notwithstanding, the 

sentiments expressed in the poem - disconcerting though they are to contemporary 

sensibilities in their sanguine commemoration of the perpetrator of a sectarian

88 For similar characterisations of the poem see: Robbins, 1975, 1410; Henry, 1972, 121; 
Jeffares, 1982, 12; Bliss and Long, 1987, 729-30; Garret, 2004, 9.

E g. Curtis, 1950, 94; Lydon, 1987(b), 267-8. There is an interesting disjunction between 
how historians and recent literary critics have interpreted Pers, with the former favouring a 
reading literal, rather than satiric.
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massacre - are not without parallel in the literature of the period.90 Hanna and 

Cartlidge both draw attention to the expression of virulent anti-Scots sentiment, 

such as that found in The Execution of Sir Simon Fraser (\r\ which the poet recounts 

with relish the details of Wallace’s beheading, hanging and burning) as analogous to 

that of Pers of Bermingham.9' To this, and the other examples of the genre found in 

BL Harley MS 2253, might be added the trenchant “national” hostilities displayed in 

the chronicles of Robert Mannyng, Peter Langtoft, or the Brut, and, perhaps most 

virulently xenophobic of all, the poems of Laurence Minot.92

However, an influential challenge to this traditional conception of Pers of 

Bermingham came from Michael Benskin, in an article which argues that, whilst 

previous critics of the poem had recognised its apparent artistic failure, they had 

failed to recognise this as a corollary of the poet’s satirical intent - “For the poem is 

not incompetent heroic, but mock-heroic contrived, not a eulogy, but a satirical 

indictment” (1989, 61); and he offers a detailed demonstration of how this satirical 

impulse is operative in the text. Central to Benskin’s thesis is a desire to reconcile 

Pers of Birmingham - the traditional reading of which he views as ignoring 

anomalies of both content and form - with the remainder of the texts preserved in 

Harley 913:

Yet if the poem really were a rough and popular ballad - in, be it added, a 

metre neither balladic nor popular - and if it were really mean and devoid of 

any literary merit, then what possible appeal could it have had for the

90 Lest too complacent a sense of alterity be evoked, it might also be remembered that 
neither are they without parallel in some of the “popular raw verses” of the present day.See, 
for example, Rolston, 1999, 29-56. Rolston cites some of the lyrics in the Loyalist Song 
Book. (Belfast: Ulster Defence Association, n.d.) a volume whose sole distinction lies in the 
fact that John McKeague, the hard-line loyalist responsible for its publication was, as a direct 
result, charged in “the only case of a prosecution under incitement to hatred legislation in 
Northern Ireland.” (Rolston, 36) One song in particular, "I was born under the Union Jack" 
(concluding lines: “If guns were made for shooting, then skulls are made to crack | You’ve 
never seen a better taig than with a bullet in his back”) was central to the prosecution case. 
(Astonishingly, the case against McKeague and his two associates was unsuccessful, the 
defence team arguing that the enterprise was an ‘archival’ exercise, and that intention to 
cause hate could not be proven.) Picking up (albeit tangentially) on the parallel McLaughlin 
draws in her discussion of Pers of Bermingham, between Bloody Sunday, 1972 and “an 
equally bloody Sunday seven hundred years ago" (30) a loyalist song responds to the more 
recent atrocity in similarly abhorrent terms, concluding with the line “Paras thirteen; Bogside 
nil”.
91 Hanna, 1999; Cartlidge, 2003.
92 For a discussion of the former, see Turville-Petre, 2005. For Minot, see Hall, ed., 1914 
Minot’s eighth poem, incidentally, concerning the capture of Calais in 1347, shares with Pers 
of Bermingham the disparaging image of hunter and hare - “He sail you hunt als hund dose 
hare” (21)
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compiler of Harley 913? There is nothing else in the manuscript even 

remotely of that sort. Hitherto, it seems, the moderns have ignored the 

cultural context, and merely glanced at the surface of what they supposed to 

be there (Benskin, 1989, 61).

Underlying this line of argument are assumptions, akin to those already discussed, 

that the manuscript’s constituent texts should be seen as contributing to a coherent 

whole, and indeed, Benskin’s characterisation of the vernacular contents of the 

manuscript as “the didactic materials of an organized evangelical movement” (1989, 

60) is both explicit and specific in this regard.93

In Benskin’s reading, the poem Heuser dismissed as wrought with ‘no great poetic 

skill and very limited technical ability’,94 instead demonstrates the poet’s “verbal 

exuberance” and “sophisticated word-play” (1989, 66). As a consequence, Benskin 

asserts, traditional interpretations of Pers of Bermingham as a relatively 
straightforward and unsophisticated articulation of national hostilities are no longer 

tenable: “[t]he poem is not anti-Irish: it is a damning epitaph for a man whose victims 

were prominently Irishmen, and whose reputation was an insult to Christian 
teaching.” (66-7 [Emphasis mine]).95

Given the emphasis that each places on the thematic coherence of the works 
preserved in Harley 913, and their concomitant assumption of the reconcilability of 
this theme to the imperatives of Franciscan spirituality, it is unsurprising that Lucas 

and Hatfield Moore both advocate a reading of the poem in line with that proposed 

by Benskin.96 Lucas, in a commentary which follows Benskin closely, argues that 

Pers of Bermingham “is the work of someone not lamenting nor praising his subject, 
but seeking to expose him to ridicule and loathing” (1995, 209); and Hatfield Moore

93 Cartlidge repudiates this account of Harley 913’s vernacular texts (2003, 38 note 22).
94 “Kein grosses poetisches Konnen und sehr geringe technische Fertigheit” (1904, 160)
95 Whilst arguing that the poem is not “anti-Irish”, Benskin is explicit in disavowing a reading 
of the text which would conscript it to an ‘anti-English’, or ‘anti-Anglo-lrish’ cause: “It would 
be a mistake nevertheless to read it as propaganda in the Irish cause, a companion piece to 
O’Neill’s remonstrance: the target is Pers, and the enemy’s enemy cannot be assumed to be 
a friend” (1989, 67).
96 Turville-Petre has elsewhere characterised such critical approaches to what he terms this 
“clever but disgusting poem" as “a revealing instance of modern attitudes to distasteful 
features of medieval writing.” Citing Benskin’s view that the poem should properly be seen 
as “satirical indictment", Turville-Petre responds: “Would it were so, but this interpretation 
flies in the face of the nature of patriotic verse in the Middle Ages, and removes much of the 
point of this illuminating lyric. We should gasp at the poet’s praise of this monster, and shake 
our heads at his report of the general grief that followed his death” (2005, 186).
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that, “there can be no doubt as to the poet’s enmity towards his subject’’ (190). As 

such, for Hatfield Moore, the inclusion of this otherwise seemingly anomalous poem 
in a compilation argued to be dedicated to the furthering of Franciscan ideals, is 

readily explicable as a demonstration of the commitment of the “Friars Minor to 

saving all souls” (260).

The sustainability of Benskin’s argument, however, is undermined by the conflation 

potentially suggested in his account, of the poem’s point of origin, and its inclusion 

in the manuscript, the difference being, in McLaughlin’s expedient phrase, between 

“Pers” and “Pers-in-Harley” (2002, 3). As Thompson, questioning the wider context 

of critical appropriations of the texts in Harley 913, explains, in accounts such as 

these it:

somehow becomes legitimate to confuse the original writing of some of the 

[...] texts Harley 913 contains with the origins of the manuscript itself, to 
argue that the circumstances in which the items were originally written 

coincides with the production (and earliest reading) of the manuscript items 
(Thompson, 2007, 120).

Thus, the revisionist reading of Pers of Bermingham offered in Benskin’s account is 
both validated by, and serves to validate, a conception of Harley 913 that takes for 
granted a wider coherence operative in the manuscript's constituent texts. But such 
a reading of the poem must also be reconciled with Benskin’s own demonstration of 

Pers of Bermingham’s earlier existence and transmission as a written text, 

independent from the context of the manuscript in which it is now uniquely 
preserved. The evidence for the poem’s prior, independent existence comes from 

Benskin’s dialectal analysis of the manuscript’s Anglophone items (discussed 

above), in which he suggests that the majority of the MHE texts in Harley 913 were 
originally written in a dialect different, in a number of respects, from that in which 

they are now extant, and argues that ”[a]t least two people besides the author 

thought the poem’s hundred and sixty-two lines worth writing down.”(1989, 57-60, 

60) If this proposition is accepted, it presupposes the prior transmission of these 

texts, (and, not least, the transmission of Pers of Bermingham) in manuscript 

contexts, now irrecoverable, but which may plausibly be assumed to be somewhat 

different from the manuscript context in which they are currently found. The 
motivation for the compiler’s inclusion of Pers of Bermingham in Harley 913, the 

contexts in which the poem was transmitted prior to, and possibly after, its inclusion
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in this volume, and the potentially very different ways in which the earliest readers of 

the poem responded to it (and how these might have accorded with contemporary 

critical assumptions about the work) are all ultimately and fundamentally 

unknowable. Acknowledging this to be the case is potentially uncomfortable for 

modern scholarship, but admitting the ambivalence of the poem, now known only 

from the contested context of Harley 913, (and thence from Ware’s transcription of it 

into BL MS Lansdowne 418) as a statement on contemporary ‘national’ 

relationships, is arguably the most ethical response available to it.

However, if, as here contended, there are difficulties inherent in conscripting an 

assumed contextual manuscript coherence as a guide to interpreting how Pers of 

Bermingham might have been read by the compiler and earliest readers of Harley 

913, then equally problematic are those arguments which adduce the presence of 

Pers of Bermingham as evidence for the anti-Irish tenor of the manuscript as a 

whole.

After Pers of Birmingham, the critical text in such accounts is The Land of 

Cokaygne, which has been read by some scholars (Garbaty, 1963; Henry, 1972; 

Garret, 2004) as an expression of anti-Irish sentiment. For Garbaty and Henry, the 

arguments for this reading rest, in no small part, on the attempted identification of a 

specific and localisable religious house as the target of the poem’s satire. Heuser 

had previously understood the poem as referring to the Franciscan Gray Abbey at 

Kildare, (1904, 142) but Garbaty, scouring the poem for topographical details, came 

to the conclusion that Athlone was the site of the poet’s intended target (and also of 

the poem’s composition), based on the reconcilability of features of the town with a 

reading of the poem which demanded “a Cistercian Abbey, a Franciscan house [...] 

the English nationality of the clerics in the area, the Irish influence of the 

surrounding countryside or population, and the proximity of a lake’’ (146). Henry 

follows Garbaty in accepting that the poet has a specific target in mind - ”[i]t seems 

on the whole unlikely that the particular local situation in lines 147ff. for which the 

poem has been preparing can be purely fictional” (134)97 - but rejects the Athlone 

hypothesis in favour of Inislounaght, on the River Suir, which he sees as 

corresponding most closely with the details given in The Land of Cokaygne

97 “An-other abbei is ther-bi,| For-soth a gret fair nunnerie, | Vp a riuer of swet milke, | Whar 
is plente gret of silk” (147-150).
98 Henry rejects Garbaty’s suggestion of Athlone as the abbey De Innocentia “was a Cluniac 
and not a Cistercian priory” (135), arguing: “There is only one clear case on record of an 
independent nunnery in the vicinity of a Cistercian abbey as required in the context of
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Critical disagreement over the exact target of the poet’s satire - Carmelite and 

Franciscan friars in Kildare (Heuser,142); Cistercian monks in Athlone 
(Garbaty,140, 142, 146), or Inislounaght (Henry,135, 140); Cistercian, or 

unspecified, monks more generally (Hatfield Moore, 50; Bennett and Smithers, 341); 

Gaelic culture (Garrett, 8) - is perhaps more indicative of the broader nature of the 

intended satire than it is of anything else; and attempts to specify and localise the 

imagined target might more aptly be seen to reflect the concerns of contemporary 

scholarship, rather than those of the poet himself. As Cartlidge (citing, amongst 

other examples, the anti-Franciscan satire Responsio Dosithei also found in Harley 

913) observes, “since medieval satirists were very well able to be quite specific 

about matters of institutional clothing and customs when they chose to be, we can 

only assume that the concerns of the author of this poem were more general” (2003, 

42).89 Put bluntly, it may be assumed that had the poet wanted to make the object of 

his satire a specific foundation, or a religious house associated specifically with 

either of ‘the two nations’ in late medieval Ireland, he could have done so. That he 
did not suggests his motivations in writing the poem, and those of the compiler in 

including the poem in Harley 913, do not necessarily square with what some critics 
have imagined them to be.

In terms of the perceived ‘anti-lrishness’ of The Land of Cokaygne, it is useful to 
stress what is here argued to be the broader thrust of the poet’s satire; for only in 
reading the incidental details of the poem in tenuous (and arguably preconceived) 

terms can the target of the poem be identified as an Irish religious foundation. And it 
is only with this uncertain identification in mind that The Land of Cockagyne 

becomes susceptible to readings in which it can be seen to express anything even 

remotely approaching the “racial animosity” that Garbaty claims for it.

For Henry, the target of the poem is specific, but it is notable that the evidence he 

puts forward in support of his suggestion that the poet’s target was the Cistercian

Cokaygne 147ff., namely the convent of Molough on the Suir near Newcastle in Co. 
Tipperary, five miles south of the abbey of Inislounaght, that is, the island, or in this case 
more precisely, holm of sweet milk, as in our poem, line 149. The convent, which may go 
back to a fifth century Irish foundation of St. Brigit, lived under the Augustinian rule from 
about the thirteenth century. Nuns banished from Inislounaght in 1228 may well have joined 
Molough rather than pioneer a new establishment. At all events, all the ingredients including 
the key-word sweet milk are found here” (140).
99 For examples and discussion of some other satirical poems in which specific monastic 
orders were targeted, see Rigg, 1992, 230 - 240.
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monastery of Inisalounaght, is, with the exception of the topographical details of a 

neighbouring nunnery situated on a river, (lines 147-149) based on evidence which 

is external to the poem. Arguing that the monks are Cistercians, on the basis of the 

poem’s description of their cowls - “Ther is a wel fair abbei / Of white monkes and 

of grei” (51-2)100 - he traces the (often nationalistically fractious)101 history of the 

Cistercian Order in Ireland in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, before 

concluding that, in light of these tensions between Irish and Anglo-Irish religious, “a 

poem in the English tongue and the French manner is almost certain to aim an at 

Irish rather than Anglo-Norman Cistercian House” (139). Henry’s characterisation of 

the wider context in which The Land of Cokaygne was presumably written is not at 

issue here, but there is, as his own argument implicitly acknowledges, little, if 

anything, in the actual text of the poem itself to justify a reading which assumes it to 

speak so directly of its ‘situatedness’ in a specific historical moment.

Whereas Henry’s study treated the poem in isolation, Turville-Petre’s discussion of 

The Land of Cokaygne is rooted in his wider characterisation of Harley 913 as a 

manuscript that speaks predominantly of both its Franciscan and Anglo-Irish 

concerns. The exact location of the (assumed Cistercian) house in question is not of 

huge significance in his argument102, but he is in no doubt that an Irish, rather than 

Anglo-Irish, foundation is the target of the poem’s satire: ‘This jeu d’esprit has, 

though, a darker strain. Cokaygne is an island situated west of Spain (1); it is, in 

other words, Gaelic Ireland" (168). The certainty of Turville-Petre’s gloss of “Gaelic” 

here is perhaps open to question. Ireland’s position, on the most westerly edges of 

the known world was, as discussed in the previous chapter, undoubtedly a factor in 

some contemporary literary representations of it as a barbarous land on the very

100 Henry explains the reasoning for his identification thus: “The colours white and grey 
clearly suggest the Cistercian at a time when the change-over from the original unbleached 
grey to white had not been completed In 1228 Abbot Stephen Lexington [...] prescribes 
white cowls for the monks of Duiske (Co. Kilkenny) to replace the vanity of grey cowls 
variegated with expensive pieces of ruseto; these are not to be worn in convent; only white 
cowls are to be presented to the monks. It seems probable that the grey habit persisted for a 
long time afterwards, as it is not prohibited outside the convent, as there is no sanction 
specified for presenting it to a monk, and because some of Stephen's directives of 1228 to 
Irish houses were not implemented. Besides, the Annals of Loch Ce always refers to the 
Cistercians as grey monks {manaigh Hatha)." (135)
101 The frequently tense relations between Irish and Anglo-Irish members of the Cistercian 
Order in Ireland came to a head in 1226-7 in the so called 'Conspiracy of Mellifont’. See 
Watt, 1970, 85-107; O’Dwyer,1970.
102 He suggests the poem may refer to the Grey Abbey in Co. Down (1996, 168).
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fringes of civilisation, but the poem’s opening line might also be read, perhaps in 
less ideologically loaded terms, as a mere statement of geographical fact.103

In Turville-Petre’s reading, The Land of Cokaygne serves as an expression of 

national and intra-fraternal hostilities, to the extent that “the mocking attack of the 

gross conduct of Irish Cistercians acts finally as a dire warning to the Franciscans 

themselves.” (1996, 168) However, again, the reading is based on factors external 

to the actual text of the poem: in this instance, on a wider characterisation of Harley 

913 as expressing an unease with Gaelic Ireland which is, itself, predicated on the 

presence of Pers of Bermingham in the manuscript. For Turville-Petre, the latter 
poem is the key articulation of anti-Irish anxieties in the volume, and “[t]he other 

texts in Harley 913 give substance to this outline and provide a vivid picture of the 

aspirations and fears of an Anglo-Irish Franciscan” (158). This assumption of the 

thematic coherence of the manuscript in addressing specifically Anglo-Irish 

concerns is not (as it is in other accounts) restricted to the Anglophone items104, but 

also informs Turville-Petre’s reading of the only substantial Francophone item in 
Harley 913: the Entrenchment of New Ross, as “most fully expressing] the sense of 

a tight Anglo-Irish community surrounded by hostile forces” (163).

The latter poem, described in a rubric in the manuscript’s main scribal hand as 

“rithmus facture ville de Rosse”, recounts, or purports to recount, the “collaborative 
municipal effort” (Mullally, 333) of the citizens of New Ross, Co. Wexford, in 
preparing for the walling of the town. Whilst the artistic merit of the poem has been 

the subject of what might fairly be described as muted critical acclaim, (its prosodic 

accomplishment being perhaps most kindly described by Bliss and Long as

103 A resolutely pragmatic reading of the line might also draw attention to the exigencies of 
rhyme. The reference to Spain is retained in both of the later Middle Dutch verse versions of 
The Land of Cockaigne, [London, British Library MS Add. 10286 and Brussels, Biblioteque 
Royale MS ii.144) although the phrasing is slightly different: “Than this Land of Cockaigne | 
Half is better than all of Spain” (Rhyming text L 13-14); “This place we call the Land of 
Cockaigne | And half is better than all of Spain.” (Rhyming Text B, 11-12) Quoted from Pleij, 
2001.

104 Turville-Petre’s account is, it should be said, appreciably more nuanced than that offered 
in recent article by Garrett (2004), which aptly serves to demonstrate the perils of assuming 
too rigid an ideological framework for the manuscript. Garrett’s reading of The Land of 
Cockaygne as “commissioned by the English in order to condemn both Irish clerics and Irish 
culture” (8) is based on the unwarranted, and frankly untenable, assumption that Pers of 
Bermingham’s “inclusion [in Harley 913] makes the manuscript, and especially the English 
texts, clearly anti-Irish” (9). Her reading of the former poem as, “an example of anti-Irish, 
colonialist discourse, aimed at a diverse English audience in Ireland in order to quell the 
gaelicisation of the colonists” (2) is insufficiently substantiated, and certainly derives little by 
way of validation from the text of the poem itself.
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“sprightly” (718));105 it has been considered of interest on various grounds, not least 

as one of the relatively few extant examples of Hiberno-Norman literature,106 but 

also for the information which might be gleaned from it as “an unusual cultural and 

social document” (Shields, 24).

The year 1265, given in the final line of the poem as its date of composition107 is 

generally accepted as such, not least as it accords well with the contemporary 

political situation briefly hinted at in the opening lines. As the poem records it, the 

impetus for the walling of the town arose from the citizens’ fears over the ongoing 

conflict between two Anglo-Irish lords, named in the text as “Sire Morice e Sire 

Wauter”; and plausibly identified as Walter de Burgh and Maurice Fitzgerald.108 In 

the 1260s, de Burgh (Earl of Ulster), and Fitzgerald (representing the Geraldine 

interests in Connaght) were involved in a renewed episode of longstanding 

hostilities, culminating in what Lydon describes as the “great Geraldine - de Burgh 

quarrel of 1264” (1993, 249), and tensions were further escalated by Maurice 

Fitzgerald’s capture of Richard de la Rochelle, Henry Ill’s justiciar, in the same 

year.109 Critics who have read The Entrenchment of New Ross as expressing 

anything which might be viewed as a contemporary political engagement, have 

tended to stress this, admittedly somewhat tangential, aspect of a poem otherwise 

concerned with more localised civic issues (Shields, 1975; Dolan, 1991, 1999; Bliss 

and Long, 1987); in contrast, Turville-Petre reads the poem not only as an 

acknowledgement of the fraught politics of internal Anglo-Irish relations, but also as 

an expression of a more deep-seated cultural anxiety, focused on the disruptive 

potential of the Irish.

Drawing attention to the “odd and unexplained disjunction” (1996, 164) between 

what the poet identifies as the motivation for the fortification of New Ross (the 

conflict between de Burgh and Fitzgerald) and what he suggests as the 

consequence of such fortification - “not an Irishman in Ireland will be so bold | as to

105 Pace Sayers, “[Tjhe vagaries of manuscript preservation give the poem a distinction that 
is doubtless undeserved” (1992, 121).
106 For which, see Mullally, 1988; Bliss and Long, 1987.
107 “Ce fu fet I’an de I’incarnation Nostre Seignur .M.CC.LXV.” [Text and translation, here as 
elsewhere, taken from Shields ed., 1975-6.]
108 “Mes poure avoint de un gerre | Qe fu par entre deus barouns; | Vei ci escrit amdeus lur 
nuns: | Sire Morice e sire Wauter.” (But they were fearful of a war that was [going on] 
between two barons; here are their two names in writing: lord Maurice and lord Walter)
109 Otway-Ruthven, 1968, 196-9; Lydon, 1993, 240-274.
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dare attack it, I guarantee" (lines 200-201),110 Turville-Petre argues that the poem 

expresses more profound Anglo-Irish concerns over the threat posed by Gaelic 

Ireland:

Within the encircling walls of New Ross shelters the whole Anglo-Irish 

colony, and the building-work is less a reflection of any military threat than 

an expression of an idealised communal identity. Besetting this community 

are the dissensions, disloyalties, self-interests, lack of purpose, and divided 

aims that are opening up the cracks in Anglo-Irish society through which 

native Ireland will seep. At the heart of the poem is the fear that cultural 

identity will be swamped by the rising tide of the Irish (Turville-Petre, 1996, 

165).

Given the context of Tun/ille-Petre’s discussion of these poems - in a study 

specifically concerned with national identity; and in a chapter dealing with regional 

identity, which '‘put[s] forward the proposition that the passionate concern of such 

texts is precisely to counter the threat of exclusion by locating the region within the 

nation" (1996, vi) - it is unsurprising that he reads The Walling of New Ross in terms 

which seem to support his central thesis, although the cultural anxieties he sees 

expressed in this thirteenth century poem are, as he acknowledges, “actually more 

typical of the early fourteenth century” (165).* * 111

Once again, extra-textual considerations are key to Turville-Petre’s positioning of 

the poem, and indeed, if “the fear that [Anglo-Irish] cultural identity will be swamped 

by the rising tide of the Irish” is really, as he asserts, “at the heart of the poem”, the 

poet, it might be suggested, is remarkably coy in his articulation of this fear, as save 

for the solitary reference to “the Irish of Ireland” cited above, no other mention is 

made of it. Such reticence cannot satisfactorily be explained in terms of the Irish 

functioning as a foreboding ‘absent presence’ in the poem, as Sayer’s study of 

Anglo-Norman literary works dealing with Ireland makes clear, because the same 

tendency of omission with regard to Gaelic Ireland is found in the two other extant 

(and roughly contemporary) Anglo-Norman witnesses to Anglo-Irish / Irish relations 

in the thirteenth century, The Song of Dermot and the Earl, and L’histoire de

110 “N’ad Ires en Irland si hardi | Qi I’oserent asailler, je vus plev;’’ Interestingly, the allusion to 
the nationality (or imagined nationality) of those potentially threatening the town is elided in
Seymour's much freer verse translation of the poem, which renders these lines, “None in 
Ireland will be found | Bold enough to dare to fight” (1929, 28).
111 As fourteenth century concerns, such anxieties were perhaps well founded - the Annals 
of the Four Masters records that New Ross was taken and burnt by Art McMorrough in 1394.
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Guillaume le Marechal"2 For Sayer, in a study which focuses on the thirteenth- 

century context of all three works, “the absence of Irish ethnographic data, to use 

our terms, cannot be ascribed to xenophobia”, (1992, 122) and his discussion of the 

“distinct ‘H[iberno] C[ambro] A[nglo] N[orman]’ historical consciousness” (113) of 

these poems argues instead that they must be seen in the wider context of an 

Anglo-Norman historiographical or quasi-historiographical tradition:113

As seems typical of colonial societies everywhere, the Normans and English 
in Ireland, conservative in some respects but insidiously influenced by native 

custom in ways they could not have foreseen or perhaps even recognised, 

sought to leave a record of their presence and achievement, another form of 

legitimation than the customised revision of the legendary history of the land 

such as Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae but serving many 

of the same purposes. [...]With such objectives, together with the specific 

agendas (literary and political) of patrons, the chroniclers and hired poets of 
the time worked within criteria of historiographical relevance that were 
realised as selective inclusion and exclusion rather than conscious distortion 
of known fact. In combination with the technique of placing the interests and 

‘figures’ of patron and public against a more widely known ‘historical ground’, 

these criteria were considerably more rigorous than has been generally 
recognised for these supposedly artless accounts (Sayers, 1992, 123).

But, if The Walling of New Ross cannot, as is here contended, be satisfactorily 

explained in terms of Turville-Petre’s designation of it as expressing specifically 

nationalistic anxieties, it can perhaps be more persuasively read as an expression 

of both civic pride, and of mercantile concerns.

The poem, as Mullally notes, shares with The Song of Dermot and the Earl both a 

communal agenda, and, seemingly, a communal audience: “both [poets] are aiming

112 Paul Meyer discovered the unique manuscript witness to this unusual text, a poetic 
biography ofWilliam Marshal, (c.1146-1219), in the sale of the Savile Library in 1861, and 
his subsequent edition of the text (Vols I and II) and abridged translation and study (Vol III) 
were published at roughly the same time as Orpen’s edition of The Song of Dermot and the 
Earl. (1892) Notable in that the subject of the biography is a layman (the Marshal was fourth 
earl of Pembroke, a soldier and administrator, and, in Duby’s formulation, “the best knight in 
the world”) William’s activities in Ireland are the subject of a small portion of this long text, 
(lines 13 311 - 14 598, less than a tenth of the total). P. Meyer, ed. L’histoire de Guillaume 
le Marchal, 3 vols. Paris, 1891-1901. A new edition and translation has recently been 
published under the auspices of the Anglo-Norman Text Society: Holden, Gregory, and 
Crouch, eds., 2004-7. See also Duby, 1984.
113 On which, see Crane, 1986; Legge, 1963, esp. chapters vii and xi.
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their work at a collectivity, rather than at some individual princely patron” (1988, 

333). And whilst, by its very nature, the instantiation of such a collectivity (real or 

imagined) is contingent upon categories of exclusion, it is arguable as to whether 

these exclusions are as unambiguously directed towards the Irish as Turville-Petre’s 

reading of the poem demands.

The poet’s reticence in identifying the Irish as the source of the citizen’s unease has 

already been commented on, as has his explicit reference to the ongoing feud 

between Walter de Burgh and Maurice Fitzgerald, which he represents as the 

primary motivation for the citizens’ decision to fortify the town, an allusion reinforced 

by repetition in the poem’s opening lines:

“But they were fearful of a war | that was [going on] between two barons"

“What they feared was that they had no town walls”

“They made a resolution thus: | that a wall of stone and mortar 

They would build around the town | for that war was causing them concern”114

The 141 lines which follow (more than half the poem) are given over to the 

description of the communal effort involved in the preparations for the construction 

of the wall, with various groups of the citizenry taking responsibility for different 

aspects of the work, toiling, quite literally, under the banners of their respective 

occupations. After a tangential aside on the possible pleasures of being a prisoner 

of love - a motif which suggests the author had at least a passing familiarity with 

some of the conventions of the amour courtois tradition115 - the poet returns to the 

rather more prosaic matter in hand. Once the wall is completed, he tells us, the 

townsfolk will have no need to keep a watch: “they can sleep soundly. | They will

114 “Mes poure avoint de un gerre | qu fu par entre deus barouns” (10-11); “Ce fu lur poure 
ke ne furnet clos.” (17); “Lur conseil pristerent en tele maner: | Qe un mure de mortar e de 
pere | Voilent enture la vile feire, | Qe poure avoint de cel geere” (23-26).

15 “E qant en la vile sunt entres | Les richez dames sunt ensembles, | E juent e beivent e 
karolent | E de bons enveisurus en parolent. | E Chescun a autre en contort | E dient qe 
ferunt un port: | 'La port de Dames” avera a noune | E la en ferunt lur prisune, | E qi en lur 
prisun est entre | De tut nen avers sa volunte. | Je ne di pas pur nule blame; | Bon serreit 
ester en prisun de dame” (144-155) [Then when they return to the town | the great ladies 
meet together | and play and drink and carol | and talk of pleasant things. | And they solace 
one another | declaring they will build a gate: | ‘the Ladies gate’ it will be called | and there 
they will establish their prison, | and whoever has once entered their prison | will lose his 
liberty entirely. | I do not tell you this wishing to find fault, | for it would be nice to be in a 
lady’s prison.]
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have no cause to fear evil doers;”116 The non-specificity of the ‘evil doers’ against 

whom the town must be defended is echoed in the poet’s vague reference to 

“enemies” and “marauders”,117 and it is notable that his reference to “many a wild 

retainer” [E meint savage garsun] (171) is in the context of those who will defend 

New Ross from attack, rather than those deemed to pose a threat to the security of 

the town. The phrasing here is not without interest, as translators of the poem are in 

agreement that the reference is unequivocally to Irish retainers: Seymour goes so 

far as to render this phrase as “wild kern”, and in his notes to the text, Shields, who 

opts for the more literal ‘wild retainer’ in his translation, posits ‘Irish kern’ as a gloss. 

(Shields, 33, n. to line 171) Irish troops were not uncommonly found in the service of 

Norman lords, and whilst “it is uncertain whether New Ross had any in its garrison”, 

it is certainly not beyond the bounds of probability (Sayers, 1992, 120).118

Also potentially troubling with regard to Turville-Petre’s reading of the poem in 

overtly nationalistic terms are the poet’s repeated assertions that the impetus for 

building the walls derived from concerns primarily mercantile, rather than 

nationalistic:

Yet I can truly say

That they do not wish for battle;

They only want to protect their town 

From marauders by whatever means they can 

No on should blame them 

for wanting to enclose their town119 

[...]

For this is the best free town

To be found in this continent or island,

And every stranger finds a welcome 

And is received with great joy;

He can buy and sell freely

And no one will ask him for anything.120

116 “Ja n’avera mester de aver gayte, | Mes dormir puunt surement. | Ja n’averunt gard de 
male gent;” (163-5)
117 “lur enemis” (181); “maveis gent” (195)
118 See also Frame, 1984.
119 “Me je vous die tot sanz faille: | Bus ne desirent nule bataile, | Mes lur vile voleint garder | 
De maveis gent a lur pouer. Nule home de ce ne lez dut blamer | Qe lur vile voleint fermer” 
(192-198).
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The predominant concern of these quotations - the latter lines characterised by 

Sayers as a “eulogy on free trade”, (1992, 120) - is to stress the importance of 

protecting the mercantile interests of New Ross. And as such, they serve to 

reinforce the commercial self-awareness of the townspeople, already emphasised in 

the poet’s description of the various trades converging under the auspices of their 

respective guild banners to participate in the communal work on the town’s 

defences (lines 42-157).

Such ‘commercial self awareness’ accords well with other evidence for the 

mercantile importance of New Ross at the time of the poem’s presumed 

composition in the third quarter of the thirteenth century. Founded c.1200 by William 

Marshal (he of L’histoire fame) and his wife Isabel de Clare, the new settlement 

quickly reaped the benefits both of its strategically advantageous location121 and 

Marshal’s shrewd management of the surrounding hinterland; developing over the 

course of the thirteenth century into a prosperous and significant port town. The 

mercantile importance of New Ross soon overshadowed that of Wexford, and 

despite the monopoly on shipping granted by King John to Waterford in 1215 (a 

monopoly successfully contested by William Marshal for ships bound for his own 

port) New Ross soon challenged the commercial supremacy of the royal town of 

Waterford.122 Contemporary records indicate the existence of at least three principal 

markets in medieval New Ross, and the importance of commerce to the town is 

further emphasised by the evidence of the surviving customs accounts (Down,

1987, 482).

Of interest also, in light of what is here argued to be the primarily commercial 

interests articulated in The Walling of New Ross, is the sixteenth-century narrative

120 “Kar ce est la plus franch vile | Qe seit en certain ne en yle, | E tot hom estrange est ben 
venu | E de grant joi est rescue, | E chater e vendre en pute ben | Qe nul hom ne li 
demandra reen.” (212-217) Shields notes that 'certain' [continent] is otherwise unattested, 
but Sayers draws attention to the use of tere certaine in the Chason de Guillaume, and 
suggests, on the basis of its use there, that ‘mainland’ serves as a more appropriate 
translation here than Shields' ‘continent’. (Shields, 33 note to line 213; Sayers, 1992, 120, 
note 15).
121 Situated roughly half a mile south of the confluence of the River More and the River 
Barrow, New Ross had waterway access up into the heart of Leinster. Its location on one of 
the narrowest points on the Barrow enabled the construction of a bridge (whose existence is 
attested by 1207, and explains the early references to the town as Rosponte), which linked it 
to the road to Kilkenny. For a brief overview of the development of medieval New Ross see 
Doran, 2008.
122 Sayers, 1992; Martin, 1987 (b). On the longstanding commercial rivalry between 
Waterford and New Ross, see McEneaney,1979.
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of the walling of the town found in Richard Stanihurst’s Description of Ireland. 

Following on from his descriptions of Dublin, Waterford, Limerick, Cork and 

Drogheda, Stanihurst turns his attention to New Ross - whose commercial fortunes 

were, by Stanihurst’s time, long on the wane - and offers his readers the following 

account (and only a lengthy quotation does justice to his inimitable prose) of the 

violation of mercantile propriety that allegedly occasioned the fortification of the 

town in the thirteenth century:

Rosse, an hauen towne in Mounster not far from Waterford, which seemeth 

to haue ben in auncient tyme a town of great port. Wherof sundry and 

probable conjectures are give[n] as well by the olde ditches, the reliques of 

the auncie[n]t walles, gates and towers placed between both are yet to be 

seen. The towne is builded in a barren soyle, and planted among a crew of 

naughty and prowlyng neighbours. And in olde tyme when it flourished, 

albeit the towne were sufficiently peopled, yet as long as it was not 

co[m]passes with walles, they were formed with watche and warde123 to 

keep it from the greedy snatching of the Irishe enemies with whome as they 

were generally molested, so the priuate consenyng of one peasaunt on a 

sodayne, incensed them to inuiron their towne with strong and substantial! 

walles. There repayred one of the Irishe to this town on horseback, and 

espying a piece of cloth on a merchants stall tooke holde thereof and bet the 

clothe to the lowest pryce he could. As the Merchaunt and he stoode 

dodging one wyth the other in cheapening the ware, the horsman 

considering that he was well mounted, and that the merchant and he had 

growen to a pryce, made wyse as though he woulde haue drawen to his 

purse, to haue defrayed the money. The cloth in the meanewhyle being 

tuckite up and placed before him, he gave the spurre to his horse and came 

away with the cloth being not imbard from his posting pase by reason the 

town was not perclosed eyther wyth ditch or wail. The townes men being 

pincht at the heart that one rascall in such scornefull wyse should give them 

the slampaine not so much weighing on the sclenderness of the losse as the 

shamefullnesse of the foyle, they put their heads together, consulting how to 

prevent eyther the sodaine rushing or the posthast flying of any such 

aduenterous rekehell hereafter.

123 Cf. The Walling of New Ross, line 162-163 UA I’oure qe serra tot parfeit | Ja n’averea 
mester de aver gayte.” [When it (i.e. the wall) is complete | there will be no need to have a 
watch.]
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In which consultation a famous Dido, a chaste wydowe, a politicke dame, a 

bountiful! gentlewoman, called Rose, who representing in sinceritie of lyfe 

the sweetness of that herbe, whose name she bare, unfolded the deuise, 

how any such future mischaunce shoulde be preuented, and withall opened 

hir coffers liberally, to haue it furthered: two good properties in a 

councaylour. Hir deuise was, that the towne shoulde incontinently be 

inclosed with walles, and there wythall promised to discharge the charges, 

so that they would not stick to finde out labourers. The deuice of this worthie 

patrone being wyse, and the offer liberall, the townsmen agreed to follow the 

one and to put their helping hands to the achieuing of the other (1557, 13).

Tempered though it is by Stanihurst’s characteristically antagonist attitude to the 

Irish (an attitude that might be seen to reflect his own fears as to the threat posed by 

the ‘cultural seepage’ of Gaelic Ireland in the sixteenth century),124 it is nevertheless 

notable that his account identifies the protection of the town’s commercial interests 

as the key motivation for the construction of the wall. And whilst Stanihurst’s version 

of the walling of New Ross makes no explicit mention of the turbulent contemporary 

political context of the time - it is the townspeople’s wounded pride at being 

outwitted by a “rascall", rather than their fear of the ravages of war, which prompts 

the building work - it shares with the poem preserved in Harley 913 in offering a 

celebratory account of communal effort and of civic pride:

The worke was begunne, which through the multitude of handes seemed 

light. For the whole towne was assembled tagge and ragge, cutte and long

124 In relation to his concern over this ‘cultural seepage’, and in particular to the 
‘encroachment’ of the Irish language into the Pale, Stanihurst writes: “The inhabitants of the 
English Pale have been so much addicted to their civility, and so far sequestered from 
barbarous savageness, as that their only mother tongue was English. And truly, so long as 
these impaled dwellers did sunder themselves as well in land as in language from the Irish, 
rudeness was day by day in the country supplanted, civility ingrafted, good laws established, 
loyalty observed, rebellion suppressed, and, in fine, the scion of a young England was like to 
shoot in Ireland, But when their posteriety became not altogether so wary in keeping, as 
their ancestors were valiant in conquering, the Irish language was free denizened in the 
English Pale: this canker took such a deep root, as the body that was before whole and 
sound was by little and little festered and in manner wholly putrified.” Quoted and 
modernised in Seymour, 1929.

Colm Lennon has argued that Stanihurst’s later work on Irish history, De rebus in 
Hibernia gestis, and in particular, the first section of this work, was characterised by a 
greater openness to the achievements of the Gaelic Irish, and demonstrates a less malign 
attitude towards them. Written as it was during the years Stanihurst spent in the Spanish 
Netherlands, it might perhaps be seen in light of the adage that ‘absence makes the heart 
grow fonder.’( Lennon, 1981).
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Tayle: none exempted but were bedred & impotent. Some were tasked to 

delue, others appointed wl mattockes to digge, diuers allotted to the 
unheaping of rubbishe, many bestowed to the caryage of stones, sundry 

occupyed in te[m]pering of morter, the better sort busied in ouerseeing the 

workemen, eche one according to hys vocation employed, as though the 

civitie of Cathage were a fresche in buylding [...] (1577, 13)

Whilst there is no suggestion that Stanihurst was familiar with the earlier account of 

the walling of New Ross, and the details of his narrative differ significantly from 

those of the poem, the correspondences in the two accounts with regard to the 

collective enterprise of the town’s fortification are striking, and perhaps hint at the 
passing of some version of the story of the fortification of New Ross into local 

folklore. That Stanihurst thought the legendary explanation of the walling of the town 

worth recording, more than three centuries after the fact, might also offer a 

suggestion as to the motivation for the inclusion of The Walling of New Ross by the 
complier of Harley 913, when the events recorded in the poem were still within living 

memory; and whilst it may not accord with what is here argued to be Turville-Petre’s 
unnecessarily ideological reading of the poem,125 perhaps no explanation more 
byzantine than local interest needs to be sought for the inclusion of this unusual 

piece in the manuscript.

Like those readings of The Land of Cockaygne which stress the poem’s perceived 
foregrounding of national animosities, Turville-Petre’s interpretation of The Walling 

of New Ross as an expression of anti-Irish sentiment can be seen to be similarly 
predicated on prior assumptions about the manuscript context in which these texts 

are preserved. The value of approaching the compilation with pre-conceptions as to 

its fundamental reconcilability with Franciscan spiritual concerns - an approach that 

facilitates the conscription (however tenuous it may be) of a range of texts to a 

Franciscan cause - was questioned above. A similar caution might be urged when

125 It is interesting, although presumably unintentional, that the terms used in Turville-Petre’s 
reading of The Walling of New Ross (and indeed in his characterisation of the Anglo-Irish as 
a whole) - “A [...] community surrounded by hostile forces" (163); “within the encircling walls 
of New Ross shelters the whole Anglo-Irish colony’’ (165) “the wall that enclosed their 
constricted and exiled community" (174)- resonate so powerfully with the ‘siege mentality’ 
identified by political commentators as the most notable aspect of unionist (and perhaps, 
more specifically, loyalist) ideology; an ideology summarised by MacDonagh as an 
“historical self-vision [. . .] of endless repetition of repelled assaults, without hope of absolute 
finality or fundamental change in their relationship to their surrounding and surrounded 
neighbours" (MacDonagh, 1983, 15. Quoted in Rolston, 1999, 45-6). Turville-Petre’s 
acknowledgements, in this volume, to Tom Paulin might be noted in this context: the latter 
being no friend to Unionism, but fully conversant in such rhetoric.
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approaching the manuscript’s constituent texts with the prior assumption that they 

can be seen to articulate the kinds of sentiments regarding its 'situatedness’ in a 

specific historical context that some scholars yearn to find there, not least because 

of the apparently ambivalent nature of this ‘situatedness’.

In light of this, the contention that the constituent texts of Harley 913 demonstrate 

their acculturation with the Gaelic literary tradition is, on the one hand, hard to 

sustain. On the other, there is, with the exception of Pers of Bermingham - and 

attention has been drawn to the critical contention surrounding that poem - little in 

the text of the (very few) poems regularly adduced as expressing hostility to Gaelic 

Ireland which actually supports such a reading. Ultimately, as Cartlidge observes (in 

a formulation that evokes such assumptions even whilst negating them) “anti-Irish 

sentiment seems [...] almost conspicuous by its absence in the manuscript." (2003, 

42 [my emphasis]) Characterisations of the manuscript as antagonistic to Gaelic 

Ireland are predicated on an underlying assumption of thematic coherence, based 
on specific readings of a very small number of the texts it contains; and ultimately, it 

seems, dependant on what amounts to a ‘hermeneutic reciprocity’, which validates 
the manuscript as anti-Irish, because of the texts it contains; and the texts it 
contains as anti-Irish because of the manuscript in which they are found.

In seeking to challenge previous scholarly characterisations of BL Harley 913 as a 
coherent manuscript collection, which speaks predominantly of its Franciscan 
concerns, or of its acculturation with the literary traditions of Gaelic Ireland, or, 

conversely, of its inimical relationship to those traditions and to that nation, the 

discussion above is by no means intended to diminish the importance of this 

manuscript and its contents for the study of late medieval Anglo-Irish literature. 

Rather, it has sought to explore and to challenge the “totalising [critical] tendencies” 

(Thompson, 2007, 120) that have facilitated both the reification and the isolation of 

Harley 913; scholarly characterisations, which, in what is here argued to be their 

overemphasis on the Franciscan or nationalistic concerns of the manuscript, find 
succinct and apposite expression in the burden of a lyric contemporaneous with 

Harley 913’s production:

Ich am of Irlaunde 

Ant of the holy londe 

Of Irlande
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Code sire, pray ich the,

For of saynte charite 

Com ant daunce wyt me 

In Irlaunde.126

-iv-

Constricted. Enclosed. Exiled. If the rhetorical terms in which the Anglo-Irish 

community is represented in Turville-Petre’s reading of Harley 913 might be seen to 

resonate powerfully, if metaphorically, with the positioning of the manuscript 

resulting from the predominant concerns of previous scholarship, the question 

remains as to how these substantial “encircling walls” of received critical opinion 

might best be negotiated.

Attention was drawn in the section above to two recent studies dealing with Harley 

913 that have called for a re-examination of the interpretative framework in which 

the manuscript has been traditionally discussed (Cartlidge, 2003; Thompson, 2007). 

Whilst both scholars challenge the extent to which the texts of Harley 913 might 

usefully be read as articulating a definable and specific Anglo-Irish identity, they 

make their case from very different methodological perspectives: critical standpoints 

which are explicitly and fundamentally opposed in their response to the type of self

consciously historicist stance articulated by David Wallace in the General preface to 

the Cambridge History of Medieval English Literature.

Reflecting, in this preface, on the distinguishing features of the monumental 

Cambridge History project - ‘the first full-scale history of medieval English literature 

for nearly a century’ - Wallace draws attention to one aspect of the volume, in 

particular, that might be seen as fundamental in characterizing it from its 

predecessors:

It is perhaps through resisting the divorce of literature from history in literary 

history - a divorce implied by tired organizational binomes such as text and 

context, writer and background - that this volume makes its most distinctive 

contribution. The Well Wrought Urn of Cleanth Brooks (1947, 1968)

126 This brief lyric, preserved with others in a scrap of vellum bound in Bodleian Library MS 
Rawlinson D 913, f1v has been dated to the early C14, and is thought to be one of the 
earliest carols.
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famously envisioned the literary text as a self-sufficient artefact miraculously 

riding the currents of history to wash up at our feet. But medieval 
compositions, we have noted, do not maintain urn-like integrity in entering 

the ocean of textual transmission. Medieval Literature cannot be understood 

(does not survive) except as part of transmissive processes - moving 

through the hands of copyists, owners, readers and institutional authorities - 

that form part of other and greater histories (social, political, religious and 

economic) (Wallace, 1999, xx-xxi).

And, whilst the observation offered by Wallace in this quotation (and, specifically, in 

its concluding line) might simply be seen as a cogent and uncontroversial synopsis 

of what is, after all, the dominant critical mode in contemporary literary studies, 

Cartlidge takes issue with it, or purports to take issue with it, in a somewhat 

surprising manner.

In Cartlidge’s view, Wallace’s comment that “Medieval Literature cannot be 
understood (does not survive) except as part of transmissive processes - moving 
through the hands of copyists, owners, readers and institutional authorities - that 
form part of other and greater histories (social, political, religious and economic)’’ is 

not, as it would appear, a self-evident and relatively innocuous statement, but rather 
implies:

[A] more complex and controversial principle, which might be interpreted as 

an assertion of the priority of ‘external context’ over 'internal context’ in 
validating the reading of texts. That is, the physical relationships of texts, 

both amongst themselves in manuscripts and with other forms of material 

evidence in archives, art and archaeology, are assumed to reflect the social 

structures of the time in which they were created and, as such, are taken to 

be a more reliable means of contextualising medieval texts than the more 

abstract continuities of theme, image, phrase, form and style that older 
generations of critics generally sought to establish (Cartlidge, 2003, 33).

He continues:

[T]here are situations in which the ideological categories currently invoked in 

order to explain the physical association of medieval texts in manuscript in 

terms of their 'social, political, religious, economic’ affinities, can be almost
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equally distorting. The problem is that the tendency to see such extra-textual 

histories as ‘greater’ than textual ones, as Wallace does, rests on a 

preference for seeing the body politic in terms of distinct political and 

economic forces that many of the creators of medieval books often simply 

would not have shared. Not only do the operative terms of today’s historical 

analysis not necessarily serve us well in our attempts to understand the way 

in which medieval readers (and medieval scribes, particularly) themselves 

perceived cohesion in and across collections of texts, but it seems to me that 

there are many cases in which groups of medieval texts express an 

imaginative congruity that implicitly refines or even contradicts the 

historicizable circumstances of their transmission, in this way making our 

understanding of the ‘greater’ histories necessarily conditional on our 

understanding of the interrelationship of texts, and not the other way around. 

Wallace’s formulation of current critical practice perhaps marks a point at 

which we need to be prepared, at least in certain cases, to adjust the 

balance once again between social and aesthetic factors in the organisation 

of literary history (Cartlidge, 2003, 33).127

But, in his apparent eagerness to re-tilt the scales of literary history in favour of a 

consideration of the aesthetic factors - “the intrinsic congruities” (2003, 45) - he 

sees as key to illuminating the particular concerns of Harley 913’s compiler,

Cartlidge offers here a distorted characterisation of historicism which is simply, and 

demonstrably, untenable. For what Cartlidge is railing against when he disputes the 

legitimacy of prioritising “’external context’ over ‘internal context’ in validating the 

reading of texts” (2003, 33) is, in fact, more pertinently applied to the “tired 

organisational binomes” (1999, xx) rejected in the opening line of the quotation from 

Wallace, than it is to the cultural materialist stance articulated in its conclusion. A 

similar rhetorical distortion on Cartlidge’s part transforms Wallace’s use of the 

phrase “greater histories” - the comparative employed, in the original usage, in a 

relatively neutral temporal or spatial context (1999, xxi) - into an explicit value 

judgement, as it is used by Cartlidge (2003, 34), which serves only to misrepresent 

the point that Wallace is making. And whilst Cartlidge is, it has been argued above, 

perfectly correct in his contention that “[tjhere is no reason to think that every text in

127 The ‘perception of cohesion’ is perhaps more pertinent to the compilers of medieval 
collections, then it is to their scribes, even if the two are the same. Cartlidge’s very 
formulation here - “to adjust the balance once again” - might be seen to reemphasise a 
binary opposition between “social and aesthetic factors” which, it seems to me, is contrary to 
and unsupported by, the approach suggested in historicist criticism.
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MS Harley 913 needs to be read explicitly as a component in a Franciscan 

programme of some kind, or in an Anglo-Irish one, or that the compilation of these 

texts necessarily represents such an informed or energetic engagement with the 

historical moment as critics have sometimes assumed” (2003, 36), his 

characterisation of the critical tendencies which have facilitated these readings as 

‘historicist’ is both misleading and inaccurate.

The crux of this misrepresentation might be seen to lie in the disjunction between 

the respective conceptions of the “transmissive processes” invoked by Wallace, and 

dismissed by Cartlidge, as fundamental to the understanding of medieval texts. As 

Wallace’s use of the term is here understood, it refers to the actual processes of 

manuscript transmission: to the networks of relationships brought into play in the 

sponsoring (or censuring) of textual production, in the circulation of material, in the 

availability of exemplars, in the association of scribes, or of readers. Wallace’s 

“transmissive processes” pertain, in short, “to the entire cultural circumstances of 

medieval textuality” (Thompson, 2007, 118). And the “transmissive processes” 

suggested by Wallace are essentially consonant with what Ralph Hanna - in an 

article offering an overview of how the traditionally isolated concerns of codicology 

and palaeography could be more fruitfully integrated with the study of medieval 

literature as a whole - has termed the “cultural move”: a move which necessitates 

the acknowledgment that texts are produced, not in vacua, but in dialogic relation 

with other cultural activities.

The real issue for manuscript studies to confront is the historical peculiarity 

of this form of literary dispersal, its strong resistance to modern notions of 

books and how they work, and the effect such a mode of production has 

upon the production and conception of literature. Here perhaps the most 

secure generalization one can make is that medieval literature, in whatever 

language, lacked both a national tradition and the community of ‘general 

readers’ one might associate with the world of print. For these reasons, as I 

have often argued, one important holistic method of investigation concerns 

trying to link books and their texts with specific (almost by definition local) 

literary communities (Hanna, 2001, 248).128

128 Hanna’s remarks here might be seen as a more explicitly methodologically aligned 
articulation of the approach informing the essays collected in his Pursuing History. Similar 
preoccupations are rehearsed in the introduction to this collection:

Those who wanted vernacular books in the Middle Ages had to set about getting 
them in a context where only personal contact (in the most easily imaginable, but
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However, an understanding, crucially and fundamentally different to that of Wallace, 

or of Hanna, as regards the nature of these “transmissive processes”, seems to be 

evidenced when Cartlidge asserts:

[T]he interpretation of texts in MS Harley 913 has often been tied far too 

rigidly to a model of their external context that is in itself far too simplistic; 

and indeed it seems to me that what is known about the 'transmissive 

process’ [sic] that brought them together only makes their interpretation 

more complex and problematic. At the beginning, I suggested that they 

seem to be more tightly linked together by their intrinsic congruities in theme, 

form and style, than by their coherence with any of the agendas that might 

seem to be implied by the evidence for their extrinsic milieu (2003, 45-6).

The totalising concerns of previous Harley 913 scholarship, here (quite rightly) 

identified by Cartlidge as over determining factors in the critical interpretation of its 

texts, are predicated not on an examination of textual 'situatedness’ which usefully 

engages with Wallace’s 'transmissive processes’, but rather on an assumption of 

the manuscript’s historical ‘situatedness’ in an all-encompassing Franciscan and 

Anglo-Irish milieu: a milieu reified, in these accounts, as an isolated and insular 

context which holds the key to an understanding of the manuscript’s texts. As such, 

it is what Wallace terms the “tired organisational binome” of text and context (1999, 

xx) that facilitates the reductive readings Cartlidge rails against here, rather than the 

historicist approach he so vociferously rejects. As a result of this conflation, what 

Cartlidge actually has in mind when he writes of a ‘transmissive process’ remains, in 

the final analysis, somewhat unclear - although it evidently differs significantly from 

what is intended by Wallace’s use of the term - and the caricature of historicism 

offered in Cartlidge’s account can be seen to function merely as a straw man in his 

critique of it.

inherently least likely, scenario, with either the author or the patron who had 
employed him) allowed him acquisition of a text. Although at times I suspect that in 
the print world we have merely formalised (and mystified) the procedure, “gossip” 
would seem a useful trope for considering how medieval readers learned of 
vernacular works and set about acquiring them for themselves. But gossip is, of 
course, an unfocused, arbitrary, fitful process, not a model for direct or necessarily 
accurate knowledge, and the shifting networks we associate with it suggest 
something of the capricious ways by which medieval readers had to become aware 
of, and subsequently trace down for their own uses, copies of literary texts (Hanna, 
1996, 8).
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Rather than offering a means of subsuming critical distinctions between ‘intrinsic’ 

and ‘extrinsic’ aspects of textual production, historicism is transformed, in 

Cartlidge’s presentation of it, into a political privileging of context over text: a 

privileging he seeks to redress in his discussion of Harley 913 by returning critical 

attention to the formal characteristics of the manuscript’s texts. As such, the 

concluding section of his discussion is devoted to an examination of “the thematic 

and formal features that seem [...] to link the contents of the manuscript together” 

(2003, 46), and the three broad areas of interest identified in this analysis of the 

texts are conveniently summarised as the “Festivity, Order and Community” of his 

title.

Returning, for a moment, to Turville-Petre’s rhetoric of besiegement, it might be 

argued that whilst Cartlidge, in his pertinent critique of the totalising tendencies of 

previous scholarship,129 makes substantial inroads in demolishing the critical walls 

which have encircled Harley 913 by characterising the manuscript as an isolated 
production speaking predominantly of its Franciscan or Anglo-Irish concerns, he 

does so only to reposition the manuscript within a new constricting edifice: the 
broader, but ultimately equally isolating, walls of formalist criticism.

But, whilst the high proportion of Anglophone texts contained in Harley 913 that are 
unique to this manuscript - texts which have, perhaps understandably, received the 
most critical emphasis in previous scholarship - might go some way towards 
accounting for the isolationist tendencies evident in some of the critical accounts of 

the manuscript discussed above, even a cursory glace at the manuscript’s Latinate 

contents suggests that these perspectives offer, at best, only a partial assessment 
of the broader cultural milieu in which the manuscript was produced. A detailed 

consideration of the Latin contents of Harley 913 is beyond the scope of this 

chapter, but Turville-Petre’s comments on the wider cultural traditions evidenced in 

the manuscript are worth noting: “While the English satires are recorded nowhere 

else, the Latin goliardic pieces that satirize gluttony, drunkenness and sloth among 

the clergy, the Hospitalitas Monarchorum, The Drunkard’s Mass, Contra Monachos,

129 To be clear: as the preceding sections make evident, there is much I agree with in 
Cartlidge’s analysis of the somewhat fragile textual evidence on which depictions of the 
manuscript as ‘Franciscan’ or ‘Anglo-Irish’ are predicated. What I do not accept however, is, 
as discussed above, Cartlidge’s characterisation of these accounts as historicist, nor his 
implicit rejection of the utility of historicist approaches to the study of late medieval literature.
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The Abbot of Gloucester’s Feast, and The Epistle of Satan'30 are found widely in 

English and continental manuscripts” (1996, 173-4).

The texts cited here by Turville-Petre reflect his convictions as to the Franciscan 

provenance of Harley 913, and are adduced to support his argument that the 

presence of these Latin works in the manuscript demonstrate “the Irish friars share 

in a wider world of European culture and learning” (173). As such, in his discussion 

of Harley 913, he draws a distinction between the Latin and Anglophone contents of 

the manuscript, arguing that, in contrast to the isolated and localised nature of the 

Anglophone works in the manuscript, the use of Latin was, “for the Anglo-Irish [...] 

an escape-route over the wall that enclosed their constricted and exiled community, 

and [...] demonstrated that they did not share the ignorance and insular attitudes of 

the Irish clergy" (174 [My emphasis]).

To the works listed by Turville-Petre might also be added some of the other Latin 
texts in Harley 913, not all of which fit as obviously in to an explicitly Franciscan 
framework. Clearly, there are obvious Franciscan connections in the extract from St. 

Bonaventure, and, possibly, in the Meditation on the Body of Christ, attributed to 
John Pecham, although Pecham’s work, as noted above, is known to have 

circulated widely in non-fraternal contexts.131 Also extant in Harley 913, and 
evidenced in other manuscripts, are the brief verse in praise of the Virgin, Porta 

salutis aue on fol 49v;132 the proverbs on fols 15r-v;133 the political prophecies on fol

130 These items are numbered, respectively, in Walther as: 1894; 9508; 16086 (and compare 
nos. 16087, 15573, 17333 and 17336 for slightly different versions of this piece); & 16347. 
The final item mentioned by Turville-Petre is not listed in Walther, but Rigg notes its 
existence in two other volumes - MSS Bodley 851 and Digby 166. (Rigg, 1992, 375 n. 262) 
This item is immediately followed in Harley 913 by a reply by ‘Pope Dositheus’. Again, this 
item is not listed in Walther, but Feng has noted its presence in six further manuscripts 
(Feng, 1982).

31 See above. Pecham’s meditation is listed in Walther: 2023, where eight further 
manuscripts containing the hymn are noted. Rigg notes “Pecham’s fame resulted in the 
false ascription to him of several other poems” (1992, 226).
132 Walther: 14276. Perhaps interestingly, in light of the critical assumption that Harley 913 is 
a Franciscan production, and given the peculiar association of the Franciscan order with 
Marian devotion, this short, three line Latin verse is the only item now extant in the 
manuscript which is devoted to praise of the Virgin. (The text is transcribed and translated in 
Hatfield Moore, pg 189.) A further devotional work addressed to the Virgin, a five line Latin 
prose acrostic beginning ‘Celi reginam iaudemus' was among those works transcribed from 
Harley 913 by James Ware into B.L. Lansdowne 418. (Transcribed and translated in Hatfield 
Moore, Appendix 3). The most sustained treatment of the Virgin in the manuscript’s 
Anglophone works is found in the Fall and Passion, where she is the subject of 8 out of 216 
lines (97-104), otherwise, references to her are fleeting e.g. Song of Michael of Kildare (I37); 
Sarmun (221-224); or tangential, as in the closing prayer of the Ten Commandments (78).
On the particular affiliation of the Franciscan Order with Marian devotion see, amongst 
others, Ellington, 2001 and Jeffrey, 1975, 43-82.
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53v,134 and the satirical complaint poem entitled by Wright and Halliwell, On the 

Venality of Judges135 Significantly, one of the only other two manuscripts in which 

this last text is found is BL MS Royal 12 C.xii, a manuscript whose broader 

connections with Harley 913 are discussed further below.

If the Latinate contents of Harley 913 are, in terms of their manuscript survival and 

distribution, largely inimical to the isolationist critical narrative shaped for the 

manuscript in previous scholarship, then its Francophone, and, superficially, at 

least, its Anglophone contents are perhaps less obviously so. The Anglo-Norman 

material in Harley 913 consists, in its entirety, of three items, which may be swiftly 

disposed off, as neither the two alliterative proverbs on fol. 15v, attributed in a rubric 

- proverbial comitis desmonie - in the hand of the manuscript’s main scribe to 

‘Count Desmond’ [Maurice FitzThomas], nor the more substantial The Walling of 

New Ross are recorded in any other manuscript, (although the latter text was one of 

the eleven items transcribed from Harley 913 into BL Lansdowne 418 in the 

seventeenth century, at the behest of James Ware.)136

Turning to the Anglophone contents of the manuscript, the opportunities for the kind 

of cultural mapping envisioned by Hanna are, it might seem, equally limited. As 

mentioned above, of the seventeen English items in Harley 913, fourteen of them 

are unique to this manuscript.137 Of the three remaining items, Five Evil Things, 

Christ on the Cross and Erthe,138 the latter text is perhaps of the most interest.

Five Evil Things, a short complaint verse which reads, in the Harley 913 version:

Bissop lories 

Kyng redeles 

Yung man rechles 

Old man witles

Walther: 12451; 17947
134 The 8-line prose version in Harley 913 is not listed in Walther, but the same prophecies 
open with a different incipit in other versions, cf. Walther: 2097
135 Walther: 2098.
136 The Anglo-Norman texts in Harley 913 are, respectively, items number 271 (1 & 2) and 
58 in Dean, 1999.
137 Land of Cokaygne (IMEV: 762); Satire on the Townspeople (IMEV: 1078); Hymn of 
Michael Kildare (IMEV: 3224); Sarmun (IMEV: 3365); Fall and Passion (IMEV: 3366); Ten 
Commandments (IMEV: 2344); Lollai (IMEV 2025); Song on the Times (IMEV: 4144); Seven 
Sins (IMEV: 3400); Pers of Bermingham (IMEV: 3126); Elde (IMEV: 718) Repentance of 
Love (IMEV: 2003), and Nego (IMEV: 1638) The version of the Fifteen Signs in Harley 913 is 
also unique to the manuscript (IMEV: 3367) but see above.
138 Respectively, IMEV: 1820, 1943, and 3939.
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Womman ssamles 

I swer bi heuen Kyng 

[th]os be[th] fiue li[th]er [th]ing

is attested, with slight variations in the number and order of lines, in more than 

twelve manuscripts, and is a relatively commonplace complaint on the theme of 

The Abuses of the Age’. As such, the presence of this item in Harley 913 is 

unremarkable, although it might be seen as evidencing the compilation’s 

connections with the ‘mainstream’ traditions of vernacular literature.

Christ on the Cross, a meditation on Christ’s passion consisting of Latin prose 

interspersed with verse in English is, in both Latin and English material, incomplete 

in Harley 913, with the Middle English verse (although it is now the fullest version of 
the poem extant) ending with “etc" on fol 28v, and the Latin commentary breaking off 

in mid sentence on fol. 29r, the rest of which was left blank.139 The Latin prose 

section with which the piece begins opens with “the much-copied Latin 
commonplace” Respice in faciem Christi tui, (the opening line derived from Psalm 

83.10) and the first 16 lines of the English poem that follows it are a loose verse 
paraphrase of this passage,140 intended to evoke an affective response on the part 

of the reader. At line 17 in the English text, the description of the Passion shifts to 
the first person, with Christ addressing the reader directly, and lines 23-30 are a 
translation of Philippe de Greve’s much copied Latin verse, Homo vide, (frequently 
attributed, in its manuscript transmission, to St. Bernard) which directly precedes 

them.141 English versions of Christ’s Appeal from the Cross, based on de Greve’s 

Homo Vide are widespread,142 but Woolf considers the version contained in lines 

23-30 of the Harley 913 poem to be one of the most successful translations, both in

139 Cf. Lucas, 1995, 195; Hatfield Moore, Appendix Two, 352. Fol 29r now contains five lines 
added in a mid-fifteenth century hand. This later text is difficult to decipher, but includes the 
ownership mark of ‘Ihorge Lambard’.
140 Woolf notes that “the original context for this [Latin piece] is not now known, but in slightly 
varying versions it is quoted by Richard Rolle, and Ludolf the Carthusian (who attributes it to 
St. Bernard) and it is copied independently in MS Digby 55 [...] and in John of Grimestone’s 
preaching book.” (1968, 30)
41 Homo, vide, quae pro te patior \ Si est dolor sicut quo cruciour \ Ad te clamo, qui pro te 

morior \ Vide poenas, quibus afficior \ Vide clavos, quibus confodior, | Cum sit tantus dolor 
exterior, \lnterioir planctus est gravior \ Tam ingratum dum te experior. [‘0 man, see what I 
undergo for you, see whether there is any pain such as that which torments me; I, who am 
dying for your sake, now call to you. See the pangs which I suffer, see the nails by which I 
am pierced. But though my external suffering is great, yet even heavier is my inward grief 
when I find you so unkind’] (Woolf, 37).
142IMEV nos/. 495, 1902, 2502, 3109, 3826, 3827. Not listed in the IMEV, but also 
containing a translation of the Latin verse is MS. Digby 45, 21v-22r (Woolf, 38, note 4).
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terms of its preservation of the sense of the original, and in the addition “of emotive 

detail from the native meditative tradition” (Woolf, 38).

Besides Harley 913, the only other manuscript witness to Christ on the Cross is St 

John’s College Cambridge MS A. 15 (fol 72r),143 where the first fourteen lines of the 

English poem in Harley 913 are found as one of two English lyrics added in the 

lower margin on the second folio of a quire containing a set of Distinctiones.

The Cambridge manuscript is a composite volume, consisting of four separate 

booklets copied at different dates between the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries.144 

The booklet in which the Christ on the Cross lyric is found is the second section of 

the current volume, otherwise containing only a collection of Latin Distinctiones, 

ending imperfectly. James dates the hand of the text of the Distinctiones to the 
thirteenth-century, the peak period of popularity for collections of distinctiones] and 

Thomson further refines this to the second quarter of that century, identifying (on 

grounds that are somewhat unclear) the “compressed but neat gothic” hand of the 
Distinctiones as “characteristic of the Cambridge-Bury St. Edmunds district.”

(James, 1913; Rigg, 1992, 162; Thomson, 103) The hand in which the lyrics are 
added - a mixed script, mainly carolingian, with some anglicana influence - is 

contemporary or “sub-contemporary” (James 1913; Thomson, 103) with that of the 
main text: certainly no later than the early fourteenth century, and probably 
considerably earlier.

The lyrics added to this folio are the only items in English in this booklet; indeed, 

with the addition of a brief note entitled “Anglice de passione Christi” on fol. 120v (a 
three line English translation of Augustine’s Candet Nudatum Pectus, now attributed 

to John of Fecamp)145 they constitute the only Anglophone items in the whole 

manuscript, as it is now extant. The English translation of Candet Nudatum Pectus 

is found in the fourth booklet of the manuscript, which, like the second, has been 

dated to the thirteenth century. Laing’s Catalogue of Sources for a Linguistic Atlas of

143 Edited, from this MS in Brown, ed. 1924. Another short lyric on Christ’s Passion is found 
immediately before this in the St John’s MS (where both are written as continuous prose) - 
item 35a in Brown, ed. 1932; and the two items are, somewhat confusingly, conflated in 
James’s description of the manuscript’s contents. (James, 1913, 19-21).
144 James dates the hands of the four booklets as follows; Book I [f. 1-70] - “15th cent, in a 
rather current hand.” Book II [f. 71-78] - “of the 13th cent." Book III [f. 79 - 94] - “13,h-14th 
cent.” Book IV [f. 95-143] “of the late 13th cent.?” (James, 1913, 19-21).
145IMEV: 4088; Woolf, 28, note 4 gives details of two further MSS, not listed in the IMEV. On 
the Candet Nudatum Pectus, see Woolf, 23-30.
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Early Medieval English records all the English texts in St John’s College MS A. 15 as 

in the one hand, which would suggest that what are now booklets two and four of 

the manuscript must have had a scribal connection, at the least, prior to their 

incorporation into the present volume, and were possibly in circulation together.

The most likely date at which these four volumes were bound to form the present 

manuscript is sometime before the third quarter of the fifteenth century, as 

suggested by the appearance of Nicholas Kempston’s name in both the list of 

owners’ inscriptions on fol 143v and in the 'common profit’ inscription on the fly

leaf.146 The later ownership history of this volume is reasonably well documented. 

Kempston is recorded as an Oxford scholar in 1459, and is known as a donator of 

books to Eton College;147 Beadle notes the connections of the two subsequent 

owners of the manuscript to Eton, and Hoffman draws attention to Bradbridge,
Thorp and Talbott’s links to both Oxford University and the See of Lincoln. The final 

name in the ownership list is that of William Crashraw, whose books passed into the 
library of St John’s in the early seventeenth century (Beadle, 371; Hoffman, 447).

Less clear is the connection between Kempston and the previous recorded owner- 
Robert Portland - whose possession of at least the fourth booklet of the current 

manuscript is further attested in a note in a late fourteenth / early fifteen century 
hand on what is now folio 95, (the opening folio of the fourth booklet) which reads 

“Libellus fratis Roberti Electi Dromorensis.”148 James’ manuscript description 

records this inscription with a note saying “I find no Robert Portland, and no Robert 

bishop of Dromore”, but ‘fratis Roberti”, also known as Robert de Anglia, has been

146 [Ownership inscriptions Fol 
Fratris Roberti Portland 
Magistri Nicholai Kempston 
m. Roberti Elyott 
m. Nicholai Bradbrygge 
magistri Johannis Thorp 
magistri Johannis Talbott 
Wilhelmi Crashavi

143v] [Flyleaf inscription]
Liber quondam Magistri Nicholai Kempston A.d 
1477 nunquam vendendus secundum ultimam 
uoluntatem defuncti sed libere occupandus a 
sacerdotibus instructis ad predicandum 
uerbum dei ab uno sacerdote as alterum 
sine precio tradendus quamdiu durauerit 

[This book, which formerly belonged to Master Nicholas 
Kempston, AD 1477 is never to be sold, according to the 
last will of the deceased, but to be freely used by well- 
trained priests for preaching the word of God, to be passed 
on without charge from one priest to the next as long as it 
lasts]

14/ Emden, 1957, ii, 1034; Beadle, 1977, 371-2. 
148 James, 1913.
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subsequently identified as a Franciscan in Priest’s orders, provided by the Pope to 

the See of Emly, in what is now County Tipperary.149 (Seymour, 1913)

Given the proposed scribal link, in terms of the English material, between booklets 

two and four in St John’s MS A. 15, and that booklet two contains the only other 

extant version of the Christ on the Cross lyric found in Harley 913, the connection 

with Ireland - via Portland’s documented ownership of booklet four - is a tantalizing 

one. Unfortunately, however, further investigation suggests it is unlikely to have any 

bearing whatsoever on the presence of the versions of Christ on the Cross in the 

two manuscripts. Seymour’s history of the diocese of Emly records the date of 

Portland’s provision as March 5th, 1428, and it appears that Portland failed to get the 

necessary letters drawn up within the twelve-month period decreed by the Pope in 

1420, and as such, the provision was declared void.150 It is possible that the relevant 

booklets of the St John’s manuscript might have been acquired by Portland during 

his time in Ireland, which might suggest that a version of the text contained in Harley 

913 was in circulation there, but the suggestion is purely speculative, and in light of 

the absence of any information regarding the earlier provenance of the booklets 

comprising St. John’s MS A. 15, verifiable links between the two extant texts of 

Christ on the Cross remain obscure.

Demonstrable Irish links with another manuscript can, however, be found for the 

remaining Anglophone text to be considered from Harley 913, the penitential poem 

Erthe, which is, with On the Venality of Judges, one of the key texts in Thompson’s 

recent argument, discussed further below, for a consideration of Harley 913’s 

connections with the area of the English south west Midlands.

Certainly, Erthe is one of two English texts in the manuscript that evidence linguistic 

connections to this region - the other being Elde, a poem that, in an 

uncharacteristically non-moralizing take on the genre, considers the ravages of old

149 The anomalous mention of Dromore, Robson dryly suggests, would seem to betray a 
degree of confusion, on Portland’s part, as to his new diocese. (Robson, 1996, 14)
150 Portland was but one in a long line of papal appointments to the diocese of Emly who 
appear to have been remiss in arranging the necessary paperwork: his four predecessors in 
the diocese had their appointments declared void on the same grounds. Portland has been 
identified as the ‘Robertus Epiiscopus Imelacensis' instituted to the Vicarage of Littleton 
Drew in Wiltshire, in 1441, (Seymour, 1913, 113-5) and Brady records Portland’s re
appointment to the See of Emly in 1444, followed by his translation to the See of Tiberias in 
Galilee.
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age.151 The dialect of both these works is markedly different from the Hiberno- 

English features evident in Harley 913’s other Anglophone texts, demonstrating 

instead “the dialectal stigmata [sic] of the English south-west Midlands.” (Benskin, 

1990, 189)152 Elde is now extant only in Harley 913, but as Benskin has shown, the 

main scribe / compiler of the manuscript is “a literatim copyist rather than a 

translator” (1990, 189), and as such, that he was copying his text from an exemplar 

in the same south-west Midlands dialect may be assumed. That the dialect was not 

one with which the scribe (or his intended readers) were overly familiar is perhaps 

further suggested by the fact that these two texts, very unusually for the manuscript 

as a whole, have several explanatory glosses added to them, in the hand of the 

main scribe. Thus, in Elde ‘schenlon’ [rascal] and ‘bischrew’ [curse, v ] (both line 40) 

are glossed, respectively, as ‘id est peur’ and ‘id est devil’; and in Erthe, ‘frow’ 

[swiftly] is glossed with ‘festine’ (3); ‘muntid’ [measures, appoints] with ‘metitur’ (12); 

‘bilt’ with ‘bildifth]’ (44); ‘gethit’ [presumably erroneous for getith] with ‘lucratur’ (25). 
Similarly, lines 23-4 “Al that thou in erth wonne | to erth schal hit wend” are glossed 

with ‘lucrataris’.153

But in addition to the dialectal evidence of Erthe, a further connection with this area 
of England is suggested in the presence of the only other extant A-version of the 

poem154 in a manuscript on whose provenance much important work has been 

done: the manuscript in question being British Library MS Harley 2253. The version 
of the poem extant in Harley 2253155 is, at four lines, much shorter than the seven 

stanza version found in Harley 913; and the latter poem is further distinguished by 

the insertion of an accompanying Latin ‘translation’ (more accurately, a Latin 

‘reworking’) after each of the English stanzas. Nevertheless, the correspondences

151 For a discussion of the literary traditions informing Elde and on some of its differences 
from other treatments of the theme of the Signs of Age in contemporary English lyrics see 
Woolf, 102-106
152 These SW Midland’s dialectal features include such forms as ‘lutil’; ‘shrud’; ‘muntid’;
‘heo’; ‘lond’; in addition to the characteristic verb forms (Cf. Murray, xvi).
153 Although the glossing is not confined only to the English text. ‘Verrunt’ (12, in the Latin 
text) is glossed as ‘trahunf.
The glosses are noted in Murray, in the relevant entries in the glossary, and in Hatfield 
Moore, Appendix Two, 378.
154 The distinction between the A, B and C versions of the poem is dealt with in Murray, ed., 
1911, ix-xxxv. The later versions of the poem are common in manuscripts of the C15 (and 
later) and Murray traces what appears to have been the enduring popularity of the later 
versions as a text for tombstones and memorial tablets into the C19. (xxxv-xxxviii)
155 In both Murray's edition, and the relevant entry in the IMEV, the poem is incorrectly listed 
as being on fol. 57v of Harley 2253, and the facsimile of the relevant folio opposite the title 
page in Murray’s edition is identified as such. In Ker’s facsimile of fols 40-140 of MS Harley 
2253, however, the poem (item 24b in his list of contents) is correctly found on fol 59v (the 
same folio as that reproduced in Murray’s edition as 57v).
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between the two poems, as Murray has demonstrated, are clear, and she makes a 

persuasive case for the argument that the shorter version witnessed in Harley 2253 

was the source for the longer elaboration of the verse found in Harley 913.

MS Harley 2253 is an important and much-studied mid fourteenth-century trilingual 

miscellany, celebrated, in particular for the significant collection of English lyrics - 

political, religious, and secular - it contains156. The manuscript has long been 

associated with the West Midlands - on dialectal grounds, on the basis of its 

compiler’s inclusion of texts of local interest, and on the evidence of the extracts 

from the ordinals of Hereford Cathedral in its binding leaves. This attribution has 

been supported, and the dating further refined to c. 1340 by studies of the 

manuscript and its main scribal hand, a hand identified by Carter Revard as that of a 

professional scribe active in Ludlow, whose dated holographs range from 1314 - 

1349.157

The manuscript’s connection to Ireland has also long been known, and stems from 

the evidence of the account rolls which constitute its flyleaves, detailed as follows by 

Ker in his introduction to the facsimile:

ff. i, 142. Binding leaves cut from a roll containing: on the front (ff. i recto,

142 verso), a fragment of the accounts of a household at Ardmulghan, co. 

Meath, early in the fourteenth century; on the dorse (ff. i verso, 142 recto), 

fragmentary extracts from the ordinal of Hereford Cathedral: (i) f. i. verso, 

lines 1-15, the end of an order at the hours in Advent [...] (ii) f. i verso, lines 

16-27, an order for the office of B.V.M. [...]; (iii) f. i verso, lines 28, 29, and f.

142 recto, lines 1-11, an order for the dead, with a gap of some lines near 

the beginning [. ..]; (iv) f. 142 recto, lines 12-27, notes on the variations in the 

Sunday services. Ff. iv, 142r show signs of having been pasted down (1965, 

ix).

The extracts from the account rolls do not the record the year to which they relate, 

but they refer to a period of eleven days in March,158 detailing expenses incurred by

156 Harley 2253 is the largest collection of early Middle English lyrics, and in the case of the 
secular and political verses, the only extant witness to them. Cf. Pearsall, 1977, 120ff.
1570n provenance and dating, see Ker, 1965; Revard, 1979; and Revard, 2000.
158 The month of March suggested by the reference “In oblacione ad sanctum Patricium” on 
the sixth day covered by the fragment of the account rolls, and to “dominica proxima ante 
festum sancti Patricci” on the seventh day (Ker, 1965, xxii).
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members of the household. Ker judges the script of the accounts to date from the 

first decades of the fourteenth century, “and probably nearer 1308 than 1330’’ (Ker, 

1965, xxii).

Significantly, whilst the hand of the accounts relating to the household at 

Ardmulghan is unknown, the hand responsible for transcribing the extracts from the 

ordinal of Hereford Cathedral on the other side of the account roll has been 

identified as that of the main scribe of Harley 2253, i.e. the hand responsible forfols 

49 - 140v (Ker, 1965, xxii). This begs the question as to how the Harley scribe, 

known to be based in Ludlow, Southern Shropshire, came into possession of an 

account roll, or a section of an account roll, relating to a household in Co. Meath, on 

which he drafted or copied material from the ordinal of Hereford Cathedral, and 

seems to have used later as a wrapper for Harley 2253?

Ker suggested the answer lay with Roger Mortimer, whom he postulated as a 

possible patron of the scribe. Mortimer, in common with many of his peers in the 
south west Midlands had interests in Ireland - interests which were greatly 

augmented when his wife, Joan, had the estates of her grandfather, Geoffrey de 
Geneville formally transferred to her in 1307, on de Geneville’s retirement into the 

Dominican Order. Included in these estates (worth over £300 p.a.) was the liberty of 
Trim, including Ardmulghan,159 and Ker argues that the details of the account roll 
preserved in the binding of Harley 2253 “fit a Mortimer household”, suggesting that 
“some member of it took the roll back to Mortimer’s home country, and he or 

someone else made further use of it there” (1965, xxii-xxiii).

Revard agrees with Ker that the account roll is likely to relate to a Mortimer 

household, further suggesting that the name ‘Fort’ (recorded three times in the 

fragmentary accounts as making purchases for the household) should be identified 

as Richard le Fort, “who served Roger Mortimer of Wigmore as chaplain [... ] and 

accompanied Mortimer to Ireland in 1316-17”; but he points out that the evidence as 

it stands is inconclusive, and draws attention to the “other Ludlow-area magnates 

with Irish interests who could have been in Ireland with a large household at the 

time the old roll was being made: the Verduns, for example, or the Bykenores.” 

(Revard, 2000, 24-5) Revard is similarly circumspect about Ker’s suggestion of 

Mortimer as the likely patron of the Harley Scribe, a suggestion he considers difficult

159 Ker, 1965; Davies, ‘Mortimer, Roger, (V), first earl of March (1287-1330)’, DNB
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to reconcile with some of the political sympathies evidenced in his scribal 

compilations, and whilst acknowledging that “over twenty years of research has not 

allowed identification beyond doubt of this scribe or of his patrons”, Revard presents 

instead a variety of evidence to support his suggest that the Ludlows of Stokesay 

may have been possible patrons (Revard, 2000, 22 and passim).

The exact circumstances by which the Harley Scribe came into possession of the 

account roll from Ardmulghan will probably never be known; but in terms of what 

has here been argued to be the unnecessarily isolationist approach of much of the 

previous scholarship surrounding Harley 913, it is instructive to note, in this context, 

as Thompson has done, “the frequent traffic between Ludlow and Ireland, and the 

likely increasing volume of that traffic in the early fourteenth century among 

members of the Mortimer household and their retainers” at the time in which the 
latter manuscript was being complied (Thompson, 2007, 126).

In light of this traffic, it is perhaps worth noting David Jeffrey’s recent study on 
Harley 2253, which revisited the older theory, first put forward by the editors of the 

New Palaeographical Society in 1912, that the connection between Harley 2253 and 
the Ardmulghan accounts is to be found in the person of Thomas de Charlton 
(Bishop of Hereford from 1327-1344, and Justiciar of Ireland 1337-1340).

Arguing for a reassessment of the hitherto overlooked Franciscan influences at work 
in Harley 2253, Jeffrey draws attention to what he sees as the suggestive 

correspondences between its contents and those of Harley 913, suggesting that 

these similarities might be accounted for by a shared Franciscan connection:

There remains a possibility that the anthologist responsible for this 

miscellany [Harley 2253] was in fact himself a Franciscan. Ardmulghan is 
very close to Kildare, and the striking parallels between Harley 2253 and 

Harley 913 may owe to more than coincidence. While the date of the 

Ardmulghan accounts is earlier that the time of Charlton (this date would 

seem to be not much before 1325,160 the date of the Kildare MS), that 

portion is, after all, only a binding picked up as available. The bulk of the 
manuscript (fols. 49-140), that portion containing the greatest Franciscan 

influence, is written in the same early-mid century hand that transcribed the

160 The account rolls must have been written by 1314 at the latest, as they record a gift of 
salmon made to Geoffrey de Geneville, who died in that year (Cf. Revard, 2000, 24).
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Hereford ordinals. The question we might yet ask is: what could have taken 

the Harley scribe to the southwest [sic] of Ireland between 1328 and 1340?

A first conjecture might well be that the anthologist was a friar in the retinue 

of Bishop Thomas de Charlton, who was there at just that time as Lord 

Justice (Jeffrey, 2000, 269).

The exact nature of the connection between the two manuscripts is left for the 

reader to infer, but Jeffrey seems to be implying that the Harley scribe may have 

had access to Harley 913 during the course of Charlton’s visit in Ireland. Such 

speculation, however, is unnecessarily specific and the question as to “what could 

have taken the Harley Scribe to the southwest [sic] of Ireland between 1328 and 

1340?” might yet best be answered, as Pearsall dryly notes, with “raised eyebrows” 

(2005, 28). More interesting, perhaps, is Jeffrey’s account of the similarities he sees 

between the two manuscripts. These are, of course, predicated both on Jeffrey’s 

assumption that Harley 913 is a “most assuredly” Franciscan production (2000, 267) 

- and the reasons for challenging this assumption have been discussed above - and 

his efforts to demonstrate that the miscellaneous contents of the likewise trilingual 

Harley 2253 are similarly consonant with “the spiritual style and typical motifs of 

Franciscan vernacular poetry” (264).161 In terms of the similarities between the two 

manuscripts, Jeffrey cites “the structure and arrangement” of their respective 

contents, suggesting that Harley 913 “has much of the diversity of writing” 

represented in Harley 2253 (264). Rather less convincing is his attempt to locate 

both manuscripts in an originally Franciscan milieu, not least as it collapses under 

the weight of his own closing caveat:

We know about the Kildare MS that it began its history among the Anglo- 

Irish friars in the southeast of Ireland. We can fairly conclude that it was for a 

time the miscellany of one convent or another in that area (Kildare, 

Waterford, or even Dublin are the likely candidates). And we know that in the 

sixteenth century it passed into middle class private ownership. N.R. Ker, 

Aspin, and Brook, among others, have projected compatible histories for 

Harley 2253 and Hereford, save that the precise affiliations of authors, scribe 

and the earliest private owners have not yet been established (Jeffrey, 2000, 

264 [emphasis mine]).

161 Elsewhere, Jeffrey has argued, “the spirituality reflected even in the unique pieces of 
M S. Harley 2253 nicely conforms to the basic tenets of Franciscan theological and 
methodological practice." (1975, 208)
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But Jeffrey’s argument here lends itself to inversion. There are, certainly, broader 

similarities in the two manuscripts: both are trilingual miscellanies, containing 

religious, secular and political material; and both were compiled at a similar time. 

These similarities lead Jeffrey, working on the assumption that Harley 913 is a 

Franciscan production, to posit a similar milieu as having informed the compilation 

of Harley 2253. However, Harley 2253 is ‘most assuredly’ not a Franciscan 

compilation, as Jeffrey himself is forced to concede: “I would not wish, despite so 

many indications of Franciscan authorship for a large portion of the contents, to 

argue exclusively for Franciscan provenance or especially for a Franciscan 

anthologist for Harley 2253” (268). In light of this, it might be suggested than an 

alternative to the Franciscan provenance so often assumed for Harley 913 could be 

a sponsoring milieu similar to that which offered patronage to the Harley Scribe: a 

scribe whose professional and intellectual interests have been comprehensively 

documented by Carter Revard (2000). Now this is, admittedly, a large claim to make 
on the basis of one shared item in the two manuscripts; their broader similarities in 
contents; the Irish link evidenced by the fragments of the account roll surviving in 

the wrapper of Harley 2253, and the known connections between the two areas in 
which the respective manuscripts were produced. But there is other textual 

evidence to support the suggestion that the two manuscripts may have emanated 
from a similar milieu. The main scribal hand of Harley 2253 has been identified - in 
addition to the forty-one legal charters uncovered by Revard’s research - in two 

other trilingual manuscript miscellanies: BL MS Harley 273 and BL MS Royal 12. C. 
xii.162

The first of these manuscripts, Harley 273, compiled “for devotional and instructive 

purposes” (Revard, 2000, 65) sheds little light directly on Harley 913, but the 

second, MS Royal 12.C.xii, is rather more interesting in this context, as it contains 

the other work - On the Venality of Judges which, with, Erthe forms the textual 

basis for Thompson’s argument for the southwest Midlands connections to 

Anglophone late medieval Ireland at this time and, specifically, to Harley 913.163

In an article which proves an interesting and provocative foil both to Cartlidge’s 

study, and to much previous scholarship on Harley 913 - and it is an article to which

Ker, 1965; Revard, 2000
163 Connections which built upon, and are prefigured in, O’Rourke’s work on BL Royal 12 
C.xii and BL Harley 2253. O’Rourke, 2000; 2005.
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sections of the present chapter are, it is hoped, clearly, indebted - Thompson does 

not so much offer a challenge to the ‘encircling walls’ which have constrained much 
of the preceding criticism on the manuscript, than he does (if the metaphor will be 

forgiven) take a trebuchet to them.

Rejecting, in no uncertain terms the reductive sentimentally that results from viewing 

late medieval Anglo-lreland “through the [...] lens of nineteenth and twentieth 

century nationalist rhetoric and ideology” - a lens which facilitates a reading of the 

Irish Middle Ages “simply as the precursor of Irish modernity and not with any 
greater or more sophisticated sense of its possible alterity” (2007, 117),164 - 

Thompson responds to Hanna’s call for codicologists to make the ‘cultural move’ by 

outlining the evidence to support his argument that “there was a strong and 

enduring West Midlands interest and investment in Ireland and Irish affairs at 

precisely the time when Harley 913 was being produced" (119).

The nature of this evidence is twofold. Following on from the research of Ker, 
Revard, Mark S. Hagger and others, outlined above,165 which demonstrates the 

extent and nature of the links that existed between Ireland and the south west 

Midlands at this period, and indeed, beyond, Thompson argues that contemporary 

conceptions of ‘Irishness’, or ‘Englishness’ are more complex, and more 
complicated, than is allowed when they are uncritically represented in reductive and 
resolutely oppositional terms. And as such, scholarly concentration on the uniquely 
‘Irish’ nature of Harley 913’s contents, of the kind that enabled Heuserto dismiss 

from critical consideration those poems it contains, such as Erthe and Elde, “which 

depend on foreign models in a different dialect”166 fails to take into account the 

“polyglot, peripatetic, inherently changeable and unstable Irish and West Midlands 

marcher communities” (128) in which these manuscripts were produced, creating 

instead a false sense of separation between what Thompson argues to be two 

closely connected Anglophone cultures.

164 “It is worth stressing in this context”, he continues, “that there is nothing wrong with 
having an Irish national political agenda per se, only that, in comparison to the sentimental 
English attachment to Romantic or Victorian values, it remains rather more difficult and 
challenging for scholarship of this kind to recognize and confront the distorting effect such an 
agenda can have on modern fantasies of the Irish Middle Ages. This is simply because such 
rhetoric can appear so contemporary and relevant in the light of recent commentaries on 
Irish history.” (Thompson, 2007, 117)
165Hagger, 2001
166 “Gedichte welche nachweisbar auf fremden Vorlagen von adweichchendem Dialekte 
beruhen” Heuser, 1904,167. Cited and translated by Thompson, 124.
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Thompson cites the presence of Erthe in Harley 2253, and On the Venality of 

Judges in Royal 12.C.xii as the key textual evidence in the “bridge building” exercise 

presented in his study. However, to these might be added a further text, 
unmentioned by Thompson, which is also witnessed in both Harley 913 and 

Royal.12.C.xii.

As noted above, one of the Latin items contained in Harley 913 (fol. 57v) is 

Pecham’s Meditation on the Body of Christ, introduced with the rubric: “Hanc 

meditacionem de corpore christi composuit frater lohannes Pecham de ordine 

fratrum minorum, archiepiscopus Cantuariensis". The hymn is incomplete in Harley 

913, containing only three of the fourteen parts of the full version - those to be sung 

at the elevation of body and of the blood of Christ during the Eucharist, and the 

concluding prayer that followed the elevations (Hatfield Moore, 212). Pecham’s 

hymn is also found, in its entirety and, moreover, in the hand of the Harley scribe, 

on fol 4 r'v of BL Royal 12.C.xii, here under the title “Simplex meditation de 
sacramento altaris, quincumque earn deuote dixerit dum secretum misse agitur a 

frater lohanne de Pecham quondam archiepiscopo Cantuariensi qui earn composuit 
xl, dies venie possidebit”. The first eight lines of the text of fol 4r in Royal 12.C.xii 
correspond to the first eight lines of the version in Harley 913, and the closing 

prayer immediately following these lines in Harley 913 is found in lines 21 - 32 of fol 
4V in Royal 12.C.xii.

The position of Pecham’s hymn in Royal 12.C.xii is perhaps not without significance 

for the suggested links between Harley 913 and the work of the Harley Scribe, 
although the exact nature of this significance is hard to ascertain. As Ker has 

shown, Royal 12. C. xii was compiled over a number of years, and incorporated a 

number of once independent quires. The Harley Scribe is responsible for writing the 

bulk of the manuscript (ten out of the fifteen quires), and “of the pieces he did not 

write [. . .] three are on independent quires in contemporary professional textura”

(Ker, 1965, xx). Both Pecham’s hymn and On the Venality of Judges are in the hand 

of the Harley scribe, and both occur in the opening folios of the manuscript: fols 4r'v 

and T, respectively. Fols 1-7 of the manuscript constitute a single booklet, which 

Revard describes as the Harley scribe’s “commonplace booklet”, on the grounds 
that the contents of fols 1-7 “show him recopying scraps that he had elsewhere 

written as part of longer works, adding political, satiric and devotional items, as well 

as household recipes (linen dyeing) and the like”, and he dates this booklet, on 

palaeographical evidence, to the period 1322-1327 (Revard, 2000, 70).
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That three of the texts extant in Harley 913 can be linked to texts copied in the south 

west Midlands by the Harley scribe, and a fourth, Elde was copied from a exemplar 

in a west Midlands dialect is unlikely to be purely coincidental, especially in light of 

the available evidence demonstrating the extent of the connections which existed 

between Ireland and this area at the time. Whilst the evidence is not sufficient to 

demonstrate a direct link between the Harley scribe and Harley 913 - and no such 

definitive connection is being suggested here - it does perhaps point to the 
likelihood that both compilers were working in a milieu that was, at least in part, 

comparable: a milieu that reached not only ‘across the water’, but also spans and 

complicates, what are arguably post-medieval conceptions of mutually antagonistic 

national identities.

In contrast to the isolating tendencies of previous scholarship on Harley 913, which 

position the manuscript as a separate, self-contained entity, confined within 
totalising and questionable narratives which emphasise both its singularity and its 
‘situatedness’ as an Anglo-Irish literary production (in effect, f/7e Anglo-Irish literary 
production) the line of argument suggested by Thompson, and the approach he 
employs draws on O’Rourke’s research to offer a new, and useful perspective on 

both Harley 913, and on ‘Anglo-Irish’ literature as a whole. In drawing attention to 

the wider Anglophone literary networks and cultures within which Harley 913 was 
produced, and of which it too is representative, Thompson succeeds in resituating 
the manuscript and its contents in a context which has previously been under

examined in literary scholarship on late medieval Anglo-Irish literary productions - a 

context in which their commonalities with contemporary vernacular literary 

productions on the other side of the Irish Sea can usefully be explored. And this is a 

context in which the evidence for Anglophone literary culture explicitly dismissed by 

Bliss and Long as “mere transcription of works written in England” (1987, 735) can 

be ‘demarginalised’ and investigated in new and more fruitful ways than they have 

been hitherto. Such an approach serves not to ‘re-colonise’ Harley 913 as an 

‘English’ production, but in challenging the agendas operative in its previous critical 

positioning, it does perhaps enable an act of decolonisation that lets the manuscript, 

as Heaney has it, "whenever [it] does write something, to write it for [itself].
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CHAPTER THREE

Bodleian Library MS Douce 104: Piers Plowman and post-colonial pieties?

That Ireland which we dreamed of would be the home of a people who valued material 

wealth only as the basis of right living, of a people who were satisfied with frugal comfort 

and devoted their leisure to the things of the spirit [...] It would, in a word, be the home of 

a people living the life that God desires that man should live.

With the tidings that make such an Ireland possible, St. Pathck came to our ancestors 
1500 years ago, promising happiness here as well as happiness hereafter. It was the 

pursuit of such an Ireland that later made our country worthy to be called the Island of Saints 
and Scholars [...]

[Eamon de Valera, St Patrick's Day Broadcast, 1943]

“It [BL MS Douce 104] is certainly the most interesting of the few versions of 

medieval English texts [...] which survive from the Anglo-Irish community’’ (Dolan, 

1999, 222).Thus far, and no further, is Dolan prepared to go in his chapter on 

'Writing in Ireland’ in the Cambridge History of Medieval English Literature. But if 

the privileging of the ‘separatist’ nature of Anglo-Irish literary productions, examined 

in the preceding chapter in relation to BL MS Harley 913, facilitates the dismissal of 

both Douce 104 and other Anglo-Irish manuscripts containing “mere transcriptions" 

of English texts in the standard ‘hiberocentric’ accounts of medieval Anglo-Irish 

literature, it has, concomitantly, exerted a perhaps unwarranted influence on the 

only study to date which attempts to consider Douce 104 in an Anglo-Irish context.

With the exception of BL Harley 913, Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Douce 104 is the 

only manuscript considered in this study to have been subject to any significant 

scholarly attention in recent years. The publication of a working facsimile of the 

manuscript in 1992, with an introduction by Derek Pearsall and a catalogue of the 

illustrations by Kathleen Scott, served both as response to, and catalyst for, 

increasing critical interest in a manuscript largely disregarded (on textual and 

aesthetic grounds) by previous generations of both literary scholars and art 

historians.1 The increased interest in Douce 104 has manifested itself in its 

consideration in a number of scholarly articles, culminating, in a sense, with the 

publication in 1999 of the most sustained (and, as this chapter will suggest, 

historiographically unsustainable) study of the manuscript: Kerby-Fulton and

1 Pearsall and Scott, 1992.
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Despres’ Iconography and the Professional Reader2 But, before a reappraisal of 

what is here contended to be the manuscript’s ideological over-determination in 

some recent scholarship can be attempted, it is perhaps useful to contextualise it by 

offering some preliminary comments about the manuscript and its contents.3

Bodleian Library MS Douce 104 is a complete C-text manuscript of Piers Plowman, 

written in a Hiberno-English dialect, in a single anglicana formata hand throughout, 

and dated in a scribal colophon to the sixth year of Henry VI, 1427-28:4

Explicit liber de Retro ploughman

Anno regni regis henrici sexti sexto Et fir’ louis

Ante festum Michaelis Incept’ trassup’

[fol. 112v]

In addition to Piers Plowman, the only other text contained in the manuscript is a 

short macaronic poem in English and Latin, which opens with the line “Tutiuillus 

[th]e deuyl of hell”, and for which Douce 104 is the only extant manuscript witness. 

This short poem was inserted after the scribal colophon on fol. 112v, and is written 

in a fifteenth-century hand, which is not that of the main scribe.5

Despite the rather disparaging tenor that characterises some critics’ remarks on the 

amateur nature of Douce’s presentation,6 it now seems certain that the manuscript 

is a professional, albeit an economical, production. As Pearsall notes, Douce 104 

“accords well with what Doyle (‘Surviving Manuscripts’) describes as the general 

character of Piers Plowman manuscripts, in being ‘not conspicuously the type of

2 Among them: Russell, 1984; Hilmo, 1996; Pearsall, 1993; Scott, 1990; Kerby-Fulton and 
Despres,1999; Hardman, “Turning the pages of Late Medieval MSS: Some Images, Texts 
and Readers” (paper given at the Early Book Society Conference, 2007, publication 
forthcoming). I am very grateful to Dr. Hardman for her kindness in providing me with a copy 
of this paper. Stephen Shepherd is currently transcribing and editing the Douce 104 text for 
the Piers Plowman Electronic Archive.
3 A full manuscript description is included in Appendix A
4 Cf. Cheney and Jones, eds., 2000, 36.
5IMEV 3812. Printed Brown, 1939, 276, no.179. Also, Davis, 1963, 198, no. 103.
6 The remarks of Carruthers and Uhart are fairly representative. Carruthers describes Douce 
104 as an “amateur manuscript [...] an entirely personal production, written and decorated 
by one individual for his personal use” (Carruthers, 2008, 228-9), while Uhart identifies only 
one of the illustrations as having been professionally produced, concluding, “The MS 
contains many amateur illustrations by a reader” (Uhart, 1986, 264).
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book written by a clerk for himself so much as one procured from copyists with 

some experience of literary styles and manuscripts and presentation, but not in the 

higher grades’” (Pearsall and Scott, xxii). Kerby-Fulton, borrowing J.B. Allen’s 
phrase, characterises Douce 104 as a “utility grade manuscript” (Kerby-Fulton and 

Despres, 10). In material terms, it is one of the smallest surviving Piers manuscripts; 

though its 31-36 lines per page approaches the mean for C-text manuscripts,1 * * * * * 7 the 

smaller page area in conjunction with the lack of line ruling in Douce (atypical of the 

majority of Piers MSS) contributes to a sense of economy of production, and its 

vellum is of poorer quality than most (Pearsall and Scott, xxii).

But whilst the account of Douce 104 offered thus far would seem to identify it as in 

many ways characteristic of the majority of B- and C- text manuscripts, in being a 

“fairly plain, workaday volume, [...] economically though not cheaply produced” 

(Pearsall and Scott, xxi) it is, of course, remarkable amongst Piers manuscripts, 

both for being the only extant cyclically illustrated manuscript of Langland’s poem - 

72 marginal miniatures in total - and for the systematic and consistent set of 257 
marginal annotations which accompany the text. These marginalia offer an insight 
as to how some near-contemporary readers of the poem responded to Langland’s 
poem, and can potentially shed some interesting light on the wider cultural 

circumstances of the late medieval milieu in which Douce 104 was commissioned 
and circulated. That this milieu was an Anglo-Irish one is accepted in scholarship 

concerning the manuscript, but given the importance of this context to the 
arguments presented in Kerby-Fulton and Despres' study,8 it is worth briefly 

rehearsing the evidence that supports it.

Whilst Douce 104 was categorised by McIntosh and Samuels as “an unlocalized 

text for which the evidence of Irish provenance is wholly or mainly linguistic”, (1968, 

3) a linguistic localisation later refined in LALME to the Pale,9 additional evidence 

presented by Pearsall supports the Irish provenance suggested dialectally. The 

linguistic evidence from the main text of Douce 104 includes such forms as each

1 An exception to this is fol 1T, which has 38 lines.
8 Given the huge interpretative weight placed on this Anglo-Irish context in Iconography, it is
perhaps surprising that the authors do not present any of the evidence put forward in
support of this provenance, instead taking it as read. Issues surrounding the Identification,
(rather than the implications, imaginary or otherwise) of the manuscript’s provenance are
dealt with in a solitary, single line footnote (208, note 32), which directs the reader to
Pearsall’s discussion (xii-xvi) in the introduction to the Douce Facsimile - a discussion in 
which Pearsall is scrupulously cautious in presenting the evidence which leads him to
suggest such a provenance.
9 LALME, I, 277
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‘each’; [th]ai, ham, Ziar'they, them, their’; s/Vf self; leyng[th] \er\gW] brant ‘burnt’; 

hyre ‘hear’; stide ‘stead’; sig ‘say’; 3ewe ‘give’; woch ‘which’; [th]rou3th ‘through’; 

[th]o3th ([th]e3th) ‘though’, all of which accord with the characteristic forms of Middle 

Hiberno English identified by McIntosh and Samuels.10 Whilst this in itself might be 

indicative of nothing more than the dialect in which the scribe was trained,* 11 further 

linguistic support for an Irish provenance is to be found in the annotations of Piers 

Plowman in Douce 104, which are in a contemporary hand, but one which is not that 

of the main scribe. These too demonstrate characteristically Hiberno-English forms, 

including ham; prayt; sillers; belowyt; callitte; nakitte; woys, and yaw ‘gave’.12

In his discussion of the dialect of the main scribe, Pearsall allows for the possibility 

that the manuscript could have been written by an Anglo-Irish scribe working in 

London, and draws attention to the linguistic tolerance evidenced in scribal 

productions from the capital in this period.13 Certainly, as he notes, there are 

recorded instances of scribes born and trained in Ireland working in London, 

(Pearsall and Scott, xiii),14 but given the additional evidence from the dialect of the 

annotator / corrector, an Irish provenance seems more likely.15 Extra-linguistic 

evidence also supports such a provincial provenance: Kathleen Scott, in her 

analysis of the manuscript’s decoration, comments on features of the border work 

which are both difficult to reconcile with a London production, and “are not 

identifiable with styles in other known provincial centres, such as Glastonbury, 

Oxford, Durham, Bristol/Gloucestershire, York, Bury St Edmunds, and Norwich” 

(Scott, 1990, 10-11) and overall, as Pearsall concludes, “the manuscript is not

10 These characteristic MHE forms from Douce 104 are identified by Samuels, 1985, and 
correspond to the dialectal forms set out in McIntosh and Samuels, 1968. Their criteria for 
identification are reproduced in Appendix D of this study.
11 Cf. LALME, I, 23
12 The dialect of the annotations is noted and discussed by Pearsall and Scott, 1992, xix. All 
but three, (possibly four) of the annotations appear to be in the same hand. Of those that are 
not: ‘bibil’ and ‘cronecel’ (both fol. 23v) and ‘amor’ (fol. 98v), are written in a more formal 
hand, the first two in red ink. Kerby-Fulton and Despres identify the hand of the annotations 
in red as that of the main scribe, (1999, Appendix 2) but it is difficult to be certain on the 
basis of such a small sample. The fourth of these annotations, ‘nota for [th]eves’ on fol. 90v 
is unusual in that it is the only instance where ‘nota’ is written out in full, in preference to the 
abbreviation used consistently elsewhere, but otherwise the hand looks similar to that which 
provided the bulk of the annotations - compare, for example, ‘nofa for pore pep</e>’ on fol 
7r.
13 On the linguistic tolerance of the capital, and for a critique of Samuels’ model of London 
English, see Hanna, 2005, 26-32.
14 Two such scribes - John Gerveys and John Quyntyn - are discussed in Christianson,
1990, 111, 150.
15 The possibility remains, admittedly, that the Douce 104 Piers Plowman was copied in 
London by one Anglo-Irish scribe, and then corrected and annotated there by another, but 
an Irish provenance for the MS seems to me to be a much more plausible explanation for 
the presence of two different scribes, each writing in MHE.
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characteristic of London work” (Pearsall and Scott, xiii). An interesting change 

made to the text of the poem - an amendment that hints at local sensitivities - might 

also be adduced in support of an Irish provenance for Douce 104. A passage from 

Passus 22 of the C-text, dealing with Antichrist’s attack on Unity reads, in the 

received text:

‘By [th]e Marie,’ quod a mansed prest, was of [th]e march of Ireland 

‘Y counte no more Conscience, bi so y cache suluer,

Then y do to drynke a drauht of goed ale!

And so sayde sixty of [th]e same contreye

[Passus XXII, 221-224]16

In the Douce 104 version of these lines, however, there is a substitution unique to 

this manuscript, for which the most plausible explanation would seem to be a 

protective ’patriotism’, indicative of provenance:17

By mary quod a mased prest: was of [th]e march of Wales 

I counte no more consciens : so I cacche siluer 

[th]an I do to drynke : a draSth of gode ale 

and saide syxti : of [th]e same contre

[Bodleian Library MS Douce 104 
fol. 109v]

While none of the features noted above can, individually, be taken as definitive 

proof of the manuscript’s origin in Ireland, the cumulative import of the linguistic, 

decorative, and textual evidence from Douce 104 does strongly suggest that the 

manuscript is an Anglo-Irish cultural production, and Pearsall’s research into the 

later ownership of Douce 104 further strengthens the case for the Irish provenance 

of this manuscript. The arms on the seventeenth century binding of the manuscript 

are those of James Ley (1550-1629), first Earl of Marlborough. Lawyer, M.P. and 

antiquarian, Ley served as chief justice of the king’s bench in Ireland from 1604- 

1608, and, as a founder member of the Elizabethan Society of Antiquaries, was 

actively involved in the collection and preservation of old books. Irish works seem to 

have held a particular interest for him, and he built up a collection (intended for

16 All quotations from the poem are, unless noted otherwise, taken from Pearsall, ed., 1978.
17 Cf. the variant readings listed in Russell and Kane, eds, 1997. “Mased” for “Mansed" is 
probably, as Hanna suggests an overlooked mark of abbreviation. (1999, 183) The same 
variant is found in two other C-text MSS: British Library MS Harley 6041 (H2) and British 
Library Additional MS 35137 (U).
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publication) of early Irish chronicles. Given this documented interest, as Pearsall 

concludes, “it seems more than possible that Douce 104 was one of the 

manuscripts that James Ley brought back from Ireland, or, alternatively, that it was 

sent or brought to him by his admirer Sir James Ware.” The next recorded owner of 

the manuscript is John Jackson (d.1807), from whom it was acquired by Francis 

Douce in 1794; and the manuscript was bequeathed to the British Library with the 

rest of Douce’s collection upon his death in 1834. (Pearsall and Scott, 1992, xiii-xv, 

x n.4; DA/S)18

That Douce 104 contains a C-text of Langland’s poem is, in light of what is accepted 

to be its Irish provenance, interesting, although perhaps not as significant as might 

previously have been thought. Following Samuels’ influential article on Langland’s 

dialect,19 it has been assumed, as Horobin notes, that the majority of the C-text 

manuscripts “belonged to a regionally coherent group whose production and 

dissemination were focused on the south-west Midlands”20 (2005, 248). Given the 

textual affiliations of Douce 104,21 it seems probable that its exemplar was written in 

a south-west Midlands dialect, and, given the well-documented links between this 

area and the east coast of Ireland (in particular, the Pale) in this period, a south

west Midlands origin for the Douce 104 exemplar has been assumed.22

However, this received account of the circulation of C-text manuscripts has recently 

been questioned by Simon Horobin,23 who has suggested dissemination of the C- 

text might not have been as geographically restricted as hitherto believed. In his 

reappraisal of the dialectal evidence of the /-group manuscripts localized by 

Samuels to the Malvern area,24 Horobin argues that the distribution of these 

localizable forms is unlikely to be scribal, but is, in fact, more readily explained as an

18 MS Douce 104, is of course, not the only 'Douce Piers Plowman’. A copy of the A-text is 
one of four items contained in Bodleian Library MS Douce 323 (fols. 102r-104r) All 
references to the ‘Douce manuscript’ or the ‘Douce Piers Plowman' in this chapter are used 
for the sake of convenience, and, as the context makes clear, are to be understood as 
referring to Bodleian Library MS Douce 104.
19 Samuels,1985.
20 i.e. the /-group, centring on the Malvern area, and the p-group, which “radiated outwards 
from that centre to adjacent counties” (Horobin, 2005, 248) This assumption is made by, 
amongst others, Simpson, 1990; Hanna, 1993; Pearsall, 1997.
21 Textually, MS Douce 104 [D] belongs to the /-group of C-text MSS, which also includes: 
San Marino, Huntington Library, MS HM 143 [X]; London, University of London Library, MS 
S L. v.88, olim llchester [I]; the Holloway fragment, now Oslo, Schoyen Collection, MS 1953 
[H]; Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Digby 102 [Y]; London, British Library, MS Additional 
35157 [Uj; and London, British Library, MS Additional 34779 [P2].
22 Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 56-57.
23Horobin, 2005.
24 i.e. all those listed in note 21, bar D and P2.
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inheritance from a common exemplar. This, in conjunction with other dialect layers 

discernible in these manuscripts, and certain other extra-linguistic features, leads 

him to conclude their “likely provenance in London” (2005, 263).25

Douce 104 is not given specific consideration in Horobin’s study, as, due to its date 

and dialect, it is not relevant to his central argument. However, he notes in passing 

that in addition to the textual affiliations common to the /-group, there are certain 

other shared features in the ordinatio and layout of these manuscripts: features 

which “point to connections between them, and suggest links with the professional 

London book trade.” (2005, 251) These include their adoption of a specific format 

for Passus headings - Passus x de visio ut/ubi prius - “a formula not found in any 

manuscript outside this group”26 and their agreement “in a variant form of a rubric 

found at the close of the visio in a number of C manuscripts.”27 Douce 104 shares 

both these features with the other manuscripts of the /-group, and further concurs 

with U, X, and Y in having Latin text underlined in red. Horobin’s research 

demonstrates that, contrary to what has previously been supposed, “the C version 

was produced and released in London, and only later disseminated to the West 

Midlands”;28 and thus, it was from London, and not from the West Midlands, that the 

/-group was disseminated, in the case of MS Douce 104, to Dublin (2005, 251).29

Whilst the exact nature of the transmissive processes and cultural connections 

through which the Douce 104 exemplar reached Ireland is irrecoverable, some 

indication as to the wider cultural circumstances of the milieu in which Douce 104 

itself was commissioned and read is suggested, not only by virtue of the copying of 

Piers Plowman itself, but also by the unusually extensive contemporary marginalia 

(in the illustrations and annotations) that accompanies it in the Douce manuscript.

26 Horobin’s findings have considerable implications for Langland scholarship.
26 Consistently used in all the MSS of this group except P2 (Horobin, 2005, 251). For full 
details of the rubrication in Douce 104, see Uhart, (1986) Appendix C: Rubrication, 315-16.
27 “In X this rubric reads as follows: ‘Explicit visio Willelmi .W. de Retro le plouhman Et hie 
incipit visio eiusdem de Dowel’; the addition of the .W. is attested in I, U, Y, and D and no 
other manuscript." (Horobin, 2005, 251)
The relevant rubric in D reads: 'Explicit visio Willi- W de petro ploughman | Et Incipit visio 
eiusdem de do Well’ [fol 45v]
All 6 of the complete MSS in the /-group agree, uniquely in the C-text tradition, that Passus 
XVIII is the first of Dobet. Cf.Uhart, 1986, 58.
28 In the textually inferior p-group.
29 And to Shropshire, in the case of London, British Library, MS Additional 34779 [P2]. The 
precise significance of this likely provenance of the Douce exemplar is difficult to ascertain, 
but it does suggest the transmission of manuscripts from various areas of England into 
Ireland in this period, and thus reinforces (the perhaps obvious) point that the cultural links of 
the Pale (and beyond) were by no means confined to areas of geographical proximity and 
with well-attested links, such as the West Midlands.
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Given both the singularity of this marginalia and, in terms of the focus of this study, 

on the interpretative claims which have been made for it as evidencing a specifically 

‘Anglo-Irish’ reading of Piers Plowman, the sections of this chapter which follow are 

primarily concerned with a reconsideration of this accompanying apparatus.30

At this juncture, it is perhaps worth re-emphasising the highly unusual nature of the 

Douce illustrations, both in the context of surviving manuscripts of Piers Plowman, 

and also from the wider perspective of literary manuscripts produced in the British 

Isles as a whole. Amongst Piers manuscripts, Douce 104 is unique in containing a 

cycle of illustrations; and only two other manuscripts in the extant corpus - 

Cambridge, Trinity College MS R.3.14 (composite A + C text) and Oxford Corpus 

Christi College, MS 201 (B text) - contain “even a single professional illustration." 

(Pearsall and Scott, xxii)31 Moreover, this singularity is not limited to comparison 

within the Piers corpus: as Scott’s research has demonstrated, there are only 

twenty-eight or so English literary manuscripts of the fourteenth and fifteenth 

centuries which, like Douce, contain miniatures illustrating the text; and of these, 

only a handful match or surpass Douce in their quantity of illustrations.32

But it is the nature of the Douce illustrations, and not merely their number, that 

makes them especially noteworthy. As Kathleen Scott’s research has shown, the 

addition of the 72 marginal miniatures in the manuscript33 - all by the one artist - was

30 The illustrations in Douce 104 are the subject of a detailed catalogue in Scott, 1990, 
reprinted, with very minor alterations, in Pearsall and Scott, 1992. See also Pearsall, 1993.
A full transcription of the annotations may be found in Appendix Two of Kerby-Fulton and 
Despres,1999, although these might be checked against the facsimile, as a number of errors 
have crept into this list, presumably during typesetting. Passus XIV is mislabelled as Passus 
IV; annotations are occasionally listed as occurring on the recto rather than the verso (e.g. 
the annotation on 16v is recorded as on 16r; two of the three annotations on fol. 73 are on 
73v, not, as recorded on 73r) and there are a number of minor errors in the actual 
transcriptions themselves, e g. “disseyw” for the manuscript’s ‘dysseyw” [fol. 50''] etc.
31 Both these manuscripts, in addition to several others - London, British Library MS Cotton 
Caligula A.XI; Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson Poetry 38; Cambridge University 
Library MS Gg.4.31; Cambridge University Library MS Additional 4325; Dublin, Trinity 
College MS 212 [D.4.1]; San Marino, Huntington Library MS HM 143 - contain a number of 
occasional sketches in the margins and in the letter decoration. (Pearsall and Scott, xxii & 
xxvii). The illustration of the plough team in Cambridge, MS R.3.14 occurs on a flyleaf, and 
may be a later addition, not integral with the volume’s production.
32 Scott’s ‘Preliminary List of Late Fourteenth and Fifteenth Century English Manuscripts with 
Marginal Illustrations’ is provided in Appendix C of the Douce Facsimile (Pearsall and Scott, 
Ixxxvi).
33 Scott’s catalogue (see note 30) whose count I follow here has 72 numbered entries: this 
count excludes the now illegible pencil sketches on fol. 5r, which Scott tentatively identifies
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planned from its inception, with the preliminary sketches having been drawn prior to 

the copying of the text, and finished and coloured after its completion; whereupon it 

passed into the hands of the annotator / corrector - a sequence of events which 

suggests it was the product of a professional workshop environment (Pearsall and 

Scott, xxviii n. 5; Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 114).34 The vast majority of the 

miniatures take the form of coloured pen sketches, and all but one of the 

illustrations is to be found in the margins of the text.35 A large proportion (all but 

sixteen) of the manuscript’s images depict figures from, or relating to, the text of 

Piers Plowman, though few of them could be described as having a particularly 

narrative function (Pearsall and Scott, xxxvi).

That the Douce miniatures were based on an illustrated exemplar seems unlikely. It 

is more probable, though it is difficult to unequivocally ascertain, that they were 

selected by a patron, or perhaps by the artist himself, as a personal response to 

Langland’s text. Scott sees “no reason to deny out-of-hand that the artist of Douce 
might have had an exemplar”, and cites the similarity of the prefatory miniature in 

Oxford, Corpus Christi College MS 210 as possibly hinting at “an illustrative tradition 
that has not survived”, though she concedes that the “spontaneity of the [Douce] 
artist’s work ...[and] the idiosyncrasy of choice of subjects” may be a valid argument 
against the existence of a pictorial exemplar. (Pearsall and Scott, xxxvii) Pearsall, 

drawing attention to an occasion where the marginal picture (in this instance, a

as ”(?) The Castle of Care with (?) a walking figure.” (Pearsall and Scott, xxxix) A further 
faint pencil sketch can be found on the top of fol. 85r, possibly a later addition? Scott makes 
no mention of this image, but Kerby-Fulton and Despres accept it as one of the manuscript’s 
original illustrations, and argue it was intended as a representation of Abraham, possibly 
deliberately unfinished (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 206 note 13).
34 The sequence suggested here - preliminary sketches made prior to the copying, and then 
worked up and finished afterwards - is, perhaps, unusual, but it does seem to be suggested 
by the evidence of the manuscript. The account offered by Pearsall and Scott was queried 
by Hardman, who suggested that the patron may have been sufficiently impressed by the 
historiated initial with which the text opens to “simply [give] the artist additional instructions 
for a series of marginal pictures” upon the completion of the copying, and in an “impromptu 
experiment” of her own, found that “whether crayon/pencil or ink was applied first on 
parchment-like paper, it was impossible to tell which was superimposed on the 
other”(Hardman, 1994). However, Hardman’s experiment was not done under ultra-violet 
light, which Pearsall deemed necessary to determine the evidence for the production 
sequence (1992, xx n.16); and if what she suggested were the case, the illustrator might 
have been plausibly expected to place all of the illustrations clear of the completed text, 
rather than having the underdrawing overlapping with the work of the copyist as in fols 15r, 
18r, 19r, etc.
35 This may have been for reasons of economy: Scott estimates that an additional 17 folios 
would have been required for the MS if the same images had been placed within the text 
space; but this positioning also enabled the illustrations to serve as a functional apparatus 
for the text, enabling passages in the densely written text of the poem to be more easily 
identified (Pearsall and Scott, xxxi).
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skeleton representative of Death) seems to be prompted by a passage in the C-text 

[C.xv.306] which is, in fact, missing from the Douce MS,36 cautions against 

“assum[ing] too readily that the text that the illustrator read, or that the person read 

who gave him his instructions, was the text of Douce 104 itself. It may well have 
been, and is perhaps more likely to have been its exemplar” (Pearsall, 1993, 201).37 

The study of the Douce images by Kerby-Fulton and Despres (and in particular, 

their reading of them as demonstrating a strikingly individualised response to 

Langland’s text, discussed further below), is predicated inherently on the premise 

that they are the original work of the manuscript’s illustrator - the individual whom 

they believe was also the main scribe of the Douce manuscript; and a similar 

assumption underlies Maidie Himlo’s discussion of the Douce illustrator’s “reformist 

agenda” (Hilmo, 1996).

The Douce miniatures have been comprehensively catalogued by Scott, and 

discussed in terms of their relation to iconographical analogues in English 
manuscript illustration and other visual media (Scott, 1990; Pearsall and Scott, xxvii- 

Ixxxii). According to this analysis, some twenty-eight of the illustrations may be 
shown to be “mainly traditional in their pictorial derivation”, thirty-four inspired “by 
subject and detail mainly from the poetic description”, and the remainder a 

combination of the two (Pearsall and Scott, Ixxx). Whilst Scott’s careful study of the 
available analogues for the Douce illustrations demonstrates the illustrator’s 
awareness of how existing iconographic traditions in a variety of media could be put 
to use in manuscript illustration, and might hint at the extent of the artist’s formal 

training, Kerby-Fulton and Despres’ investigation of the circumstances of the 

manuscript’s production suggests that Douce 104 is likely to have originated in a

36 Five lines from C XV (303-7 in Pearsall) are missing in the Douce 104 text, presumably 
the result of eye skip on the part on the scribe (lines 303 and 307 both end with the word 
‘hell’). The missing lines, “Many man hath his ioye here for al here wel dedes | And lordes 
and ladyes ben cald for ledes [thjat they haue | And slepeth as hit semeth and somur euere 
hem folleweth. | Ac when deth awaketh hem of here wele [thjat were er so ryche | Then aren 
hit puyre pore thinges in purgatorie or in hell” contain the reference to the personification of 
Death which is illustrated in the accompanying miniature. (“Personifications of Death in later 
English manuscripts are universally shown as a skeleton” [Pearsall and Scott, 1992, Ixxj).
37 On the other hand, there is at least one occasion where the details of the illustration 
appear to have been prompted by a close reading of the Douce 104 text itself. In the picture 
of the pilgrim on fol. 33r, he carries a bell, a detail seemingly prompted by the line “a bel and 
a bag : he bare by his syde" [fol 33r, line 11] In the received text, this line reads “A bolle and 
a bagge a bar by his syde”. (The substitution of ‘bell’ for ‘bowl’ in the Douce 104 text is 
paralleled in two other manuscripts of the C-text (R & M), but neither is closely textually 
affiliated to Douce (Cf. Russell and Kane, 1997).
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more “clericist”,38 and perhaps specifically Chancery context, and that it is this 

context, rather than that of illustrated literary manuscripts, that might be seen as 

having provided the Douce illustrator’s ‘sponsoring iconography’.

In their assessment, it is suggested that a more fruitful consideration of the Douce 

miniatures can be made by comparing them with the conventions of illustration, 

such as Exchequer signa, employed in legal, clerical and civil service documents- 

documents which might be supposed to reflect “the mental and visual world of this 

group on the interface of clerical and lay cultures” - rather than by viewing them in 

the context of the iconographic traditions of traditionally literary manuscripts (Kerby- 

Fulton and Despres, 1999, 24).

The arguments Kerby-Fulton and Despres present in support of this conjectured 

“clericist” production context are both interesting, and, for the most part convincing, 

especially in their discussion of the convergence of material selected for illustration 

in Douce 104 and James le Palmer’s Omne bonum. The latter text, British Library 

MSS Royal 6E VI-6E VII, is a vast encyclopaedia of English origin, conceived, 

authored and written by James le Palmer, a clerk of the exchequer of Edward III.39 A 

professional illustrator was responsible for the pictures within formal frames, but 

James le Palmer himself supplemented these pictures with his own illustrated 

marginal ‘glosses’, some of which took the form of elaborate manicules. Omne 

bonum, they argue, shares not only “more iconography with Douce than any other 

single manuscript” but also, in some of the author’s intellectual interests: legal 

matters, issues relating to clerical and religious life (particularly antifraternal 

matters), a considerable conceptual overlap with the concerns of both the Douce 

illustrator and Langland himself (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 22).

Of particular significance, too, in this study, are the parallels noted between the 

Douce illustrations and those images found in contemporary legal manuscripts; 

which they term “utility-grade marginal legal illustration” (44). Such illustrations, 

especially when compared to the some of the “pictorial annotations” in Omne

38 As defined in their study, the term "clericist” refers to “those with clerical training who 
make their livings, for the most part, outside of ecclesiastical employment, especially legal 
scribes, civil service clerks, text writers, and other learned professionals who work outside 
the institutional structure of the church" (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 17).
39 James le Palmer was Engrosser of the Exchequer from 1368-1375. The scope of this 
extensively illustrated book (a privately and secularly conceived production, and the first 
encyclopaedia to use a single alphabetical sequence throughout) is immense, even in its 
incomplete state (c.1400 articles) and without contemporary parallel. See Sandler, 1996.
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bomun, would seem to re-affirm both the authors’ assertions that “Exchequer clerks 

in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were required to do a surprising amount of 

casual drawing for the production of documentary signa" and, that “documentary 

work, the bread and butter of many scribes working in the London and Dublin civil 

service circles, was a world not just of texts, but of images as well” [My emphasis] 

(Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 23, 43).

But, whilst Kerby-Fulton and Despres are convincing in demonstrating that some of 

the singularity of the Douce images is assuaged when they are viewed in the 

context of non-literary manuscript illustration, their arguments for the peculiarly 

Anglo-Irish nature of the Douce illustrations are perhaps less persuasive, not least 

because of the dearth of extant illustrated manuscripts with an Anglo-Irish 

provenance with which to compare the Douce Piers Plowman40 Much of their 

argument for a distinct iconographical tradition in Anglo-Irish culture rests on the 

perceived similarity of the Douce miniatures to illustrations in the “Giraldian” 

tradition, and to its striking visual correspondences with the Dublin Red Book of the 

Exchequer, and whilst the argument they present has a superficial appeal, it is not 

without serious problems.

Speaking of the “Giraldian” illustrative tradition, Kerby-Fulton acknowledges the 

scarcity of extant medieval Irish illuminated work before commenting:

[T]he Giraldian tradition of illustration is invaluable as a source for 

understanding the Douce artist’s repertoire of techniques, images and visual 

assumptions. In fact, one look at a Giraldian page, with its single-figure 

unframed marginal pictures and signa and its deceptively “amateurish” mise- 

en-page, is enough to confirm this connection with Douce. [...] [I]t would 

have been nearly impossible for the Douce scribe-illustrator, as a literate and 

visually sophisticated member of this tight knit colonial group, not to have 

known these two works of Giraldus [Expugnatio and Topographia] Their 

illustrations would have appeared somewhat old-fashioned to him, but they 

must have constituted the most obvious local tradition of marginal illustration

40 A lack of contextual evidence which makes Kerby-Fulton’s claim that Iconography begins 
“to trace and define an Anglo-Irish iconographical tradition of the later Middle Ages" (xii) at 
best, necessarily ambitious.
Cf. Scott’s assessment: “Marginal illustration of manuscripts actually produced in Ireland 
was probably mainly based on traditional styles and formats; e.g. O’Neill, no. XIX and plate” 
(Pearsall and Scott, xxxiii note 18).
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known to him (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 51-52 [Emphasis 

original]).41

As it is here understood, the argument rehearsed is that the Douce illustrator drew 

upon and responded to a style of marginal illustration represented in the earliest 

extant Giraldian MSS, such as British Library MS Royal 13.B viii; and Dublin, 

National Library of Ireland MS 700, which are themselves supposed to be (“probably 

based on,”) “sketches added ca. 1190 by Gerald himself to a no longer extant 

autograph copy” (Lewis, 39). This Giraldian pictorial tradition is characterised by its 

“social pictorial realism” (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 52), and was highly influential 

on Matthew Paris, another “scribe-illustrator", whose work shares with the Douce 

illustrator “exactly and unmistakably the same vigorous style and pungent 

caricature” (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 48; 52).

But whilst these perceived stylistic resemblances are useful in drawing attention to 

existing pictorial analogues for the Douce illustrations, and in establishing a 
manuscript context - legal, ‘historical’, encyclopaedic, as opposed to literary - in 
which they look more at home, it is perhaps less clear that they are representative 
of peculiarly Anglo-Irish iconographic conventions: the “obvious /oca/tradition” to 

which Kerby-Fulton alludes.42 None of the manuscripts cited in her study as 

representative of this Giraldian illustrative tradition - Oxford, Bodleian Library Laud 
Misc 720; British Library MS Royal 13.B viii; Dublin, National Library of Ireland MS 

700; Cambridge, Cambridge University Library MS Ff 1.27 - can be shown to have 

an Anglo-Irish provenance. Cambridge, Cambridge University Library MS Ff 1.27, 

the latest of the manuscripts cited, was written in the fourteenth century at Bury St. 
Edmunds (Ker, 1964, 16); and is a copy of British Library, MS Royal 13. B. viii, 

which belonged to St. Augustine’s Abbey, Canterbury.43 Dublin, National Library of 

Ireland MS 700 (olim Phillips MS 6914) is one of the earliest manuscripts, and one

41 And of the four extant illustrated Giraldian manuscripts referred to in their study, none 
could readily be said to have an “amateurish" mise-en-page.
42 In light of the claims made for the tracing of this ‘local’ iconographic tradition, it is perhaps 
worth noting that (with the exception of the 39 images taken from Douce 104) only 3 of the 
71 figures presented in Iconography and the Professional Reader actually contain images 
from manuscripts with an Irish provenance. The images are included in support of the two 
suggestions of iconographic traditions which the authors see as potential analogues for the 
Douce illustrations: the influence of an ‘administrative’ illustrating tradition (which is 
reasonably convincing), and the influence of an ‘Anglo-Irish’ illustrative tradition (which is 
much less so).
43 A note on the last fly-leaf (f. 147) reads, 'Liber sancti Augustini extra muros Cantuarie’ 
(James, 1903, 294).
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which has been shown, on textual evidence, to have close links to Gerald himself.44 

Aubrey Gwynn “tentatively suggested” that this manuscript might be the very copy 

referred to in a letter from Gerald as having been sent to the chapter at Hereford. 

Whilst there is no firm evidence to support this suggestion, the manuscript in 

question was certainly in the Hereford area later in its history, as it was given by a 

‘Walter Mybbe’ in 1438 to the vicars choral of Hereford Cathedral (Ker, 1964, 99; 

O’Meara, 1982, 17; O’Loughlin, 1999, 25-6). Oxford, Bodleian Library Laud Misc 

720 is another thirteenth-century English production (and is correctly identified as 

such in the note accompanying the image from it in figure 45 of Iconography and the 

Professional Reader). Of the extant copies of the Conquest of Ireland for which a 

provenance in Ireland can be assumed, only one, London, British Library, MS 

Harley 177 - a manuscript not mentioned by Kerby-Fulton and Despres, but one 

with textual links to the extant Anglo-Irish translations of the Expugnatio - is 

illustrated. The volume contains some “some lively drawings of animals in the 

margin”, but unfortunately for the thesis of localisable “social pictorial realism” 

presented in Iconography, the illustrations “do not [...] have any connection with the 

text” (Scott and Martin, 1978, xxxvi).45

In light, then, of the actual manuscript evidence, Kerby-Fulton’s assertion that “it 

would have been nearly impossible" (1999, 52 [my emphasis]) for the Douce scribe- 

illustrator not to be familiar with the illustrative tradition of the Giraldian manuscripts 

fails to convince. Whilst there is an illustrative marginal tradition associated with 

some of the earliest extant Giraldian manuscripts, it is perhaps not as widespread 

as Kerby-Fulton implies. Only a small minority - just over ten percent - of the extant 

Topographia and Expugnatio manuscript corpus contains anything like the type of 

marginalia illustration referred to in Iconography,46 and to assume knowledge of this 

tradition on the part of the Douce illustrator is perhaps an unwarranted assumption.

44 On which see O'Meara, 1982, 16-17; [This translation reproduces a number of the 
marginal illustrations from NLI MS 700, as marginalia to the printed text] Scott and Martin, 
1978, xlvi; and O’Loughlin, 1999, 25-26.
45 For details of the chronology and manuscripts of Gerald’s works, see Appendix 1 of 
Bartlett, 1982. On the Expugnatio Hlbernica, see also Scott and Martin, 1978, xxxiv-xl.
46 Four out of thirty-six extant manuscripts made before the 16,h century, (excluding 
fragments). Calculated on the basis of the information in Bartlett, 1982, and Scott and 
Martin, 1978. British Library Harley MS 3724, whose contents include the Topography, is an 
illustrated manuscript with an Irish provenance. Dating from the 13th century, the manuscript 
is considered elsewhere in Iconography as an example of the ‘Gaelicisation’ of Anglo-Irish 
cultural productions, but not in the context of the Giraldian tradition of illustration, into which 
its 15 marginal illustrations cannot easily be fitted. The marginal paintings in this manuscript 
are not limited to the Topography, but are also appended to the other texts in the volume, 
(which include the Bull ‘Laudabiliter’, a hymn to the Virgin, with musical notation, a creed and 
the Lord’s Prayer).
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Quite what Gerald the Welshman would make of Iconography’s implicit recasting of 

the autograph copy of his two works on Ireland as an ‘Anglo-Irish’ cultural 

production is perhaps best left to the imagination; but even allowing for the 

speculation that the four illustrated Giraldian manuscripts cited by Kerby-Fulton 

might be based on Gerald’s now lost holograph, their suggested influence on the 

work of Matthew Paris would seem to point to an illustrative tradition that is, in its 

later incarnations, less easily localisable than Kerby-Fulton suggests.

However, Kerby-Fulton and Despres’ contention that it is possible to begin to trace 

some specific and distinct Anglo-Irish iconographic conventions is not solely 

predicated upon evidence from the Giraldian tradition, and with the Dublin Red Book 

of the Exchequer,47 a known Anglo-Irish production, contemporary with the Douce 

manuscript, they would initially seem to be on much firmer ground. Focusing on the 

Red Book's celebrated image of the Dublin Court of Exchequer at work during the 

reign of Henry VI, they draw attention to the similarities of its illustrative style with 
that of Douce 104:

It [the Red Book] sports all of the main (and so-called idiosyncratic) features 
of the Douce scribe-illustrator’s work, including both his formal and 
caricatured styles, giving us a further clue to his training as a professional 
reader and his audience.

Expanding upon this argument, it is suggested that the care taken in the Red Book:

[T]o distinguish types of texts, speakers and annotations (by the use of two 
different hands and 3 languages) and the innovative handling of speech and 

writing in the picture are so very like Douce as to indicate something unique 

to Anglo-Irish conceptions of text-image relations. Particularly striking is the 

Red Book artist’s concern with what we have called ‘voicing’; that is, each 

figure speaks or writes or reads something, and his words are aligned with 

his mouth or pen or laid out on the page before him, just as in Douce, so that 

the text acts as a form of speech scroll, inscription, or textual cue to the 

illustration - all these things point to a local style of scribe illustrating that is

47 The Dublin Red Book of the Exchequer was modelled on the Westminster Red Book of 
the Exchequer, and contained a collection of documents pertaining to the Dublin 
administration dating from the 13,h-16th centuries.
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quite distinctive and not at all “amateurish” upon closer examination 

(Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 23; 94-5 [My emphasis]).

However, appealing though this argument might be, it is again perhaps an 
unjustifiable interpretation of the available evidence, not least because the only 

basis for comparison is a fragmentary leaf of the Red Book, now extant only in a 
nineteenth-century facsimile.48 To advance claims for a specifically Ar\g\o-h\sh 

iconographic tradition based on the extrapolation of the illustrations in two surviving 

texts, one of them fragmentary and existing only as a nineteenth century 

reproduction, is a bold move, and not one that can necessarily be warranted. 

Indeed, in the context of Iconography and the Professional Reader, it is, perhaps, 

symptomatic of the authors’ eagerness to look for (and consequently, to find) 

evidence of the ‘alterity’ of Anglo-Irish cultural productions.49 And the interpretative 

dangers inherent in such extrapolation are demonstrated by Kerby-Fulton’s later 

research into the Dublin Red Book. A postscript to the preface of Iconography and 
the Professional Reader noted that:

While this book was in press, new evidence came to light suggesting that the 
Douce artist and the artist of the Red Book may in fact be the same (and not 

simply, as argued here, scribes of shared training) (xviii).

This evidence was presented by Kerby-Fulton in a paper presented at the “New 
Directions in Medieval Manuscript Studies” conference, (Harvard University, 1998) 

and later published in the associated volume of conference proceedings.50 The 

interpretative weight given to the Anglo-Irish context is considerably muted in the 

latter study, but based on “new evidence from some of the hitherto illegible

48 The Dublin Red Book having (like the only known manuscript copy of The Pride of Life) 
somewhat improbably, survived the vicissitudes of six centuries, was destroyed when the 
PRO sustained heavy damage during the political violence of 1922, and is known only from 
old descriptions. For the facsimile of the illustration, see Gilbert, 1879. On the Red Book 
itself, see Edwards, 1940.
49 And it is worth noting that both the Dublin Red Book, and the Charter Roll of Waterford 
(Waterford, Archives of the Municipal Corporation of Waterford, Waterford Charter Roll), 
which also gets a brief mention in \conography as “remarkably similar to Douce in its 
penchant for vigorous realism and single figure illustration” (11) are both, in stark contrast to 
their positioning in Iconography and the Professional Reader, amongst the manuscripts of 
Irish provenance that Henry and March-Micheli present as “examples of close contact 
between Ireland and the outside world.” In relation to the illustrations of the Waterford 
Charter Roll, in particular, they comment, “It would be interesting to know where the painter 
came from. His work, with its characteristic mixture of picturesqueness, elegance, and 
realism, takes its place easily among the works of ‘international Gothic’ style done around 
Richard" (Henry and Marsh-Micheli, 1987, 787; 786).
50 Kerby-Fulton, 2000.
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inscriptions” of the Dublin Red Book, Kerby-Fulton presents a plausible argument 

for the illustrators of the Red Book and Douce 104 being one and the same (Kerby- 

Fulton, 2000, 118). The bulk of the evidence (and the more persuasive aspects of it) 

is still rooted in the similarities between the illustrations surviving from the Red Book 

and those of Douce 104 [the key images upon which Kerby-Fulton’s argument rests 

are reproduced below, figures 1 - 6], but her identification of the barely legible 

names “W(al)fer(us) Hille” and “Hoosee [?]”, [figure 7] which appear at the top of 

the image of the Dublin Exchequer at work in the Red Book, with those of recorded 

civil servants of the Exchequer in Dublin in the 1420s51 further supports the 

hypothesis.52 If this identification of the illustrator of the Red Book and Douce 104 as 

the same person is accepted (and the case presented is persuasive), then the 

consonance of the illustrations and “innovations” in the two texts is merely indicative 
of the stylistic idiosyncrasies of a single artist, rather than, as Kerby-Fulton 

previously contended, a demonstration of habits “unique to Anglo-Irish conceptions 

of text-image relations” (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 95 [My emphasis]).

Literary critics have not always agreed in their assessment of the aesthetic success 

of the Douce illustrations, nor have they always been kind. Received opinion ranges 
from Skeat’s comments as to the manuscript’s “very rudely drawn pictures...A few 

of them curious” (Skeat, 1873, xlvi), G.H. Russell’s observations that “they do not 
seem to be the product of the highly skilled craftsmen,” and their “almost [... ] 

cartoon form” (Russell, 1984, 280), to the more sympathetic evaluation of scholars 
who consider them “a major contribution to the history of English art” (Pearsall and 

Scott, 1992, Ixxxii), as having “suffered neglect because of nineteenth-century 

judgements concerning their aesthetic value” (Hilmo, 1996, 13), and as 
demonstrating “inventive interaction”. (Hardman, 2007)

51 A “Walterus Hille' and a ‘Nicholas Hosse” both appear in the Dublin Exchequer records for 
1420 (Richardson and Syles, 1947. Respectively, 182 and 163)
52 Her identification of the hand responsible for the two one-word annotations on fol 23" in 
Douce as the same as that responsible for the text on the image from the Red Book is, to my 
mind, less convincing, as the sample forms available for comparison are so limited. Kerby- 
Fulton herself concedes the difficulties inherent in this identification: “While the sample of the 
Douce scribe’s informal hand is too small to make any definitive statement, it is at least 
worth noting that the inscriptions, not simply the pictures, would support the attribution”
(2000, 127).
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But if there has, historically, been little consensus on the artistic quality of the Douce 

manuscript, critics have been more or less united in recognising that its programme 

of illustrations demonstrates, in Kane’s oft-quoted phrase, “the capacity of Piers 

Plowman to elicit response, to generate active participation in the literary and social 

experience it evidently constituted for near contemporary readers" (Kane, 1988,

182). Whether or not the programme of illustrations in Douce 104 can bear the 

interpretative weight that some scholars of the manuscript have placed on them is, 

perhaps, a moot point. Certainly, there can be no doubt that they stem from a 

careful reading of the text (either on the part of the illustrator himself, or on the part 

of whoever gave him his instructions), and to this extent it is difficult not to concur 

with Pearsall when he writes, “The illustrations provide an interesting commentary 

on the poem and at times what I think of as insights into it" (Pearsall, 1993, 198).

However, earlier in the same article, Pearsall introduced a salutary note of caution 

as to the difficulties inherent in offering a modern critical reading of contemporary 

medieval illustrative interpretations of literary texts:

[Q]ne of the most tempting fields of inquiry is the study of those manuscripts 

where pictures are provided to illustrate a narrative text, especially a 

narrative text written by a near contemporary. The cherished dream is that 

through the study of these pictures we may gain some insight into a near 

contemporary and culturally relevant understanding of a work of literature, 

such as we rarely have access to. An artist, even if an understanding of his 

pictorial vocabulary is itself a matter of historical recovery, will surely offer us 

an immediacy of imaginative response to the significance of a literary text 

which will enhance our understanding in a unique way. Whether this 

cherished dream is any more than an illusion will emerge [in the course of 

this study] (Pearsall, 1993, 192)

Certainly, in terms of the survey of extant illustrated literary texts offered in the first 

section of his study, the ‘cherished dream’ looks to be built on fragile ground. As 

Pearsall demonstrates, with reference to, amongst others, the extant illustrated 

manuscripts of the French Arthurian prose romances,53 or those of the Roman de la 

Rose, “the interpretation of the narrative offered by the illustrations is of limited 

interest.” The illustrations in these manuscripts are, as Stones has shown, derived

53 On the illustrative tradition of the French Arthurian prose romances, see Stones, 1976.
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from stock motifs, and “applied with little discrimination to the narrative” (1993, 193, 

192-3), and Lesley Lawton’s analysis of the illustration of late medieval secular texts 

has identified several examples of illustrations which demonstrate, in Pearsall’s 

words “hasty and imperfect readings of the text, or [...] a complete 

misunderstanding of it” ( 1993, 194).54

However, this is not the case with the illustrative programme in Douce. When 

viewed against analogues such as those mentioned above, the miniatures of the 

Douce manuscript are conspicuous in their attentiveness to the details of the text 

they accompany. Whilst the Douce illustrator may, on occasion, have given 

precedence to existing traditional iconographical conventions, over the specific 

particulars presented in Langland’s work, (such as in the illustration of Pride, [fol 24r; 

figure 13] which, despite the feminine name, ‘Purnele proude-herte' [C. VI. 3] and 
the feminine pronouns used in Langland’s description, is here represented as male; 

or the illustration of Fortune and her wheel, [fol 53r; FIGURE 15] where the addition of 
the wheel is purely conventional, and not derived from the text of the poem),55 the 

Douce illustrations consistently bear witness to their creator’s careful reading of the 
poem.

The marginal illustrations in the Douce manuscript function, as critics have noted, in 

a variety of ways. Most prosaically, they play a useful role as finding aids in a text 
that offers little by way of concession to the reader’s ease of use. Rubrication and 
decoration are of some help in discerning the poem’s structure, but the written text 

“runs headlong through the manuscript without a single blank line in the entire copy 

as a breather for the reader. Not even the titles of each passus are distinguished by 

any separation from the last line of the previous passus, nor from the first line of the 
next” (Pearsall and Scott, xxx). Given this uncompromising mise-en-page, the 

marginal illustrations serve as useful place-finders: a functionality that, despite the 

later additions of passus numbers by Francis Douce and the modern folio 

numbering, still holds true when consulting the manuscript today.

54 Lawton, 1983 (cited by Pearsall, 1993, note 3).
55 This is, as Scott notes, the more common representation of Pride in conventional 
iconography (Scott and Pearsall, 1992, xivi). Pride is the only one of the seven sins in Piers 
Plowman to be represented as a woman. Interestingly, (though unlikely to be of any 
significance to the Douce illustrator’s decision) lines 30-60 of the description of Pride in the 
C-text were incorporated from the account of Haukyn in the B-text, and were thus originally 
intended to describe a male character.
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Additionally, the illustrator’s placing of some of the miniatures seems to indicate his 

acute awareness of the dialogic nature of Langland’s poem, and they play an 

interpretative role in the reader’s approach to the text, rather than one that is simply 

functional. On several occasions, as Scott points out, the artist depicts a figure 

“gesturing or looking at the opening lines of his speech or locus” (Pearsall and 

Scott, 1992, xxxi), and this is an aspect of the illustrations that is given further 

consideration in both Hardman’s discussion of the interaction between the images 

and Despres’ account of the manuscript’s ‘visual heuristics’ (Kerby-Fulton and 

Despres, 1999, 119 - 168).

Noting that the vast majority of the illustrations are found on the manuscript’s recto 

pages,56 and that figures are predominantly pictured facing the text towards which 

they gesture - a placement scheme Hardman sees as an intentional effort on the 

part of the artist to take account of, and to facilitate, a reader’s perception of the 

images when leafing through the volume - Hardman’s study explores some of the 

instances in the manuscript where the marginal illustrations diverge from this norm. 

A particularly interesting aspect of her discussion concerns the interactions between 

the marginal figures and the text: interactions that suggest to her “the designer was 

exploiting the mobility of the page in order to link passages of text across the page 

turn and to alert the reader to the connection” (Hardman, 2007).

To cite just one example from her study, in the illustration of Conscience on fol. 15r 

(figure 11) the illustrator has chosen to depict Conscience with his back to the text, 

as though in rejection of the arguments expressed there. As Hardman points out, in 

making this decision, the illustrator once more demonstrates his close knowledge of 

the poem, for the text beside which Conscience is placed relates Lady Mede's 

specious argument that mede is merely a fair reward for service (C. III. 264 - 282): 

a line of reasoning that momentarily convinces the king, but one which Conscience, 

in the lines that immediately follow (beneath and, importantly, overleaf) is quick to 

repudiate, by means of a speech which “refutes point for point Mede’s assertions." 

Thus, as Hardman shows, the depiction of Conscience by the Douce artist on fol. 15 

r not only visually demonstrates his rejection of Mede’s claims, but in its relatively 

unusual placing of Conscience with his back to the text, and gesturing towards the 

right-hand edge of the page indicates that the reader should turn the page and 

“discover the material that importantly supplements the passage of text marked by

56 Despite the greater flexibility of picture space afforded by the more generous left-hand 
margins of the verso pages.
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[his] presence on the recto” - in this instance, Conscience’s unequivocal rebuttal of 

Lady Mede’s argument in C.lll. 285-339.

These non-narrative, interpretative and ‘performative’ aspects of the Douce 

illustrations are also foregrounded in Despres’ account of what she terms the ‘visual 

heuristics’ of the manuscript (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 119-168). Here, in a 

discussion of the Douce marginal illustrations which emphasises the ways in which 

they can, as a sequence, be seen to reflect a reading of the poem as a 

contemplative rather than a narrative text (in Hanna’s phrase, “a ‘meditative’ 

spiritual autobiography” [1999, 180]), she discusses the ways in which the 

miniatures function to enhance the meditative and mnemonic potential of the poem:

While the Douce 104 illustrations, like most medieval manuscript 
illustrations, may sometimes serve as rubrics in dividing or emphasizing 

parts of the text, they primarily serve a mnemonic and meditative function, 

asking a different response from the manuscript reader than do ornate 
illustrations in secular works. Their logic is not so much narrative as 

homiletic - moving from spiritual point to point in a manner reminiscent of 
the “mnemonic techniques of the sermon... of the oral transmission of 

images” [...]The Douce illustrative program interprets the text’s moral 
content, rather than its story line, thereby arousing the emotions and moral 

faculties like conscience; only by doing so will the pictures help the viewer to 
experience, store and retrieve the poem’s meaning. [...] This means creating 

impressions, rather than mere images of narrative events. The visual 

heuristic of Douce 104 points to the illustrator’s intention for us to remember 

voices, to connect speeches with images, to associate speeches and 

images from passus to passus (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 121-2).57

The illustrator’s confident handling of the poem’s allegory is an important 

contribution to this ‘visual heuristic’, and, again demonstrates both a thorough 

familiarity with the text and a thoughtful response to it. A number of images could be 

adduced to demonstrate the artist’s sensitivity to the allegory in the poem - the 

presentation of Activa Vita, for instance, [fol. 69r] whose depiction with a plough- 

stick and hopper draws upon details of the description of Piers much earlier in the

57 Quotation from Kemp, 1991, 106.
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poem [C.VIII. 60-64] to draw out the implications of his ‘apprenticeship’ to Piers in 

the lines his image gestures towards:

Ich am a mynstral,’ quod this man, 'my name is Actiua Vita,

Peres prentys [th]e plouhman, alle peple to conforte.
[C.XV. 194-5]

The illustrator’s handling of the miniature here is thus “an astute piece of cross- 
referencing that draws out an important implication of the allegory” (Pearsall, 1993, 

204).

Another instance of the illustrator’s awareness of the allegorical import of the text is 

found in his handling of Lady Mede. Mede is the subject of more illustrations than 
any other individual in the Douce manuscript; depictions of her occurring four times 

in the opening pages of the manuscript, ([fols. 8r; 10r; 11r; 11v]; figures 17-20)
The fact that she makes an appearance early in the text of the poem might in part 
account for this enthusiasm on the part of the artist (with the exception of the final 

passus, the first half of the poem contains a higher proportion of the illustrations, 
and a higher proportion of these are full figure than they are in the latter half of the 

manuscript) but in creating a variety of images which depict her, the artist was able 
to successfully capture something of the ambiguity of her portrayal in the text. In 
each of the images, the details of the representation are different, indicating that the 
illustrator was less concerned with the literal details of Lady Mede’s presentation in 

the text than he was in drawing attention to the various aspects and nuances of her 
character highlighted in the poem.

In her first appearance in the Douce illustrations, for example, which comes at the 

end of Holy Church’s discussion of Mede, and the start of the narrator’s account of 

her marriage, (fol. 8r; figure 17) the artist draws together details from the text of 

passus two (“wonderly yclothed”; “crouned” [C. II, 9,11]) and passus three (“Coupes 

of clene gold” [C.lll. 23]) to produce an image which accords well with the (initially) 

favourable image of Mede presented in the poem; and which also incorporates, as 

Scott notes, (in the gold cups and the red chosen for her gown) an iconographical 

allusion to the harlot of Revelation 17:4, that is both appropriate and interpretatively 

sophisticated. Certainly, as Scott puts it, “the miniature [...] shows an intellect truly 
familiar with the poem rather than a shop craftsman selecting a passage for
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illustration because he happened to have an appropriate model to hand.” (Scott, 

1990, 20)

In her next depiction, (fol. 10r; figure 18) Mede is being borne on the sheriffs 

shoulders to trial at Westminster,58 Mede’s presentation here is less opulent, and 

the illustrator’s emphasis has shifted from her ‘wonderful clothes’ and symbolic 

accoutrements to the challenge of dealing with the perhaps less easily visually 

rendered allegory of C.II.175 - 93. These lines describe Mede, Westminster bound, 

riding a saddled Sheriff, and accompanied by an unsavoury crew of similarly 

transported hangers-on, with the additional detail of Liar’s apparent transmutation 

into a cart. Faced with the task of illustrating this passage, the artist seems to have 

opted for simply gesturing towards the allegory, by hinting at the iconographical 

tradition of the mounted Sins, rather than trying to represent literally the allegorical 

procession as is detailed in the text.

Mede’s third appearance in the sequence of illustrations is one of innocent and 

virginal simplicity.59 Pearsall draws attention to the sympathetic presentation of Lady 

Mede in the image of fol. 11r, (FIGURE 19) in which she is simply arrayed in a white 

robe, in a miniature which, he notes, in the stance of the figure and the drape of the 

gown, finds a perhaps surprising parallel (given their very different roles in the 

poem) in the illustration of Mercy on fol. 94v. (figure 21) But it is, as Pearsall 

observes, “eminently appropriate to the allegory that Mede should be represented 

thus as an attractive and sympathetic figure and not as a vice”, (1993, 203) and the 

visual parallels between Mede and Mercy in the marginal images are, in their way, 

reminiscent of the textual parallels between the initial presentations of Mede [C. II.

9] and Holy Church [C. I. 3-5] (the latter not the subject of a miniature in Douce) in 

the poem itself.

The miniature on fol. 1T is followed on the verso with a depiction of Mede kneeling 

in confession in front of a black-cloaked figure, (fol. 11v; FIGURE 20) the “confessour 

ycoped as a frere” of C.III.38. Here, again, the illustrator demonstrates his 

understanding of the subtleties of the text, and of the attitude of both Mede and her 

friar confessor to the Sacrament of Penance. Lady Mede is still depicted in a gown 

similar to her maidenly attire in the previous picture, here yellow, rather the virginal

58 A depiction aptly summarised by Pearsall as “like someone being hoisted aloft after a 
sporting triumph” (1993, 203).
59 See Scott, 1990, 23 for references to other illustrations of virgins in comparable attire.
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white of the preceding illustration, but Scott points out that her lower-cut bodice 

“would probably have been considered inappropriate for the moment of contrition”; 

(Scott, 1990, 26) and Pearsall notes that Mede is shown kneeling “excessively 

close” to the Franciscan friar, the depiction of whom he cheerfully characterises as 

“oleaginous in the extreme” (Pearsall, 1993, 205).

-IV-

Whilst the brief discussion above demonstrates some of the ways in which critics 

have agreed that the Douce illustrations reflect an attentive and engaged response 

to Langland’s text on the part of their artist; a further, and deeply problematic 

interpretation of the Douce miniatures is put forward by Kerby-Fulton, when she 
suggests they engage with an ‘iconography’ of “social dissent” and “reformist 

polemics” peculiar to (and largely engendered by) the Anglo-Irish context of their 
production.

The Anglo-Irish context for the Douce manuscript’s production is explicitly identified 
in the preface to Iconography and the Professional Reader as one of the study’s key 
areas of investigation, and the subject is given considerable space in the four 
chapters (out of a total of six) for which Kerby-Fulton is responsible. Her 

examination, in light of this context, of the annotations added to the Douce 
manuscript is discussed below, but as it is the marginal illustrations that bear much 

of the interpretative weight of this study, it is perhaps useful to begin by offering a 

critical analysis of some of the claims that have been made for them in relation to 

Anglo-phone late medieval Ireland.

The importance accorded to the Anglo-Irish context of the Douce manuscript in 

Iconography and the Professional Reader is signalled clearly from the start. In the 

prefatory synopsis of the aims and findings of their study (xii - xiii), Kerby-Fulton 

and Despres reflect on the ways in which a book originally conceived as “a close 

iconographical and codicological analysis of a single manuscript of Piers Plowman", 

became, (amongst other things) “a book about how manuscripts were ‘prepared’ for 

readers, and about certain reading audiences: readers of Piers Plowman, Anglo- 

Irish readers, and ‘professional’ readers, both ‘lay’ and ‘clerical’” (xii). They continue:
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Moreover, because Douce is written in a Hiberno-English dialect, we have 

made the first sustained attempt (known to us) to trace and define an Anglo- 

Irish iconographical tradition of the later Middle Ages (almost all study of 

illustration in medieval Ireland is either of the preconquest period or of later 

Gaelic-lrish productions.)60 Ours is also the first attempt to identify or 

examine the ‘vogue’ for Piers Plowman in medieval Anglo-lreland, especially 

in light of the quite neglected extant literature of the colony, which is largely 

reformist, satirical, and antiauthoritarian [sic] in character (Kerby-Fulton and 

Despres, 1999, xii-xiii [My emphasis]).

The extent to which their attempt to trace a late-medieval Anglo-Irish iconographical 

tradition was successful has already been assessed. However, the validity of this 

characterisation of “the extant literature of the colony” is also open to question, and, 

as argued below, can be seen to derive almost entirely from an uncritical 

acceptance of the traditional characterisation of the contents of British Library MS 

Harley 913 - characterisations which the previous chapter of the present study 

sought to critically examine. However, Kerby-Fulton’s analysis of the Douce 

illustrations characterises them in terms which map very precisely on to her 

assumptions as to the “reformist”, “satirical” and “antiauthoritarian” predilections of 

Anglo-Irish cultural productions. As such, the iconographical traditions Kerby-Fulton 

discerns as underpinning the interpretative choices of the Douce illustrator are 

consonant with her assessment of the character of Anglo-Irish literature as a whole, 

but in placing so much emphasis on untenable assumptions regarding the cultural 

context in which the Douce manuscript was produced, Kerby-Fulton’s study fails to 

give adequate consideration to what is here suggested to have been a much more 

pertinent influence on the Douce illustrator’s interpretative decisions - the 

preoccupations of the very text which his pictures accompany, that is, those of Piers 

Plowman itself.

The contextualisation of the Douce manuscript in relation to Anglo-lreland is integral 

to Kerby-Fulton’s discussion, and the significance accorded to this context is a 

recurrent, if dispersed, feature in all three of the chapters in which the Douce 

illustrations are her concern. However, within this relatively discursive treatment 

three key areas emerge as issues which are seen to be of particular importance

60 One presumes this is because these are the contexts in which almost all of the surviving 
illustration of late medieval Ireland is to be found. See, for example, the discussion in Henry 
and Marsh-Micheli, 1987.
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both to the Douce illustrator, and to the imagined Anglo-Irish culture for which he is 

conscripted as an ambassador: ‘reformist’ issues; questions surrounding authority, 

and the subject of poverty.

To consider the claims made for the ‘reformist’ nature of both the illustrator and his 

background first, it is perhaps helpful to cite the definition of the term as it is used in 

Iconography. Having alluded to the “defiant visual silence” of the Douce 

manuscript’s pictorial programme, and determined its illustrator to be “in short, an 

iconomach in the atelier” (1999, 26) - both statements adduced from the lack of any 

Christological, biblical, or otherwise typically religious images in the poem’s 

illustrations - Kerby-Fulton qualifies her use of “reformist" thus:

However unthinkable this may be, the striking absences and provocative 

presences of the Douce cycle do betray a radical set of aversions and 

sympathies that can only be called reformist. But - and this must be 
stressed - the word “reformist” is used here in the broadest sense, to 

encompass (initially) the reformist traditions that began with the great papal 
and monastic reforms during the eleventh and twelfth centuries and that 
remained an inspiration for religious reformers of various stripes (often of 

impeccable orthodoxy) for centuries. It is this tradition that established not 
only a standard language of reform - from which concepts such as simony 

arose - but also a set of principles for iconography, and principles for the 
suppression of iconography of certain kinds, from some quarters as well.

The Douce artist apparently had a wide visual experience of reformist and 
polemical iconography. It would be tempting to label him a Lollard [...]

[... b]ut we need to take a longer view and a wider one: that is, we need to 

see reformist traditions both prior to Wyclif and concurrent with the one he 

initiated; we will also notice that some of what we might initially consider 

Wycliffite belongs to Anglo-Irish culture itself (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 
1999, 26-27).

There are a number of problems with this argument, both in its inception, and in its 

development throughout the course of this chapter of Iconography. Most 

fundamentally, perhaps, there are the difficulties inherent in attempting to 
extrapolate from the negative evidence of a unique occurrence. Douce 104 is the 

only extant manuscript of Piers Plowman which has a cycle of illustrations, so at a 
fundamental level the “striking absences” of its pictorial programme are hard to
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establish, as the manuscript has no immediately comparable counterpart against 

which either’s ‘deviation’ from an expected norm might be qualified.

Moreover, having devoted much of the previous section (and a substantial portion of 

the chapter that follows) to tracing the lineaments of an illustrative tradition, derived 

from legal, ‘historical’, and encyclopaedic manuscript illustrations, in which the 
Douce pictures can be more readily located (and in making a convincing case for 

such an argument) Kerby-Fulton seems to undermine her own location of the Douce 

manuscript within this tradition, by citing the iconographical conventions of 

manuscripts of an altogether different nature (Psalters, Books of Hours, Gospel 

Harmonies) in support of her assertion that the “visual silences” of Douce illustrator 

reveal him to be “squeamishly iconophobic - or cruciphobic” (Kerby-Fulton and 

Despres, 1999, 30).

The argument presented is, as such, oddly contradictory: on the one hand, the 
Douce illustrations are suggested to belong in an illustrative tradition which is not 

that of ‘main stream’ literary iconography, but on the other, their imagined digression 

from the conventions of this ‘main stream’ tradition is adduced as evidence of their 
artist’s ‘reformist’ bent. Thus, to take an example from her discussion of some of the 
illustrative choices made in Passus XXI, in which a biblical character - Caiaphas - 

is actually portrayed,61 the artist’s “provocative” decision not to portray King David 
(who is also briefly mentioned in the accompanying text at this point) is considered 

to be “a decision that perhaps makes a social statement - that this particular 

illustrated book is not to be associated with the books of hours of the wealthy, which 

usually contain numerous illustrations of David in a variety of poses” (Kerby-Fulton 

and Despres, 1999, 29 [original emphasis]).

In her eagerness to attribute the “iconomachic tendency” (1999, 30) adduced from 

the ‘omissions’ of this “provocative cycle” of illustrations to the Anglo-Irish context of 
the manuscript’s production, Kerby-Fulton is at risk of downplaying to the point of 

dismissal what is perhaps likely to have been a much more immediate (and much 

less nebulous) influence on the illustrator’s pictorial decisions: the contents of the 

poem he was illustrating. The same point is concisely made by Hanna, here

61 In terms of the alleged iconophobia of the artist, the significance of this choice is argued to 
lie in the artist’s “sophisticated knowledge of the imagery of anticlerical polemics” and 
Caiaphas is exempt, as a negative character, from the artist's concerns over “idolatry” 
(Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 29).
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commenting on the authors’ prioritisation of the reception of Langland’s text, rather 

than on Langland’s text itself:

I think this is fine, with one proviso which the authors seem always in danger 

of forgetting: what the Dublin team received and transmitted was Piers 

Plowman C and not in fact anything else. Thus, certain possibilities, in a 

general sense ‘available within literate culture,’ would certainly not have 

occurred to the illuminator and annotator as open possibilities. Piers is not a 

book of hours or a Psalter [...] and the conventions of presenting such are 

irrelevant to Douce 104, even for comparative purposes (Hanna, 1999, 186- 

7).62

In fairness, the possibility that the ‘lack’ of conventional religious iconography in the 

Douce manuscript might stem from the text of Piers Plowman itself is briefly 

entertained by Kerby-Fulton, but it is just as swiftly rejected, as the discussion 

continues in pursuit of evidence for the illustrator’s iconomachic agenda:

One could also attempt to exonerate the artist by arguing that Langland is 

not especially Christological, and certainly there is no evidence of the current 

pietistic fashions for devotion to the body of Christ in the poem itself, but 

Langland does dramatize the Crucifixion with vivid dignity, and the Douce 

artist proves elsewhere that he does not need large-scale textual hints for 

inspiration (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 28-9).

The loaded phrasing in this passage is telling. The artist, in this account, needs to 

be exonerated for illustrative omissions that would, Kerby-Fulton contends, “have 

spoken quite audibly to any medieval reader” (1999, 26). Whether Langland’s own 

avoidance of “pietistic fashions” would have been seen as an equally glaring 

omission by “any medieval reader, is not a question Kerby-Fulton addresses, but it

62 In her response to Hanna's review article (from which this quotation is taken), Kerby- 
Fulton dismisses this concern as “nonsensical”, arguing that “certain iconographic 
conventions are shared across genre boundaries.” She goes on to flag up what is implicitly 
suggested as Hanna’s inconsistency with this line of argument, pointing out that “Kathleen 
Scott’s catalogue, which he praises, is full (and rightly so) of just such ‘comparisons’” Kerby- 
Fulton (1999b), 199. The key difference in Scott and Kerby-Fulton’s respective discussion of 
possible analogues for the Douce miniatures, and, it seems to me, the point to which Hanna 
is drawing attention here, is in the interpretative weight each places on these analogues. 
Scott uses her exhaustive knowledge of late medieval illustrative conventions to illuminate 
what is to be found in the Douce margins, whereas Kerby-Fulton makes some rather more 
speculative claims on the evidence of what is not.
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is not without pertinence. And if one really wanted to argue from the ‘negative 
evidence’ of the Douce illustrations, it could just as readily be suggested that the 

illustrator’s decision not to portray a crucifixion scene (and this is to make the 

assumption he made a conscious decision not to do so) reflects his own sensitivity 

to Langland’s use of imagery: a sensitivity in which the most apposite response to 

the quiet dignity of Langland’s handling of the Passion might well have been the 

“visual silence” Kerby-Fulton finds so revealing.

In his suggested aversion to conventional religious iconography, Kerby-Fulton sees 

evidence for the Douce artist’s ‘reformist’ leanings: leanings that are mapped, via 

Wycliffe, to Richard FitzRalph [71295 - 1360], and adduced as evincing the artist’s 

familiarity with “reformist and polemical iconography” (1999, 27). The assumption 
that the artist was “unavoidably influenced by the FitzRalphian tradition of his native 

country” (1999, 27)63 is also invoked to explain some of the other “obsessions" 

revealed by his choice of pictures - identified as “his apparent disapproval of (1) 
images of entertainment, (2) fantastic creatures of any sort, and (3) the allegorical" 
(1999, 31). The absence of any images of entertainment is deemed all the more 

vexing in light of the fact that “such activities form a conspicuous part of the 
marginal inventory in books of hours and other illustrated texts” (1999,31) and, 

somewhat unexpectedly, in relation to “the highly developed musical culture of 
medieval Ireland.”64 (1999, 34)

The problems in expecting the Douce illustrations to conform with the conventions 

of illustration in very different types of books were addressed above, but the 

‘suppression’ of images of entertainment in Douce is here explicitly related to the

63 A consideration of Kerby-Fulton’s handling of this FitzRalphian tradition is beyond the 
scope of this chapter, but I would suggest that the immediate importance of FitzRalphian 
thought in the context of Anglo-lreland is somewhat overplayed in Iconography. In her 
discussion of FitzRalph in an Anglo-Irish context, Kerby-Fulton draws heavily on the work of 
Walsh and Watt, but the latter’s observation elsewhere that “as theologian and anti
mendicant polemicist [FitzRalph] cut a more considerable figure outside Ireland than inside” 
should perhaps be borne in mind; as might the rather different perspective on ‘Ardmachus’ 
provided in the work of Aubrey Gywnn(Walsh, 1981; Watt, 1970; Watt, 1987, quotation at 
343; Gwynn, 1933-6).
64 The evidence cited for this is the reference to the proficiency of Irish musicians in Gerald 
of Wales’s Topographia In the earliest illustrated (and English) Giraldian manuscripts, this 
passage is marked with a drawing of a harp in the margin: “iconography that virtually 
disappears in Anglo-Irish manuscripts after the mid-fourteenth century” (Kerby-Fulton and 
Despres, 1999, 34). The manuscripts by which the ‘virtually’ of this assertion is qualified are 
not listed, but given the paucity of extant Anglo-Irish manuscripts from this period, and the 
complete lack of evidence that the earliest illustrative tradition associated with the Giraldian 
manuscripts was ever known in Ireland, I find it difficult to accord this the significance that 
Kerby-Fulton does.
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Anglo-Irish context of its production. Put briefly, the argument is this: the register of 

FitzRalph’s successor, John Swayne, records five decrees “enacted on the basis of 

the previous legislation of ‘lord Richard’”, among them “a series of prohibitions 

against various forms of entertainment and the maintenance of entertainers: 

forbidden were mimes, jugglers, poets, drummers [...] harpers, and those who 

extort gifts, presumably in return for their talents and services” (Walsh, 1981, cited 

by Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 33-4). This, in conjunction with the similar 

prohibitions of the Statutes of Kilkenny (1366) is argued to be the source of “at least 

some of the Douce artist’s apparent ‘puritianism’” (1999, 34-5). Moreover:

Whilst the Episcopal motivation for such prohibitions may well have been 

overtly moral and social, political factors cannot - in this context - be 

ignored. It is difficult to grasp the unusual degree of legislated cultural 

intervention in colonial Ireland, but one can trace the effects of it even in 

iconographical patterns (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 34-5).

Again, in her zealous attempts to offer an explanation for the Douce illustrator’s 

deviance from an imagined norm - an explanation which strains to breaking point 

the significance of the manuscript’s cultural context - Kerby-Fulton disregards the 

most valid (and most tangible) context in which the marginal illustrations might be 

read: that of the poem they actually accompany. Allowing, once more, for the 

unwarranted assumption that the Douce illustrator considered, and rejected, 

portraying “images of entertainment”, one does not have to look beyond the text of 

the poem itself in search of an explanation. As Pearsall observes, “Minstrels, true 

and false, are like hermits and beggars, one of Langland’s persistent 

preoccupations, presumably because their moral status in society, like that of 

hermits and beggars, is so blurred and open to challenge.”65 And in the C-text of 

Piers Plowman, Langland’s treatment of minstrels is rather less ambiguous than it 

was in the poem’s earlier recensions:

And summe murthes to make as mynstrels conneth 

Wolleth neyther swynke ne swete, bote sweren grete othes,

Fyndeth out foule fantasyes and foies hem maketh 

And hath wytt at wille to worche yf [thjei wolde

Pearsall, ed.1978, note to Prologue, line 35.
On the revisions to the C-text relating to minstrels, see Donaldson, 1949. Line references to 
the B-Text are from Schmidt, ed. 1995.
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That Poule prechede of hem preue hit y myhte;
Qui turpiloquium loquitur \s Luciferes knaue

[C. Prologue. 35 - 40 

c/f B. Prologue. 35ff]

3e lordes and ladies and legates of holy churche 

That feden foel sages, flateres and lyares,

And han lykyng to lythen hem in hope to do Sow lawhe - 

Ve vobis qui ridetis -

And 3eueth such mede and mete and pore men refuse,

In 3oure deth-deynge y drede me sore

Laste tho manere men to muche sorwe 3ow bryng.

Conencientes et agentes pare pena punientur.

Patriarkes and prophetes, precheours of goddes wordes,
Sauen thorw here sarmon mannes soule fram helle;

Ryht so flateres and fools aren [th]e fendes procuratours 

To entise men thorw here tales to synne and to harlotrie.
[C. VII. 82-91]

Langland’s elimination, in the Prologue of the C-text, of the classification of ‘good’ 

and ‘bad’ minstrels found there in the A- and B-texts is, of course, facilitated by his 
more comprehensive development in the C-text of the idea of ioculatores Dei. 
Kerby-Fulton, seeking to justify her expectation that minstrels should figure in the 

manuscript's pictorial cycle, argues that this is evidence of Langland’s attempt “to 

reclaim and allegorize the image of the minstrel in the spirit of th[is] primitive 

Franciscan ideal’’ (1999, 31). Furthermore, she contends, with reference to the 

“merye-mouthed men, munstrals of heuene” of C. IX. 126, that the Douce 

illustrator’s decision to depict the ‘lunatic lollar’ [fol. 42r figure 8] at this passage is 

determined not only by his culturally derived aversion to portraying minstrels, but 
also by his commitment to giving Langland’s “reclaiming strategy [...] a social 

‘democratic’ thrust” (1999, 31). Thus:

[l]t is not the image of the minstrel that he elected to rehabilitate, or the 

image of the itinerant religious [...], but the image of the poor. In the passage 

just cited [C. IX. 128-133], he chose to portray not a minstrel, but a ragged 

lunatic, with an unmistakable dignity that is lovingly enhanced by the delicate 
gold dust he reserved almost entirely for four figures, all raggedly poor 

(Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 31).
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However, a consideration of the passage in question might lead one to suggest that 

the Douce illustrator has read Langland’s text rather more carefully than Kerby- 

Fulton appears to have done. Langland makes it clear in these lines that the 

“munstrals of heuene” - whose non-appearance in the manuscript’s illustrative cycle 

so exercises Kerby-Fulton - are the poor, and indeed, the very ‘lunatics’ selected for 

illustration at this point in Douce 104. Castigating the practices of able-bodied 

beggars, Langland qualifies his condemnation with reference to those otherwise 

incapacitated:

And 3ut ar ther o[th]er beggares, in hele, as hit semeth,

Ac hem wanteth wyt, men and women bothe,

The whiche are lunatky lollares and lepares aboute,
[...]

Barfoot and bredles, beggeth they of no man
[...]

Suche manere men, Matheu vs techeth,

We sholde haue hem to house and helpe hem when they come.

Et egenos vagosque indue in domun tuam

For hit aren merye-mouthed men, munstrals of heuene

And godes boys, bourdyors, as the book telleth.

[C. IX. 105-107; 121; 124-127]

The Douce illustrator’s decision to depict the ‘lunatic lollar’ at this passage is thus 

clearly prompted by a well-informed understanding of the poem itself rather than by 

his imagined cultural preoccupations. If the peculiarly anachronistic label of “social 

‘democratic’ thrust’’ must, in fact, be appended to anything, it is perhaps worth 

noting that it is certainly more readily applicable to what Pearsall describes as the 

“audacious" imagery employed by Langland, both here and elsewhere,66 than it is to 

the speculative FitzRalphian-mediated concern for reform which Kerby-Fulton 

suggests as having motivated the artist.

If the claims made on the manuscript’s “visual silence” for the illustrator’s 

iconomachia, or for his culturally-conditioned sensitivities regarding the depiction of 

entertainment are unconvincing, then no less so are the claims made for the other

Pearsall, ed. 1978, note to Passus IX, 127
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categories of omission identified by Kerby-Fulton - those of “fantastic creatures of 
any sort” and “the allegorical”, which can here be very briefly addressed. The 

illustrator’s sensitivity to the allegory of Langland’s poem is clearly demonstrated in 

his pictures, and is discussed in section two, above. Quite what Kerby-Fulton 

expected to see by way of fantastic creatures in the margins of the Douce text is an 

unanswerable question; but in light of the last two 'sins of omission’ laid at the door 

of the Douce artist, it is perhaps unfortunate that in her discussion of the image in 

Douce which most approximates the ‘fantastic’ - that of Tom Two-Tongue’ [fol. 109r] 

- she explains the presence of this “unrealistic figure” on the grounds that “his 

‘deformity’ has an allegorical, not a frivolous basis" (1999, 32).

The projection of culturally specific concerns into the Douce manuscript’s illustrative 
cycle is not limited to the discussion of the first chapter of Iconography and the 

Professional Reader. Although the claims made in the chapters which follow for the 

artist’s “social dissent”, unease with authority, and “progressive” concern for the 

poor, are, at least, not adduced from the negative evidence of what he did not 
illustrate, they are, in their persistent foregrounding of an Anglo-Irish context, and 
their resolute uninterest in assessing the extent to which the illustrations are 

mediated by the concerns of the text they accompany, perhaps equally problematic.

A revealing instance of this pervasive tendency in Iconography to distance the 
Douce Piers Plowman from Piers Plowman itself is remarked upon, in a non- 

illustrative context, in Hanna’s review article on the volume. Kerby-Fulton opens her 

discussion in chapter two, “Visual Literacy and the Iconography of Social Dissent”, 
with the following observation:

There are very few certainties about the Douce manuscript, but one of them 

is that both the scribe and the annotator-corrector set out to translate Piers 

Plowman into Hiberno-English. And, in fact, the colophon of the manuscript 
(fol. 112v) actually tells us this:

Explicit liber de Retro Ploughman 

Anno regni regis henrici sexti sexto 
Et fir’ louis

Ante fesft/m Michael/s Incept’ trassup’
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[...] The final two heavily abbreviated words likely stand for “Incepto 

transsumptione [sic],” the last word in any case being some form of 

transumptio, which normally means "translation” - and given the thorough 

conscientiousness of both scribe and corrector in the Middle Hiberno-English 

(MHE) dialect, there seems no reason to assume that the word is used 

merely as a metaphor here for copying or transcribing (Kerby-Fulton and 

Despres, 1999, 42).

The emphasis placed on the ‘translation’ of the poem here, and the refutation of any 

non-literal use of the term in this context is perhaps unexpected. Scribal 

‘translation’, from one English dialect to another, especially from that of an exemplar 

dialectally unfamiliar into a copy text which reflects the scribe’s own dialect, is surely 

too common a feature of the transmission of vernacular texts in late medieval 

manuscript culture to require much by the way of explanation. Moreover, Kerby- 

Fulton’s interpretation of “transumpcio" in this context is at odds with that offered by 

Pearsall in the introduction to the Douce facsimile, where he notes, “transumptio" is 

“commonly used to mean translation, and most probably used here to refer to 

transcription.” (Pearsall and Scott, 1992, ix note 1) Picking up on both these points, 

(and in emphatic agreement with Pearsall’s interpretation)67 Hanna makes an 

astute, and characteristically trenchant, observation regarding the implications of 

Kerby-Fulton’s reading of the colophon, which suggests the scribe “is overtly 

‘translating’ the text, thus making it into something uniquely Irish, not English.” 

(Hanna, 1999, 186). The charge is explicitly refuted in Kerby-Fulton’s response to 

Hanna’s article - “We nowhere say that the Douce scribe was “making [Piers] into 

something uniquely Irish, not English” (1999b, 199), but whilst the actual words may 

never appear, verbatim, in the text of Iconography, assumptions closely akin to 

them underpin the treatment of the Douce manuscript throughout this study.

And nowhere is this more clearly evidenced than in Kerby-Fulton’s discussion of the 

illustrations. It was previously contended that the ‘reformist’ tendencies of Douce 

illustrator, if indeed, they existed, were predicated, not on his peculiarly Anglo-Irish 

outlook, but rather on the contents of the text he was illustrating. The same

67 As he drily notes, if trannsumpcio does refer here to translation, it “is the subject of an 
extensive literature in historical linguistics and dialectology." He continues, “But it’s very 
unlikely that transsumpcio means [‘translation’] in any case: it’s perfectly well recorded in 
medieval Anglo-Latin in the sense ‘copying (a text.)’ This, pace Kerby-Fulton’s ill-conceived 
effort to debunk Derek Pearsall’s proper translation, is not a metaphor, but instead a 
metaphorical extension of the narrower classical sense, a well-known feature in historical 
semantics" (Hanna, 1999, 186).
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observation holds true for the two remaining areas that emerge from her study as 

issues of particular importance to the Douce artist: questions surrounding authority, 

and the subject of poverty.

The Douce illustrator’s issues with authority, his concerns surrounding poverty, and 

the cultural background assumed to have sponsored these concerns, are the 

subject of the second half of Kerby-Fulton’s chapter on “Visual Literacy and Social 

Dissent”, and as such, they are set up by the assumptions of the ‘separatist’ nature 

of the Douce Piers Plowman evidenced, in microcosm, by her treatment of the 

poem’s colophon. Asserting that “Douce stands alone amongst its closest 

(unframed marginally illustrated contemporaries) as a repository of visual 

antiauthoritarianism”, (1999, 60)68 Kerby-Fulton seeks to explain this by reference to 

the “new cultural awareness” (59) of the Anglo-Irish.

The Anglo-Irish, then, were not simply English living in Ireland. Many families 

had been there for generations, and like all colonists, the Anglo-Irish were 

themselves colonised, taking on many things from the culture that 

surrounded them [. . .] Those English who had been settled for any length of 

time in Ireland soon developed loyalties to Ireland and resentments toward 

the neglect or abuse perpetrated by absentee English rule. Thus it was, for 

instance, that when Edward Bruce invaded Ireland in 1315 he drew support 

not just from the Irish, but also from the Anglo-Irish. It was not without cause 

that the Anglo-Irish called themselves of the ‘middle nation’ [...] Their 

experience of secular lordship was too often at best one of neglect, at worst 

one of exploitation. Poverty was rampant in the colony. All of this can be 

seen in the Douce artist’s ambivalent treatment of authority figures, an 

ambivalence even more deep-seated than Langland’s. Open political satire 

would no doubt have been considered unsafe [...] But strategic silence and 

ambivalence can be effective tools, and the Douce artist used them 

unreservedly (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 59-60).

Disregarding, for the moment, the final sentences of the quotation cited above, there 

is nothing in the account of late medieval Anglo-lreland offered here that is 

particularly objectionable.

68 And arguments from “strategic silence" (1999, 60) make an unwelcome reappearance in 
this section.
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A pedantic reader might note that the one and only recorded contemporary instance 

of the use of the phrase “middle nation” comes not from the settlers themselves, but 
rather from the remonstrance sent to Pope John XXII by Domnall 6 Neill, a Gael 

(and a Scot, to boot!) (Cf. Lydon, 1984, 1-2). Such a reader would certainly want to 

demur over the not actually inaccurate, but somewhat misleading account of the 

Bruce invasion offered by Kerby-Fulton. It overlooks the highly complex and fairly 

fluid political allegiances of both Irish and Anglo-Irish, the vast majority of whom 

were motivated by opportunistic and strategic concerns, rather than by any 

semblance of ‘national identity’, as Kerby-Fulton implies. A number of Anglo-Irish 

lords allied themselves with the Scots, but it is worth noting that support for Bruce 

from either Irish or Anglo-Irish was by no means a given. (Certainly, it was far from 

forthcoming from the citizens of Dublin, who tore down a number of buildings, 

including churches, to obtain masonry for the purpose of constructing a defensive 

wall to thwart Bruce, and set fire to their own suburbs rather than capitulate to him) 

(Lydon, 1987(a), 291).69

The economic situation of late medieval Ireland is rather harder to assess. It had 
certainly been in severe decline during the fourteenth century, when political unrest, 

famine-inducing weather, and, (as in England and indeed, elsewhere in Europe) the 
Black Death had all taken their toll on population and revenue. Recent research, 

however (drawing, amongst other things, on the evidence for the proliferation of 
tower-houses and the foundation of new religious houses) suggests that despite the 
gloomy predictions of reports emanating from colonial Ireland, the fifteenth century 

saw an improvement in economic conditions. “If anything”, concludes Duffy, “the 

evidence points to something of an economic revival in this period” (Duffy, 1997, 

165). And as Kevin Down notes, in relation to a work whose dating to the 1430s 

makes it nearly contemporary with Douce 104, “Ireland’s potential as a source of 
wealth was stressed by the author of the Libelle [of Englyshe polycye]70 (Down,

1987, 491).

Such caveats notwithstanding, the broad-brush outline of the Anglo-Irish offered 

here by Kerby-Fulton is certainly not untenable. Whether or not it “can be seen in 

the Douce artist’s ambivalent treatment of authority figures", or in his sympathetic 
handling of the poor, and whether this was “an ambivalence even more deep-seated

69 Kerby-Fulton’s account here is at risk of seriously misrepresenting the rather more 
nuanced discussion offered by Watt, 1970, from which it is derived.
70Warner, ed , 1926.
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than Langland’s”, (1999, 60) are rather different questions, which may now be 

addressed.

Summing up her discussion of the treatment of authority in the Douce images, 

Kerby-Fulton says this:

[T]he Douce artist’s view of true authority is, like the authority of the 

Beatitudes or perhaps of the radical Franciscans’ tradition, antihierarchical. 

For him, those who have suffered patiently are literally the only ones worthy 

of receiving reward (which the artist bestows selectively in his use of gold 

dust and other precious metals.) All his well intentioned authority figures 

(and there are not many) are puzzled or saddened rather than commanding. 

Figures that undermine or satirize legal, institutional, or established authority 

are prevalent: Mede [figure 17]; Mede and the sheriff [FIGURE 18], Mede 

and the friar [figure 19], Liar holding the charter [fol. 9r], the bishop asleep 

as the wolf attacks [figure 22], the bribed lawyer arguing his case [figure 

2], Recklessness [figure 5] and Trajan [fol. 56r] challenging theological 

doctrine, Tom Stowe taking the (social) law into his own hands [fol. 23r], 

Wastor defying the civil law [fol. 37v], the proud priest openly flouting 

ecclesiastical law [fol. 109v], and innumerable corrupt friars.71 The reader 

turning the pages of Douce 104 even an illiterate reader, sees images of a 

church and society in chaos. Certainly Langland’s poem - along with a 

tradition of normally safely Latinate reformist ecclesiology - is the impetus 

for some of this, but even Langland cannot be fully responsible for the near 

anarchy visualized on these pages. [...]lfthe Douce artist occasionally 

outdoes Langland in the bitterness and cynicism of his handling of authority, 

he came by it honestly and culturally (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 66-7 

[First emphasis original, latter emphasis mine]).

To describe the Douce miniatures as depicting “near anarchy”, is, perhaps, to 

overstate the case, but Kerby-Fulton’s emphasis on the culturally-mediated 

antiauthoritarianism of the Douce artist again fails to give sufficient weight to the 

extent to which each, and every, example cited in the quoted passage is textually

71 Six friars, in total, are illustrated in Douce (fols 11v; 44r; 46r; 67r; 67v; and 111v) Of these 
depictions, one (of the Franciscan friar on 46r) is rendered relatively neutrally (Pearsall and 
Scott, 1992, lix), despite the rather more satirical treatment of the friar at this point in 
Langland’s text. The more negative presentations of the friars elsewhere in the manuscript 
are all textually derived.
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derived. Consider, for example, her discussion of the “well intentioned authority 

figures,” derived from her earlier analysis of, amongst others, the king, Conscience, 

and Reason.

When illustrating the king [fol. 18r; figure 23], Kerby-Fulton asserts:

[T]he Douce artist altered the standard-model book type in one of his 

characteristically ambivalent treatments of authority. In the Laud picture 

[Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Laud Misc. 730, fol. 9; figure 28, (which 

Kerby-Fulton here uses for comparative purposes)] the king’s hand is raised 

in the announcing gesture, his authority to command emphasized by the 

upright sword in his right hand. In Douce, however, both the king’s hands 

rest quietly in his lap; his scepter is clutched unassumingly, almost 

forgetfully, as he muses on Conscience’s “teneful” warning to those who 

take bribes[C. III. 493ff] (1999, 54).

However, not only does Kathleen Scott consider the depiction of the king in Douce 

to be “in no way unconventional, apart from the king’s sideways glace at his 

speech”72 (Pearsall and Scott, 1992, xliv), but as Kerby-Fulton here rightly notes, his 

presentation in the Douce manuscript is derived from the text of the poem, where 

the king listens to Conscience’s rebuttal of Lady Mede’s argument. [C. Ill 482-497] 

Langland does not present the king as an actively authoritative character at this 

stage in the poem: witness his ready acceptance of both Mede’s spurious 

arguments, and Conscience’s emphatic rejection of them; and indeed, directly 

beside his picture in Douce, in the opening lines of Passus VI, the king’s authority is 

explicitly undermined in Conscience’s gainsaying of his direct command:

“Cesseth,” saide [th]e kynge, “Y soffre Sow no lengore

3e shal sauhtene for sothe and serue me bothe.

Kusse here," quod the kyng, “Consience, y hote.”

“Nay by Crist,” quod Consience, “congeie me rathir!”

[C. IV. 1-4]

72 Scott and Kerby-Fulton identify different lines of the text as the target of the king’s gaze. 
For Scott, it is the opening lines of Passus VI: “Cesseth,” saide [th]e kynge, “Y soffre 3ow no 
lengore” that the King looks towards; for Kerby-Fulton “the king’s eyes focus quite exactly on 
the last half of line [C HI.] 495, 'as i haue rad, and o[th]er [th]at can rede’” and thus acts as “a 
strikingly self reflexive mnemonic for the parable about sloppy reading” (1999, 54-5). I find 
the picture could support either reading.
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The ambiguous authority Kerby-Fulton sees evidenced in the portrait of the king in 

Douce is in fact, textually derived, rather than culturally conditioned, and her 

interpretation of the picture of Conscience [fol. 15r; figure 11] is similarly open to 

question. “Conscience”, she writes, “has the model-book delicacy and dignity of the 

king, but also his saddened bemused eyes. He turns away from the text, conveying 

the sense that the written word is not the powerhouse of authority [...]” (1999, 60). 

As Hardman, cited in the discussion of this image above, has shown, the text 

Conscience rejects is given no authority in the poem: the passage upon which he 

turns his back contains Mede’s self-serving pleas, which he quite rightly dismisses, 

and the passage overleaf, to which he gestures, contains his own authoritative 

response to her claims.

The discussion of Reason [fol. 19r figure 24] is equally unconvincing. Seated in a 

throne-like chair, similar to that of the king, and looking directly at the reader, beside 
the lines in which the king upholds Peace’s petition [C. VI. 45ff], the depiction is one 
that Kerby-Fulton concedes to “come close[. . .] to the kind of assertive, proclamative 

figure one expects iconographically”. Her argument at this stage thus relies on “the 
figure [being] so poorly executed [?] that it is difficult to say with certainty that he 

lacks the ambivalence that haunts his closest colleagues, Conscience and the king, 
in the cycle." (1999, 60 [my emphasis])

In terms of the undermining or satirizing of authority in the other images cited above, 

each can be shown to be derived from the text of the poem. To take just the first 

three examples cited: the artist’s attentiveness to the allegorical implications of Lady 

Mede’s presentation by Langland was discussed previously. Liar’s charter is 

textually derived, as is the questioning of legal authority it symbolises. It is the false 

marriage charter “Gyle hath gyue to Falsnesse and grauntid also Mede” [C. II. 70], 

and pictured here on fol. 9r beside the lines which, echoing the legal phrasing of a 

charter, tell of the consequences of following Falseness. [C. II. 103ff] The image of 

the bishop [fol. 44r; figure 22] likewise, is as Scott notes, an instance where the 

artist “seems to have read th[e] passage carefully.” Three separate illustrations have 

been added to this page. In the lower right margin is the bishop, seated and 

seemingly asleep, his mitre slipping from his head. Above him is the ‘false friar’ of C. 

IX. 249, and in the lower left margin of the page, a wolf sinking his teeth into the 

neck of a sheep. The image of the negligent shepherd is of course a familiar and 

widespread one, but the artist renders it with fidelity to the text: “Piers twice insists
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on the damage to the wool - ‘the wolf shyt [th]e wolle’ [C. IX. 264]; ‘[th]e wolf that 

the wolle fouleth’ [C .IX. 268] - and on the subsequent loss in value of the wool for 

which the bishop/shepherd is accountable; and the artist made a point of showing 

blood on the wool, his literal rendering of the text” (Pearsall and Scott, 1992, Iviii).73 

The lines on which the image of the bishop draws are C. IX. 255-61:

The cause of al this caytiftee cometh of many bischope

That soffreth suche sotte and o[th]er synnes regne.

Certes, ho-so durste sygge hit, Simon quasi dormit;

Vigilare were fayrere, for thow haste a greet charge.

For many wakere wolues ar wroken into thy foldes;

Thy berkeres aren as blynde that bringeth forth thy lombren

Dispergentur oues, [th]e dogge dar nat berke

The undermining of the bishops’ institutional authority here is clearly Langland’s. 

The Douce artist might well “absolutely refuse[..] to show ecclesiastical authorities 

ensconced in power” (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 55), but in this, and much 

else, he takes his cue from the text he was illustrating: and it is a text in which the 

nature of authority - be it secular, legal, ecclesiastical, or even textual - is subject to 

extensive and persistent scrutiny.

If the questioning of authority is a recurrent theme in Langland’s poetry, then no less 

so is the issue of poverty. As the abundance of scholarship on the topic testifies, 

Langland’s concerns over poverty are explored in all three versions of Piers 

Plowman, and the poet seems to have struggled, throughout the revision and 

reworking of his poem, to satisfactorily reconcile his spiritually orthodox “conceptual 

understanding of poverty as a religious virtue” with the acute sensitivity to “the 

reality of indigence” evidenced in his work (Pearsall, 1988, 174).74

73 Scott also suggests that the picture of the false friar is a component part of the visual 
imagery on this page: “Although the artist was correct in not illustrating the shepherd’s dog 
(one of the ‘berkeres’ that failed to appear), he may in a sly manner have translated the 
literary image into related visual terms. The Carmelites, who were particularly active from the 
late fourteenth century well into the fifteenth century in refuting Wycliffite heresies, had been 
named ‘white dogs’ by Wyclif himself; and one manuscript illustration actually shows two 
Carmelite friars visually associated with white hounds, In the poem’s insistence on ‘[th]e 
dogge [that] dar nat berke’ (9.261) and the hound that does not do its duty [C.IX. 267-8] the 
artist (etc.) may have recognised (or thought he recognised) an allusion to the Carmelites 
and responded by putting the false friar, who is the upper figure on the page, in the white 
habit” (Pearsall and Scott, 1992, Iviiii).
74 On Langland and issues of poverty see, amongst others, Shepherd, 1983; Aers, 1983 and 
1988; Pearsall, 1988; Hewett Smith, 1996, 1998, and 2001; Scott, 2004.
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This concern for, and sympathetic understanding of, the impact of poverty upon real 

people seems, as both Pearsall (1993) and Kerby-Fulton argue, to have been 

shared by the Douce artist, as his sensitive handing of figures such as the beggar, 

[fol. 5T; figure 25] the blind man, [fol. 43r; figure 12] the ‘lunatic lollar’, [fol. 42r; 

figure 8] and the poor man [fol. 72r; figure 26] indicates. For Pearsall, the Douce 

artist’s selection and handling of these images is evidence of his close attention to 

the development of the theme of poverty in the Piers Plowman C-text, and in 

particular to the concept of the idealization of patient poverty as it is explored and 

tested by Langland. In this, as Pearsall notes, the Douce artist is not alone. A similar 

interest in, and attention to, the working out of this debate is evidenced by other 

contemporary readers of Piers Plowman, perhaps suggesting that it was an aspect 

of the poem which held a particular resonance: “The manner in which [the Douce 

illustrator] picks up this theme can be associated with scribal or editorial 

interventions in the llchester manuscript and in Huntington Library MS HM 114, 

where material on poverty is similarly given a special prominence in editorial 

recensions of the text" (Pearsall, 1993, 210).75

Kerby-Fulton’s discussion of the illustrator’s handling of the idea of poverty in Piers 

Plowman puts rather more emphasis on the context in which the artist was working 

than it does on the treatment of the theme by either Langland or by other early 

readers of his work.76 Iconography contends that the artist’s cultural background in 

late medieval Anglo-lreland permitted him to express a more radical sympathy on 

the subject than the poet could, to the extent that “Langland’s own struggle with 

distinguishing between the “deserving” and “undeserving" poor,77 [...] is barely an 

issue for the Douce artist. His treatment of the poor, rather, tends to be both socially 

and iconographically “iconoclastic”" (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 65).

75 On these interventions, see Pearsall, 1981; and Scase, 1987.
76 John Ball and William Palmere are both cited as readers whose “’democratizing’ 
tendencies” might be paralleled in the Douce artist (1999, 65), but the suggestion is not 
developed.
77 The phrasing here is that of Pearsall, 1998. Pearsall warns of the danger of looking too 
hard in Piers Plowman for evidence of Langland as “the radical reformer" (177); but he also 
draws attention to how Langland’s thinking about the 'undeserving poor’ is rather more 
sympathetic than the ‘official line’ on the question, as recorded in e.g. Commons petitions:

The question is not, and never is in the Middle Ages, how to eliminate poverty, but 
how to discriminate between the deserving and the undeserving poor, and then what 
to do with the latter. The difference here, between Langland’s view of the matter and 
the contemporary move towards discrimination in charity, is the continued 
scrupulous concern that Langland has for the 'undeserving poor', and the debate 
that he enters concerning their entitlement to personal or organised charity. The 
government, by contrast, had no interest in any such debate." (1988, 175-6)
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One strand of this perceived iconoclasm is predicated, again, on the absence from 

Douce of images comparable with the iconographic conventions of devotional texts, 

such as the charity-giving scenes in the Hours of Catherine of Cleves. (1999, 65) 

Another rests in what Kerby-Fulton deems the artist’s impetus for “the sanctification 

of everyday life” (1999, 64), an expression, in microcosm, of the “radical social and 

political generosities” and “the astonishing social gestures” (xiv) she sees in the 

manuscript. In relation to the former, she cites as an example the “deeply 

sympathetic figure of Activa Vita” [fol 69r; figure 27] arguing “if, as Maidie Hilmo 

has suggested, the black appearance of the spade and the tip of the plow-stick is 

owing to the oxidization of, perhaps, silver, then what we have here is a graphic 

instance of his respect for and sanctification of the ‘ordinary’” (1999, 65). Hedged as 

it is with suppositions, the example given is not especially convincing as a ‘graphic 

instance’ of this ‘sanctification’. (Nor, in a later assertion as “apparently made of 

oxidized silver” does the oven-spade necessarily bear the interpretative weight 

placed upon it: as representing “a reformist agenda that quite outstrips the social 

imagination of most medieval visual artists and that springs from a striking 

generosity one sees in Anglo-Irish cultural productions” (1999, 111).)78

Other examples offered in the study of the radical sympathies and concern for the 

poor evidenced by the Douce artist are similarly open to question. Much 

interpretative weight is given to the illustrator’s selective use of precious metals, 

which the authors of the study see as indicating both his moral approbation, and his 

“progressive” and “democratizing” bent. The discussion surrounds four images in 

particular (the blind man, [fol. 43r; FIGURE 12] Patience, [fol. 70r; FIGURE16] the 

lunatic lollar [fol. 42r; FIGURE 8] and the Dreamer / ‘Bide’ [fol. 55r; FIGURE 14) which 

the artist appears to have finished using a wash of gold dust, but also extends to the 

supposed use of silver on the belt of the Franciscan Friar, [fol. 46r; figure 4]79 and 

on the tools associated with Activa Vita, (discussed above.) Initially, this would 

seem to be a decision on the part of the artist that might support the reading offered 

in Iconography, but even allowing for the fact that the effect of the gold wash 

finishing may have been much more striking to contemporary readers of the

78 There is a marked reluctance throughout Iconography to entertain the notion that 
sometimes, a spade might just be a spade.
79 That this is, in fact, silver is not certain. It is cited as such by Kerby-Fulton, but the 
accompanying footnote (216 n. 90) qualifies this with reference to Maidie Hilmo’s 
dissertation, from which the observation is drawn: “Hilmo [. . .] points out that [the belt’s] 
sheen is either silver or possibly “glare white” intended to look like silver.”
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manuscript than it is now (the gold flecks on Patience’s coat is the only instance of 

this finish now perceptible to the naked eye - discussion of the other examples in 

Iconography draw on Hilmo’s analysis of the illustrations under ultraviolet light), the 

use of gold on other occasions in the manuscript (such as the wash on the 

underside of Fortune’s wheel, or the gold leaf on Pride’s ‘folly bells’) cannot be 

easily fitted into the paradigm offered.80

As a final example of the extent to which the discussion of the Douce illustrations in 

Iconography and the Professional Reader is dependent on a particular interpretation 

of the image in question, Kerby-Fulton’s analysis of the figure on fol. 48v [figure 9] 

might be mentioned. Positioned beside the text of C. X. 208 - 18, part of a lengthy 

passage in Passus X in which Wit grounds the life of Dowel in observance of, and 

obedience to the Church’s teaching on the sanctity of marriage. The figure is 

identified by Kerby-Fulton and Despres, with reference to lines 208 - 11, as an 

image of a “Young Bastard”:

And this is no more to mene but men [th]at ben bygeten 

Out of matrimonye, nat moyloure, mowen nat haue [th]e grace 

That lele legityme by [th]e lawe may daymen.

And [th]at my sawe is soth [th]e sauter bereth witnesse:

Concepit in dolore et peperit iniquitatem

In her discussion of this image, Kerby-Fulton not only sees it as suggesting “the 

social tragedy [of illegitimacy] even more tenderly than Langland’s text itself 

warrants" (1999, 53), but explicitly relates it to the FitzRalphian mediated concerns 

assumed to be reflected in the Anglo-Irish context of its production:

FitzRalph also established or championed other long-lasting reformist 

concerns that might explain the pictorial choices in Douce, like his attacks on 

fornication and invalid marriages. Despite the ecclesiastical reforms of the 

twelfth century and the best efforts of English kings like Henry II (still

80 To indulge, for a moment, in speculation, I wonder if the use of gold-wash on these 
images might be related to their relative proximity to the three illuminated initials on fols. 45'', 
82r and 99'. If, as Kerby-Fulton and Despres argue, the scribe and the illustrator are the 
same individual (also responsible for the decoration of the manuscript), then might it be 
possible that, having applied the gold-leaf to the illuminated initials, he (rather than 
discarding any crumbs of gold leaf lost in the process of application) simply mixed any 
remnants into the yellow coloured wash he used to finish each of the illustrations 
mentioned?
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regarded as a hero among the fifteenth-century Anglo-Irish), many of the 

social customs of the native Irish, such as “Gaelic secular marriage,” were 

widespread. In the upper classes marriages were frequently and easily 

dissolved, and the traditional hereditary privilege of the clerical profession, 

whereby even clergy were expected to marry under Gaelic law, added to the 

chaos. It is perhaps no wonder that the Douce artist emphasized Langland’s 

teachings on the evils of bastardy, which much have been a topical subject 

among colonists. But his sympathetic rendering of the unfortunate young 

bastard [...] who holds his head in the traditional iconographic gesture of 

grief, is likely that of a kinder lay (or laicized) perspective on an object of 

clerical condemnation (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 35).81

This identification of the image on fol. 48v as a “young bastard” is not untenable, but 

is not that offered by Kathleen Scott who, whilst noting the unconventional 

iconography of the image, has no hesitation in identifying the figure as a depiction of 

Cain; adduced at this point in Wit’s speech as the allegorical progenitor of all 

unrighteous men:

Caym [th]e corsede creature conseyued was in synne 

[...]

So was Caym conseyued and so ben corsed wreches 

[Thjat lycame haen a3en [th]e lawe [thjat cure lord ordeynede.

Alle [thjat come of Caym caytyue were euere

[C. X. 212; 217-19]

“The artist”, writes Scott, “has drawn Cain slightly bent and clearly suffering under 

the curse of his blood. His hands are to his head in a conventional but convincing 

movement of grief that probably conveyed to the medieval reader a lamenting 

gesture of the damned” (Pearsall and Scott, 1992, lx). In terms of the allegorical 

implications of Wit’s discourse at this point, Cain would seem to be perhaps the 

more likely illustrative choice for the artist (his alleged aversion to illustrating 

allegory or biblical figures notwithstanding), and Kerby-Fulton’s eagerness to link 

the pictorial decisions in the manuscript to their Anglo-Irish context here plays a 

significant role in influencing her identification and interpretation of the image.

81 No references are given for the account of marriage practices offered here, which is 
perhaps at risk of conflating various issues which had arisen over the course of nearly three 
centuries of Gaelic and ‘English’ interaction. On the differences in the laws informing 
marriages in Gaelic and Anglo-Irish practice, see Kenny, 2006, and Cosgrove, 1985, 35-50.
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The latter point is certainly true of her discussion of another marginal figure, which is 

contextualised to the imagined concerns of Anglo-lreland in a manner that far 

exceeds the evidence. The figure in question is found on fol. 108v [figure 10], and 

described in Scott’s catalogue as a “[f]ull figure of a man, barefoot, with rough 

features, in short yellow tunic and pale hood, holding a long yellow stave, with one 

leg raised.” (Pearsall and Scott, 1992, Ixxvii). Scott identifies the figure as “Lyf”, with 

reference to C. XX. 152-156, but a somewhat different interpretation is offered by 

Kerby-Fulton, here discussing the image with reference to the Statutes of Kilkenny:

The Statutes also forbade the Anglo-Irish from playing “hurlings,” a Gaelic- 

Irish game still (in the twentieth century) notorious for its violence: this likely 

accounts for why the Douce illustrator chose to portray SleSth (Trickery) in 

Passus XXII with a “sling” that looks a good deal more like a hurling stick 

[sic]. In Douce this character (“Sleuth,” that is, “Sloth” in most manuscripts) 

has been remained as “Sle{3}th” by the correction over erasure of “u” to “3" 
in all three lines where it occurs (fol. 108v; XX. 158, 159, 164). The reason 

for the renaming is not difficult to see: the line “Sleuth was sley of werre” in 
Langland’s version tempted the Anglo-Irish illustrator to portray a Gaelic- 

Irishman. His bare feet and Irish hairstyle mark him as the cycle’s one 

(certain) Gaelic-lrishman, and it is not a flattering role (Kerby-Fulton and 
Despres, 1999, 98).

There are a number of problems with this identification of ‘SleSth’ (if that is, in fact, 

who it is meant to be) as a Gaelic-lrishman, not least the fact that the staff 
illustrated, whilst it certainly does not look like a sling, looks, pace Kerby-Fulton, 

nothing like a hurley.82 The assertion as to the figure’s “Irish hairstyle” is also 

dubious,83 as it is in no way remarkable when compared to some of the 

manuscript’s other depictions of figures whose heads are similarly untonsured or 

uncovered, for instance, the lawyer of fol. 4T; and a number of the other figures

82 The staff pictured is both the wrong length and the wrong shape to be a hurley. Even 
allowing for the common conflation of hurling and camanachd among those who Hutchison 
describes as “English observers of the Irish scene” (15), it is still far too long to be a 
representation of a shinty caman. Compare, for example, the contemporary engraving of 
broadsword, ball and caman on the fifteenth-century grave slab of Manas mac Mhoireasdain 
of Iona, in Inishowen, Donegal, pictured in Hutchinson, 2004, 18.
83 The relevant prohibition on adopting the hairstyles of the Irish is quoted, but the 
description offered, that those who adopt it, “having their heads half shaven, grow and 
extend the hairs from the back of the head” (trans. Barry, 1907, quoted in Kerby-Fulton and 
Despres, 1999, 98) is difficult to equate with the short hair of the figure pictured.
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illustrated in Douce are shown barefoot. As such, the ‘certainty’ of this depiction of 

the cycle’s one “Gaelic-lrishman” owes rather more to Kerby-Fulton than it does to 

the Douce artist, and once more, the image is unable to bear the interpretative 

contextualising weight foisted upon it.

The cultural context adduced to explain the radical tendencies claimed in their study 

for the Douce images is one in which Kerby-Fulton and Despres see not only a 

‘reformist’ bent, but also an acute and sympathetic sensitivity to poverty. There is, in 

the somewhat sporadic discussion of poverty and Anglo-lreland in Iconography and 

the Professional Reader, a tendency for this sensitivity to be asserted, rather than 

any particularly germane evidence for it being produced, but the extent to which 

their framing of this cultural context is predicated on traditional assessments of 

British Library Flarley 913 is worthy of note. The influence of critical perceptions of 

Harley 913 on the interpretation of Douce 104 in Iconography is discussed in the 

final section of this chapter, but before tracing the critical inheritance which both 
facilitates and prompts the ‘separatist’ reading of the Douce Piers Plowman offered 
in their study, it is useful to contrast the sympathetic, reformist, and ‘socially 

dissenting’ leanings they argue to be evidenced in the marginal miniatures of the 
Douce manuscript with the evidence also found there of another contemporary 
Anglo-Irish reading of Langland’s poem - that of the poem’s annotator.

-V-

Whilst the pictorial cycle attached to Piers Plowman in the Douce manuscript is 

unique amongst extant manuscripts of the poem, the 257 marginal annotations, 

which were added to Douce 104 shortly after the illustrations were completed, do 

find their counterpart in other Piers manuscripts. This extant corpus of Piers 

annotations thus provides a useful point of reference for considering the ways in 

which the Douce annotator’s reading of the poem (as evidenced by the marginal 

notes he appended) is consonant with, or diverges from, that which can be gleaned 
from other contemporary or near contemporary readers.

Previous studies of the annotation in Douce 104 have tended, for very pertinent 

reasons, to use the annotations of another C-text manuscript - San Marino, 
Huntington Library MS HM 143 - as the basis of comparison, but before considering 

the annotations of these two manuscripts in more detail, some preliminary 

comments about the nature of annotations in Piers Plowman manuscripts as a
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whole can be offered. A consideration of a wider range of manuscripts enables a 

broader, if necessarily more general, examination of the characteristic nature of 

Piers annotations, and with the aim of facilitating such a survey, the following 

discussion draws upon the research of, amongst others, Marie-Claire Uhart, and the 

transcriptions of marginal annotations in the B-text manuscripts in Benson and 

Blanchfield.84

In Uhart’s pioneering and influential study of the early reception of Langland’s 

poem(s), a distinction is made between contemporary marginalia added ‘post 

production’ and marginalia added to the text in the process of its preparation for 

readers. Whilst allowing for the potential overlap in the concerns and interests of 
both ‘book producers’ and a 'reading public’, Uhart’s study is nevertheless explicit in 

distinguishing what she argues to be their different aims:

Scribes, rubricators, and other functionaries of the book production process 
are all readers of the poem. But their reading is directed towards passing the 

poem on to further readers, and is, in that sense, concerned with the poem 
in a specialised way. [...] Readers often comment at different times, 
obviously noting different aspects of the poem which strike them on 

subsequent readings (this is apparent from distinct differences in ink among 

comments by the same hand). This kind of leisurely process of comment 
and re-appraisal is markedly different from the kind of pre-conceived scheme 

of rubrication which characterises most of the MSS. The kind of systematic 
identification of structural elements of the poem such as sermons, 

distinctiones, quotations and so on which has been identified among C-text 

rubrics occurs among annotations - readers seem to be interested in both 

subject manner and the structure of the text - but is less common than in 

rubrication. [...] The differences between the two forms of commentary have 

of course been simplified; rubricators do occasionally go beyond their 

specialised concern and comment directly on the issues of the poem, while 

readers frequently provide some form of guide similar to that of the 

rubricators; schemes of rubrication, like the readers’ comments are often

84 Uhart, 1986; Benson and Blanchfield, 1997. See also Russell, 1984; Doyle, 1986; 
Edwards and Pearsall, 1989.
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incomplete; and there is a relationship between the two forms of 
commentary in terms of mutual influence (Uhart, 1986, 109-110).85

Although the marginal notations of the Douce manuscript (while considered under 
the heading of 'annotation' in Uhart’s dissertation) are perhaps more appositely 

defined in the terms of her study as ‘rubrication’ - i.e. they are, in light of the 

thorough correction of the whole text of the poem in the same hand, perhaps to be 

associated with the production of the manuscript rather than the response of an 

early owner86 - Uhart’s observations on the nature of annotations of Piers 

manuscripts as a whole are nevertheless useful in giving a broad sense of the 

aspects of the poem which attracted attention from annotators. Whilst her 

discussion takes as its primary focus the different types of annotation evidenced in a 

particular Piers Plowman manuscript - Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Digby 145 - 
which is, by virtue of its known and datable scribe/annotator, in many ways 

atypical,87 she offers the following observations on the nature of annotations in the 

corpus as a whole:

Of the fifty-two complete MSS, eighteen have either no annotation or very 
little. Seven of those have none at all or any other indication of readership 
such as signs or sketches. The range of MSS with little or no annotation 
varies from the poorest quality MSS, such as J (A) and E(C) to the best 

MSS, such as V (A) and C (B)88, and with the exception of A+C texts (which

85 Rubrication, as defined in Uhart’s study, “which involves both the wording at passus 
divisions and in some MSS additional glossation and guidance, represents a direct and 
conscious attempt by the book producers to use their professional skills in providing readers 
with the means to understand the text, in terms of both form and content’’ (1986, 28).
86 This is certainly the assumption in Kerby-Fulton and Despres, where the 
corrector/annotator is considered as one of the study’s eponymous “professional readers”. 
(Defined as “those who edited, annotated, and illustrated books for the medieval reading 
public.’’ [xii]) Pearsall and Scott agree that the annotator and corrector are likely to have 
been the same person, and suggest also that he was probably responsible for the insertion 
of medial pauses after the text was written. On the question as to whether or not this 
process should be seen as part of the manuscript’s production, Pearsall and Scott are more 
reticent. Pearsall draws attention to Adams’ study of MS Harley 6041 [H2, A+C], which 
discusses the corrections made to the main text and the insertion of medial pauses by a 
sixteenth-century corrector. In Douce however, the situation is somewhat different, as the 
corrections and annotations are in a hand contemporary with that of the main scribe, leaving 
open the possibility that they were added as part of the manuscript’s production. (Pearsall 
and Scott, 1992, xviii-xxi; Adams, 1992, 57.
87 The poem was transcribed and annotated by Sir Adrian Fortescue in 1531-2. See the 
discussion in Uhart, 1986, and Thorlac Turville-Petre, 2000.
88 Respectively: New York, Pierpont Morgan Library MS M818; Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS 
Laud Misc, 656; Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Eng. Poetry a.1; Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Library, MS Dd 1.17
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are in any case, few in number), there is, roughly parity in numbers of 

unannotated MSS among the different texts of the poem.
[...]

The level of response among the remaining MSS varies from a few casual 

comments to extensive commentary throughout the text (Uhart, 1986, 111).

Interestingly, Uhart’s analysis of the manuscript corpus suggests that what is termed 

in her study as ‘rubrication’ (which includes the additional glosses and guidance to 

the reader provided by scribes) is most commonly found in “mid-range” Piers 

Plowman manuscripts: the category into which Douce 104 (leaving aside the 

exceptional nature of its illustrative cycle), can most readily be placed.89

Uhart’s examination of areas that seem to have been of particular interest to scribes 

preparing the text for readers confirms the validity of George Russell’s previous 

examination of early responses to the C-text for the extant corpus of Piers Plowman 

manuscripts as a whole. (Russell, 1984) Drawing on, and refining the terms of 
Russell’s assessment, Uhart identifies six areas of consistent and recurrent interest, 
which she enumerates as follows:

i) The noting of moral qualities and their personifications

ii) The general and individual personae of the poem

iii) An attention to structural elements of the poem associated with 
sermon literature

iv) Noting of key incidents

v) Piers the Plowman
vi) Prophecy (Uhart, 1986, 83)

A further addition to these areas of interest is suggested by C. David Benson, in his 

discussion of the original marginal notes appended to the manuscripts of the B- 

texts, which, he argues, “frequently reveal scribal interest in one of the principal 

themes of the poem: clerical life and reform.” A similar observation, that clerical 

reform was an area of interest, was also made by Scase; although in an illustrative 
example of the ambiguous nature of much marginal annotation, the two scholars 

accord a rather different significance to this scribal attentiveness, with Scase

89 X (C) [San Marino, Huntington Library MS HM 143] is, Uhart notes, an exception, as it is 
“both heavily rubricated and at the upper end of the decorational range" (Uhart, 1986, 38 
[Additional handwritten note])
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arguing for the resolutely anti-clerical tenor of these annotations, and Benson for 
their relative neutrality (Benson and Blanchfield, 1997, 23; Scase, 1989).90

How, then, do the annotations of Douce 104 compare with those typical of the 

manuscript corpus as a whole? Leaving aside, for the moment, the nature of the 

Douce annotations, their sheer quantity is both unusual and unrepresentative. Of 

the eighteen B-text manuscripts considered in Benson and Blanchfield’s study, only 
one has no original marginal notes.91 A further eight have ten or fewer,92 “often little 

more than repetition of the Latin names of the Deadly Sins in Passus 5”; (Benson 

and Blanchfield, 1997, 21) a motif which seems to have had a recurring fascination 

for medieval readers. Four manuscripts evidence a more sustained programme of 

original marginal annotation,93 at least in terms of the quantity of notes appended, 

ranging as they do from 87 such annotations to 173. Such a quantitative summary 

can be misleading however, as, for instance in C where all but 15 of the 137 

annotations transcribed by Benson and Blanchfield consist of the single 
unelaborated word “nota”, which validates only on an excruciatingly literal level, 

Benson’s description of the manuscript as having “a large supply of original notes" 
(Benson and Blanchfield, 1997, 21). Compared with these manuscripts, Douce’s 

257 marginal notes are notable in their quantity, and they are even more unusual 
when compared with the original marginal notes in the C-text manuscripts, where 
only two other manuscripts exceed 100 annotations, and only one, San Marino, 
Huntington Library MS HM 143, comes anywhere close to matching the number of 

the Douce annotations.94

90 Scase, 1989, passim. With reference to the foregoing discussion, see especially 45-46 
and 109. Scase’s study draws, of course, on the marginal annotation in all manuscript 
versions of the poems, but in the pages cited she adduces evidence from three manuscripts 
also considered by Benson: Oxford, Oriel College, MS. 79; Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Library, LI 4.14 and Cambridge, Cambridge University Library, Dd 1.17
91 Oxford, Corpus Christi College MS 201
92 Y (Cambridge, Newnham College, MS 4 [Yates Thompson]); W (Cambridge, Trinity 
College, MS B 15.17); M (London, British Library Additional MS 35287); Cot (London, British 
Library, MS Cotton Caligula A XI); Bo (Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Bodley 814); R (Oxford, 
Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson Poetry 38); Hm (San Marino, Huntington Library MS Hm 
128) and S (Tokyo, Takamiya, MS 23)
93 C (Cambridge, Cambridge University Library, MS Dd 1.17); C2 (Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Library, MS LI 4.14); O (Oxford, Oriel College MS 79 part 1); and Ht (San Marino, 
Huntington Library MS HM 114)
94 Comparisons for the C-text tradition are derived from the information presented in 
Appendix C of Uhart, and interpreted according to the account of original marginal notes 
offered in Benson and Blanchfield, in order to enable like for like comparison. The two C-text 
manuscripts with over 100 annotations are G (Cambridge, Cambridge University Library Ms 
Dd 3.13) and X (San Marino, Huntington Library MS Hm 143), the latter with over 200 
marginal notes.
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Equally unrepresentative is the consistency with which the Douce annotations are 

dispersed through the text of the poem. Of the eighteen B-text manuscripts 

considered, (even those such as C, C2, O and Ht with relatively heavy annotation) 

the marginal notes are sporadic in their distribution, and the same holds true for the 

C-text manuscripts, with the possible exception of X and G. Typically, there tend to 

be large sections of the poem without notes of any kind, and in the majority of the 

manuscripts considered, marginal notes peter out towards the end of the text, 

suggesting perhaps, that the scribes’ enthusiasm for annotating the poem was on 

the wane. Not so in Douce, where the corrector / annotator provides a 
comprehensive set of marginal notes: no passus is left unannotated, and on no 

occasion does the annotator employ a solitary ‘nota’.95

The Douce annotations are, therefore, unrepresentative both in terms of their 

quantity and in terms of their distribution throughout the text of the poem, and these 

features suggest they are the response of an engaged and attentive reader. In his 

discussion of the Douce annotation, Pearsall draws attention to the changes in ink 
colour and the varying length of the notes, suggesting that the brief ‘subject guides’ 
which serve as a quasi-index to the text - “drawing attention to new or important 
subjects, speakers, or changes of speaker, and other matters of interest’’ - might be 

the result of an initial annotation scheme, with longer comments having been added 
later (Pearsall and Scott, xvi-xvii). In relation to the typical areas of scribal interest 

identified by Uhart, all are represented in the Douce annotations, bar any explicit 
reference to, or noting of prophecy, such as that found in a number of other 

manuscripts.96 The seven deadly sins attract their customary attention (e.g. fol. 24r, 

“nota de pryd”; fol. 25r, “nota de envye”; fol. 25v, “nota de wrath’’ [VI. 14, 63, 105] 
etc.), as does Piers himself (e.g. fol. 33r, “nota de ploughman” [VII. 182]; fol. 36r,

“nota houu p(e)res went apylgrimage” [VIII. 56]; fol. 36v, “pers plowghma/? is 

testament” [VIII.94]; fol. 38r, “houu pers bad hongyr go home” [VIII. 205] etc.) In 

accordance with Uhart’s analysis, narrative incidents attract comment (e.g. fol. 8r, 

“nota de mey-ys marriage” [II.41]; fol. 13r, “note houu [th]e kyng desyret consiens to 

wed med” [III. 149]; fol. 45v, “nota houu [th]ey soght dowell,” [X. 4] etc.), as do the

95 With reference to the sustained nature of the annotation in Douce 104, see Table 5, 
below, for a comparison of the annotations to passus XXII in Douce 104 and HM 143
96 There is nothing in Douce to compare, for example with the comments attached in other 
manuscripts to Reason’s Sermon in C. V. 141-200, where the prophecy of 168ff attracts the 
attention of (to cite just three examples) the scribes of Oxford, Bodleian Library Digby MS 
171 “prophecia" [C.V.168, 177a]; London, University of London Sterling Library V 17 
“prophecie" [C. V. 168, 178] or San Marino, Huntington Library MS HM 143, “prophesia petri” 
[C. V. 165f],
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general and individual persons of the poem, (e g. fol. 20v, “[th]e kynge callit to 

consaill consiens & reysoun” [IV. 166]; fol. 35v “nota de kny3thod” [VIII. 23]; fol. 41r, 

“nota de men of lawe” [IX. 43], etc.) Issues of clerical life and reform are also a 

frequent topic of marginal notes in Douce (e.g. fol. 23r, “houu prechowrs schold do 

as [th]ey prechyth” [V. 140]; fol. 30v, “nota de lewyt prest/s” [VII. 30]; fol. 51v, “nota 

de clergy” [XI. 94]; fol. 75r, “nota parsonnes <&> prestes” [XVI. 251]); and the 

annotator is attentive to the poem’s biblical material.

The consistent and systematic addition of these marginal notes notwithstanding, 

when taken out of their manuscript context, there is little in them that is particularly 

revealing. Viewed in isolation, only rarely could they be said to be in any way 

polemical, (e.g. fol. 67v, “be war offals freris” [XV. 78]). Rather, it is, Kerby-Fulton 
suggests, in their sustained approach to the text of the poem that they may be seen 

to be promoting a specific reading of Piers Plowman, a reading that engages fully 

and robustly with the agendas and discourses of Langland’s work.

As noted above, in terms of scribal annotation to Piers Plowman, San Marino 
Huntington Library MS HM 143 is perhaps the most pertinent point of comparison 
for Douce 104; and the former manuscript is used for comparative purposes by both 

Pearsall, in his brief discussion of the Douce annotations (Pearsall and Scott, 1992, 
xvi-xviii; xxi-xxv) and Kerby-Fulton, in the more sustained comparative study offered 

in Iconography (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 75-91).97 Not only is HM 143 the 

only other extant C-text manuscript to have anything approaching the sustained 

system of contemporary scribal annotation as Douce 104, but its dating to c.1400 
permits the comparison of two early fifteenth-century responses to Langland’s 

poem.

The characterisation of the annotation in HM 143 as “in every sense [...] the most 

important and interesting of the C-version manuscripts in terms of its medieval 

supply” (Russell, 1984, 276) is keeping with the importance accorded to the 

manuscript in terms of the C-text tradition as a whole. Unknown to Skeat when he 

was preparing his two-volume parallel-text edition of the poem,98 HM 143 has since 

become the accepted base text for twentieth-century editions of the C-text. (Bowers,

97 Also by Russell, 1984. A facsimile of the manuscript was produced shortly after its 
acquisition by Huntington in 1924 (Chambers, 1936).
98 Skeat, ed., 1886.
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2005, 139)" Described by Bowers as “a good quality production of Piers Plowman 

in no way cheap or unprofessional”, (144) its script and decoration are suggestive of 

an origin in a professional London scriptorium.100 Like Douce 104, the hand of the 

HM 143 annotator / corrector is not that of the main scribe, but is contemporary with 

it. Unlike Douce, these contemporary annotations were subject, along with the text 

of poem, to later ‘corrections’ in their turn, as evidenced by the activities of Scribe C, 

who systematically erased any occurrence of the words “Pers” and “Plowman” in the 

manuscript.101

Kerby-Fulton’s comparative analysis of these two early scribal responses to 

Langland’s poem posits the Douce annotator as the less conservative of the two, 

arguing that “there can be little doubt about which annotator was more at ease with 
Langland’s indelicate probing of Christian Doctrine of salvation and its socially 

subversive subtext” (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 83). That Piers Plowman was 

a controversial, even contentious poem may be taken as read. Whether or not 
Langland actually intended it to be such, its contemporary or near contemporary 

reception underscores its perception as a radical work, and this was an aspect of 

the poem to which the Douce annotator seems well attuned. Where contentious 
issues emerge in Langland’s poem, the Douce annotator consistently draws his 
readers’ attention to them, and he does so in a manner that can be seen to reflect 
the dialogic nature of the poem itself.

Langland’s strategy within his poem is one of deferral and evasion, in which the 

multiple voices of the text jostle amongst each other for authoritative status; this, it 

might be suggested, is mimicked in the Douce annotator’s careful attention to the 
many speakers in the poem. Passus XI [Table 3] provides an illustrative example. In 

this passus, where in the revision from the B to the C text the role of Recklessness 

is greatly expanded (Recklessness takes on much of the contentious discourse 

relating to issues such as predestination, the salvation of heathens, and the value of 

learning which is given to the Dreamer in the B-text), the Douce annotator 

scrupulously notes all the speakers in the debate, irrespective of the theologically 

problematic nature of their arguments. Similarly, marginal notes foreground other

99 Pearsall, ed., 1978; Russell and Kane, eds., 1997; Schmidt, ed., 1995.
The importance of HM 143's text for editors of the C-text was recognised within a decade of 
the manuscript being available to scholars. See Chambers, 1935.
100 The evidence for the manuscript’s metropolitan origin is summarised and discussed in 
Bowers, 2005.
101 On these later erasures, see Calabrase, 2005.
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points of controversy in this passes, such as Recklessness’ citation of Solomon - 

fol. 53v, “nota de Salomon” [XI. 213] - as a wise man who is now in Hell, and the 

’fast-tracking’ to Heaven of the penitent thief - fol. 54r “nota of the [th]efe [th]at heng 

on [th]e cros by owr lord” [XI. 255] - who bypasses en-route such luminaries as 

John the Baptist and Isaiah.

In comparison, Kerby-Fulton argues, the treatment of the latter half of this passes by 

the annotator of HM 143 is notably more cautious. Not only do the Douce 

annotator’s first three notes from XI. 180 onwards “uncritically highlight the words of 

two audacious speakers (Concupiscencia Carnis and Recklessness), which the 

more conservative [HM 143 annotator] has tiptoed around”; but the latter 

“characteristically sticks to the storyline rather than the debate, efficiently, and even 

uncontroversially summing up the whole passage with ‘hyrere fortune raueschid 

will...’; shortly thereafter he puts a swift end to the passus with a reductive narrative 

summary note: ‘hyer Soughte sette a no3t al [th]is’.” (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 

1999, 82)

The analysis of passus XI offered by Kerby-Fulton unquestionably presents a valid 

argument, but whether it is representative of a sustained approach to the entire text 

on the part of both annotators is perhaps less clear, not least due to the 

interpretative difficulties presented by marginalia that is, superficially at least, rather 

innocuous. Certainly, other studies of the contemporary marginalia of HM 143 have 

been more inclined than Kerby-Fulton to foreground its annotator’s engagement 

with the controversial aspects of Langland’s poem,102 and whilst it is undoubtedly 

useful to consider the areas of difference in the manuscripts’ respective annotations, 

there is perhaps a danger that points of common interest are downplayed. The 

respective annotations appended to the text of the prologue, for example, [Table 1] 

cannot be seen to evidence a radically different approach to the poem on the part of 

the two annotators, although admittedly, here the division of subject matter is, as 

Pearsall notes, “self evident, paragraph by paragraph” (Pearsall and Scott, xxv).

With respect to the different “identities] and agenda[s]” Kerby-Fulton argues the 

annotations of the ‘professional readers’ of Douce 104 and HM 143 to reveal, it 

might be suggested that the disparities she observes are differences of degree

102 Cf. Bower, “The HM 143 annotator was alert to [...] contentious terms”, and “sensitive to 
a variety of hot-button topics"; “The carefully copied HM 143 manuscript of Langland’s poem 
[was] supplied with a provocative commentary” (2005, 155; 168).
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rather than kind. As her research, here and elsewhere argues,103 the two annotators 

are likely to have come from, or to be working on behalf of readers, from a similar 

intellectual milieu - bureaucratic, legalistic, clerical - and the annotations, for the 

most part, seem to reflect not only the similar interests of these two ‘professional 

readers’ but, in a much extended form, those identified by Uhart, Benson, and 

Scase as typical of contemporary readers of Langland as a whole.

Whilst the discussion in Iconography and the Professional deader foregrounds 

areas of difference in the response of the two annotators, it does so from the basis 

of their shared preoccupations. In addition to the common areas of interest, outlined 

above, both annotators “exhibit distinctly clerical mentalities”, (78) and “show an 

appreciation of irony”, (79); “both show a keen interest in ‘resemblance-making’ or 

assimilatio", and neither annotator “tr[ies] to explicitly interpret Langland’s allegory, 

morally or otherwise”(80). The main differences Kerby-Fulton sees in their 

response to the poem lie in the greater interest in Will demonstrated by the HM 143 

annotator, [see the annotations in Table 2 for an example of this interest]; his 

apparent conservatism over issues of doctrine, and what Iconography suggests to 

be the Douce annotator’s greater concern with issues surrounding poverty. Her 

discussion of the annotators’ respective approach to areas in the poem which were 

potentially theologically contentious was considered above in relation to their 

handling of passus XI; but elsewhere in HM 143, Bowers argues, the annotator 

reveals a willingness to engage with contentious topics which would seem to belie 

Kerby-Fulton’s characterisation of his scribal practices as consistently more 

conservative than those of the Douce annotator.

Indeed, for Bowers, the early fifteenth-century annotations contemporary with HM 

143’s production represent “a provocative commentary” (2005, 168) on the poem; a 

commentary in which, in his view, the annotator did not shy from engaging with the 

most contentious of Langland’s themes:

Scribe B [i.e. the HM 143 annotator / corrector] was quick to notice 

Langland’s criticism of the poorly trained priesthood: “Notate lewede prestes” 

(fol. 30a for C.7.30). He took note of the poem’s challenge to prelates (“beth 

war bischoppus,” fol. 58b for C. 13.124) and educators (“Notate de wikkyde 

techeres,” fol. 72a for C. 16.242). And he was especially alert to Langland’s

103 Kerby-Fulton and Justice, 1997; Kerby-Fulton, 2000.
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remarks on the mendicant friars, with no fewer than sixteen sidenotes 

drawing attention, for example, to the Friar who offered his services as a 

confessor to Lady Meed: “A comfessour as frere comforted mede & sayde 

as 3e may rede” (fol. 11 a for C.3.38). (Bowers, 2005, 154-5)

MS Douce 104 & HM MS 143: Comparison of Annotation in Sample Passus104

[Table 1] PROLOGUE:
Passus
&
Line

Bodleian Library MS Douce 104 Huntington Library HM MS
143

Passus
&
Line

Pro. 35 note de mynstralys
Pro. 41 note de beggers

Hermytis wente to Walsyngham Pro 50-1
Pro. 56 [th]e iiii orders | of freris prechyng hyer preches frerys Pro. 56

hyer parsones & parsche prests 
playned to [th]e bychop

Pro. 61

Pro. 66 note pardoners
Pro. 82 note de per{so]nes & parech pres[tis]

Concyence acusede prelats Pro. 95
Pro. 98 <nota de> vntrewe sacr[ifice]
Pro. 138 note de kny3thod

[th]e commune & kynde Wit ordeyned a 
plow

Pro. 143

Pro. 158 note de men of law
note men of lawe Pro. 168

Pro. 168 note de cat
hyer made ratonyes a parlement Pro. 169

Pro 176 note de ratoun
Pro. 196 note de mous hyer speky[th] a mous of renoun Pro. 196
Pro 220 note de al maner craftys

104 Details of marginal annotation in Huntington Library HM MS 143 taken from Uhart (1986) 
Appendix C
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[Table 2] PASSUS X:

Passus
&
Line

Bodleian Library MS Douce 104 Huntington Library HM MS
143

Passus
&
Line

X. 4 nofa houu [th]ey soght dowell
hyer Will sorte dowel & mette wyth ,ij. 
freris

X. 6

X. 21 (Friar [fig. 4]) lo what a frere sayde of do wel X. 19
note how [th]e ryStwise falle[th] vij 
syfthlis in [thle day & [...] [...) safly

X. 30f

X. 37 nofa houu <seuen> | sy[th]<ys> <in> | [th]e 
de<y> I synny<s> [th|e <ryt>fo!

hyer de proud Will & [th]e frere X 56
X. 72 nofa de [th]o3t hyer Wille with [th]o3t X. 70
X 88 (Dobet)
X 92 nofa de dobest

X. 114 nofa de wyt
X. 121 nofa what was dowell fro do betters do 

best fro hem bo[th]
hyer speky[th] wit X. 122

X. 143 nofa de Inwytte
note hie aliqui X. 164

X. 208 nofa de men [th]at bene gatten out of 
matrimony

X. 208 (Cain / Young Bastard? [fig. 9])
X 225 (Calf and Sheep)
X 248 nofa de marryagis wyt in degree
X. 278 madys wed maydis & wodous wed wodous

[Table 3] PASSUS Xl:

Passus
&
Line

Bodleian Library MS Douce 104 Huntington Library HM MS
143

Passus
&
Line

Witts wyf chidd Wit for sche sed so 
muche un stodied

XI. 1

XI. 16 wo can dysseyw & be-gyle schall be callitte 
to consayll

harlottes are sonnest holpe XI 28
XI 42 nofa de pore & nakitte
XI. 45 (Beggar [fig. 25])

hyer he telles of prechiares at Paulis XI. 52-3
XI. 54 nofa de freres & faytowrs

Tobi to3te hire sone dele XI. 71a
Studie XI. 86

XI. 94 nofa de clergy
Scrypture XI. 97
Where clergye dwellith XI. 105
lettygge to come to clergye XI. 114
sapience XI. 122

XI. 125 (Schoolmaster beating child)
XI. 129 nofa de [th]eology

Austyn XI. 149
XI. 161 nofa de be-leve trowyth & low
XI, 161 (St. Augustine or a Scribe? [Scott])

(Will [Kerby-Fulton and Despres])

hyer fortune raueschid Will & schewed 
hym a myrour [th]at hy3te myddl 3erd

XI. 167f

XI. 171 (Fortune [fig. 15])
XI. 180 nofa de youth
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Passus
&
Line

Bodleian Library MS Douce 104 Huntington Library HM MS
143

Passus
&
Line

XI. 190 (Recklessness [fig. 5])
XI. 196 nofa de rechles
XI. 213 nofa de Salomon
XI. 235a nofa seld is bit sey clerkis lew as [th]ey 

techyn
XI. 235a (Clerk)

hyer hard sentence for techeres 3if 
[thlay leue no3t wel

XI. 239f

culorum XI. 249
XI. 255 nofa of [th]e [thjefe [th]at heng on [th]e 

cross by owr lord
XI. 295 nofa ploghmen & herd/s & pore commynys

hyer 3ougthe sette at no3t al [th]is XI. 312f

[Table 4] PASSUS Xll:

Passus
&
Line

Bodleian Library MS Douce 104 Huntington Library HM MS
143

Passus
&
Line

XII 1 note de elde & holynys
XII 5 (Dreamer / Elde)
Xll. 19 nofa de wowere note de freris Xll 18
XII 38a nofa houu scryptowr prechytte
Xll. 73 (Trajan) Hyer cam trogian & sayde baw for 

bokes
Xll. 73

Xll. 79 Nofa de troian [th]e trew hempe/wr & a 
pagan

Note hyer how 3e schal make festes Xll. 77a

Xll. 100 nofa de men [th]at makyth festys
Xll. 118 [th]e lawe of lowe
Xll. 139 po(ue)rte is best yef paciens hft follouu
Xll, 210 nofa of rich man
Xll. 225 nofa de rich lordis

[Table 5] PASSUS xxn:

Passus
&
Line

Bodleian Library MS Douce 104 Huntington Library HM MS
143

Passus
&
Line

hyer he mette wyth mede XXII 4-5
XXII. 10 <nota> de nede <h>ath no lawe
XXII. 35 nofa de ned
XXII. 52 nofa de antecryst
XXII. 52 (Antichrist)
XXII. 69 nofa de antecrist-ys herrottis of armys
XXII. 91 nofa de herrotis of armys [th]at destruyt 

lordis
XXII. 100 nofa de de[th]
XXII. 109 nofa de fortune-ys flatryng/s
XXII. 131 nofa houu falce schold abide in kyng/'s 

cowrt & all o[th]er cowrt/s
XXII. 150 (Lyf [Pearsall and Scott]

Sle3th [Kerby-Fulton and Despres] Fig.10)
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Passus
&
Line

Bodleian Library MS Douce 104 Huntington Library HM MS

143

Passus
&
Line

XXII. 157 nola de sle3t
XXII. 162 (Tom Two-Tongue)
XXII. 169 nofa de fesyk
XXII. 176 (Physician)
XXII. 183 nofa de helde yede owermen<ys> hedys
XXII. 199 nofa how kind passite
XXII 218 (Proud Priest)
XXII. 218 nofa de prestis
XXII. 242 nofa de conciens
XXII 257 <nofa de nowmbyr>
XXII. 283 nofa of ham [th]at <£»e[th] asc<hamed> to 

be schrewn
XXII. 288 nofa of ham [th]at s<hrewn> to frerys
XXII. 301 nofa de ypocrysy
XXII. 322 nofa de frere flaterrere
XXII. 336 (Friar physician)

a general name for a frere XXII. 340
XXII 346 nofa how [th]e fre salwt owr women

The addition of annotations such as these suggest the HM 143 annotator may have 
been more at ease with Langland’s challenges to ecclesiastical and secular 

authorities than Kerby-Fulton’s analysis of the manuscript’s contemporary 
marginalia would allow. Moreover, for Bowers, the comments added by Scribe B are 

indicative of even more radical “reformist sympathies” - sympathies which he 

argues to be akin to those “increasingly associated with Lollardy” (2005, 154).

Scribe B also drew attention to the poet’s objection to compromises in 

penitential practices - “Notate de indulgences & pardones & trionales” (fol. 

44a for C.9.338). Objections to pardons figured prominently among the 

Twelve Conclusions of the Lollards (1395) - “[th]e feynid pardoun a pena et 

a culpa" - when this dissenting movement grew even more politically 

assertive. As a result, much ideological meaning can be exposed even in 

small markings in HM 143, such as the jotting “Nota bene” (fol. 71b) that 

appears next to the line “To teche [th]e ten comaundmentS ten sythe were 
bettere” (C. 16.234). Lollards became notorious for invoking this authoritative 

prohibition against graven images applied to the church art that they 

condemned as idolatry. The HM 143 sidenote draws attention to Langland’s 
reference to the Ten Commandments but makes no further comment, aware
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of topical issues but cautious about explicit acknowledgement of Wycliffite 

doctrines (Bowers, 2005, 155-6).

The validity, or otherwise, of these contrasting critical interpretations of the 

marginalia appended to HM 143 is, for the purposes of this discussion, somewhat 

beside the point; but again, the disparity of critical opinion on the annotations of a 

single manuscript highlights the difficulty of interpreting marginal notes which are 

often ambiguous in their import.105

Bowers also presents a somewhat different reading of the HM 143 marginalia than 

that of Kerby-Fulton with regard to the issue of poverty. The concern with poverty 

demonstrated in the marginalia of Douce 104 is highlighted in Kerby-Fulton’s study 

as a key example of what she argues to be the Douce annotator’s “passionate 

concern with sociopastoral injustices and affairs”, (1999, 81), and she offers the 

following analysis of the two annotators’ handling of passus XII [Table 4] to support 

her assertion:

Finally in this passus, [C.XII] there is the theme of poverty, handled 

differently again by each of the annotators. The point that when one holds a 

feast one should invite not social peers but the poor caught the eye of both 

[annotators], but only [the Douce annotator], showing an interest often 

expressed in Anglo-Irish poetry, is captivated by the topic and closely follows 

the passus’s 150 more lines on poverty and charity and the need to 

distribute riches. He highlights the poignant little discussion of Christ 

travelling in a poor pilgrim’s guise to Emmaus (118ff.) and the passage that 

develops the view that the suffering of the poor will be rewarded (139 ff.), not 

to mention two angry outbursts against rich who hoard. None of this catches 

the eye of [the HM 143 annotator], which is typical in itself of a certain kind of 

“professionalism” - “professional” slacking off on a commissioned job that 

the scribe sometimes apparently found tedious, especially towards the end

105 And both Kerby-Fulton’s and Bowers’ accounts of the annotation in Douce 104 and HM 
143 are in stark contrast to the rather more pragmatic assessment offered of the annotations 
in both these manuscripts by George Russell:

And it may be apposite at this point to stress that there is nothing esoteric or 
pretentious in this annotation. It is essentially an unambitious attempt to make the 
text more accessible to an undemanding but earnest reader, to provide a simple 
guide to some of the more important themes and, perhaps, to stress their relevance 
to contemporary issues. It is neither learned nor abstruse in its content, nor 
tendentious in its interpretation” (1984, 280).
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of a passus or of the manuscript itself (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999,

85).106

Whether the annotation of this passage in the Douce manuscript can validate the 

interpretative weight here placed upon it, is a moot point. On the one hand, five out 

of the nine marginal notes do comment upon issues of poverty, but here, as 

elsewhere, the Douce annotator proves himself to be an attentive reader of 

Langland’s text, and the latter section of this passus is explicitly dealing with this 

topic. Moreover, much of the force of Kerby-Fulton’s argument in the passage cited 

is dependent on the rhetorical terms in which it is presented. Her 'gloss’ of the 

seemingly relatively neutral “nota of rich man” [fol. 58v; C.XII. 210] and “nota de rich 

lordis” [fol. 58v; C.XII. 225] as “two angry outbursts” is undoubtedly subjective; and 

the spiritual import rather than the “poignancy” of the witnesses’ failure to recognise 

the resurrected Christ may have been uppermost in the annotator’s mind when he 

added his note to this section of the passus.107

Once more, Bowers’ characterisation of the scribal annotations of HM 143 is 
radically at odds with that offered by Kerby-Fulton. Whereas Kerby-Fulton used the 
evidence of the HM 143 corrector’s silence on the topic of poverty in passus XII to 
suggest the contrast in the two annotators’ approaches to the theme of poverty in 
the poem, Bowers goes as far as to suggest the HM 143’s annotator’s interest in 

poverty (as evidenced elsewhere in the poem) demonstrates his eagerness to 

engage with the ‘reformist’ agenda of Langland’s text:

The HM 143 commentator was sensitive to a variety of hot-button topics that 
he sometimes flagged with a simple nota, war, loke and byhold. He 

highlighted Langland’s praise of poverty - ‘Hyere 3e may se it is god to be 
pouere’ (fol. 70a for C. 16.117) - and many of his nota markings draw 

attention to the poet’s descriptions of the poor and his attacks upon the rich 

(Bowers, 2005, 155).

106 Douce 104 is, as previously noted, unusual in the consistency with which annotations are 
appended throughout the text. Compare, for example, the relative number of scribal 
annotations in the final passus of the two manuscripts[Table 5],
107 The highly subjective nature of Kerby-Fulton’s interpretation of the Douce annotations is 
the subject of comment by Hanna. Writing with reference to Kerby-Fulton’s declaration that 
the annotator’s insertion of “nota de woo of pore pepill [th]at wonnyth in por howyn & have 
childyr” [C.IX.83; fol. 41v] demonstrates his ‘fervored assent”, he offers the pertinent 
observation that “Kerby-Fulton delights in ‘arguing’ by adjectival nudge” (Hanna, 1999, 189).
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The difficulties inherent in knowing how to interpret the nuances of marginal 

annotations, or even the extent to which they are amenable to the kind of analysis 

offered by either Kerby-Fulton or Bowers, is a topic in its own right, and certainly not 

one which can be given adequate consideration in this chapter.108 In terms of the 

primary concerns of the present study however, the key area of interest in both the 

Douce annotations themselves, and in Kerby-Fulton’s analysis of them, is what is 

here argued to be their absolute irreducibility to any of the purported concerns of the 

Anglo-Irish context in which the Douce manuscript was produced. It is revealing that 

the only chapter in Iconography concerned with the area of reception in Douce for 

which there are extant parallels - that of the marginal annotations - is the chapter 

that devotes the least attention to the manuscript’s Anglo-Irish provenance - a 

provenance accorded such interpretative weight throughout the rest of the study.109 

Given the emphasis placed elsewhere in Iconography on the ‘separatist’ nature of 

Anglo-Irish cultural productions, it is telling also that the broad concerns which may 

(tentatively) be identified as having been of interest to the Douce annotator are 

remarkably similar to those evidenced in the response of other scribe-annotators 

and contemporary readers of Langland’s poem.

Even if Kerby-Fulton’s account of the “ideological agenda” (1999, xiii) of the Douce 

annotator is accepted without question, the disparity in the purported responses of 

the Douce illustrator and annotator is, given Iconography’s emphasis on and 

arguments for the specifically Anglo-Irish response to Langland’s poem witnessed in 

the Douce illustrations, a significant problem for the study. The authors broach the 

issue by suggesting the different responses they see evidenced by the illustrations 

and annotations - the former more concerned with “social and reformist issues”, the

108 Kerby-Fulton’s classification of the Douce annotations in Iconography uses terminology 
developed in collaboration with Carl Grindley (76 n. 31), who expounds this classification 
system in Grindley, 2001. The major difficulty I have with Grindley’s proposed classification 
system is its propensity for the elision of significant interpretative decisions under the guise 
of quasi-scientific neutrality.
109 Other than the brief reference to poverty as a prominent concern of Anglo-Irish poetry in 
the passage cited above, there are only two other mentions of Anglo-lreland in relation to 
non-linguistic aspects of the annotations. One of these suggests that the addition of the note 
“houu syleur & gold shall no3t go owr see (C.IV, 125) in relation to Reason’s strictures on 
the “Rome-rennares” bringing bribes to the Papal Court, “was a contentious issue in Ireland, 
where the Gaelic-lrish clergy were more likely to be “Rome-Runners” than were the Anglo- 
Irish.” (1999, 78) The other, commenting on the absence in the annotations of Douce 104 
and other Piers manuscripts of anything approaching the sort of lively and engaging 
marginalia in the Irish manuscripts discussed by Charles Plummer, suggests that the “Douce 
annotator shows that his cultural and hermeneutical roots are likely in the ‘Anglo’ half of the 
Anglo-Irish equation” (1999, 76). On the idiosyncratic marginalia of some Irish manuscripts, 
see Plummer, 1926.
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latter with “clerical and intellectual concerns” (1999, 8) - demonstrate “the workshop 

tensions among the medieval artisans who produced Douce” (1999, xi) and who 

approached the text with “sharply different agendas." (1999, 103) Here, (as 

elsewhere) there is a tendency on the part of the authors to assert rather than to 

demonstrate their point and, indeed, there is remarkably little discussion in their 

study of any specific instances in which these opposing agendas might be seen to 

be operative in the Douce manuscript.

The most sustained discussion of these ‘competing agendas’ that is offered 

concerns the annotation accompanying the image [fol. 48v; figure 9] identified in 

Iconography as the ‘Young Bastard’, which reads “nofa de men [thjat bene gatten 

out of matrimony.’ [C.X. 208] With regard to this image and note, Despres writes:

Sometimes the illustrator’s subversion of Langland, and conservative 

thought, is so radical that the annotator can’t allow it to stand unmitigated.
[...] By writing over the figure, the annotator preempts the illustrator’s 

emphasis on the lines the figure gazes upon - lines in which Langland uses 
technical legal language for discussing illegitimacy, the kind of language that 
often catches this scribe-illustrator’s attention: “Out of matrimony no3th 

moylo{r}: mow no3t haue [th]e grace | [th]at {we} be gatt by [th]e law: 
mowen clayme” (fol. 48v), which contrasts with the received reading of the 
lines: “Out of matrimonye, nat moyloure, mowen nat haue [th]e grace | That 
lele legityme by [th]e law may daymen.” (X.209-10) It was the corrector’s 

and therefore the annotator’s own hand that supplied the “we” over the 
erasure. Langland cites the Psalter as scriptural evidence for this harsh legal 

injunction, but the injunction has been made even more ruthlessly exclusive 

by the annotator-corrector’s emendation to “{we} be gatt by [th]e law.” But 

the illustrator’s figure seems to reject these very lines by covering his ears, 

in a subtle but clever adaptation of the classic iconography of despair. The 

drawing apparently made the annotator uncomfortable enough either to 

reassert the moral lesson (note what happens to men who are illegitimate) or 

perhaps comment on the despair (note, look, at the suffering of men who are 

illegitimate.) (1999, 174-5)

On a superficial level, the argument presented here is reasonably convincing, but it 

is predicated interpretatively on two problematic assumptions. The authors’ 

identification of the image on fol. 48v as a ‘Young Bastard’ (as opposed to Scott’s
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identification of it as a representation of Cain), was discussed above, where it was 

suggested that whilst either identification was tenable, Cain was perhaps the more 

likely option. Moreover, the accuracy of this account of the annotator’s emendation 

of ‘lele’ to ‘we’ is highly questionable. The initial letter of the word inserted over the 

erasure is, even the facsimile, clearly identifiable as a ‘f, and “trew?e” / “trev?e” 

would seem to be not only a more persuasive transcription of the insertion, 

palaeographically, than the “we” conjectured in Iconography"0 but serve also as 

another instance of what Pearsall notes as a characteristic habit of the annotator / 

corrector elsewhere - his “objection to the words leaute /leute and lele, which he 

systematically replaces with trew[th]/trow[th] and trewe" (Pearsall and Scott, xxi). In 

light of this, the claim for the heightened ‘ruthless exclusivity’ of the annotator’s 

emendation, based as it is on a misreading of the manuscript, looks decidedly 

spurious. As this is the key instance of the conflicting 'ideological agendas’ of scribe 

/ illustrator and corrector / annotator offered in Iconography,"' it might be 

permissible to conclude that the “workshop tensions” so frequently alluded to in this 
study were not quite as rife as Kerby-Fulton and Despres suggest them to have 
been.

In light of the documentable response of one Anglo-Irish scribe to the concerns of 

the text he was correcting and annotating - a response that has been suggested to 
be entirely in accordance with the interests and preoccupations of other 

contemporary readers of Piers Plowman - the interpretative claims made for the 
culturally-mediated response of another Anglo-Irish “medieval artisan” (which the 

preceding section has argued to be highly speculative), or, indeed, for the particular 
affinity to Piers Plowman alleged to have been felt by Anglo-Irish readers,112 

become all the more tenuous. The discussion of these claims thus far has focused,

110 Compare, for example, the very similar emendation (again, in the hand of the corrector / 
annotator) of C.XII. 85 on fol. 58v, line 8, where the ‘lele’ of the received text has once more 
been erased and replaced with exactly the same forms. Pearsall records the textual variant 
in the latter instance as “trewe”, but does not mention the former in his discussion of the 
corrector’s habits; Russell and Kane’s edition of the C-text documents the variant as “treve” 
in both instances mentioned.
111 Of the three other‘flash points’for these workshop tensions adduced, one, concerning 
Tom Stowe (the subject of an illustration, but not of comment by the annotator) is simply 
asserted as such in a footnote (235 n. 47); another depends on the recognition of the 
(?)“impish" (172) demeanour of the illustration of the bishop [fol. 44r (b); figure 22], The 
third, perhaps the most credible of the three, concerns their different treatments of the 
character of Trajan, contrasting the annotator's “enthusiastically affirming historicizing note” 
(although Hanna’s comments re. “’arguing’ by adjectival nudge” spring to mind here) with the 
“entirely negative response" of the illustrator (85).
112 On this peculiar affinity, see Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 17-18; 56-58 (reiterated in 
Kerby-Fulton, 2006, 186); for a demolition of this argument see Hanna, 1999, 181-2.
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in some detail, on challenging the interpretation offered in Iconography of the 

marginalia of the Douce manuscript itself. The discussion which follows seeks to 

examine critically the study’s supporting framing of Anglo-Irish cultural productions 

as a whole - a characterisation which facilitates what is argued to be a separatist 

and anachronistic reading of the Douce manuscript that is both ideologically driven 

and historically unsustainable.

-VI-

In the previous chapter, the exchange between Hanna and Kerby-Fulton regarding 

the utility versus the anachronistic potential of using British Library MS Harley 913 in 

a consideration of MS Douce 104 was cited as an illustrative example of the 

foundational role the former manuscript has played in the construction of medieval 

Anglo-Irish literary history. The two scholars are, on this occasion, in rare 

agreement with regard to what Hanna terms the “truncated analysis” of Harley 913, 

and what Kerby-Fulton suggests to be her well-founded “circumspection about 

making too much of it in relation to Douce” (Hanna, 1999, 184; Kerby-Fulton and 

Despres, 1999b, 196). But both, it might be suggested, somewhat underestimate 

the extent to which the study’s larger assertions relating to Anglo-Irish cultural 

productions are predicated on a particular strand of the received tradition of Harley 

913 scholarship examined in the previous chapter - a tradition which is itself heavily 

influenced by historiographical representations of late medieval Ireland. For whilst 

Harley 913 is the subject of a deceptively modest seven indexed references in 

Iconography,"3 it exerts, nevertheless, a significant influence on the authors’ 

presentation of Anglo-Irish literary culture.

Consider, for example, the following claims made by Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 

assertions that are representative of the tenor of their presentation of Anglo-Irish 

literature in Iconography as a whole:

113 One of these indexed references, incidentally, mistakenly conflates Harley 913 with the 
“Kildare Gospels” - a decidedly ‘Gaelic-lrish’ production, made several centuries (at the very 
least) before Harley 913. (No longer extant, the apparently sumptuous illumination of the 
book elicited a rare compliment from Gerald of Wales, who, on seeing it in 1185, declared 
that the design could only be the work of angels.) In fairness, it should be noted that this is 
clearly a misunderstanding on the part of the indexer, rather than the authors.
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What many Anglo-Irish productions have in common is a fierce 

independence of spirit, a sardonic sense of humour, and a penchant for 

challenging authority (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 56).

[T]he most radical early-fourteenth-century Middle English poetry on social 

issues generally seems to have come from Anglo-lreland itself. The Kildare 

manuscript, which is so much like the Harley [2253] manuscript in scope and 
character, is the largest collection of poems in a Hiberno-English dialect. The 

Kildare poems in fact bear a striking similarity to some of the poems most 

often associated with Piers Plowman. Like the Harley lyrics, they predate 

Piers itself; however their presence and in some instances origin in Anglo- 

lreland suggest why the Hiberno-English speaking community so readily 

embraced Piers Plowman. They form the centrepiece of a literature marked 

by antiauthoritarian and anticlerical satire (sometimes shockingly extreme, 

often exacerbated by colonial tensions and oppression) and an unusual, 

unromanticized sympathy for the poor (59).

Sympathy for the poor - and generosity even to a fault (what Langland 
would call “rechelessness”) - was, according to the testimony of travellers to 

medieval Ireland, characteristic of the Gaelic-lrish, and the Anglo-Irish seem 
to some extent to have shared that sympathy (at least judging from the high 
profile that poverty issues have in their literature) (110).

That satiric anti-authoritarianism and an acute sensitivity to what Pearsall terms “the 

reality of indigence” (1988, 174) are recurring themes in this account is, given the 

analysis of the Douce Piers Plowman discussed above, perhaps not surprising; the 
same is true of Iconography’s assertion that an “impatient irreverence toward sacred 

iconography” was a characteristic feature of Anglo-Irish literary productions (Kerby- 

Fulton and Despres, 1999, 39). The validity of any of these characterisations, 

however, is open to question.

To consider, very briefly, the latter claim, Kerby-Fulton’s suggestion that a proclivity 

for iconomachia might be regarded as a feature of Anglo-Irish culture - “Whatever 
contempt for devotional images the Douce artist has, he was not alone in Anglo- 

lreland in espousing it” (1999, 39) - is adduced from the evidence of three 

manuscripts. One of these, of course, is the Douce Piers Plowman itself, and the 
credibility of the argument presented in this context was examined above. Two other
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texts with Anglo-Irish connections are presented to support this assertion, but the 

discussion of neither text in Iconography is completely convincing. One is the poem 

from Harley 913, (fols. 7r-8v) titled simply Satire by its most recent editor,114 which 

Kerby-Fulton cites as an “irreverent satire on traditional church iconography”, 

shocking in its distain for conventional devotional imagery. (1999, 39) The 

iconomachia of Satire is not a feature that has attracted much in the way of 

comment in previous studies of this piece, and the discussion of the poem in 

Iconography perhaps borders on the misleading.115 Consisting of twenty stanzas in 

total, all bar three opening with the salutation “Hail”, the poem is, in essence, a 

good-natured estates satire. Verses are addressed, respectively, to the Archangel 

Michael and a selection of saints (1-30); professional religious - friars, monks nuns 

and priests (31 - 60); practitioners of various trades - merchants, tailors, cobblers, 

skinners, potters,116 bakers, brewers, peddlers and wool-carders (61-114), and the 

final verse of the poem cheerfully enjoins its audience to “Drinkith dep and makith 

glade” (118).

The disdain for images Kerby-Fulton perceives in Satire stems from her reading of 

the first five stanzas, in which it becomes clear, as Turville-Petre notes, that the 

verses “salute not the saints themselves as moral exempla and witnesses to the 

faith, but representations of them, pretty pictures perhaps in stained glass” (1996, 

159).117 However, not only do the opening verses themselves contain little that could 

be considered as “flamboyant, indeed, flagrant satire of [...] sacred images,” (Kerby- 

Fulton and Despres, 1999, 39) but the limited satiric import they do have is instantly 

undercut by the poet’s self-mocking presentation of his own art in the concluding 

lines of each stanza. As such, Iconography’s transformation of a poem critics have

114 Lucas, ed.,1995. All references and quotations here are from this edition. The poem was 
given the title “Satire on the People of Kildare" by Thomas Wright, (1839); and this title was 
retained by Heuser (despite his misgivings as to the likelihood of Kildare as the location 
intended by the poet) because “it is very difficult to find a short and appropriate title for the 
poem." [[E]s macht groBe Schwierigkeiten, eine kurzen und sachgemafJen Titel fur das 
Gedicht zu finden ] Heuser, 1904, 153.
115 See, for example the discussion in Seymour 1929, 109-114; Turville-Petre, 1996, 159- 
161; or Lucas, 1995, 182-4.
116 Or perhaps 'butchers’, if the OBMEV’s emendation of the manuscript reading at this point 
is accepted. (Of. Turville-Petre , 1996, 178 note 41).
117 Of. Seymour, 1929, 114. The opening two verses are representative:

Hail, Seint Michel with the lenge sper!
Fair beth the winges vp thi scholder.
Thou hast a rede kirtel a-non to thi fote,
Thou ert best angle that euer God makid. 
This uers is ful well i-wroght.
Hit is of wel furre y-broght. [1 -6]

Hail, Seint Cristofre with thi lang stake!
Thou ber Ur Loured Jesus Christ ouer the brod lake 
Mani grete kunger swimmeth abute thi fete.
Hou mani hering to peni at West Chep in London? 
This uers is of Holi Writte,
Hit com of noble witte. [7-12]
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otherwise agreed to be an “affectionate celebration” of the community it depicts 

(Turville-Petre, 1996, 161) into a work that exemplifies a wider Anglo-Irish “contempt 

for devotional images” is somewhat disingenuous, and the argument made from it is 

unsustainable.

Uncertain also is Kerby-Fulton’s use of the third text cited in support of the culturally 

derived “iconophobia” of the Douce artist. Of the Frers Mynour ls one of two 

antifraternal vernacular poems that, with the Latin text beginning “Heu quanta 

desolacio", form a discrete booklet in the composite volume of British Library MS 

Cotton Cleopatra B.II.118 The provenance of the manuscript is unknown, but based 

on the evidence of their dialect and Of the Frers Mynouhs reference to FitzRalph,119 

the two English texts were classified by McIntosh and Samuels as “unlocalized texts 

dealing with Irish matters or having other Irish associations, the language of which 

confirms that provenance” (1968, 3). Drawing on this linguistic association, and in 

light of what she argues to be the poem’s antipathy to a Franciscan “tradition of 

visual art”, Kerby-Fulton suggests the “impatient irreverence toward sacred 

iconography” evidenced in Of the Frer Mynours to be an Anglo-Irish, rather than a 

Wycliffite characteristic (1999, 38-9). Two caveats should perhaps be borne in mind 

here. Firstly, that the object of the poet’s derision is devotional images, in the 

strictest sense, is not certain. Kerby-Fulton follows Robbins (1959) in this 

assumption, arguing, with reference to the second stanza, “the poet appears to be 

describing the images he has seen in a Franciscan church” (1999, 38).120 However, 

for other critics, including Seymour, the poet’s ire was assumed to be directed 

towards dramatic productions, rather than visual art: a reading that perhaps better

118 The fourth of six originally separate books, now occupying fols. 60r-65v (new foliation) of 
the MS. (Hudson, 2004, 180 n. 49).The vernacular poems Of the Frers Mynour [\MEV 2663] 
and Preste, ne Monke, ne Yit Chanoun [IME2777] are unique to this manuscript. (Titles and 
all quotations from Dean, ed.,1996.
119 “With an O and an I, one sayd full still, | Armachan distroy ham, if it is Goddes will” (18).
In Iconography, this line is glossed (in, to my mind, overly-specific nationalistic terms) as “a 
rather poignant and apparently Anglo-Irish appeal to the “Lollard saint,” FitzRalph, in the 
furtive but fervent voice [. . .] of the oppressed. (1999, 38) A similar reading is offered by 
Kerby-Fulton in Books under Suspicion, with reference to the same verse: “Though often 
mistaken for English antimendicantism or Wycliffism, this stanza is Anglo-Irish both in 
iconographic and political attitudes: note the tone of the refrain with its whispered cry to 
Richard FitzRalph. [...] The scene is recognizable as a faintly ‘nationalistic’ moment because 
of the quiet desperation of the prayer (very un-Lollard in tone), which is quite characteristic 
of the Anglo-Irish sense of oppression, especially after the Statutes of Kilkenny in 1361.” 
(2006, 168)
20 “First thai gabben on God, that all men may se, When thai hangen him on hegh on a 

grene tre | With leves and with blossemes that bright are of ble, | That was never Goddes 
Son, by my leute | With an O and an I, men wenen that thai wede, |To carpe so of clergy, 
thai can not thair Crede.” (7-12)
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explains some of the phrasing of the latter verses.121 Secondly, the Anglo-Irish 

attribution of both this text and Preste, ne monke, ne yit chanoun, its vernacular 

companion piece in Cotton Cleopatra B.ll, is by no means assured. The reference to 
“Armachan” is, in terms of trying to ascertain the likely provenance of the text, at 

best circumstantial, given FitzRalph’s international renown; and the dialectic 

attribution of both vernacular texts in this booklet has been questioned.122

If Iconography’s arguments for a culturally-derived disdain for images are predicated 

on, at best, a contentious and highly selective use of the available literary evidence, 

then no less so are the study’s repeated assertions as to the “unusual, 

unromanticized sympathy for the poor” evidenced in Anglo-Irish cultural productions 

(1999, 59). The key supporting evidence for this claim lies in a small selection of 

Anglophone texts from Harley 913, specifically, the Song of Michael of Kildare and 
the Song of the Times. Kerby-Fulton and Despres follow Bliss in seeing in these 

works evidence of a “highly developed social consciousness”, and a keen attention 

to “the effect the sins of the rich are likely to have on the lives of the poor who 
depend upon them” (Bliss, 1984, 33; cited in Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 56). 

Such a reading is certainly valid. Perhaps the most celebrated of the Harley 913 
poems (after The Land of Cokaynge) the Song of Michael of Kildare is a devout 

reflection on the spiritual dangers of earthly wealth, and the poet is, in Seymour’s 
phrase, “ever-ready to champion the rights of the poor as against the oppression or 

neglect of the rich.” (Seymour, 1970, 57) Two stanzas, in particular, are explicit in 
reminding the wealthy both of the transience of their riches, and of their 

responsibilities to the poor:

The pouer man bit uche dai The pouer man goth bi-for the,

121 “Thai have done him on a croys fer up in the skye, | And festened on him wyenges, as he 
shuld flie. [...]“ “Ther comes one out of the skye in a grey groun, | As it were an hog-hyerd 
hyand to toun [...]” “Went I further on my way in that same tyde, | There I sawe a frere blede 
in myddes of his syde, |Bothe in hondes and in fete had he woundes wyde”. (13-14; 19-20; 
25-27) Thomas Wright, in Political Poems and Songs (London, 1859-61) edited the poem 
under the title “A Poem against the friars and their miracle plays”, and reference to dramatic 
productions rather than visual arts is assumed by, amongst others, Seymour, 1929; Jeffrey, 
2003; and Denny, 1973.
122 Bliss and Long doubt “the language can properly be classed as Hiberno-English"; (1987, 
734) and McIntosh and Samuels, whilst including both poems in their handlist of medieval 
Anglo-Irish documents and texts, draw attention to the high portion of unexpected forms they 
contain: forms they see as suggestive of an original by a speaker of Northern English. (1968, 
6-7) Compare Kerby-Fulton’s assertion “All indications are that the Cotton Cleopatra poems 
are not just copied in a Middle Hiberno-English dialect, but were composed in that dialect, 
both Anglo-Irish in origin and content (2006, 164 [original emphasis]).
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Code of the and thou seiist ai: 

‘Begger, wend a deuil wai, 

Thou deuist al min ere!’ 

Hungir-bitte he goth a-wai 

With mani sorful tere.

A wailowai! thou clotte of clai! 

Whan thou list on here,

Of fow no grai, no rede no rai, 

Nastov bot a here.

[81-90]

Al idriid als a tre,

And gredith: ‘Louerd help me! 

Hunger me hauith ibund.

Let me dei, pur charite,

Ibroght Ich am to grund’.

So mot I the, and Crist ise,

If he dei that stund,

His lif sal be icrauid of the, 

Thegh thou yif him no wonde.

[101-110]

A similar concern for the treatment of the poor and oppressed at the hands of those 

in power is found in the Song on the Times, where the poet makes use of a beast 

fable to fame his “blistering critique” of “a corrupt system, where power and 
influence triumph over justice” (Lucas, 1995, 203).123 In these two texts then, (both 
of which are cited by Bliss and Kerby-Fulton) there is certainly evidence to support 

the socially conscious sympathy for the poor for which both scholars argue. But 

whereas Bliss is careful to delineate the extent to which this characterisation of 
Harley 913’s contents applies - his comments extend only to "some of the religious 

poems” contained within it (1984, 33 [my emphasis]), - Kerby-Fulton is rather less 
circumspect in extrapolating from the basis of two texts in a single manuscript. 
Indeed, she derives from them a cultural profile that accords remarkably closely with 
the local concerns she sees evidenced in the production of the Douce Piers 
Plowman (1999, 56).

Bliss, again limiting his observations to two of the Anglophone texts in Harley 913, 

and contrasting them with the relative lack of concern for “the effect of pride and 
avarice on the poor” in texts of a similar [assumed Franciscan] origin from England, 

suggests that “[s]ince there seems to be nothing in Irish to account for this 

tendency, practical concern for the poor must have been a spontaneous 

development among the English of Ireland” (1984, 34). Kerby-Fulton goes further, 

citing the testimony of Laurence Somercote regarding what she glosses as a

123

Al so hit farith nov in lond, 
Whose wol tak ther-to hede, 
Of thai that habbot an bond: 
Of theuis hi takith mede .

The lafful man ssal be ibund, And the thef to skap so 
And ido in strang pine, That doth euer a-ye the right!
And ihold in fast prisund, God, take hede ther-to,
Fort that he make fine; That is al ful of might!

[125-136]
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“generosity [...] characteristic of the Gaelic Irish”, to argue that sympathy towards 

the poor was characteristic of Irish and Anglo-Irish alike.124

But whilst Song of the Times and the Song of Michael of Kildare are undoubtedly 

early expressions of the Middle English literature of social complaint that was to 

flourish in the latter half of the fourteenth century, Bliss’s localization of this concern 

for the poor as a specifically Anglo-Irish phenomenon is questionable. The effect on 

the poor of corruption, venality and the abuse of authority is, as Maddicott (amongst 

others) has shown, a recurrent theme of the sub-division of political poems termed 

in his study as “poems of social protest”, such as the Song of the Husbandman, 

Song against the King’s Taxes, the Outlaw’s Song of Traillebasten, or Simonie.'25 

Moreover, the features Maddicott identifies as characteristic of this sub-genre of 

poems - “attacks on authority”, “a general sympathy for the poor and a dislike of 

the rich and influential who oppress them” - map very closely on to the concerns 

identified by Kerby-Fulton as characteristic of Anglo-Irish literary culture as a whole 

(Maddicott, 1986, 133). To take just one example, the following lines from Song of 

the Husbandman demonstrate, in their “harrowing account of the oppressions 

suffered by the peasantry” (Coss, 1996, xlix), a ‘social consciousness’ every bit as 

keenly developed as that of the author of Song of the Times or Song of Michael of 

Kildare:

124 Kerby-Fulton’s use of this quotation is dubious (as is the argument she makes from it) 
and the extent to which Somercote's comments should be read as predicated on his 
observation of the Irish sympathy to the poor, or his sheer frustration at their profligacy is a 
moot point. Iconography offers a supporting quotation from a letter sent by Somercote, to an 
unknown recipient in England, in 1256. In it, he writes of the Irish: “What little they collect 
they spend inordinately. Because whatever part of their poor savings remains over they 
share generously, or, as more often happens, they spend and throw away without caution” 
(Cited Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 236 note 71). “A canonist of some standing”, 
Somercote was in Ireland to collect Crusade taxes, and appears not to have relished the 
experience. In the same letter, “he protested that he would never again set foot in Ireland on 
such a mission, even if his commission were to be doubled, and declared himself ready to 
go to prison rather than ‘to go to Ireland again to be crucified for the sake of the Crusade 
tax'” (Watt, 1998, 135). The Latin text of Somercote’s letter is printed in Fitzmaurice and 
Little, 1920, 23-5.
125 Song of the Husbandman [IMEV 969] is printed in Coss, 1996, 149-152. Extant only in 
B.L.MS Harley 2253, the poem’s traditional dating of c. 1300 has been revised to c.1340. 
(Stemmier, 1962) Song against the King’s Taxes [Dean no. 95] is printed in Coss, 1996, 182- 
187. Also extant only in B.L.Harley 2253, the poem has been dated to c.1338 (Aspin, 1953, 
107). The Outlaw’s Song of Traillebasten [Dean no. 93] is printed in Coss, 1996, 231-237. 
Again, the poem survives only in B.L. Harley 2253. The poem has been dated to c.1305 
(Maddicott, 1986, 132; Aspin, 1971, 67). Simonie, [IMEV 4165] printed by Coss, 1996, 323- 
345, is witnessed, in varying versions, in three MSS: MS. Bodley 48 (c.1425); Peterhouse 
MS 104 (late 14th century) and, in its earliest form, in the Auchinleck manuscript (c.1340) 
although the poem may be slightly older. On the origins of the sub-genre as a whole, see 
Maddicott, 1986; for its development in the latter half of the fourteenth century see Coleman, 
1981.
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Thus me pileth the pore and pyketh ful clene,

The ryche raymeth withouten eny ryht;

Ar londes and ar leodes liggeth fol lene,

Thorh biddyng of baylyfs such harm hem hath hiht.

Meni of religioun me halt hem ful hene,

Baroun and bonde, the clerc and the knyht.

Thus wil walketh in lond, and wondred ys wene,

Falsshipe fatteth and marreth wyth myht.

[25-32]

In contrast to the isolating and localising tendencies evident in Bliss and Kerby- 

Fulton’s reading of these two texts from Flarley 913, Maddicott makes a convincing 

case for locating them within a wider corpus of early fourteenth-century poems of 

social complaint.126 Writing with reference to the concerns for social justice 

evidenced in the Simonie, Coss comments:

With its bitter topicality and its sympathy for the poor and oppressed, it is a 

significant early example of the literature of social protest which grew out of 
venality satire and which, beginning in this [early C14] period, became a 
characteristic feature of the fourteenth-century social and literary scene

(Coss, 1996, xlv)

Coss’s observations on the Simonie are, perhaps, equally applicable to any of the 
early fourteenth century pieces discussed above. The surviving poems which form 

this corpus (a corpus which is by its very nature ephemeral) are surely indicative of 

what was once a much more widespread literary tradition - and it was a tradition 
that “circulated [...] because it drew on grievances, which common as they were to 

both peasants and lower clergy, were neither socially nor geographically restricted". 
(Maddicott, 1986, 144 [My emphasis])

As the preceding sections have demonstrated, neither the codicological or 

contextual evidence of the Douce manuscript itself, nor that of the other Anglo-Irish 
cultural productions referred to in Iconography can support the claims made on and 

for them in Kerby-Fulton and Despres’ study. The question remains, then, as to

126 As does Scase, in her discussion. Scase, 2007, 42-54.
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what prompts the authors of this volume to foreground an argument predicated on 

assumptions about the culture of late medieval Ireland that is insufficiently 

substantiated by the manuscript evidence. In his review article on Iconography, 

Hanna makes two salient observations that go some way towards providing an 

answer. Firstly, and with reference to the opening line of the study in question,127 he 

writes, “this sentence stands as a warrant to us of the authors’ political rectitude and 

trustworthiness. It underwrites their effort to find in the production of Douce 104 a 

variety of ‘democratic’ or ‘progressive’ politics’’ (1999, 183). Hanna is, as the present 

chapter has sought to establish, quite right to draw attention to the manner in which 

the Douce manuscript is unsustainably politicised throughout Iconography, and in 

the concluding remarks of his article he succinctly identifies the means by which 

such a politicisation is facilitated: “[q]uite simply, the authors presume too much 

about what they should be finding in Dublin, and thus prove most unreliable guides 

about what is to be found” (1999, 190 [my emphasis]).

And the logical conclusion of this anachronistic and ideologically-driven compulsion, 

evidenced from the work’s opening line onward, is concisely epitomised in the 

localising sentimentally of Iconography’s ‘final thoughts’:

These Anglo-Irish professional readers, whether in accordance with the 

reformist views of their patron or trusting in his (not quite complete) tolerance 

of theirs, interpret Langland’s visions so as to champion those who suffer 

most in times of ecclesiastical corruption and political oppression - a subject 

about which the Anglo-Irish knew far too much (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 

1999, 176 [My emphasis]).

In construing the Anglo-Irish community in late medieval Ireland as an imagined and 

idealised fifteenth-century embodiment of what are culturally-specific and late 

twentieth-century ideals of ‘reform’, ‘radicalism’ and ‘democracy’, the discussion of 

Anglo-Irish cultural productions in Iconography buys wholeheartedly and 

unquestioningly into a rhetoric of Anglo-Irish political and cultural separatism for 

which there is no germane literary evidence. The opening chapter of this thesis 

mapped the development of this ‘separatist’ lineament of late medieval Anglo-Irish 

historiography on to the complex political situation of the early years of the early

127 “There was a politics as well as an art to medieval book production, and that politics had 
this in common with what we would today call censorship: neither process cares much for 
the sanctity of the authorial text” (Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 1999, 1).
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twentieth century in which it emerged, and the chapter which followed considered 

how the legacy of this strand of historiography has been an influential factor in 

shaping critical perceptions of British Library Harley 913. Iconography draws, 

unwittingly or not, on what this study has suggested to be the ideological excesses 

of both the historiographical and literary traditions discussed, but in its political 

naivety and, in Hanna’s phrase, its “historical amnesia”, (1999, 184) it far exceeds 

them. In the preface to their study, Kerby-Fulton quotes a suggestion made by 

Steven Justice - that “the [Douce] artist works hard to derive from Langland a 

utopian vision of governance that Langland himself gives only the most transient 
expression to” (1999, xiv). In many ways, the remark could serve as a fitting 

epigraph for the authors’ handling of the Douce manuscript in Iconography and the 

Professional Reader, although it can but gesture toward their untenable compulsion 

to derive from Douce 104 evidence for “the Ireland which [they] dreamed of."
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Figure 1: ‘Dublin Court of the Exchequer’ 
The Red Book of the Exchequer*

(No longer extant, reproduction from John Gilbert, ed. Facsimiles of the National 
Manuscripts of Ireland. Vol. 3, plate 37)
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Figure 2 (left) ‘Lawyer’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 41r
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Figure 3 (right) ‘Knight’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 35v
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Figure 5 (right) ‘Recklessness’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 53r

Figure 4 (left) ‘Friar’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 46r
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Figure 8: ‘Lunatic Lollar’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 42r
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Figure 9 (left)
‘Cain’ [Scott & Pearsall]
‘Young Bastard’ [Kerby-Fulton] (?) 
MS Douce 104, fol. 48v
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Figure 10 (right)
‘Lyf [Scott & Pearsall] 
‘Sle3th’ [Kerby-Fulton] (?) 
MS Douce 104, fol. 108v
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Figure 13 (left) ‘Pride’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 24r
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Figure 14 (right)
‘Dreamer [?]’ [Scott and Pearsall] 
‘Bide’ [Kerby-Fulton]
MS Douce 104, fol. 55r
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Figure 16 (right) ‘Patience’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 70r

Figure 15 (left) ‘Fortune’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 53r
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Figure 17 (left) ‘Lady Mede’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 8r

Figure 18 (right) ‘Lady Mede & 
Sheriff’

MS Douce 104, fol. 10r
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Figure 19 (left) ‘Lady Mede’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 11r

O

Figure 20 (right) 'Lady Mede & 
Friar’

MS Douce 104, fol. 11v
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Figure 21 (left) ‘Mercy’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 94r

Figure 22 (right) ‘Bishop’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 44r(b)
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Figure 23 (left) ‘King’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 18

Figure 24 (right) ‘Reason’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 19r
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Figure 25 (left) ‘Beggar’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 51r
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Figure 26 (right) ‘Poor Man 
MS Douce 104, fol. 72r



Figure 27 (left) ‘Activa Vita’ 
MS Douce 104, fol. 69r

Figure 28 (right) ‘King’
MS Laud Misc. 730, fol. 9r 
[From Peter of Icham’s Chronicle]
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CHAPTER FOUR

“Across the Water”

[A]part from the Atlantic Ocean [Ireland’s] only close neighbours are the British: 
not the neighbours we would have chosen to share our history - and perhaps not 
the neighbours we would choose now [...]

(J. H. Andrews, “A Geographer’s View of Irish History”)1

Towards the end of March in 1389, Walter Brugge found sufficient time in what 

appears to have been a particularly unforgiving work schedule to squeeze in a 

haircut. Whether or not he opted for anything more adventurous than the medieval 

equivalent of a ‘short back and sides’, history does not record; but a week or so 

after his haircut in Pembridge, one of the Mortimer estates in western Hereford, he 

bought three pairs of shoes in Ludlow.

That this, one stage of a much longer journey (reconstructed by Rees Davies from 
the accounts of Brugge’s travel expenses recorded in the Calendar of the Patent 

Rolls and, more extensively, in the Egerton Roll Series), took him from a Mortimer 
estate in Hereford, to Ludlow, which was, with Wigmore, the nexus of Mortimer 
power in southern Staffordshire, is not coincidental. Brugge, an Englishman, 

probably originally from the south-west, began his known career in the service of 

Lionel, duke of Clarence, and on the death of his patron in 1368, “moved naturally 
and effortlessly into the service’’ of Edward Mortimer, earl of March, son-in-law of his 
previous employer, and inheritor of his estates (Davies, 1999, 51). On the 
premature death of Edward Mortimer, in 1381, Brugge was appointed guardian of 

Roger Mortimer, Edward’s heir, and in both this role and in his later service firmly 

established himself as Roger’s “right-hand man” (Davies, 1999, 51; St John Brooks, 

1951, 151).

“Cleric by vocation” but, by profession, in Davies’ formulation, “financial executive, 

accountant and auditor rolled up into one” (50), Walter Brugge has long been known 

to Langland scholars as an early owner of Piers Plowman, and indeed, his will, 

drawn up at Trim, County Meath, on 25th September 1396, contains the first 

recorded bequest of the poem (Wilson, 1970, 146; Davies, 1999, 49). On Brugge’s 

death, only days after his will had been drawn, his copy of Piers Plowman, in 

addition to a silver cup, a red-coloured bible, and a volume containing, amongst

1 Andrews, 1967,17
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other tracts, a copy of Pars Oculi,2 passed into the possession of a ‘dominus John 

Wormynton’, an English priest working in the vicinity of County Meath (St John 

Brooks, 152).3

Brugge’s wide-ranging, and unquestionably successful, career combined secular 

duties in the service of the Mortimers with administrative appointments, such as his 

service as second baron of the Irish Exchequer, and ecclesiastical preferments 

including prebends at York, St. Patrick’s Dublin, St David’s in Wales and Hereford, 

the archdeaconries, successively, of Kells and Meath, and the parsonage of St. 

Patrick’s in Trim (St John Brooks, 1951; Davies, 1999). His activities, and, as 

evidenced by the record of his library, his education,4 map closely on to the 

characteristics identified by Anne Middleton as typical of the audience of Piers 

Plowman - “men involved in administration whether ecclesiastical, royal or civic” 
whose “customary activities involve them [...] in those tasks and offices where 

spiritual and temporal governance meet" (Middleton, 1982, 104; cited by Davies, 

1999, 50-51). But whilst Davies’ detailed research into the life of Walter Brugge puts 
flesh on the bones (not to mention shoes on the feet) of one early reader of 

Langland’s poem, and thus serves to support the work of, amongst others,
Middleton (1982) and Bowers (1984) on the contemporary, or near contemporary, 

audiences for Langland’s work, Brugge is of interest in another respect. His 
activities in Ireland, both on behalf of the Mortimers, and on his own accord, are 
evidence of the relative ease of travel, and perhaps, suggestive of the likely volume 
of traffic, across the Irish Sea in this period.

As Davies has shown, the Calendar of the Patent Rolls recounts that Walter Brugge 

travelled to Ireland regularly and repeatedly: his presence there is recorded on at 

least thirteen separate occasions in the years between 1370 and 1396 (Davies, 51 
n. 9). Moreover, Davies’ further investigations into the detailed record of Brugge’s 

activities in the period 1386-9, which survives in the Egerton Rolls and in local

2 A “fourteenth-century manual of instruction for the guidance of parish priests in their 
duties.” (St John Brooks, 152)
3 Brugge’s will is printed in Raine, Raine and Clay, eds., 1836-1902, i: 207-210. Cargill 
argued, on grounds later disputed by St John Brooks, that the copy of Piers Plowman 
Brugge left to Wormynton was in fact, none other than the volume now known as Dublin, 
TCD, MS 212 (formerly, D.4.1) i.e. the copy of the poem which contains the famous 
memorandum regarding the poet’s parentage. (Cargill, 1935) For pertinent objections to this 
argument, see St John Brooks, 1951, 152-3.
4 Seventeen volumes are recorded in Brugge's will, each in a named bequest. In addition to 
Piers Plowman and the volume containing the copy of Pars Oculi already mentioned, these 
include devotional and religious material: bibles, missals, ordinals, gospel harmonies, and 
works on canon law: the Decretals and Hostiensis.
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Mortimer accounts, demonstrates the “remarkable frequency’’ (55) with which 
Brugge travelled from Narbeth (a Mortimer holding in south-west Wales), to Dublin, 

and thence to Trim, where Mortimer held the liberty, and Brugge himself held the 

benefice of the church of St. Patrick. Brugge’s travels were by no means confined to 

going back and forth to Ireland. In his role as receiver-general he journeyed 

frequently throughout the extensive Mortimer holdings, which “stretch[ed] from East 

Anglia to Ulster and from Somerset to north Wales” (52) but his duties in Ireland 

were central to his working life; and, from the evidence of his will, Ireland was a 
place to which he felt a not inconsiderable connection. Davies puts it as follows:

In so far as there were fixed points in the world of Walter Brugge they were 

three. Trim in Ireland was one: it was there that Walter made his will and 

asked that his body be buried: there he was in a securely English world but 

only a few miles from the very different world of the native Irish. London was 

the second place where he spent protracted periods on the high affairs of 
the Mortimer inheritance, keeping his ear close to the ground and mingling 
with other men of his own kind in the service of the king, magnates and 

church, near to the exchequer and the law courts (so important for his lord’s 
business), and making costly purchases for his master from rich London 

merchants. [...] Thirdly, he was closely familiar with the border country which 
stretched from the twin great centres of Mortimer power at Ludlow and 
Wigmore down through Leominster and Hereford and so southwards to the 
other hub of Mortimer power at Usk (Davies, 1999, 57-8).

Far from being an isolated and besieged outpost, the Anglophone east of Ireland 

that emerges in this account is one with close connections on the ground to centres 

of power in both London and elsewhere. And this serves, perhaps, as a useful 

reminder that the contemporary late fourteenth- / early fifteenth-century rhetoric 

from the Dublin administration regarding the high politics of the time can obscure 

the pragmatic demands of what was, for Brugge and his employer, a question of 

shrewd estates-management. Politics, as they say, is politics; but business is 

business.

Brugge’s activities form an interesting parallel to what Thompson has noted, in an 

early fourteenth-century context, as “the frequent traffic between Ludlow and Ireland 
[...] among members of the Mortimer household and their retainers” (2007, 126). 

Whilst the Mortimer accounts provide invaluable and unusually detailed evidence for
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this traffic throughout the course of the fourteenth century, such comings and goings 
across the Irish Sea were, of course, by no means restricted to the retinues of the 

Mortimers, or even to those of the other magnates whose estates and interests 

ranged across the water. Attempts had been made, in the early fourteenth century, 

to establish a university in Dublin but the initiative, although authorised by Pope 

Clement V in 1311, floundered due to lack of financial provision, and students from 

Ireland continued to travel to England (particularly to Oxford) to continue their 

education.5 Recent research by Paul Brand and Virginia Davis (amongst others), 

has demonstrated the extent of this ‘cross-channel’ traffic in other arenas. Brand, 

focusing on those who came from Ireland to pursue legal training at the Inns of 
Court in London, before returning across the Irish sea to embark upon a career, has 

shown that the practice was relatively commonplace throughout the fourteenth and 

fifteenth centuries, and dates back to as early as 1287 (Brand, 2000). Davis’ 

research into Irish (predominantly Anglo-Irish) clergy in late medieval England 

makes use of the English episcopal ordination lists (previously unexamined in this 

context) to trace the careers of Irish born clergy in England: some of whom stayed 
there, others returning to pursue a career in the country of their birth (Davis, 2000). 

The important trading links that existed between Dublin and English ports such as 

Chester and Bristol are, of course, well known.6 The key point - that there was 

constant interaction between Ireland and England in this period, across many levels 

of society, and in a variety of contexts (professional, mercantile, educational, to 
name but three) - is an obvious one, but in light of the isolationist narratives 
examined in previous chapters, it is perhaps worth reiterating.

The case studies considered in the preceding section sought to demonstrate how 

the separatist agenda of particular strands of medieval Irish historiography, and 

indeed, strands of Irish historiography in general, have contributed to the shaping of 

medieval Anglo-Irish literary productions in ways that were argued to have 

exceeded the manuscript evidence on which such literary histories must be based. 
This chapter seeks to consider some of the other, perhaps routinely marginalised, 

evidence for the literary culture of Anglophone late medieval Ireland. Whilst space 

permits what can be, in this context, only a partial and preliminary assessment of 

the manuscript evidence for the activities of this ‘literary community’ (here restricted

5 On the frustrated attempt to establish a studium generate in Ireland, see Gywnn,1938.
6 For an overview of early trading relations between Ireland and England see Gywnn, 1947, 
and Downham, 2004. Irish overseas trade in general is surveyed by Childs and O’Neill,
1987. For trading links between Ireland and England in the later medieval period see, 
amongst others, Timothy O’Neill, 1987, passim, Childs, 1982; and Childs, 2000.
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to vernacular texts displaying linguistic features which suggest a connection to 

Ireland) it endeavours to suggest, by means of three case studies, something of the 
commonalities, as opposed to the imagined differences, in Anglophone literary 

culture on either side of the Irish Sea in this period.

Insofar as dialectal features are any indication as to provenance (and it should be 

stressed that such linguistic evidence must be used with necessary caution), as 

stated above, the seminal source for any such examination of Anglophone literary 

culture in late medieval Ireland remains McIntosh and Samuels’ 1968 study, 

“Prolegomena to a study of mediaeval Anglo-Irish”. Used in conjunction with the 

summary descriptions of documents and manuscripts containing medieval Hiberno- 
English listed (but, as noted in the opening chapter, not mapped) in LALME,7 they 

form the most comprehensive hand-list to date of extant medieval Anglo-Irish texts. 

Whilst much of the corpus thus delineated is derived from non-‘literary’ materials 

such as memoranda, letters and administrative records (often easily and securely 

localizable), McIntosh and Samuels were able to identify sufficient dialectal features 
from texts which could be securely located as of Irish origin to enable the attribution 
of a provenance in Ireland, on a dialectal basis, to texts otherwise unlocalizable. 
They summarize the process, and their sub-grouping of the relevant texts, as 

follows:

The evidence is thus cumulative. The Irish associations of the texts in B 
[Texts for which there is some evidence of localisation'] are firmly 

corroborated by the linguistic evidence of those in A [‘Localized documents’] 
but, since the lexical range of those in B is so much wider than the short and 

specialized documents in A, the evidence is greatly augmented by them; and 

it is still further widened and confirmed by the texts in C [‘Unlocalized texts 

dealing with Irish matters or having other Irish associations, the language of 

which confirms that provenance’].

Some of the longest texts are the unlocalized texts of D [‘Unlocalized 
texts for which the evidence of Irish provenance is wholly or mainly 

linguistic’]: eight of these include works which originated in England and 

which, according to common later ME practice, were ‘translated’ by the 

copyists. Yet the list of features that can be compiled from the evidence of A,

7 LALME, i: 270-279
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B and C is so distinctive that the provenance of these longer texts is left in 

no doubt (McIntosh and Samuels, 1968, 4).

Of course, linguistic profiles cannot, and should not, be conflated with manuscript 

provenance,8 but the manuscript environment in which some of the literary items 

profiled dialectically as MHE in these studies survive admits little doubt as to their 

status as Anglo-Irish cultural productions.9 Items which might be adduced in such a 

context include the brief (twelve-line) satirical poem preserved in the primatial 

register of Archbishop John Swayne (Archbishop of Armagh, 1418-1439). The 
poem, a satire on women’s fashion, is found among entries in the register pertaining 

to the first half of the fifteenth-century, and is dated by Day to that period or to the 

end of the fourteenth century (Day, cited by Seymour, 1932-4, 209).10 Other extant

8 That is, the dialectal features of a text need bear no relation to the provenance of the 
manuscript in which it is found. In the context of the current chapter, is worthy of note that 
the dialect of the fragmentary incipits added to Kilkenny, St. Canice’s Library, the Red Book 
of Ossary, display no identifiably Middle Hiberno-English forms, despite their unquestionably 
having been added to the manuscript in Ireland. The snatches of ME lyrics preserved (with a 
couple of French lyric incipits) were added to the Red Book on the direction of Richard de 
Ledrede the English bishop of Ossory from 1317-1360). The manuscript contains some sixty 
religious songs in Latin, attributed, in an introduction, to an unnamed bishop (frequently 
supposed to be Ledrede), and composed, in Seymour’s phrase, “for his vicars choral, his 
priests, and his clerics, [...] lest the mouths sanctified to the service of God should be defiled 
by theatrical, foul and secular songs {cantilenis teatralibus) (Seymour, 1970, 75). These 
vernacular snippets were apparently added to the manuscript to give an indication of the 
popular tunes to which the religious Latin songs were to be sung. LALME suggests that the 
addition of the incipits was “likely to be the work of a southern English registrar." (LALME, i: 
275) The lyric fragments are discussed by Seymour, 1970, 96-98, Bliss and Long, 1987,
732, and edited in Stemmier, 1977. The Liber Primus Kilkenniensis Uom the Kilkenny 
Corporation Archives provides another illustrative example of a text that displays no MHE 
dialectal features turning up in a manuscript of assuredly Irish provenance. Fol T (the flyleaf) 
contains a fourteen-line excerpt from the Prologue to the South English Legendary. The folio 
had originally contained what appears to have been a list of burgesses, which had become 
illegible, and the extract from the South English Legendary was written over it in a script of 
the mid (?) fourteenth century. The summary description of this item in LALME supports 
Day’s identification of the dialect of the extract as S. W. Midlands. Two explanations for the 
presence of this item are suggested in LALME, it is “possibly a literatum copy from an 
English exemplar, or (as Gbrlach, 1974, 113] independently suggests) imported as waste 
parchment.” Either scenario reinforces the evidence for the close links between eastern 
Ireland and the English midlands in this period [LALME, Vol 1, 275; Day, cited Seymour, 
1932-4, 206],
9 As it is here used, “Anglo-Irish cultural production” refers not only to any vernacular text 
supposed to have been composed in Ireland (such as many of the English texts in BL MS 
Harley 913) but also to any vernacular text known to have been copied in late medieval 
Ireland, irrespective of the ultimate origins of the text itself. So the Douce Piers Plowman, 
discussed in the previous chapter, is considered an Anglo-Irish cultural production, as the 
manuscript was written, read and (presumably) circulated in the Pale, and thus serves as 
evidence for the interests of at least some part of the Anglophone 'literary community’ of this 
period.
0 The poem (IMEV 811) opens with the lines ‘Fleshly lustys and festys | And furres of divers 

manner of bestys’. Apart from Swayne’s register, the IMEV records the poem as extant in
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literary items displaying MHE dialectal features are less easily localizable. The 

evidence for the Irish provenance of BL Harley MS 913 and Oxford, Bodleian 
Library MS Douce 104 was considered in previous chapters; the Middle Hiberno- 

English translations (and manuscript contexts) of the Prick of Conscience, the 

Northern Passion, the Proverbs of Mending, and various works by Rolle and Hilton 

are considered in more detail in the case studies which follow. In addition to these 

works, the linguistic features of the following items lead McIntosh, Samuels and 

Benskin (1968; 1986) to postulate their circulation in a late medieval Anglo-Irish 

context: the Northern Homily Collection] James Yonge’s translation of the Secreta 

Secretorum] a translation, into MHE, of Gerald of Wales’ Expugnatio Hibernica] the 

MHE contents {Creed, Pater Noster, a fragment of lyric) of British Library MS Harley 

3724 (the manuscript otherwise in Latin); the four lyric scraps surviving in 

Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, MS 405; the two poems surviving on a strip of 
vellum, discovered at the beginning of the twentieth-century among the Ormond 

manuscripts in Kilkenny Castle, (now National Library of Ireland MS D 1435); the 

MHE verses inserted in London, Lambeth Palace Library, MS 523, and the MHE 
verses in London, Lambeth Palace Library, MS 557.* 11

only one other manuscript - Oxford, Corpus Christi College, MS 274, preserved in the latter 
MS in a dialect identified in LALME as of Lincolnshire.
11 With regard to the last five items mentioned, the Latin items in B.L. Harley MS 3724 (dated 
to c.1300) include a copy of the Topographia Hiberniae, by Gerald of Wales, and, on fol, 48r, 
a copy of the Bull ‘Laudabiliter’, issued by Arian IV to Henry II in 1155. Cambridge, Corpus 
Christi College MS 405, a composite manuscript consisting of 6 vols dating from the C13 to 
the early C14, contains charters, letters, Bulls, liturgical texts and some Anglo-Norman texts. 
The manuscript “evidently belonged to the brethren of St. John of Jerusalem at Waterford’’ 
(James, 1912, ii: 277). The lyric scraps, which include a devotional poem addressed to the 
Virgin (IMEV 1047), are written in a charter hand of c. 1300. Thompson suggests that the 
dialect of these fragments is “not localizable by itself but preserves some recognizable 
southern English linguistic forms”, but as the issue is incidental to the primary concern of his 
article, offers no supporting evidence (2007, 115). London, Lambeth Palace, MS 523 is a 
composite manuscript of two parts, both of which contain copies of works by Robert 
Grosseteste. The MHE insertions, all in the same late fifteenth-century hand include fifteen 
lines of verse on ‘the complexions’ (IMEV 3157) and a short prose treatise on tribulation. In 
the same script as these short items in MHE is a note on the coronation of Perkin Warbeck 
in Dublin. An ownership inscription, dated to the late C15 / early C16, records that “This 
boke pertayneth to Sir Thomas Kelle | Prest in saynt mighane ys church”, and this is 
identified in the summary manuscript descriptions in LALME as a reference to St. Michan’s 
Church, Dublin. (LALME, i: 274) London, Lambeth Palace Library MS 557 is a collection of 
sermons and associated material, dating from the late C13, and the MHE verses added to 
the manuscript (IMEV 143 and 207) are in a contemporary charter hand. Later in the 
volume, a Latin note dated to the year 1487, and written in a contemporary hand records a 
debt of bondage at Cashel, Co. Tipperary, which suggests the manuscript’s likely 
whereabouts by the end of the C15. (The account offered here derives from the summary 
descriptions in LALME, and is at odds with that offered by Thompson, who states that the 
manuscript’s MHE verses were copied “by the same late thirteenth-century charter hand that 
also wrote in the manuscript the Latin memorandum recording a debt of bondage at 
Cashel’’.) [LALME, i: 278; Thompson, 2007, 115], Finally, the verses written on a vellum slip 
and discovered by Edmund Curtis among the Ormond muniments at Kilkenny Castle (IMEV
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Of the more substantial of the latter works listed, James Yonge’s translation of the 
Secreta Secretorum is extant in two late fifteenth-century manuscripts - London, 

Lambeth Palace MS 633 and Oxford Bodleian Library, MS Rawlinson B.490, and 

further witnessed, in a single folio fragment, in Dublin, Trinity College Dublin MS 

592. The dialect of the two full versions of the text has been localized to Waterford, 
and it appears that they were both copied from the same exemplar (LALME, vol. i, 

278; 279; Benskin and Laing, 1981, 101 n. 15; Orpen, 1892, xxiv-ix).12 James 

Yonge, self-styled “notary imperial, and the least of the writers and citizens of 

Dublin”,13 made his translation in 1422 at the request of his patron, James Butler, 

Earl of Ormond, and Viceroy in Ireland, 1419-1422. Erroneously attributed to 

Aristotle, the Secreta Secretorum was a widespread work in the Middle Ages, and 

Yonge’s translation was based, in part, on an earlier French version of the text, (the 

work, incidentally, of another Irishman)14 although Yonge handled his source 

material freely, adding illustrations and exempla from contemporary Irish historical 

events, in a manner characterised by Dolan as “chauvinistically pro-English and 
anti-Irish” (Seymour, 1929, 135-40; Dolan, 1999, 222).

Roughly contemporary with Yonge’s translation of the Secreta Secretorum was the 
translation, into MHE, of Gerald of Wales' Expugnatio Hibernica.'* I * * * 5 The work of an 

anonymous translator, this version of Gerald’s account of the conquest of Ireland 
seems to be derived from the abridged Latin version of the Expugnatio Hibernica 

found in British Library MS Harley 177, and it is extant in various manuscripts. One

1010 and IMEV Supp 2274) are in an unrealizable MHE dialect, in a hand thought to be of 
the mid 15C. (LALME, i: 271.)
12Steele and Henderson, eds., 1898, repr. 1973
13 The only other literary work known to have been written by James Yonge is his Latin 
account of the Hungarian nobleman Laurence Rathold de Pasztho’s visit to St. Patrick’s 
Purgatory in 1411, which he composed based on his conversations with de Pasztho. See St. 
John Seymour, 1918, chapter seven.
14 A French translation of the Secreta Secretorum was made, in France, by the Irish 
Dominican (and early wine critic!), Geoffrey (Jofri) of Waterford, in the later half of the 
thirteenth century. Like Yonge, Geoffrey appears to have embarked upon his translation at 
the behest of a patron, and he was similarly at ease with interpolating his own material into 
the text. Addressing his patron in the introduction to the work, he writes, “[...] you have 
requested me that I would for your sake translate the said work from Latin into French, which
I had already translated from Greek into Arabic, and again from Arabic into Latin. Being 
overcome by your entreaties, I have taken care to fulfil this task, and have used more pains
in it than I am accustomed to do in my more deep and profound studies. You are further to
understand that I have added many other things which, though they are not contained in that
book, yet are drawn from other authentic books, and are no less profitable than what is 
written in that treatise; these things that are added being pertinent to the subject in hand.” 
(trans. Seymour, 1929, 32).
5Furnivall, ed., 1896, repr. 1973 [edited from TCD MS 592 and Oxford, Bodleian Library MS 

Rawlinson B. 490].
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accompanies the fragment of Yonge’s Secreta Secretorum preserved in Trinity 

College Dublin MS 592,16 and is written in the same late fifteenth-century hand. This 

manuscript seems to have been the exemplar for the sixteenth-century copy of the 

English Conquest of Ireland found in Trinity College Dublin MS 593. Another 

fifteenth-century copy is found in British Library MS Rawlinson B.490, where it again 

accompanies the text of Yonge’s Secreta Secretorum. The MHE translation of 

Gerald’s text was evidently a popular work:17 two further fifteenth-century copies are 

extant in British Library MS Additional 40674 (part II) and in Lambeth Palace MS 

598. (The latter manuscript is textually very close to MS Rawlinson B. 490, and it 

contains the only MS attribution of authorship for the translation - “Secundum 

Thomam Bray” [fol. 31v].) An extract from the English Conquest of Ireland is also 

preserved in Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Laud Misc. 526, where it occupies the 

last leaf of book bearing the ownership mark of ‘William Preston', of Gormanston in 
Co. Meath18 (Bartlett, 1982, Appendix A, LALME 'w 270-279, passim, Furnivall,

1896).

The last of the longer works listed above to merit a brief mention here is San Marino 
Huntington Library MS 129, (olim Phillipps 20420) which contains a copy of the 
unexpanded Northern Homily Cycle. A collection of Gospel paraphrases with 
accompanying homilies in English verse, the Northern Homily Cycle is, in the words 

of its most recent editor, one of “the earliest and most complete works of its kind; its 
widespread and enduring popularity witnessed by three distinct recensions and 

twenty surviving manuscripts ranging from the early fourteenth century to the mid 

fifteenth century” (Thompson, 2008, Introduction).^9 The unexpanded version of the 

Northern Homily Cycle that forms the sole contents of HM 129 is by far the most 

common of the three recensions identified, being witnessed (in various stages of 
completeness) in a further fifteen of the twenty manuscripts extant.20 Written

16 Formerly E.3.31. This, the (then current?) pressmark is incorrectly given as E.2.31 in 
Furnivall’s edition (Benskin and McIntosh, 1972, note 14) and the error has (somewhat 
confusingly) been perpetuated in subsequent notes regarding the manuscripts containing 
the MHE version of the Conquest.
17 Although whether this supports Bliss’ assertion that “the popularity of the translation of the 
Conquest of Ireland suggest that the English speakers identified themselves more with 
Ireland than with England.” (1984, 35) is perhaps a moot point
18 The extract on fol. 42''. On fol. 41v: “Isto liber constat domino Will/e/mo preston Vice 
ceomite De Gormanston." (LALME, i: 277)
19 At 7715 lines, Thompson’s edition amounts to approximately one third of the material from 
the original c. 20000 lines of the unexpanded NHC.
20 On the manuscripts, see Thompson, 2008, ‘Introduction’; on the textual relations of the 
unexpanded version, see Spouse, 1989. On the vocabulary of HM 129, see McIntosh, 1972; 
and on its Irish provenance, as indicated dialectally, see Benskin and McIntosh, 1972.
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throughout (bar 12 lines on fol. 151v) in a single hand, described as “angular English 

vernacular bookhand probably in the first half of the fifteenth century”21 (Benskin 

and McIntosh, 1972, 128) the manuscript seems to have been translated into MHE 

from a northern English exemplar. Benskin and McIntosh identify two “reasonably 

well defined” dialectal layers in the text, with the northern forms which predominate 

in the earlier sections of the manuscript being “progressively abandoned in favour of 

Hiberno-English equivalents” (1972, 128). In the absence of any other evidence as 

to the manuscript’s early provenance - its known history begins with its acquisition 

for the Phillips collection in the second half of the nineteenth century - the only 

evidence for the manuscript’s Irish provenance is linguistic, but the relative 

frequency with which 25 out of the 30 linguistic features of MHE identified by 

McIntosh and Samuels occur in HM 129, leave Benskin and McIntosh in no doubt 

as to its Irish provenance. Admittedly, these linguistic features need only indicate 

that the copying was the work of an Anglo-Irish scribe, but that the manuscript is a 

late medieval Irish production is widely accepted (McIntosh and Samuels, 1968; 
McIntosh and Benskin, 1972; Bliss and Long, 1987; Kerby-Fulton and Despres, 

1999, etc.).

Of the works cited in the brief overview offered above, the ones which have 

attracted the most (non-linguistic) scholarly attention in terms of their Irish context 
are, perhaps unsurprisingly, those that coalesce most readily with the ideologically 
predicated framework of ‘Anglo Irish’ separatism discussed in the opening chapter, 

and examined in practice in the chapters which followed. Not only are these 

translations securely localizable as cultural productions from Anglophone late 
medieval Ireland, but both James Yonge’s Government of Princes and the 

anonymous English translation of Gerald of Wales’ Expugnatio Hibernica speak 

directly to the concerns of scholarship, from the nineteenth-century onwards, over 

political and national identity in late medieval Ireland. First edited under the aegis of 

the Early English Text Society in the late 1890s (reprinted 1970s)22 and, in the case 

of the Government of Princes, recently issued in a modern translation, designed to 

“encourage new multidisciplinary research in late Medieval Irish Studies”,23 these

21 The period in which the work appears to have enjoyed its widest circulation. (Cf. Wogan- 
Browneefa/., 1999, 126)
22 Furnivall, ed., 1896 (rept. 1973); Steele, ed., 1898 (rept. 1973). (The original editions 
appearing, incidentally, only a couple of years after the defeat of Gladstone’s Second Home 
Rule Bill in the House of Lords; the reprints issued the year after Bloody Sunday, and the 
introduction of Direct Rule to Northern Ireland)
23 Kerns, ed. and trans, 2008. Quotation from Elizabeth Matthew’s foreword to the edition.
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works have attracted considerable scholarly attention elsewhere, largely with regard 
to their Irish context.24

In the notional ‘hierarchy’ of Anglophone medieval literary productions - explicitly 

outlined by Bliss and Long, and implicitly replicated in almost every other non- 

linguistic discussion of the subject - both the Government of Princes and The 

English Conquest of Ireland rank, as Anglo-Irish ‘translations’, some way behind the 
original Anglo-Irish contents of BL MS Harley 913 - consistently (and 

understandably) held to represent the zenith of medieval Anglo-Irish literary culture. 

If these works still lie, to an extent, in the shadow cast by the overwhelming 

emphasis of scholarly attention that has been brought to bear on “original works 

related specifically to Ireland” (Dolan, 1999, 223), then so much more so do the 

“mere transcriptions” of Middle English literary texts which circulated in late 
medieval Ireland (Bliss and Long, 1987, 735).

The previous chapter, on Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Douce 104, sought to offer a 

re-examination of one such work, and to reflect on what was suggested to be the 
dangerously distorting treatment of this manuscript in the only major study to 
consider it to date. The critical emphasis on ‘original’ works, or on works dealing 

specifically with Ireland, is understandable, and by no means unimportant. But the 
literary activities of any community are reflected just as much in the literature that 
they ‘consumed’, as they are in the literature they produced, and in the 
consideration of the manuscript contexts of the Middle English literary texts which 

follows, it will be suggested that the evidence of the former offers a picture of late 

medieval Anglo-Irish reading communities that fits rather less easily than the latter 
into the ‘nationalistic’ themes whose investigation has formed a central strand of this 
study.

The aim, in the case-studies below, has been to offer three synchronic ‘snap shots’ 

of a facet of Anglophone literary culture in late medieval Ireland that has received 

little critical attention to date, but which offers a challenge to the teleological 

narratives of ‘Anglo-Irish’ separatism on which much of the previous literary 

scholarship on Anglophone literary culture in late medieval Ireland has, as explored 

in the previous chapters, implicitly been predicated. The implications of the evidence

24 In addition to the editions and studies previously mentioned, above and in the notes to 
Chapter One, see, for example, Ferster, 2004, and references there cited; and the recent 
bibliography in Kerns, 2008.
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of these manuscripts for such scholarship are given further consideration in the 

concluding section of this chapter, but the case studies themselves are intended as 
relatively free-standing treatments of these Middle English texts and the manuscript 

contexts in which they are found.
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Case Study One:

The Northern Passion 

The Proverbs of Mending
MSS:

Cambridge, Cambridge University Library, MS G.g i.1

“Ce livre est a liu seul toute une bibliotheque"

[Paul Meyer, 1886, 283]

Of the three case studies presented in this concluding chapter, the evidence of the 

manuscript considered here - Cambridge, Cambridge University Library MS G.g i.1 - 

is perhaps the most nebulous in terms of what indications it can offer regarding 

Anglophone reading communities in late medieval Ireland. Whilst solid evidence for 

the provenance of the manuscript has yet to be uncovered, the cumulative evidence 

of two of the three English texts in the volume, in addition to a noteworthy Latin 

‘filler’ item, are strongly indicative of, at the very least, securely Irish connections; 

and the possibility that the manuscript is actually an Irish production cannot be 

discounted.

An early fourteenth-century manuscript, incorporating a staggering 633 folios of 

relatively modest dimensions (216 x 145mm; 157-163 x 110mm), CUL G.g. i.1 is 

almost as deep as it is wide, and consequently the manuscript has a visually striking 

appearance. Written throughout in a single hand - a good textura - the volume is 

extensively decorated, and incorporates, in addition to several isolated illuminations, 

two texts that are furnished with distinct pictorial cycles. These two cycles of 

illustrations encompass both secular and religious images - they accompany, 

respectively, the copy of L’lmage du Monde, [fols. 346r-390r]25 and the Anglo- 

Norman prose apocalypse [fols. 404v-406v] - and are thought to be the work of the 

same artist, also responsible for the celebrated image of the faculties of the human 

mind on fol. 490v (Panayotova and Binski, 2005, 316). The wide-ranging scope of 

the contents of the manuscript - predominantly in Anglo-Norman, but with some 

material in French, Latin and English - include poetry, history, popular science,

25Goussuin of Metz’s thirteenth-century translation, into French octosyllabic couplets, of 
Honoris of Autun’s De Imagine mundl.
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devotional and biblical material, and are aptly summarised in Meyer’s assertion that 

the volume is 'a library in itself (1886, 283).26

Some of the manuscript’s contents might hint at ownership by regular or secular 

clergy: La Lumere as Lais, for example, a substantial work of religious instruction in 

verse, written by the Augustinian canon Peter of Peckam (fl. 1267 - 1276). Although 

ostensibly addressed to a non-Latinate laity,27 the Lumere as Lais offered, in its 

exploitation of the scholastic method, little by way of intellectual concession to a lay 

readership (Legge, 1963, 215) and, perhaps consequently it enjoyed, for a 

vernacular text, “surprisingly heavy male monastic ownership”, as the evidence of 

medieval wills and book catalogues attests (Barratt, 2008, 353). William of 

Waddington’s Manuel des peches,2B also found in CUL G.g. i. 1, was likewise 

composed with a lay readership in mind, and designed to convey the essentials of 

the Christian faith in the vernacular. An aid to confession, written in octosyllabic 

rhyming couplets, the engaging exempla used in the Manuel des peches - a work 
“still readable for the good stories it contains” (Legge, 1963, 214) - made it more 
tailored to a lay audience than the “uncompromising scholasticism]” of the Lumere 
as Lais, but like the latter text, the Manuel des peches is frequently recorded in 
clerical contexts, becoming “popular as a reference book for preachers” and 

“frequently treated as an encyclopaedia for clerics, not as a manual for layman” 
(Laird, 1946, 259, cited Barratt, 2008, 353).

The presence of these texts, in conjunction with the other devotional and biblical 

material it contains might indicate clerical ownership for the manuscript, and such a 
production context was accepted by M R. James, who comments in his unpublished 

notes on CUL G.g i. 1, “I cannot doubt that the volume was written at some important 
monastic centre”.29 However, taken as a whole, the presence of texts addressed to 

women (such as Walter de Bibbesworth’s treatise on language), or the emphasis on 

child-rearing found in the Proverbs of Mending, combined with the works of history, 

prophecy, popular science and prognostications also present in the manuscript is 

indicative of secular, rather than clerical, ownership. Barratt’s suggestion as to the

26 For a full list of contents, and further description of the manuscript, see Appendix A.
27 “...pur ceo ke franceis est entendable | A lais, pur ceo I’ai numd, sanz fable, | La ‘Lumere 
as Lais....” (685-7)
28 The Manuel des peches was translated into English by Robert Mannying, at the start of 
the fourteenth century.
29 M. R. James, Unpublished notes on CUL G.g i.1, transcribed by J.S. Ringrose, of 
Cambridge University Library, 27th July 2004. I am most grateful to Ms. Ringrose for her 
kindness in sending me a copy of this transcription.
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manuscript’s origins, “possibly it belonged to an upwardly mobile, bilingual, gentry 

family” and its likely use, “private study rather than public reading”, is perhaps the 

most plausible context in which the extensive and trilingual contents of the 

manuscript might be placed (Barratt, 2008, 350).30 Given the quality of the 

decoration, whoever commissioned the manuscript was, without question, extremely 

affluent; and the diverse range of exemplars to which the scribe must have had 

access testifies to an active and wide-ranging interest in literary culture.

There are no extra-textual indications as to the origins or early provenance of CUL 

G.g. i. 1, and its known history begins in the hands of John Washington, a mid

seventeenth century London bookseller, whose possession of the manuscript is 

indicated by an inscription on fol. ir in a seventeenth-century hand - “bought of Mr. 

Washington” (Panayotova and Binski, 2005, 316). The volume passed into the 

collection of Bishop John Moore (1646 - 1714) whose library was presented to 

Cambridge University by George I in 1715. Suggestions as to the early provenance 

of the manuscript include East Anglia (M.R. James, unpublished notes); “the South 
of England” (Foster, 1916, 9) and, most recently, “the West Midlands” (Panayotova 
and Binski, 2005, 316), but the grounds on which any of these attributions are made 
remains unclear.31

That such an important collection of Anglo-Norman material as CUL G.g. i.1 has not 
attracted more attention from scholars in the field is perhaps indicative of what Tony 
Hunt characterises as the “somewhat halting progress” of Anglo-Norman codicology 

(Hunt, 2008, 367)32 but the apparent neglect of the codicology of this manuscript is 

all the more surprising, given CUL G.g i.Ts significance as one of the most 

substantial collections of Anglo-Norman material extant. The assertion that “no other 

single manuscript contains so many separate Anglo-Norman texts” (Panayotova 

and Binski, 2005, 316) is somewhat at odds with the information presented in Dean 

(1999),33 but it serves nevertheless to highlight the importance of the manuscript as 

a witness to Anglo-Norman texts: an importance emphasised by the fact that

30 Cf. Morgan and Thomson, “CUL Gg. 1.1, like Digby 86, was probably designed for a 
patron whose household mainly spoke and read French” (2008, 30).

1 Neither Meyer, 1886 nor Zettl, 1935, offer any suggestion as to early provenance in their 
discussions of the manuscript.
32 A process hindered, he goes on to suggest, “as a result of the reluctance of editors to give 
detailed and independent assessments of the manuscripts they are using.” (Hunt, 2008,
367)
33 In terms of the quantity of discrete items in Anglo-Norman, CUL G.g. i.1 ranks fourth in 
Dean, exceeded only by the contents of MSS London, BL Harley 2253; London, Lambeth 
Palace 552 and London, BL Additional 46919.
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roughly one third of the volume’s Anglo-Norman contents are unique to this 

manuscript.34

Whilst the items in Anglo-Norman (and occasionally, continental French) form the 

vast majority of the manuscript’s contents, the evidence for the volume’s Irish 

connections, which is the focus here, is found in the contents of its ‘other 

vernacular’, and in a short Latin note. The English contents of the manuscript are by 

no means extensive, but they are not unimportant. CUL G.g.i.1 contains the earliest 
copy of the Northern Passion extant, [fols. 122r - 134v] and a copy of the Proverbs 

of Mending [fols. 476v-479v]. Additionally, the version of Pierre de Langtoft’s 

Chronicle of England preserved in the manuscript - Part 3, with prologue, [fols. 328v- 

345v]35 incorporates several English verses, (listed here by IMEV number and title): 

‘Song against the Scots’ (310 / A2); 'Popular verses on Wallace’ (313 / A2); ‘English 

abuse of John Balliol' (814 / A3); ‘Balliol’s defiance of the English’ (2686 / A2);

‘Song of the Scots at the siege of Berwick’ (2754 / A3) and ‘Song on the victory of 
the English at Dunbar’ (3352 / A3). Langtoft’s Chronicle ends, in the CUL G.g i.1 
text, with the following lines of English verse, entitled in the IMEV as ‘English abuse 
against the Scots after Dunbar’, and recorded there as witnessed only in this 

manuscript:

For [thjare wer [thjai bal brend 

He kauged ham [thjidre kend 
And dreued to dote 
For scottes at Dunbar 

Haued at [thjayre gan char 

Schame of [th]ar note 

Wer neuer dogges [thjere 

Hurled out of herre

34 Calculated on the basis of information listed in Dean. Items recorded there as unique to 
this MS are nos. 43; 85; 217; 270; 280 (1); 450; 664; 680 (2); 747; 816; 817; 842.
35 At over 9000 lines, in its fullest redaction, the Chronicle of England, written by Yorkshire 
canon Pierre de Langtoft, comprises of three parts. The first, “the legendary history of 
Britain, beginning with the arrival of Brutus”; the second, “the reigns of Anglo-Saxon and 
Norman kings to the death of Henry III (1272)’’ and the third, “the reign of Edward I during 
which Langtoft was living” (Dean, 1999, 43). Parts two and three were translated into English 
by Robert Mannynge during the first half of the fourteenth-century. CUL G.g i. 1 shares with a 
handful of other early fourteenth-century manuscripts in containing only part three (dealing 
with the reign of Edward I). Like most of these, this version incorporates a 26-line prologue 
summarizing Parts I and II, and “nam[ing] a patron Schafeld of Scaffeld, who may be 
identified as John of Sheffield, sheriff of Durham and friend of Anthony of Bek, bishop 
palatine” (Dean, 1999,43).
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Fro coylthe ne cotte [fol. 345v]

Other, more fragmentary items in English include the interlinear glosses to Walter 

de Bibbesworth’s Tretiz de Language (discussed further below) [fols. 279r-294r], and 

the two couplets which follow a similar Anglo-Norman proverb added at the close of 

the Anglo-Norman prose redaction of Le Brute d’Engleterre Abrege: “Wos maket of 

a dec hurte | and prelat of a cheurle | and of a cheld maked king | [th]anne is [th]e 

lord undirling(?)”.36

Of the three more substantial English items - the Northern Passion, the Proverbs of 

Mending and the English verses in Langtoft’s Chronicle - the language of the latter 

has been tentatively identified as northern Middle English, “appears to be NME”, 

whilst the dialect of the two former texts is more confidently recorded as MHE 

(LALME, i: 67, 271; Laing, 1993, 44). The linguistic analyses of McIntosh et al. and 

Laing regarding the dialect of the two former texts are here taken as definitive; and, 

in the case of the Northern Passion, the identification of the language of the text as 

MHE explains the difficulties encountered by Foster in his attempt to localise its 

dialectal features (Foster, 1916, 22-24).

The assertion, in LALME, that the scribe of CUL Gg i.1 was “a literatim copyist, 

evidently a Hiberno-Englishman” (i: 67, 271) is, based on the evidence available, 

somewhat difficult to confirm. That the manuscript is the work of a literatim scribe is 

accepted, and might well explain some of the rather disparaging comments on the 

copyist’s abilities made in earlier assessments of the manuscript (such as Meyer’s 

appraisal of him as ‘untrained’ and ‘uncomprehending’: an assessment which is 

hard to reconcile with the quality of his hand).37 However, the bald assertion that the 

scribe is “evidently a Hiberno-Englishman”, an assessment recorded in the confines 

of the summary manuscript descriptions in LALME, which preclude the presentation 

of supporting evidence, sits somewhat incongruously with the note on his literatim 

copying practices. The copying habits of the scribe then, would seem only to 

provide evidence for the dialect of his exemplars, rather than for the dialect of the 

scribe himself.38 Erring on the side of caution, the conclusion that the scribe had

36IMEV-. 4235
37 “Le copiste etait peu instruit. II a fait beaucoup de fautes dont plusieurs montrent qu’il lisait 
mal son original.” (Meyer, 1886, 283) Cf. Foster, 1916, 22.
38 The apparent incongruity of these two statements regarding the scribe, if both are based 
on linguistic evidence, might be explicable in light of the exhaustive dialectal analysis
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access to MHE exemplars of these texts (and presumably, by extension, that these 

texts were circulating in late medieval Ireland) can safely be drawn - assessments 

of the nationality (as evidenced by dialect) of the scribe himself are, perhaps, more 

speculative.

The Northern Passion - an anonymous translation of an Old French poem, the 

English version thought to have been composed at the start of the fourteenth- 

century, and extant, in its original unexpanded version, in eleven manuscripts -39 

was clearly a popular work, which seems to have enjoyed a widespread and 

enduring circulation (Foster, 1913, 6). Whilst the Northern Passion begins as a 

relatively faithful translation of the French text, the author of the English work seems 

to have adapted his source text with increasing freedom as his own work 

progressed. Consequently, he “rearranged the narrative, omitted some extra-Biblical 
incidents, and added several new traditions which had sprung into popularity during 

the hundred years since the composition of the French poem’’ (Foster, 1913, 2). A 

prologue to the English work, witnessed in the expanded version of the Northern 

Passion (although not found in the manuscript here considered) addresses the work 
to an non-Latinate audience, stressing the importance of all Christians being aware 
of Christ’s Passion.40

The MHE version of the work in CUL G.g. i.1 is, as noted above, the earliest known 
copy of the poem, and if the suggested early fourteenth-century composition date 

for the Northern Passion is accepted, then the Cambridge text must have been 

copied relatively soon after the original composition of the work. CUL G.g. i.1 has 

been variously dated to the “first third of the fourteenth-century” (Foster, 1916, 9); 
the first quarter of the fourteenth-century (Dean, 1999) and c. 1330 (Panayotova 

and Binski, 2005, 316). A terminus a quo for the manuscript is provided by the 
Anglo-Norman prose redaction of Le Brute D’Engleterre Abrege (possibly based on 

a verse original, and uniquely witnessed in this manuscript),41 that ends with the

undertaken for LALME, but as the comments on the scribe are formulated in the confines of 
the summary MSS descriptions, they seem somewhat contradictory.
39 An expanded version of the Northern Passion, written for use on Good Friday, and 
incorporated in the expanded Northern Homily Cycle is witnessed in a further three 
manuscripts, the earliest of which - Oxford, Bodleian Library, Rawlinson MS Poetry 175 - 
dates from c. 1350.
40 Es medefull for till be puplist | And nedeful to all cristen men | Clerely for to kun and ken, | 
[thjarfor [thjus es it irdaned here | In ynglysch, lawd men for to lere.” Northern Passion 
(Expanded Version) 12-16. Supplement Ed. Heuser and Foster, 1930.

1 Zettl, who edited a metrical English version of the text (EETS 196) considered the Anglo- 
Norman prose version in CUL G.g. i.1 a translation of the English text (1935, xxxii); Legge,
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death of Edward I in 1307,42 and the manuscript is likely to have been finished by 

1330 at the latest, and perhaps some years earlier.

Of the extant manuscripts containing the Northern Passion, only three are dated to 

the fourteenth century, and of these, CUL G.g. i.1 is the earliest by some years.43 

Proceeding then, on the assumption that the literatim copyist of the Cambridge 

manuscript had access to a MHE exemplar of the text, this would suggest that the 

Northern Passion was in circulation (presumably) in Ireland at a very early stage in 

its history. The eight other extant manuscripts containing the work, which date from 

various periods of the fifteenth-century, testify to the enduring popularity of the 

poem, but it is of interest that the earliest known copy is in MHE, as this suggests a 

very contemporary engagement with English literary culture on the part of 

Anglophone readers in late medieval Ireland: a contemporary engagement which is 

further evidenced in the two further case-studies which follow.

The other MHE text contained in CUL Gg i.1 is the Proverbs of Mending [fols. 476v - 

479v], a collection of proverbial lore in verse, which endeavours, not always 

successfully to attach the prudential wisdom of a series of popular sayings to 

somewhat moralising exempla. The verses are ascribed to ‘Hending’ (represented, 

in other versions of the proverbs as the son of ‘Marcolf; the representative of 

popular wisdom) and run, in the Cambridge manuscript, to 46 stanzas. The English 

text is copied under the rubric “lei commence le livre de Hending”, and is presented 

in a double column format with the summary ‘tag-line’ to each verse (containing the 

proverb developed in the preceding stanza) written in red ink.44 Thought to have 

been written c.1250, the Proverbs of Hending v^as, as quotations from or allusions 

to it in a variety of late medieval literary texts suggests, a widely known piece. The 

text of the Proverbs of Hending is witnessed in several manuscripts, the majority of 

which are dated from the beginning to the first quarter of the fourteenth century,

however, postulated a lost French poem as the source of both the English metrical version 
and the Anglo-Norman prose text (1963, 280). Cf. Legge, 1947, 32-3.
42 Le Brute D’Engleterre Abrege is followed, in the Cambridge manuscript, by a poem 
lamenting the death of Edward I, and the Anglo-Norman proverb and English couplets 
quoted above, both of which seem to refer to the reign of Edward II.
43 Of the two other fourteenth-century copies, one (Oxford, Bodleian Library, Rawlinson 
C.86) is dated to the middle of the fourteenth-century (Foster, 1916, 10, following Madan) 
and the other (Cambridge University Library MS G.g 5. 31) to the end of the fourteenth 
century (Foster, 1916, 10, following Rogers).
44 The text of the Proverbs of Hending is printed, from CUL G.g i.1 in Varnhagen, 1881.
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although it continued to be copied in manuscripts as late as the mid-fifteenth 

century.45

Of interest, in relation to the Irish connections evidenced in the copying of MHE 

texts in CUL G.g. i.1, is the appearance of the Proverbs of Mending in another 

contemporary early fourteenth century trilingual manuscript with known Irish 

connections - British Library MS Harley 2253, whose links with Ireland and 

Anglophone Irish literary culture were discussed in chapter two. The shared 

material in Harley 2253 and CUL G.g. i.1 also extends to their Anglo-Norman 

contents, with Les Blasmes de Femes, the Urbain le Courtois and Herman de 

Valenciennes’ “Roman de dieu et de sa mere” also witnessed in both manuscripts.

In terms of the Anglo-Norman material, whilst three items does not initially seem to 

represent a particularly significant overlap, Harley 2253 is, in fact, the manuscript 

with which CUL G.g. i.1 has the most texts in common,46 and it is perhaps 

noteworthy that the Anglo-Norman Blasmes de Femes is, in its full length version, 

witnessed only in these two manuscripts, albeit in two slightly different recensions. 
The similarities between CUL G.g i.1 and Harley 2253 have been the subject of brief 

comment elsewhere (Morgan and Thomson, 2008, 30), and it is likely that both 
manuscripts are representative of the reading tastes and literary inclinations of 

households of a similar social milieu.

Whether or not this milieu can be seen to have spanned the Irish Sea is an 

intriguing question. Given the copying practices of the scribe of CUL G.g. i.1, it has 

been accepted here that the copies of the Northern Passion and the Proverbs of 

Mending contained in this manuscript are evidence, at the very least, of MHE 

exemplars - exemplars that might reasonably be supposed to have been in 

circulation in late medieval Ireland. The reasons for the present study’s caution in 
accepting LALME’s assertion that the scribe was Anglo-Irish were outlined above, 

and are predicated on the evidence available. There is, however, one further 

Anglophone item in CUL G.g. i.1 that has the potential to shed light on the dialect of 

the scribe himself, although any adequate linguistic analysis of this material lies 

beyond the abilities of the writer. The material in question consists of the English

45 The earliest manuscript in which they appear is Oxford, Bodleian Library, Digby 86, dated 
to the third quarter of the thirteenth-century. Other early fourteenth century witnesses to the 
text (in full or in part) include MSS Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College, 351/568;
Durham Cathedral Library B.1.18; London, British Library Royal 8.E.17 and British Library 
Harley 2253. A late manuscript witness is Lambeth Palace 78, dated to the mid fifteenth- 
century(//WE\/; LALME] Hartung, Manuel 9.23.43).
46 Calculated on the basis of information in Dean, 1999.
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interlinear glosses provided to Walter de Bibbesworth’s Tretiz de Langage, and 

these English glosses, with their Anglo-Norman referents, are transcribed from the 

manuscript in Appendix D.

Bibbesworth’s Tretiz is, “in effect a French vocabulary arranged by categories from 

the care of an infant through the possessions and occupations of a man of property” 

which “pays particular, often facetious, attention to homonyms and paronyms”. 

(Dean, 1999, 160) The work was composed c. 1240-1250, seemingly at the behest 

of Bibbesworth’s patroness, named in the prologue to the longer recension of the 

text as ‘Dyonise de Mountechensi”, the widow of Warin de Mountechensi, baron of 

Swanscombe, Kent; and it was designed to assist her in teaching her children the 

necessary French vocabulary for estates management (Rothwell, 1982, 282). The 

perceived utility of the text as an aid to learning (insular) French clearly extended 

beyond the patron for whom it was originally composed, as Bibbesworth’s Tretiz is 

extant in over fifteen manuscripts, in addition to having been revised and 

augmented in a later recension, known by the title Fema nova. The Tretiz, as the 

prologue to the work makes clear, is not designed for absolute novices, and a basic 

understanding of French vocabulary and grammar on the part of the reader is 

assumed, which makes its inclusion in the largely Anglo-Norman compilation of CUL 

G.g i.1 unsurprising (Rothwell, 1982, 282).

The interest of the Tretiz for the present study lies in the English interlinear glosses 

added to the text, presumably to clarify the meanings of any French words deemed 

potentially obscure. The original glosses were provided by Walter himself, but as a 

comparison of the glosses in two edited versions of the text makes clear, different 

manuscript witnesses to the Tretiz supply different English glosses to the French 

text.47 Normally, one might reasonably assume that explanatory linguistic glosses 

added to a text are representative of the scribe’s own contemporary usage, and 

witness his active engagement with the text - if the glosses of an exemplar will make 

little sense to the intended audience of the copy, there would seem to be no point in 

merely replicating them. However, the situation is somewhat more complicated in 

the present case, both because the glosses are an integral part of the text of the 

Tretiz, and in light of the literatim copying habits of the CUL G.g. i.1 scribe.

Rothwell, ed., 2009
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Nevertheless, given the practical nature of the text as a didactic work, and that the 

period between the original composition of the text and its copying in the Cambridge 

manuscript represents a critical period in the changing fortunes of both vernaculars 

in England, it might be supposed that the glosses copied with the text did not remain 

static, but were adapted in the course of copying for the benefit of their anticipated 

readers.48 If this premise is accepted (and it would seem to be borne out in the 

evidence of other copies of the text), then the English interlinear glosses of CUL 

G.g. i.1 could demonstrate at worst (for the purposes of the current study), the 

dialectal provenance of the CUL G.g 1.1 scribe’s exemplar. And at best, they could 

offer some indication as to the dialect of the scribe himself, evidence of which is 

otherwise obscured by his literatim copying practice. Such, at least, would be the 

theory. Unfortunately, however, the interlinear glosses of the CUL G.g. i.1 copy of 

the Tretiz pose not inconsiderable challenges for dialectal localization. The glosses, 

by their very nature, are dominated by parts of speech which are largely outside the 

remit of the linguistic questionnaires on which the dialectal localisations of LALME 

are predicated, the emphasis of the latter being on the ‘textual cement’ of the 

language - pronouns, prepositions, adverbial and adjectival endings etc. - rather 

than on the nouns and verbs which make up the bulk of the English interlinear 

glosses to the Tretiz. Whilst it may be possible for specialists in the field to assess 

the likely dialect of the glosses based on the evidence they offer for sound changes, 

the localisation of the language of the glosses, based on the linguistic profiles in 

LALME, has proved impossible in the present study.

To summarise: the MHE dialect of the two longest English items in CUL G.g. i.1, 

taken in conjunction with the scribe’s literatim copying habits indicate, at the very 

least, that the scribe had access to MHE exemplars of both the Northern Passion 

and the Proverbs of Mending - a scenario which suggests that both these texts 

were likely to be in circulation in Anglophone late medieval Ireland. Given the lack of 

evidence for origin or early provenance, the production site of the Cambridge 

manuscript remains unknown, although further investigation of the interlinear 

glosses to the Tretiz might potentially hint at the native dialect of the scribe. That the 

manuscript is itself an Irish production, as the inclusion of the two MHE texts might 

indicate, remains a possibility that cannot, on the current evidence, be ruled out. 

Connections to Ireland, of some description, are demonstrated in the MHE

48 For a brief overview of the status of both vernaculars in this period see Thomson and 
Morgan, 2008, and references there cited.
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exemplars to which the scribe of the Cambridge manuscript had access (although at 

what remove this access was is a moot point).

There remains, however, one further, extralinguistic, hint as to the Irish connections 

of the manuscript. The scribe of CUL G.g. 1 i, despite Meyer’s doubts as to the 

extent of his training, was clearly concerned about the aesthetics of the volume’s 

mise-en-page: a feature of his work to which Meyer himself drew attention.49 The 

placement of the main texts of the manuscript appears to have been carefully 

planned, with each beginning either on a fresh page, or at the top of a new column. 

The majority of the filler items the scribe inserted to fill up the blank spaces 

occasioned by this practice comprise of brief devotional notes - a few lines of 

prayer, for example. One of these ‘morceax latins’ however, is suggestive in terms 

of the speculative Irish context for the manuscript’s production considered here, for 

following a very brief (four-line) Latin note on the military ‘feoda’ of England is found 

a list of the Irish provinces and cantreds, here transcribed as it is laid out in the 

manuscript:

[fol. 489vd] Hec est descriptio Hiberine se

cundum libros veteres teram 

Hibernie describentes. Hiber 

nia continet xXiXx: [?] cantred 

que sic dividivitur

Lagenia: \ xxxj

Connachia. \ xxx

Moinonia: Ixx

Ultonia: / xxx

Midia: / xviij

Hotand’ [?] quod quilibet cantreda 

continet .xxx. villatas et que 

libet villata potest sustinere 

CCC vaccas in pastuns et

49 “Line particularite notable de ce livre est que le copiste, s’entant attache a commencer en 
belle page, ou au moins au haunt d’une colonne, la plupart des ourages de queque 
importance, n’a pas voulu laisser de blancs a la suite des ouvrages qui ne finissaient pas au 
bas d’une colonne, II a rempli les espaces vides en y copiant de courts morceaux latins ou 
frangais qui ne recevront pas de numeros dans la description qui suit.” (Meyer, 1886, 284)
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[fol. 490rA] si vacce dividerentur in iiij ar 

menta. nulla earum appropin 

quabit teliquam item quililet 

villata sustine[?]it octo carucas

That this, the standard list of the Irish cantreds and townlands by province50 (found 

elsewhere in manuscripts with a known provenance in Ireland),51 should be included 

as a ‘filler’ in CUL G.g. i.1 certainly indicates, at the least, an active interest in 

Ireland on the part of the volume’s compiler or its intended readership. Whilst the 

addition of this item cannot be taken as evidence for the provenance of the 

manuscript, it does seem most readily explicable if CUL G.g i.1 had been, as the 

dialectal features of its two longest English texts suggest, produced in Ireland.

50 The ‘middle kingdom’, Meath (Mide), historically the fifth province of Ireland was gradually 
subsumed into modern-day Leinster in the post-Norman period, with some lesser 
incorporation into Ulster Cf. the Irish for ‘Province’ - cuige, literally ‘the fifth part'.
51 Compare, for example, the almost identical list of the cantreds and provinces found on fol. 
10v of Cambridge, Corpus Christi College MS 405, known to have been owned by the 
Brethren of St John of Jerusalem, Waterford.
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Case Study Two:

The Prick of Conscience
MSS:

Dublin, Trinity College Dublin, Ms 156 [formerly 0.4.8] 

Cambridge, Magdalene College, Ms F.4.18

Manchester, Chetham’s Library, Ms 8008 [formerly Mun. A.4.103]

“No mor [th]an a drope of watir schir 

Gif al deuelyn brent my3t slake [th]e fir 

For [th]e fir of hel [th]at is endles 

Ys hotir [thjan [th]e fir [thjat her is”

[TCD MS 156, fol. 99v, lines 9-12]

“[A] homiletic work of the most uninspiring kind". This, the succinct assessment of 

the Prick of Conscience offered by Bliss and Long in their chapter on language and 

literature in The New History of Ireland, might fairly be seen as representative of 

wider scholarly opinion of the work in question over the last century and more.

Edited only once, by Richard Morris in 1863, the slight critical interest that the Prick 

of Conscience attracted in the nineteenth-century was mainly stylistic in nature, and 

stemmed from the poem’s longstanding authorial attribution to Richard Rolle.52 

When the assumption of Rolle’s authorship was rejected, definitively, by Hope Emily 

Allen in 1910,53 this trickle of scholarly interest dwindled yet further, and the poem 

has, with a few honourable exceptions, been subject to benign scholarly neglect in 

the intervening years.54 In light of this critical uninterest in the Prick of Conscience,

52 An interest manifested in a number of German doctoral dissertations on the poem. For 
details of these, see Raymo, 1986, 2490-2491. The attribution to Rolle occurs in five of the 
extant manuscripts, [MSS Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College, 386; London, British 
Library Egerton 3245; London, Lambeth Palace, 260; and Oxford, British Library, Ashmole, 
60] (and additionally, in one copy of the Latin prose translation of the work. [Oxford, Merton 
College, MS 68]). Three other manuscripts attribute the poem to the Bishop of Lincoln, 
Robert Grosseteste, [MSS Leeds, University Library, Brotherton 501; Oxford, Bodleian 
Library, Digby 14; Oxford, Bodleian Library, Laud Misc, 486 ] On the implausibility of Rolle’s 
authorship, see the note below. Grosseteste has been rejected as an author on 
chronological grounds. William of Nassington was, in two early critical studies of the poem, 
named as a possible author, but there is no evidence to support the suggestion (Lewis and 
McIntosh, 1982, 3).
53Allen, 1910. Her conclusions in this study were reiterated, and additional evidence against 
Rolle’s authorship presented in her later work: Allen, 1927, 372-97.
54 Despite the appeal made by Robert Lewis for “a renewed interest in and a renewed 
awareness of the poem in 1976, and the publication of Lewis and McIntosh’s descriptive 
guide to the manuscripts shortly afterwards, what Wogan-Browne et al term the “remarkable
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it is perhaps ironic that the context in which it is most frequently cited in modern 

scholarship - typically in a parenthetical reference, or tucked away in a footnote - is 

invariably that of poem’s immense popularity in the Middle Ages: a popularity 
evidenced both by the huge number of extant manuscripts containing the poem, and 

by its apparent influence on other vernacular religious works. The discussion that 

follows labours, inevitably, under the limitations of this relative scholarly uninterest in 

the Prick of Conscience, and certainly makes no claims to materially advance any 

literary considerations of the poem. But it endeavours, in light of the material that is 

available, to offer a consideration of the manuscript distribution of, and supposed 

audience for, the Prick of Conscience, in an attempt to better contextualise the likely 

readership of the three extant MHE copies of the poem.

At over nine and half thousand lines, in Morris’s edition, the Prick of Conscience is a 

substantial compendium of theology, composed in the mid-fourteenth century. 

Consisting of seven books, framed by a prologue and a brief concluding summary, 

the poem addresses in turn, as both prologue and epilogue carefully explain: “[th]e 
wrechednes of mans kynde” [Book I]; the “condicions sere” and the “unstabelnes” of 
this world [Book II]; “dede and what it es to drede” [Book III]; purgatory [Book IV]; 
“[th]e day of dome | And of taknes [th]at befor sal come” [Book V]; “[th]e payns of 

helle” [Book VI]; and finally, “[th]e ioys of heven” [Book VII]. (Prologue, 350 - 362; 
c/f 9536 - 9545)56 The author presents the Prick of Conscience as a work directed at 

“unlettered readers whose ignorance is so complete that that they have not learned 
to fear God, let alone love him” (Wogan- Browne et al. 241):

Bot wha-swa can noght drede may lere,
[Th]at [th]is tretice wil rede or here;

Yf [th]ai rede or here, til [th]e hende,

[Th]e maters [th]at er [th]ar-in contende,

And undirstand [th]am al and trow,
Parchaunce [th]air hertes [th]an sal bow,

Thurgh drede [th]at [th]ai sal consayve [th]ar by,

To wirk gude werkes and fie foli.

[Th]arfor [th]is buke es en Ynglese drawen,

Of sere maters, [th]at er unknawen

[neglect]’’ of the Prick of Conscience, from the perspective of literary analysis or source 
study persists (Lewis, 1976, 7; Lewis and McIntosh, 1982; Wogan-Browne et al, 1999, 242). 
55 All quotations, unless stated otherwise, are from Morris’s edition.
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Til laude men [th]at er unkunnand,

[Th]at can na latyn understand

[Prick of Conscience, ed. Morris 328-339. c/f 9545-9558]

The self-presentation of the text as directed to “laude men”; the poet’s (rhetorically 

conventional) denigration of his own poetic abilities, and his willingness to have his 

work corrected by any “rightwyse lered man” notwithstanding,56 the little work that 

has, to date, been done on the source materials which inform the Prick of 

Conscience suggests that the poem’s presentation of neither author nor intended 

audience can be taken at face-value. Whilst the model of reading expounded in the 

poem’s prologue might, as Wogan-Browne et al. suggest, seem comparable to 

those of other vernacular religious compilations, such as that articulated in the 

slightly later Pore Caityf,57 the Prick of Conscience itself draws on a rather different 

intellectual tradition - a tradition less indebted to devotional works. (1999, 241) 

Lewis, in his assessment of the sources for the Prick of Conscience, identifies the 

poet’s use of over twenty separate works, sources which are exclusively “medieval”, 

exclusively “religious”, and predominantly Latinate. These include “both well-known 

ones like St. Augustine’s De Civitate Dei, Honorius of Autun’s Elucidarium, and 

Bartholomeus Anglicus’s De Proprietatibus Rerum and not so well known ones like 

Robert Grosseteste’s De Penis Purgatorii (in its French version) and the 

Compendium Theologice Veritatis by Hugh Ripelin of Strasbourg” (Lewis, 1976, 5; 

Lewis and McIntosh, 1982, 3). Whilst the extent to which the author of the Prick of 

Conscience was personally familiar with these works, in their entirety, or was merely 

drawing on pre-existing compilations of theological material is a moot point, (cf. 

Lewis, 1976, 5) it remains the case that the poet used his sources “with unusual 

attention to up-to-date theological detail, in a field of thinking that was changing 

rapidly” (Wogan-Browne et al. 1999, 241). That said, the poem cannot be 

characterised as academic theology perse, but is rather a distillation of academic 

theology from learned sources into a vernacular text that is ultimately pragmatic and 

didactic in intent.

56 “Bot I pray yhou alle, par charite, | [th]at [th]is tretice wil here or se | Yhe haf me excused 
at [th]is tyme, | If yhe fynde defaut in [th]e ryme, | For I rek noght, [th]ogh [th]e ryme be rude, 
| If [th]e maters [th]ar-of be gude. | And if any man [th]at es clerk, | Can fynde any errour in 
[th]is werk, | I pray hym he do me [th]at favour, | [Th]at he wille amende [th]at errour;” [9581- 
9590]
57 The prologue to Pore Caityf expresses the hope that “This tretys [...] by the gret mercy 
and help of God shal teche simple men and wymmen of gode wille the right way to hevene, 
yf thei wille besye hem to have it in mynde and to worche therafter.” [Prologue, 1-4; printed 
in Wogan-Browne et al. 1999, 240]
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In terms of the audience for the Prick of Conscience, it can be considered, with 

certainty, to have been widespread, although the “laude men” to whom the poem is 

ostensibly addressed are perhaps unlikely to have directly constituted a large 

proportion of this audience. From the manuscript evidence, the Prick of Conscience 

was, in geographical terms, the most widely circulated Middle English poem, and it 

is, as Wogan-Browne et al. note, “almost the only work in Middle English whose 

circulation was comparable with that of the Wycliffe Bible” (1999, 242).58 Witnessed 

in 115 extant manuscripts, with an additional eight manuscripts containing extracts 

from the work, and a further six containing, in full or in part, a translation of the 

poem into Latin prose, under the title of Stimulus Conscientiae, it is clear that the 

Prick of Conscience was a well-known work in the later Middle Ages.59 A further 

adaptation of the poem, in a “highly abbreviated and altered" version, circulated 

under the title Speculum Huius Vite, and this version is witnessed in two 

manuscripts dating from the beginning of the fifteenth-century.60 At approximately 

three thousand lines in length (including some new additions) the Speculum Huius 

Vite is a significantly condensed version of the Prick of Conscience, omitting 

“virtually all [the] exempla and [. . .] fine distinctions” of the former poem; but despite 

the Speculum's extensive excisions of material, it “follows the organization and 

controlling ides of the original” to such an extent as to warrant its discussion as a 

discrete version of the Prick of Conscience (Lewis and McIntosh, 1982, 11).

58 The Wycliffite Bible is witnessed, in varying degrees of completeness, in c. 250 copies; the 
Middle English Prose Braf in 183.
59 The details of the manuscript distribution offered here are taken from Lewis and McIntosh, 
1982, and the figure of 115 includes “complete, incomplete and fragmentary copies, but not 
extracts circulating separately.” (1, note 1) The Latin prose version of the Prick of 
Conscience is witnessed in full in five surviving manuscripts, and in two extracts in a sixth. It 
was, prior to the nineteenth-century, thought to have been the original text from which the 
Middle English poem was derived, but the colophon to the Latin text in three of the six extant 
manuscripts states that the translation into Latin was from the English work, rather than vice 
versa. Such a translation, from the vernacular into Latin, finds its parallel in a number of 
other English religious works, which underwent a similar process of translation. (Lewis and 
McIntosh, 1982,12). The large quantity of surviving Prick of Conscience manuscripts 
suggests that a huge number of copies were originally produced. Benskin cites unpublished 
work on the stemma, carried out by McIntosh, Buneman and Mitchison in the 1970s, which 
suggested that not more than one copy in thirty has survived. This would, on the basis of the 
extant manuscript numbers, suggest that nearly 3500 copies of the work were originally 
produced. This ratio, as Benskin makes clear, applies only to survival rates of manuscripts in 
private ownership, but as he shows, support for it can be derived from one example where 
the actual figures are known: “In 1493, Richard Pynson printed six hundred copies of Dives 
and Pauper, a folio of 232 leaves of English theological prose: only about twenty copies are 
now known” (Benskin, 1997, 132 note 126).
60 Dublin, Trinity College, MS 155 and Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Additional A. 268.
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The wide circulation of the Prick of Conscience is further evidenced by quotations 

from or allusions to the poem in other literary works, among them the Stimulus 

Consciencie Minor, and the Desert of Religion,6' and it has been suggested that the 

Parson’s Tale demonstrates Chaucer’s familiarity with the work. Morris’s 

observation in the nineteenth century, that “the Pricke of Conscience furnished 

abundant material for sermons and homilies” is borne out by the copious references 

to the poem in the notes of the most significant study to deal with the latter 

material62 (Lewis and McIntosh, 1982, 12-13; Morris, 1863, xxxiii, cited Benskin, 

1997, 130). Extracts from the Prick of Conscience serving as captions for the 

representations of the ‘Fifteen Signs before Doomsday’ in a stained-glass window in 
All Saints Church, York,63 further demonstrate the popularity of the work, and it is 

probably the case, as Benskin observes, that “but for the iconoclasm of Reformation 

and Commonwealth times, there would doubtless be more such examples”
(Benskin, 1997, 130).

To return to the audience for the Prick of Conscience itself, the most germane 

evidence in this regard comes from the extant manuscripts - either in the form of 
signs of early ownership or suggestive accompanying texts - and from references to 
the poem in surviving wills. Lewis, who first considered the question of audience in 

his 1976 article, argued that the despite the self-presentation of the work as 
intended to address a lay, or even an unlearned audience, “only about ten percent 
of the [extant] manuscripts had specific lay owners in the Middle Ages, and only one 
of these can be identified in any satisfactory way” (1976, 6). On the basis of the 

manuscript information, Lewis made a tentative estimate that perhaps one-fifth of 
the total might have been in the possession of contemporary lay owners, and 

suggested that the remainder - the vast majority - were likely to have been owned 

“by clerics of some sort’ (6). In offering this assessment of likely ownership, Lewis, 

in light of the significant proportion of Prick of Conscience manuscripts that offer no 

indication whatsoever as to their provenance,64 placed considerable interpretative

6'lMEV244 and 672, respectively.
62 Owst, 1961.
63 On these images, see Powell, 2004.
64 Even allowing for the fairly comprehensive delimitations of Section 4, “Notes of ownership 
and provenance” in the Descriptive Guide to the Manuscripts, [in which, as the editors 
explain, “We have included the names of all medieval owners which we know about from the 
manuscripts themselves or from other sources, and have added provenances, certain or 
possible, where available. Where we were unable to determine medieval ownership or 
provenance (and in some cases even where we were able to do so), we have noted post- 
medieval owners and provenances up to about the year 1650.” (“Introduction", 29)] nearly 40 
percent of the manuscripts listed have no details given in this section of the description.
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weight on the other contents of manuscripts containing the poem. While his 
assumptions seem to be supported by comparison with the contents of those 

manuscripts for which there is evidence of provenance and early ownership, it is 

perhaps worth noting that the ratio of lay to clerical owners who named the Prick of 

Conscience in bequests is almost exactly the opposite of that suggested by Lewis 

(although the sample is, of course, too small to be of any meaningful significance).65

Whilst the overall impression of known or suggested early provenance and 

ownership supports the succinct precis of the range of audience that existed for the 

work offered in Wogan-Browne et al. - “Copies associated with most classes of the 

laity, secular priests, monks, nuns and others survive or are recorded’’ (1999, 242) - 
Lewis draws attention to a particular subgroup whose ownership of the poem is well 

attested. This subset, which Lewis terms the “parish-clergy” group, comprises of 
some sixteen of the extant manuscripts, which can “either be traced to a specific 

parish church or were owned by capellani ‘chaplains’ or reflect the interests of the 

parish clergy” (Lewis, 1976, 6).66

Manuscripts worthy of mention in this “parish-clergy” group include Cambridge, 

University Library MS D.d. 12.69, in which, on the verso of flyleaf ii, is a partially 
erased inscription from the early fifteenth century, recording the donation of the

(calculated on the basis of the information pertaining to the Main Version and Southern 
Recension).
65 To the seven bequests of copies of the Prick of Conscience by Wilson (of which only two 
are clerical in origin), should be added the bequest of the poem in the will of Roger de 
‘Maincestria’, a Lancashire rector, in 1407/8, noted by Benskin. (1997, n 122) Owners of 
the poem whose details are given in Wilson are: Thomas Roos (who left his copy to William 
de Helagh in 1399); Lord Scrope of Masham (recorded as owning the poem in a list of 
forfeited goods from 1415); Thomas Harlyng (who left it in a will dated 1422); Robert Cupper 
of Yarmouth (who left his copy to his son in 1434); William Revetour of York (in a will from 
1446); Agnes Stapilton, (in a will from 1448), and Stephen Preston, of Dorset, (who listed the 
work in a will of 1474) (Wilson, 1970, 146).
66 Another interesting sub-group, consisting of four manuscripts, is that which Lewis and 
McIntosh, (1982, 6) following Allan, (1927, 387-94) designate the ‘Lollard’ sub-group. 
Witnessed, to varying degrees within these manuscripts, are two interpolated passages, 
both in a combination of Latin prose and English verse, which incorporate anti-clerical 
material. Hudson, however, queries the extent to which these interpolations can accurately 
be termed ‘Lollard’: “whether in any meaningful sense the material could be regarded as 
heretical seems doubtful, though the anticlericalism would have aroused episcopal dislike.” 
(1988, 485) A note preserved in another manuscript of the Prick of Conscience, containing 
the Southern Recension of the poem, rather than the ‘Lollard’ version, (London, British 
Library, MS Harley 1731) records that its owner, Richard Reder of Petersfield, Hampshire, 
was required to surrender it (along with two other books) for inspection by the Commissary 
General of the Diocese of Winchester in 1473. The Prick of Conscience was the only book to 
be returned to him, and it is perhaps likely that it was the owner of the book, rather than its 
contents, which were considered suspect (Lewis and McIntosh, 1982, 138; Hudson, 1988, 
485).
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manuscript, by a John Haynes, to the Parish Church in Shermanbury, West Sussex. 

Other copies of the poem known to have belonged to secular clergy are London, 

British Library, Additional MS 32578, and Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Lyell empt.

6. Immediately following the colophon of the former manuscript is a note which 

reads “Anno Domini millesimo ccccmo quinto secundum manum Johannes ffarnelay 

cappellani manentis in bolton ffini ffinito libro sit laus et gloria Christo Amen”. A note 

in a fifteenth-century hand, on fol. 118v of the latter manuscript records that "Liber 

iste pertinet Johanni Crosby capellano pleg/f pro iii s iiii d”. A final example that 

might be noted from this group is London, Lambeth Palace, MS 260. In addition to 

the Prick of Conscience, the manuscript’s contents include a copy of the Northern 

Homily Cycle, a version of the Convertimini (Holcot’s work for preachers), and a 

number of Latin sermons. Appended to the conclusion of the Prick of Conscience in 

this manuscript is an alphabetical table of contents (fols. 138r-139v) detailing topics 
and grammatical forms from the poem, cross-referenced to medieval folio numbers 

in the volume - perhaps an indication of how the poem could be mined for 

preaching material.67 The evidence of these manuscripts, and others like them, 

would certainly seem to confirm Lewis’s identification of the “parish-clergy” as a 

particularly important element in the poem’s audience, and to support his belief that:

[T]he Pricke of Conscience was considered either a compendium of 
knowledge which a priest, following the decrees of the Fourth Lateran 
Council and the Peckham Constitutions, would be expected to make known 
to his flock, or a handbook from which he could draw material for his 

sermons. It may even be, since we know from various sources that there 

was a large body of verse sermons and that a great many of the topics in the 
sermons of the day were paralleled in the Pricke of Conscience, that parts of 

the poem itself were read from the pulpit, which would be another reason for 

its popularity among the parish clergy (Lewis, 1976, 6).

In addition to the evidence for lay ownership of the Prick of Conscience, and for the 

likely audience for the poem to be found amongst the secular clergy, ownership 

marks in other Prick of Conscience manuscripts record the poem’s circulation in 

monastic and mendicant contexts. London, Sion College, Arc. L. 40.2 / E. 25, which 
contains four other religious texts in addition to the Prick of Conscience, records in a

67 All information cited from Lewis and McIntosh, 1982. The manuscripts discussed here 
correspond, respectively, to the following entries in the Descriptive Guide: MV 11; MV 43;
SR 14, and MV 46.
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note on fol. 134^ that the owner of the manuscript was a Westminster monk, one 
'John Holonde’ (fl. 1472-1500). The text of London, British Library, MS Additional 
24203, produced in Fountains Abbey towards the end of the fourteenth century, was 

written “Per fratrem Johannen de Bageby commonachum Monasterii beate Marie de 

fontibus”. Finally, in a mendicant context, the Franciscan Convent at York’s copy of 

the poem (now Arundel Castle, Sussex, Library of His Grace the Duke of Norfolk, 

E.M., MS of the Stimulus Conscientie) might be mentioned.68 If the evidence of the 

manuscripts (and other related materials) demonstrates the broad social and 

‘professional’ range from which the audience for the Prick of Conscience was 

drawn, it likewise reveals the wide-ranging temporal and geographic circulation of 

the poem.

The traditional dating of the poem’s composition to c. 1350 was largely predicated on 

the assumption of Rolle’s authorship, but “although the reasons for the date are no 

longer valid, the date itself is probably correct” (Lewis and McIntosh, 1982, 4). 
Certainly, the accepted mid-fourteenth century composition date for the poem is 
supported by the evidence of the extant manuscripts. As Lewis and McIntosh 
observe, nearly half of the copies of the Main Version of the Prick of Conscience 
date from the second half of the fourteenth-century, and “when they do appear, they 

appear in large numbers, which is usually a sign that the work in question was 

composed not many years before” (Lewis and McIntosh, 1982, 4).The earliest copy 
of the poem known - Canterbury, Cathedral MS Lit. D. 13 (66) - has been dated by 

Neil Ker to the middle of the fourteenth century,69 and whilst the circulation of the 

Prick of Conscience seems to have been at its peak in the period between the end 

of the fourteenth century and the first half of the fifteenth, the poem continued to be 

copied right up to the end of the fifteenth-century.70 There is evidence also that 

extracts of the poem, at the very least, circulated in print: Schulz’s research on San 

Marino, Huntington Library MS 130 (a late fourteenth / early fifteenth century copy of 

the poem) showed how this manuscript was used to provide printer’s copy for the 

sixteenth century bookseller and printer, Robert Wyer (fl. 1524-1556).71

68 The final manuscript including a medieval note of ownership on an inserted leaf, accepted 
to apply to the manuscript itself, which reads: “Istum librum legavit frater thomas de 
Geytington dummodo fuit secularis post vitam suam et fratris sui conmunitati fratrum 
minorum eboraci.” (ibid, 34). For the three manuscripts here cited, see Lewis and McIntosh, 
1982, MV 49; MV 41, and MV 2.
69 Ker, 1977, 281. That this, the earliest of the Prick of Conscience manuscripts is a paper 
manuscript is perhaps surprising, (cf. also Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Digby 99, another 
paper manuscript, dated to the end of the fourteenth century.)
0 See Appendix E. for details.

71 Schulz, 1941 and 1966.
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The long enduring popularity of the poem is matched, as far as the Main Version of 

the Prick of Conscience goes,72 by its geographic spread, insofar as this can be 

determined dialectally. Copies of the poem are extant in every major English dialect, 

and “nearly three quarters of the counties in England can claim at least one copy of 

one of the two version, and some have two or more” (Lewis, 1976, 4). The dialectal 

distribution of Prick of Conscience texts, when this can be identified,73 can reflect at 

most, as the editors stress, the areas in which the various scribes engaged in 

copying the manuscripts are likely to have learned their craft, and thus cannot be 

conflated with the actual area in which any dialectally localizable manuscript was 

actually copied. Moreover, documented scribal practices such as literatim copying, 

or the blending of dialectal forms from different regions - Laing and Benskin’s 

mischsprachen - further complicate the issue, as it cannot be assumed that the 

scribe was ‘translating’ the language of his exemplar into his own dialect/4 These 

important caveats notwithstanding, there are however, good reasons for thinking 

that the dialectal range of the extant corpus of Prick of Conscience manuscripts is 

likely to reflect the geographical distribution of the poem.

Firstly, and perhaps counter-intuitively, this is suggested in the small number of 

Prick of Conscience manuscripts in which the different dialectal preferences of two 

or more collaborating scribes are evidenced. Lewis and McIntosh explain it as 

follows:

In such cases it is evident that at most one of them could actually be working 

on his home ground. Nevertheless, even in instances of this kind, it is fairly 

rare to find that the collaborating scribes display such diverse dialectal 

characteristics as to require us to conclude that came from widely different 

parts of the country; it is more usual - as indeed might be expected - to 

encounter situations in which the scribes working in some centre come 

themselves from somewhere not very far away. This being so, we may infer 

that when a single scribe copied an entire manuscript, he likewise did so, in 

the majority of instances, somewhere at least fairly near to where he learnt 

his craft (1982, 17).

72 The circulation of the Southern Recension appears, as its name suggests, to have been 
more geographically restricted (Lewis and McIntosh, 1982, 9-10; 22 and Appendix Map ii).
73 Recorded in category five of the Descriptive Guide to the Manuscripts, and mapped in the 
Appendix.
74 Benskin and Laing, 1981.
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Secondly, the nature of the poem itself may have made it more likely than some 

other late medieval vernacular poetic texts to undergo the process of scribal 

‘translation’ in question, during the course of its copying and circulation. Primarily 

didactic and ‘practical’ in intent, the use of material from the Prick of Conscience in 

surviving sermon literature, coupled with the relatively high proportion of recorded or 

supposed owners of the poem amongst the regular clergy, suggests that the poem 

was frequently read aloud in a preaching context. As such, it is likely to have been 

produced and reproduced in a form that was readily and easily accessible to a 

listening audience: to be

[immediately familiar to its hearers in the sense that it reflected quite 

closely, e.g., in its vocabulary and morphology and in the sound-system 

which it ‘symbolised’ the speech of the place it was produced” (Lewis and 

McIntosh, 1982, 17).

Finally, that the dialect in which the Prick of Conscience was copied does offer, in a 

majority of instances, some clues as to its likely provenance, is further borne out by 

a comparison of those manuscripts for which there is extra-linguistic evidence of 

origin or early provenance with the dialectal features of the text itself. Inevitably, 

such manuscripts represent only a small fraction of the extant corpus, and there are, 

it should be stressed, instances where dialectal affiliations are at odds with extra- 

linguistic information as to the manuscript’s origin. For the most part however, there 

is, in the extant copies of the Prick of Conscience that can be assessed in this way, 

a relatively strong correlation between the identified dialect of the text and the 

known provenance of the manuscript.75

“A long preamble of a tale” - the reader might, justifiably, echo the sentiments of 

Chaucer’s friar, but it is hoped that the preceding discussion of the general context 

of the Prick of Conscience, both in terms of its temporal and geographic distribution, 

and its likely audience and readers, will provide an illustrative background from 

which to turn to the three copies of the poem extant in Middle-Hiberno English: MSS 

Dublin, TCD 156, Cambridge, Magdalene College, F.4.18, and Manchester, 

Chetham’s Library 8008.

75 See Appendix F for supporting evidence
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Full descriptions of these manuscripts can be found in Appendix A: the remarks 

here are intended to draw attention to the essential unexceptionality of these three 

MHE manuscripts, in terms of date, script, writing material, and accompanying texts, 
when they are compared to the extant corpus of Prick of Conscience manuscripts 

as a whole. In common with the bulk of the manuscript corpus, all three contain the 

Main Version of poem.76 Dated, on palaeographical grounds, to the end of the 

fourteenth century (in the case of Magdalene College F.4.18 and Chetham 8008), 

and to the beginning of the fifteenth century (TCD 156), the three MFIE manuscripts 

map neatly on to the general trends discernible in the dissemination of the poem, 

with nearly three-quarters of the extant corpus being datable to s.xivex - s.xv1. On 

this evidence, certainly, there is no indication of any time lag in the circulation of the 

Prick of Conscience on either side of the Irish Sea. Like nearly three-quarters of the 

extant copies of the poem, the three MFIE manuscripts have vellum as their writing 

material, and, again typically, the script of all three (in a total of four hands) is 

anglicana, although TCD 156 has titles and Latin quotations in textura/7 

Unexceptional, also, is the manuscript context in which the three MFIE copies of the 
poem are found. In common with nearly two thirds of the extant manuscript corpus, 
the contents of Magdalene College F.4.18 and Chetham’s 8008 comprise only the 
Prick of Conscience TCD 156’s copy of the poem is followed by a version of 

Richard Maidstone’s Seven Penitential Psalms, ending imperfectly. With seven of 
the extant Prick of Conscience manuscripts also containing copies (in full or in part) 
of Maidstone’s Psalms, the text is that which is most commonly found with the Prick 

of Conscience. (Other recurrent manuscript companions include various works by 

Rolle; [on five occasions, and in an additional attribution] the Northern Homily Cycle] 
the Abbey of the Holy Ghost, and the Speculum Gy de Warewyke [the latter all on 

four occasions]).78

The three MFIE copies of the Prick of Conscience are demonstrably not derived 

from the same exemplar, as the textual affiliations of the copies are not the same. 

The two earlier copies - Magdalene College F.4.18 and Chetham 8008 - contain 

the version of the text designated by Lewis and McIntosh, in their refinement of 
Andreae’s initial classification of the textual traditions of the Prick of Conscience, as

76 97 of the 115 extant manuscripts contain the Main Version of the poem, in part or in full, 
and the geographical and dialectal distribution of the Main Version is, as noted previously, 
much wider ranging than that of the Southern Recension.
77 Anglicana, particularly in its more formal forms, is the dominant script in which the poem 
was copied, although there are a perhaps surprising number of manuscripts written entirely 
in textura. (Details of the scripts can be found under section 1 of the Descriptive Guide).
78 Calculated on the basis of information in Lewis and McIntosh, 1982.
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group II. The slightly later TCD 156 contains a version of the text identified as 
belonging to group I. The differences in the two groups are, as Lewis and McIntosh 

explain, evident in many of the individuated readings of the group II tradition, most 

prominently in the inclusion of a new prologue to the discussion of purgatory in Book 

IV.79 Within group II, though (witnessed in roughly twenty of the extant manuscripts, 

including the so-called ‘Lollard’ and ‘Key of Knowing’ subgroups) the Magdalene 

College and Chetham copies of the poem are closely related; a textual relationship 

they share, according to Lewis and McIntosh, with three other manuscripts: 

Berkshire, Douai Abbey MS 7; TCD MS 158, and Oxford, St. John’s College MS 57.

The dialectal attributions of the latter manuscripts are of interest with regard to the 

two MHE copies in this group. Admittedly, one, Oxford, St. John’s College, MS 57, 
is anomalous in this context, as it belongs dialectally to Essex, but the remaining 
two, MSS TCD 158 and Douai Abbey 7, are copied in dialects localised, 

respectively, to North and South Lancashire: an area with long standing connections 

to east Ireland. More pertinently still, TCD 158 was in Killeen, Co. Meath, before the 
end of the fifteenth century, as marginalia added to the manuscript there makes 

clear.80 (Lewis and McIntosh, 1982, 117-8; 53-4; 50-51) Benskin (citing personal 

communication from Professor McIntosh), argues that “from what has been 

constructed of the stemma for the Prick of Conscience manuscripts, it is unlikely 
that the [TCD 158 MS] was the exemplar for either of these Hiberno-English 
versions [i.e. Magdalene College F.4.18 and Chetham 8008]” (Benskin, 1997, 94). 
Indeed, the dates assigned to the manuscripts would seem to preclude this 

scenario, as TCD 158 is thought to have been copied in the beginning of the 

fifteenth century, and is thus later than the two MHE copies in question. It is perhaps 

more likely, as Benskin suggests, that “two earlier manuscripts now lost came into 

Ireland, these deriving from the same copying tradition as gave rise to [TCD 158] 

and very likely from the same part of England” (Benskin. 1997, 94).

79 For details of the four main traditions of the Main Version, see Lewis and McIntosh, 1982, 
5-8, and references there cited.
80 Dublin, TCD 158 (formerly D.4.15) is a composite manuscript comprising of two originally 
separate volumes, both of which were in Ireland in the later C15, and may have been bound 
together there. Part I (81 folios of parchment) contains the Prick of Conscience, Part II (12 
paper folios) consists of what was once, it seems, intended to be a compilation of medical 
recipes, containing diverse material. The manuscript, in particular the second part of it, is the 
subject of a detailed study by Benskin, 1997, which includes transcriptions and discussion of 
many of the items it contains. The township of Killeen, Co, Meath (where the manuscript was 
by the later fifteenth century), is itself the subject of an earlier article by Benskin, 1991. I am 
most grateful to Professor Benskin for his kindness in providing me with copies of both these 
articles, and for his generosity in taking time to discuss the Irish Prick of Conscience MSS 
(and other MHE material) with me.
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The reasons for giving credence to the dialectal forms in which the text of the Prick 

of Conscience was copied as a possible indicator of the manuscripts' provenance 

were outlined above, and in the case of Manchester, Chetham’s MS 8008 and 

Cambridge, Magdalene College, MS F.4.18, dialect is the only indicator of 

provenance available. The Chetham manuscript was rebound in 1931, and there 

are no old end papers extant, nor any indication as to earlier binding. Folio T of the 

manuscript is badly worn and stained, to the extent that portions of the text are 

illegible, and the bottom right hand corner has been cut out. The archives pertaining 

to the library at Chetham offer no evidence for the acquisition of the manuscript, 

except that it was in the library before 1826.81 A post-medieval note on the bottom of 

folio 2r, in a hand of the first half of the seventeenth century (?) reads ‘Charles 

fotherby: given by C. Foth: Esq’, and the name ‘John’ is written, again in a post- 

medieval hand, on fol. 9r, and repeated (with a surname lost through cropping?) on 

fol. 23r. An earlier note, in a hand of the sixteenth-century, is found on fol. 19r, and 

reads “hyt is master Hart is boke.” In the absence then, of any other evidence for 
the provenance of the manuscript, its attribution to Ireland is purely on linguistic 
grounds, and it was recorded as such by McIntosh and Samuels. (1968, 4)82 

Likewise, the attribution of Cambridge, Magdalene College, MS F.4.18, the early 

provenance of which is, again, otherwise unknown. Some names, in late fifteenth / 
early sixteenth century hands, have been added to the margins of the latter text -

81 I am indebted to Dr. Michael Powell, of Chetham’s Library, for permitting me to consult 
both the manuscript, and the archive material relating to this manuscript held in Chetham; 
and for his generosity in providing me with a digitised copy of MS 8008.
82 On the basis of the texts' characteristically MHE forms - e g. [th]ay, ham, harr(e), hit, 
whoche, -yr and ir(e), [thjegh, leynth, [thjrogh, stide ‘stead’ - McIntosh and Samuels were 
confident that the dialect of the text was “dialectally consistent and is genuinely Anglo-Irish”, 
although they did note that the text of the Prick of Conscience in Chetham MS 8008 has a 
number of “regular or predominating forms which would not usually be considered Anglo- 
Irish and which could be ascribed to a northern original, e.g. mekil, mekyl, til ‘to’, are (ben), 
sho ‘she’, and -ys, -is 3rd sing. pres, indie.”, concluding, this text “must represent an Anglo- 
Irish dialect with its main roots somewhere in the north-west [English] Midlands” (McIntosh 
and Samuels, 1968, 7). Benskin’s extensive (though as yet, unpublished) research into MHE 
dialects supports their suggestion that the dialect of the text in internally self-consistent and 
represents, in his opinion, dialectal features that enable the text’s localisation to Co. Louth. 
He writes, “I doubt very much that it comes from further north than that, simply because the 
border with Armagh was also the limit of continuous English settlement; the possibility that it 
was written in some surviving enclave in Ulster can not, of course, be written off. Its 
language clearly indicates a northern origin however, and south and mid-Meath are probably 
excluded; but the north of that country remains not improbable. It was certainly copied from 
a northern English exemplar, which may have been imported through Drogheda or Dublin, 
as, indeed were a good many of the early colonists, some of whom can be shown to have 
maintained contact with English relatives” [Michael Benskin, letter to Miss Lofthouse, of 
Chetham’s Library, 8th May, 1972], The summary descriptions in LALME locate the dialect of 
MS 8008 to the Pale, and comments on the “notably consistent language” of the text (i: 277).
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‘William birch’, Thomas’, Thomas becke’, ‘Robert’, 'Robert Beck’, ‘Ricardus reshe’
- but attempts to trace these names further have, so far, proved unsuccessful 

(McIntosh and Samuels, 1968, 4; Lewis and McIntosh, 1982, 39-40; James, 1909, 

45).83

The final of the three MHE copies of the Prick of Conscience to be considered - 

Dublin, TCD MS 156 - is more revealing with regard to a known early provenance 

that would further support the Irish attribution made on linguistic grounds. An early 

fifteenth-century production, its dating makes it slightly later than the two copies of 

the poem discussed above; and, assigned to group I, it represents a different textual 

tradition of the Prick of Conscience. The two extant copies of the poem to which it is 

most closely textually related - Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, MS McClean 131, 

and Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Ashmole 52 - are linguistically distant from it: their 

dialects are, respectively, localised to Yorkshire and south Lincolnshire (Lewis and 

McIntosh, 1982, 6; 37-8; 51-2; 93-4).

As noted previously, the manuscript contains, in addition to the Prick of Conscience, 
an incomplete copy of Richard Maidstone’s version of the Seven Penitential Psalms. 
Two hands are at work in the manuscript, though the distribution of labour is heavily 

weighted toward one scribe. Hand A, the main hand, is responsible for the copying 

of the bulk of the Prick of Conscience (fols. T-21v; 22v-66v; 75v-136v) and 
Maidstone’s Psalms (fols. 136v-142v); Hand B for fols. 22r, 67r-74v (a complete 
gathering) and the opening halfoffol. 106v.84 The language of Psa/ms differs 

slightly from that of the Prick of Conscience, but that of both texts, it has been 

argued, is typical of Dublin {LALME, i: 274; Benskin and Laing, 1981, 99-100, note 

13).

In contrast to the two other MHE copies of the poem, however, there is extra- 

linguistic evidence for the presence of TCD 156 in Dublin by the sixteenth-century at 

the latest, and perhaps, indications that it was copied there a century previously, 

with a local audience in mind. That the manuscript was definitely in Ireland by the 

sixteenth-century is demonstrated by the presence in the margin of fol. 78r of a

83 LALME records the dialect of the Cambridge manuscript as of Louth, (i: 277)
84 The scribal collaboration, as Benskin and Laing have noted, was “botched, in that a page 
of text was missing between the gathering completed by the second scribe, and the 
following gathering in the main hand, The solution adopted was to insert a single leaf, and by 
writing 17 widely-spaced lines on the recto, and 16 on the dorse. The discrepancy of 33 lines 
(the main hand’s usual number per page) was made good.” (Benskin and Laing, 1981, 99- 
100, note 13).
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sixteenth-century copy of a Latin writ, from the reign of Henry VIII (1509 - 1547), 
addressed to the Sheriff of Dublin, and requiring attendance at the court of Irish 

Exchequer at Dublin. The same writ is partially copied on fols. 98r, 100r, 126r, and 
136r. A later note, on fol. 1r v, referring to the year 1618, is a deed, made in Dublin, 

referencing James Ware and Matthew Tirrel; and witnessed by a ‘White’, a ‘Criffe’ 

(?) and one ‘William Blauer’. (LALME, i: 77; Lewis and McIntosh, 1982, 51-2). Thus 

far, evidence of the manuscript’s later provenance corresponds well with the 

dialectal indications of its point of origin. However, not recorded by Lewis and 

McIntosh (but later noted in LALME) is another indication as to the early 

provenance, and perhaps, to the intended audience, of this copy of the Prick of 

Conscience85

In Book VI of the poem in the TCD 156 manuscript, there is a slight but noteworthy 

lexical substitution made to the text.86 As mentioned above, Book VI deals (in a 

thousand lines and more) with the various ‘Paynes of Helle” here introduced by the 
poet:

[...] [th]e sext part neghest folowande,
[Th]at specialy spekes, als written es,

Of [th]e paynes of helle [th]at er endeles,
[Th]at alle men, [th]at here lyfe byhoves lede,
Aght specialy mast to drede;
For [th]a paynes er swa fel and hard,

Als yhe sal here be red aftirward,

[Thjat ilk man may ugge, bathe yhunge and aide,
[Th]at here [th]am be reherced and talde.

[Prick of Conscience, Book VI, 6411-6420]

85 Another potentially interesting marginal note in TCD 156, in a seventeenth-century hand, 
reads “Johannes Fleming hunc librum composuit.” Lewis and McIntosh take this note to refer 
to the later hand responsible for copying out (on fol. 1v) the Incipit and first 22 1/2 lines of the 
medieval text from fol. 2r, which has been obliterated by gall stain. The attribution to 
‘Johannes Fleming’ is repeated on fol. 4 v. It is not entirely clear, however, as Ogilvie- 
Thomson, points out, that 'Johannes Fleming’ is to be identified as the person responsible 
for the C17 copying (Lewis and McIntosh, 1982, 51-52; Ogilvie-Thomson, 1988, xxxii n. 5). 
The name ‘Jon Flemmyn’ also occurs at the end of the copy of the English translation of St. 
Edmund’s Mirror, on fol. 62r of Bodleian Library MS eMus 232. See the further discussion in 
the case study that follows.
861 am very grateful to Professor Benskin for drawing this to my attention. The substitution is 
noted in LALME, I: 77, and in Benskin, 1997, 94.
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Having paused over the precise location of Hell, and stressed the innumerable and 

unknowable nature of the suffering that awaits therein; Book VI of the poem goes on 

to outline the fourteen general pains that the sinful will endure in body and soul, 

beginning with the torments of hellfire:

[Th]at fire es swa hate, an ay brynnes,

[Th]at of alle [th]e waters [th]at standes or rynnes 

On erthe, and all [th]e sese with-oute,

[Th]at encloses alle [th]e erthe oboute,

Suld ryn in-til [th]at fire swa hate,

Yhit myght it noght it sleken ne abate,
Na mare [th]an a drope of water shire 

If alle Rome brend, mught sleken [th]at fire.
For [th]e fire of helle [th]at es endeles 
Es hatter [th]an fire here es.

[Prick of Conscience, Book VI, 6607-6616]

The TCD 156 version of these lines, however, reads thus:

[th]at fir is so hot & euer mor brennys
[th]at 3o3t al [th]e watir [th]at stoni[th] o[th]er rennys
On er[th]e & al [thf se w' owt
[th]at enclosi[th] al [th]e er[th]e abowt

schold ryn in to [th]at fir so hat

Sit schold hit no3t slake ne abat

No mor [th]an a drope of watir schir
Gif al deuelyn brent my3t slake [th]e fir
For [th]e fir of hel [th]at is endles

ys hotir [th]an [th]e fir [th]at her is

[Dublin, TCD MS 156, fol. 99v, lines 3-12]

‘Deuelyn”, in line 10 of the Trinity text, is clearly ‘Dublin’, and indeed Benskin 

records this spelling of Dublin as “probably the commonest spelling of the name" in 
Hiberno-English documents from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. (1997, 94, 

n. 12) The ‘Rome’ of Morris’s edition is based, presumably, on the reading of 
London, British Library, MS Cotton Galba E. IX, which he took as the base text for 

his edition, and no variant readings from any of the other ten manuscripts he
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consulted in the preparation of this edition are recorded by him.87 Neither of the two 

earlier MHE copies of the poem shows a similar localisation of the details of the text, 

although neither, interestingly, preserves the ‘Rome’ of Morris’s edition; both 

reading ‘London’ instead.88

The quiet substitution of ‘Dublin’ for ‘Rome’ or ‘London’ in TCD 156 is remarkably 

like the change from ‘Ireland’ to ‘Wales’ in the Douce 104 Piers Plowman, noted in 

chapter two, and it is likely that the change was prompted by a similar concern for 

local sensibilities. Whilst the copyist of the Douce Piers Plowman seems to have 

objected to Langland’s casual denigration of the ethics of Irish clergy, the TCD 156 

Prick of Conscience copyist might have sought to emphasis the horrors of hell (so 

vividly expounded in the poem) with reference to a local example: a scenario which 

perhaps suggests that the Prick of Conscience was read aloud in a preaching 

context no less in Ireland than it was on the other side of the Irish Sea.

87 For details of these manuscripts, see Morris (1863), i-iii.
88 Manchester, Chetham's Library MS 8008: “3if londyn brent” [Fol. 79r, line 11]; Cambridge, 
Magdalene College MS F.4.18 : “3if london brent” [page 143, line 16],
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-IV-

Case Study Three:

Richard Rolle and other MSS:
Vernacular devotional material Oxford, Bodleian Library, Ms e Mus 232

Longleat House, Marquess of Bath, Ms 29

[.. ]To these prayers
the state & prosperite of at holy chirche our holy 0 
fadre the pope hys cardynals his consaill. Our 
bisshop our curates withal degree in holy chirch 
our kynge the quene the Gouemour of this land with at 
hartrewe consaill. The estate & prosperite of the roialme 
of England I hand & ffraunce al tho that pee3 maynteneth 
& trewe peple defendeth [...]

[Longleat MS 29, Fol 19u-20r]

Dismissed, unceremoniously, in half a sentence by Bliss and Long, and 

parenthetically by Dolan,89 the two manuscripts that form the basis of this final case 
study have received some published attention elsewhere, focused almost 

exclusively on their Rollean contents,90 but the implications of their (questioned) 

Anglo-Irish provenance have yet to be given any meaningful consideration. The two 
manuscripts discussed here are linked not only in their transmission of Rollean 
material in MHE and in their shared preservation of two other devotional vernacular 

texts - one of which is witnessed only in these two manuscripts - but also, and 
rather more pertinently, in that the main scribal hand of Longleat 29 is that of 

Bodleian e Mus 232. There are, as will be shown below, good reasons for thinking 

that both these manuscripts are Anglo-Irish productions; and in light of the 
importance of Longleat 29 as a “major anthology” of Rollean material (Hanna, 2010, 

xx), the Irish provenance of these manuscripts is worthy of more consideration in 

terms of Anglophone literary culture in late medieval Ireland than it has received 

hitherto.

89 Bliss and Long: “...a number of genuine works of Rolle were also transcribed into Hiberno- 
English; mystical works by Walter Hilton are also represented” (1987, 736); Dolan: “(viz 
three manuscripts of the Prick of Conscience and three of Rolle and other homiletic 
writings)" (1999, 222). [I assume Dolan’s reference to the three manuscripts containing 
homiletic material is to the Northern Homily Cycle found in CUL G.g i.1, in addition to the two 
manuscripts discussed here.]
90 The English works in Longleat 29 were edited by Ogilvie-Thomson for a DPhil thesis, 
University of Oxford, 1980 and the Rollean material in Longleat 29 and related manuscripts 
edited by her in Ogilvie-Thomson, 1988. See also Allen, 1927, passim] and, on some of the 
problems in Ogilvie-Thomson’s EETS edition, Hanna , 2010. Longleat 29, on account of its 
copy of the” Parson’s Tale”, is also discussed by Manly and Rickert, 1940
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Longleat MS 29 is a miscellaneous compilation in 163 folios, containing theological 

and devotional material in Latin and English, prose and verse.91 Dating from the 

second quarter of the fifteenth century (a terminus a quo provided by the reference, 

in the final text of the manuscript, to St. Lawrence’s night, 1422; and a terminus ad 

quern of “not later than the middle of the century” indicated on palaeographic 

grounds), the manuscript measures 220 x 165mm (155-167 x 100-115) and is 

comprised of five booklets, written throughout (except for some filler items and 

additions)92 in a single, slightly rounded, anglicana hand. The second booklet of the 

manuscript contains - in addition to a copy of the shorter version of Walter Hilton’s 

Mixed Life, an English version of William Flete’s De Remediis contra Temptaciones] 

a copy of Chaucer’s “Parson’s Tale” (opening simply under the heading “Prima pars 

penitencie”), and various other forms of confession and prayers - a substantial 

collection of Rollean material in English. The Rollean work consists of The Form of 

Living, Ego Dormio, The Commandment, Desire and Delight, Ghostly Gladness, an 

excerpt from Meditation on the Passion A, and various lyrics by Rolle, including 

Love is Life, Jesus God’s Son, Thy joy be every deal, and All sins shall thou hate"92 

As such, Longleat 29 witnesses a substantial and important collection of vernacular 

work by Rolle, which is, in its range, comparable to the extensive Rollean material 

found in Lincoln, Cathedral Library, MS 91 (the “Thornton manuscript”) and 

Cambridge, Cambridge University Library MS Dd. v 64.94

Oxford, Bodleian Library MS e Mus 232, extant in its (presumably original) fifteenth 

century binding of whittawed leather over wooden boards, is, at 66 fols and c. 160 x 

115mm (125 x 80mm) a somewhat smaller volume than Longleat 29, and its 

contents number only six items, all in the same anglicana hand of the main scribe of 

Longleat 29. The first of these items is Rolle’s Meditation on the Passion B, followed

91 A full description of the manuscript and its contents is found in Appendix A.
92 Of the subsidiary hands, hand 2, a contemporary textura is responsible for the macaronic 
lyric on fol. 3r, the Pentecostal Hymn ‘Veni creator spiritus’ on fol. 16v and the Latin list of 
seven points to consider for the avoidance of sin on fol. 57r. Hand 3, an informal anglicana 
with secretary a, dated by Hanna to s.xv2/2 has added the English lyrics (IMEV 3743 and 
Suppl. 2169) found on fols. 143v, 145r, 144rand 145v-146v.
93 Ogilvie-Thomson argues that the lyric following “All sins shall thou hate" in the Longleat 
MS, which begins “Ihesu swet nowe wil I synge” {IMEV 3238) should also be attributed to 
Rolle (1988, Ixxxix-xci). For pertinent reservations as to this argument, see Hanna (2010, 
xxiii)
94 Longleat 29 contains, in full or in part, seven of the sixteen vernacular Rolle works that 
Hanna, following Allen, outlines as the canon of his vernacular material. (2010, xviii-xix) This 
compares to six for CUL MS Dd.v.64, and seven for Lincoln, Cathedral Library, MS 91.
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by a treatise on humility and meekness, ascribed to St. Gregory and St. Bernard,95 

an English translation, by ‘Nicholas Bellew’, of Edmund Rich’s (Edmund of 

Abington) Speculum ecclesie, and, concluding the volume, two meditations on the 

passion, in verse and prose respectively. The verse meditation on the passion 

(incipit: “[l]hesu [th]at hast me dere j boght”; IMEV 1761) is accompanied by 

marginal crosses, and introduced with a rubric “prescribing it as a devotional 

exercise" (Woolf, 1968, 164) which instructs the reader that they should:

[l]n seiynge of [th]is orisone stynteth and bydeth at euery cros and [th]ynketh 

what ye haue seide ffor a more deuout prayere fond I neuer of the passioun 

who would so devoutly say hitte.

A “short popularisation” of the original vernacular translation of John of Howden’s 

Philomena (Woolf, 1968, 163) this meditative poem survives in a number of 

manuscripts. A copy of the same text, complete with the same prescriptive rubric, is 

found in Longleat 29, and it is followed, in both manuscripts, by an English prose 

mediation and prayers, (incipit: “[O] myghtful ihesu grete was [th]e payne [th]at 3e 

suffred”) witnessed only in Longleat 29 and e Mus 232, and seemingly “inspired by 

the cult of the Five Wounds” (Ogilvie-Thomson, 1988, xxviii). There is no internal 

evidence for the date of e Mus 232, but given the same scribe is responsible for 

both manuscripts, it is reasonable to assume that its date is roughly commensurate 

with that of Longleat 29, or possibly, as the respective dates given in Hanna’s 

catalogue suggest, slightly earlier.96

In terms of the wider patterns of dissemination of manuscripts containing Rolle’s 

works, the early to mid fifteenth-century date of both Longleat 29 and e Mus 232 is 

entirely typical, and would seem to support Sargent’s elegantly formulated 

observation that “the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries were the great age of 

thirteenth- and fourteenth- century spirituality.”97 Certainly, as Bartlett notes, there 

are very few extant Rollean manuscripts from pre-1400 (2008, 361), and when the 

focus is further refined to manuscripts which contain copies of Rolle’s vernacular

95 Hanna suggests that this item might, in fact, be comprised of two separate texts, but, 
following Jolliffe G. 19, treats them together in his list of the manuscript’s contents (Hanna, 
2010, 170).
96 Ogilvie-Thomson suggests a date of c. 1430-1450 for both manuscripts. (1988; xxi, xxxiiii) 
Hanna (on grounds that are not explicitly stated) dates Longleat MS to “s.xv2/4or med” and 
Bodleian, eMus 232 to “s.xv in” (2010; 170, 208).
97 Quoted in Barratt, 2008, 361. Longleat 29’s copy of Hilton’s Mixed Life might also be 
noted in this context.
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works, the date of the two manuscripts in question fits neatly with the increased 

circulation of Rollean works in the first half of the fifteenth century.98

A brief mention might be made here of the likely audience for these vernacular 
Rollean materials. Whilst Rolle’s Latin works - the works which established his 

national and international reputation - were likely to have been intended for, and 

certainly reached, a literate and educated clerical audience, (Doyle, 1953, 190; 

Barratt, 2008, 361-2) his vernacular writings were aimed rather at a predominantly 

female audience, and “for other unlettered Christians” (Hartung, 1993, 3055; cited 

Barratt, 2008, 362). And as Gillespie suggests:

The interests and abilities of the female religious for whom Rolle was writing 

in the fourteenth century are in some ways paradigmatic of those of the 

wider lay audience in the fifteenth. Moreover, there is ample evidence that 

clerical readers also came to value and exploit the resources of this 

vernacular tradition of spiritual guidance (Gillespie, 1989, 321).99

There is, in addition to the readers identified by Gillespie, further evidence that 
“early Rolle manuscripts (both Latin and English) belonged to various monastic 

orders, in England and on the Continent” (Bartlett, 2008, 363). However, despite 

this, Manley and Rickert’s early suggestion that Longleat MS 29 was “almost 
certainly made in a monastery” (1940, 346) is unconvincing, and almost certainly 

wrong. The provenance of the Longleat MS is discussed further below, but both the 

date of Longleat 29 and its other contents are more likely to suggest ownership by 
the laity, and Ogilvie-Thomson’s argument that the manuscript probably belonged to 

a “devout lay family” is here accepted (1988, xxxi). The likely original readership of 

Bodleian e Mus 232 is perhaps similar, although the inscriptions of the names of two 

female readers - “Annes hemperby”, “Annes helperby (twice) and “Ely3abethe 

Stoughton” - led Ogilvie-Thomson to speculate on the possible later presence of the 

manuscript “in a community of women” (1988, xxxii). However, again the date of the 

manuscript in question may perhaps make lay ownership more likely.

98 See Appendix E. for further details.
99 For this evidence, see Gillespie, 1989, and further references there cited. An “interesting 
example of transfer from lay to clerical ownership” is found in the 1391 will of Sir William de 
Thorpe of Northamptonshire, in which he bequeathed to his chaplain, Henry Hammond, “that 
book which Richard Heremit composed” (Barratt, 2008, 363; Allen, 1927, 413).
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As for the origin of these manuscripts, the primary evidence for their provenance 

that has been discussed in previous scholarship is linguistic. Both Longleat MS 29 

and e Mus 232 are listed by McIntosh and Samuels in the fourth category of their 

survey - “Unlocalized texts for which the evidence of Irish provenance is wholly or 

mainly linguistic” (1968, 2).100 That both manuscripts evidence texts which are in 

MHE was accepted in LALME, where, in the case of Bodleian e Mus 232, the dialect 

was further localised to Dublin, on the basis of a detailed linguistic analysis of the 

entire manuscript (LALME, i: 272, 274). The dialectal analysis of the texts of both 

manuscripts offered in LALME is here accepted, as it is by Hanna, in his descriptive 

catalogue of the English manuscripts of Richard Rolle, where both books in 

question were noted by him as “central exhibits in the formulation of Middle Hiberno 

English” (Hanna, 2010, 171).

By contrast, however, the extent to which the dialect of the vernacular texts in 

Longleat 29 and e Mus 232 should be seen as representing MHE was questioned 

by Ogilvie-Thomson, who summarised her linguistic analysis of the dialect as 

follows:

On linguistic evidence Professors McIntosh and Samuels classify the dialect 

of Lt [Longleat 29] and Mu [e Mus 232] as Anglo-Irish. They list thirty 

distinguishing features of this dialect, any of which can and does appear in 

other dialects, but which cumulatively argue Anglo-Irish provenance. In Lt 

five of these features never occur; ten, predominantly of a phonological 

nature, occur regularly; in the rest, predominantly morphological, the scribe 

shows such marked inconsistency that it appears he was prepared to adopt 

whatever forms he found in his copy. [...]101

1UU Items 38 and 44.
101 Ogilvie-Thomson identifies the following as the most significant characteristics of the 
Scribe’s language:
The reflex of OE a normally appears as o, but a is found occasionally in texts of Northern 
origin, as Rolle: haly, and, particularly in rhyme, lare, mare, sare.
OE 3 before a simple nasal is regularly a; before a lengthening group both a and o are 
found.
OE y normally appears as y or i, but u is found occasionally in bury, thurst-, lust v., 
[th]urleden, cusset, cluster, and e in iberiet, mery, euel, besy -
The preferred vowel in unstressed inflexional syllables is e; i/y is frequent in the gen. sg., 
especially Goddis, Cristis, but very rare in the p.p.
The normal pr.2 sg.ind, ending is -est, but there are eleven occurrences of-s in the Rolle 
texts. Normal pr. 3 sg.ind, is -eth, occasionally reduced to -et, with two occurrences of-s in 
Rolle texts.
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The sum of these features points to the standard fifteenth-century literary 

language based on the East Midland dialect(s), with a sprinkling of South- 

Eastern forms, The scribe’s flexibility in all but a few of the Anglo-Irish 

criteria suggests that he had left his native country some time before, 

retaining only traces of his original linguistic habits (Ogilvie-Thomson, 1938, 

xxxiv - xxxv).

The analysis offered by Ogilvie-Thomson in her edition of the Rolle works in

Longleat 29 and eMus 232 (the base manuscripts for her EETS edition) stems from
102the edition of the English works in Longleat 29 that constituted her doctoral thesis,

and in which she first put forward

[T[he hypothesis that its scribe, although originally trained in Ireland, had 

some time previously left that country, during which interval some of the lass 

predominant features of his dialect had become affected by acclimatisation 

to non-Anglo-lrish speech and writing; in other words that when he wrote 

MS. Longleat 29, he was living in England (Ogilvie-Thomson, 1980, 87).

As previously stated, the identification of the scribal dialect by McIntosh, Samuels, 

et al. as Middle Hiberno English is accepted by the present writer, and no sustained 

analysis of the dialect of the scribe will be offered here. But the grounds on which 

Ogilvie-Thomson reached her conclusions as to the scribal dialect of Longleat 29

Pr.pl.ind. shows both -eth, -en, and no ending, the preference varying from text to text 
although -eth predominates in the Rolle texts. Similar variation is seen in the use of-r\ in 
the strong p.p., it is preferred in the Rolle texts. Infinitives in -n are relatively infrequent.
Pr.p. is regularly -ynge, even when rhyming on -and.
The 3rd pl.nom.pron. is regularly [th]ay (variously spelt); acc./dat. ham, less frequently hem, 
with only one occurrence ofthaym; gen. har(e), less frequently her(e), and three 
occurrences of [th]ar.
Initial sh- is always spelt as such. Medially it varies between sh and ssh, very rarely sch. 
Occasionally s(s)h is found for ss, as in mysshe, 'miss' n. and v. rhyming on isse.
The initial consonant in ‘give’ and related forms is predominantly y, but g occurs sporadically 
throughout.
Earlier ht is spelt both ght and 3t, and initial [j] both y and 3; in both case Mu prefers the 3 
forms.
[...] It is clear [the scribe] was prepared to interchange medial i and y, unstressed e and y, 
final d and t, and initial and final [thorn] and th, and that final -e had no inflexional 
significance.

102 S. Ogilvie-Thomson, “An Edition of the English works in MS. Longeat 29, excluding the 
Parson’s Tale." 4 vols. D.Phil thesis, University of Oxford, 1980. I have been unable to 
consult this thesis in person, or in full, but I am grateful to Mariana Neilly who provided me 
with copies of pgs 84-87, in which Ogilvie-Thomson discusses the dialect of the Longleat 29 
more fully than was possible in her EETS edition.
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and eMus 232 are open to question, stemming, arguably, from an implicit reluctance 

on her part to countenance the notion that such an important collection of Rollean 

material could have been produced in Ireland, and these are given brief 

consideration below. Ogilvie-Thomson’s technical analysis of the material is not, it 

should be stressed, being questioned, but rather the conclusions she drew from it, 

and in light of this, the details offered below are taken from her own work on the 

main scribal dialect of Longleat 29, as it appears in her doctoral thesis (1980, 84- 

87). As such, it is hoped the somewhat lengthy quotation that follows may be 

forgiven.

Having itemised the criteria noted by McIntosh and Samuels for identifying MHE 

(see Appendix B), Ogilvie-Thomson continues:

I do not propose to question here the validity of these criteria, nor the 

methods of dialectal analysis which had produced them, but only to see to 
what extent the main hand of the Longleat manuscript shows these features.

In order to preclude the argument that the scribe could simply have been an 

accurate copyist, and that any dialectal features which emerge are not 

necessarily his own, it is convenient to start with an examination of Text II, 
[an anonymous prose treatise] where the scribe was in all probability 
translating as he wrote. In this text there are no examples of criteria (2), (3), 

(9), (10) and (12). Features shown are (1), (4), (5), (6), (7), (16) and (17), 
although at this date the last is hardly significant. However, against (8), -en 

is the ending preferred for the present plural indicative, -eth occurring only 

once, Against (11) there is little doubling of medial consonants, didde, 

crusshed, sonnes, wittnes, wittnesseth and ouercommynge being the most 

striking. Against (13) there are no examples of-y in the infinitive. Against 

(14) the y- prefix to past participle occurs only three times. Against (15) the 

unstressed ending -er(e) is much preferred to -yr. Against (18), (19) and 

(20) ME v is never replaced by w; oris used but not o[th]ir, and voiced 

endings of the weak preterite and past participle are preferred to unvoiced. 

Among the lesser features, there are no examples of (22) or (28); the 
relative pronoun is which not whoch\ se/f occurs but not s/77, ne represents 

‘nor’, not no, and togiddre, fogydder‘together’, not togadir. There is a single 

example of et for -eth in the 3rd sg. present indicative, and feature (24) does 
not occur. However the earlier form of ‘say’ is sigge, not segge. Thus among
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the examples which are relevant, rather less than half the common features

of Anglo-Irish appear in this text
(Ogilvie-Thomson, 1980, 85-85 [Underlining mine]).

The accuracy of the data collected by Ogilvie-Thomson is not disputed, but it might 

be suggested that the conclusions she draws from it are open to question. At c. 350 

lines in length, the text she selects for this detailed examination is not negligible, but 

neither is it particularly extensive, as the lack of examples for a quarter or more of 

the main criteria identified by McIntosh and Samuels suggests. Moreover, the 

assessment offered in the quotation above is predicated on the assumption - and it 

is only an assumption - that the anonymous prose treaty, unknown elsewhere, is 

being directly translated, rather than simply copied, by the scribe, and thus is an 
especially accurate reflection of his own dialect. The location of the item chosen for 

this analysis, close to the beginning of the first booklet of the manuscript, is 

potentially also problematic, as the dialectal 'anomalies’ outlined by Ogilvie- 
Thomson might simply attest to a period of scribal ‘working-in’ - a reasonably 

common phenomenon in copying practice (Benskin and Laing,1981). Perhaps most 
disconcerting for her argument is the fact that, on the basis of her own analysis, and 
by her own admission, the dialect of Ogilvie-Thomson’s Text N’ is not particularly 

representative of that of the rest of the manuscript:

[Ljinguistically, the ratio of Anglo-Irish features is somewhat improved in the 
rest of the manuscript, some of them appearing some of the time in all of the 

texts. The only ones never to occur are (18), (22), (23), (24b), (29) and (30). 

Always present are (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (9) in the only two instances where 

the word occurs, (10), (16) apart from a single instance oUheigh, (17) and 
(27). (1) and (2) are predominate forms, (8), (14), (15) and (20) are frequent 

but not consistent, (11), (12), (21) and (28) occur sometimes, and (13), (19) 

(24a), (25) and (26) more rarely. (Ogilvie-Thomson, 1980, 86)

Ogilvie-Thomson notes that the texts show most lack of consistency (in relation to 

the criteria set out by McIntosh and Samuels) in their morphological features (the 

present plural indicative ending, the past participle prefix, the plural pronoun, the 
weak preterite and past particle endings and in the unstressed ending in words such 

as fadir, aftyr) and that the forms which appear most regularly are predominantly 
phonological {streynth, euche, [thjrogh, hyre, fale, sylle, thegh, sigge.) On this basis, 

she concludes that the scribe “was prepared to accept and transcribe a variety of
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unstressed words or endings as they appeared in his exemplars, or, if transcribing 

from a really alien dialect, such as a Northern manuscript, that he was flexible in his 

choice” (1980, 87). This is a valid assumption, and one that is borne out by dialectal 

analysis of the texts as a whole, but it is not necessary sufficient to support her 

hypothesis that the scribe, originally trained in Ireland, was at the time he wrote 

Longleat 29, living and working in England, (cf. Benskin and Laing, 1981).

The manner in which Ogilvie-Thomson applies the criteria identified by McIntosh 

and Samuels to her analysis of the scribe’s dialect is perhaps unnecessarily rigid. 

The typical features of MHE identified by McIntosh and Samuels were drawn from 

texts that ranged quite widely in date, and represented the dialect of various pars of 

Anglophone late medieval Ireland. Not every single item they cite will be witnessed 

in any given MHE text, as can be readily demonstrated by analysis of the texts for 

which an Irish provenance is not in doubt. Rather, it is the cumulative import of 

these features that enables a dialectal identification to be made. And in this light, it 

is worth revisiting the data summarised in the quotation above once more, and 

recasting it in slightly different terms.

In relation to the dialect of the vernacular texts in Longleat 29 as a whole then, of 

the twenty criteria identified by McIntosh and Samuels as “the more important” in 

identifying MHE (1968, 4): nine of the twenty are always present - (3), (4), (5), (6), 

(7), (9), (10), (16) and (17);103 a further two are the predominant forms - (1), (2); four 

are frequently, but not consistently found - (8), (14), (15), and (20); two occur 

sometimes - (11), (12); two rarely - (13), (19); and only one - (18) - never occurs. 

Of the eleven further features they identity as “frequent but not universal":104 one - 

(27) is always present; two - (21) and (28) occur sometimes; a further three - (24a), 

(25) and (26) are found rarely; and five - (22), (23), (24b), (29), (30) - never occur. 

Nineteen of the twenty more important dialectal features, therefore, are found in the 

vernacular contents of Longleat 29. Whilst the absence of published work examining 

different dialects of MHE in greater detail makes it difficult to confirm, it is probable 

that the dialectal features of these texts are typical of a particular dialect of MHE 

rather than, as Ogilvie-Thomson hypothesises, representative of a ‘native’ dialect 

diluted by considerable time in England.

103 With regard to (17): “Final -e has no morphological significance", I would accept Ogilvie- 
Thomson’s observation that this is not particularly significant in light of the late date of the 
manuscript.
1041 here treat the features they number as (24a) and (24b) separately.
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Allen, considering the Rollean works in Longleat MS 29 in her 1927 study, offered 

no speculation as to the manuscript’s provenance, focusing rather on textual issues 

in the works by Rolle it transmitted.105 Longleat 29 was studied further by Manley 

and Rickert in the descriptions of the manuscripts that formed the first of their eight- 

volume study of the text of the Canterbury Tales (although it is by no means clear f 

Longleat’s copy of the “Parson’s Tale” was recognised as such by either the scribe 

or the early readers of the manuscript). As their interest was in the Chaucerian text, 

Manley and Rickert, in accordance with the procedure explicated in their preface, 

mentioned only what they felt were the more notable items in the manuscript, and 

there are a number of errors in their description.106 Manly and Rickert offered, 

however, the first suggestion as to the manuscript's origin:

The compilation almost certainly was made in a monastery - perhaps 

Christchurch, Canterbury [...]- by a number of monks, one beginning the 

principal book, others adding the smaller books that precede and follow, and 

still others filling in blank spaces with short pieces, quotations and so on.

(Manly and Rickert, 1940, 346)

In positing Longleat MS 29 as a monastic production, Manly and Rickert were 

influenced by their belief that the manuscript was the work of several different hands 

- an assessment that has not been borne out by subsequent examinations of the 

manuscript by, amongst others, expert palaeographers such as Neil Ker (Ogilvie- 

Thomson, 1988, xv, xxx). As the description of the manuscript in Appendix A 

outlines in more detail, only three hands are to be identified in the manuscript, and 

the slightly rounded anglicana of the main scribe is responsible for the 

overwhelming majority of the manuscript’s contents. The appearance of this hand 

does undergo slight changes throughout the course of his copying, becoming rather 

more ‘relaxed’ towards the end of the manuscript, but it is still recognisable both as 

the same hand of the earlier sections of Longleat 29, and as that of Bodleian e Mus 

232.

105 For her description of the manuscript, see Allen, 1927, 34-6. Allen's foliation is 
consistently out by 2, as she ignored the first two leaves of the manuscript.
106 Among them, their assertion that the English exposition on the Lord’s Prayer (fols. 19|f- 
22r; item 12 in the MS description in Appendix A; transcribed in Appendix C) is C16 Latin; 
their foliation of several items, and their collation of the fourth book.
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Given their assumption that the manuscript was likely to be a monastic production, 

and following the lead provided by the addition of the name 'Goldwell' on fol. 168" in 

a fifteenth-century hand, Manly and Rickert postulated that Longleat 29 might ha/e 
been produced in Christchurch Cathedral, Canterbury:

On f. 168 is the name “Joh[s] Goldew[e?]ll (15 C), written as an owner might 

write; and cf. “...d.wel” on f.4. The family name [Goldwell] is closely linked 

with Canterbury - Goldwells held lands in the 15 C at Fawkham and 

Bethersden - and with Christchurch particularly: J. Goldwell was third prior 

in 1435 [...]; a John Goldwell was monk and sacristan [...]; and others were 

there in the early 16 C. The succession of names, together with the obvicus 
continuation of the of the MS from time to time by different writers, suggests 

that it may all have been the work of different members of the same famil/.

Which John wrote his name in the MS it is impossible to say; he may have 

been not any of the Canterbury monks but a layman of the same family. 
James Goldwell, who died in 1498 as Bishop of Norwich, is identified by wills 

and property transactions as a member of the Kentish family [. ..] and was 
nephew, brother, uncle, and great uncle of men named John Goldwell 
(Manly and Rickert, 1940, 347).

In this assessment, Manly and Rickert are at risk of conflating the origin of the 
manuscript with a suggestion as to its early provenance, a conflation made all the 
more tempting in terms of the larger project in which they were engaged. As Ogilvie- 
Thomson observes:

[Manly and Rickert’s] collation showed the [Longleat 29] text of the Parson’s 

Tale to be from an immediate common ancestor with the Ellesmere MS, but 

without the latter’s editing, and so of high textual value, and it was for this 

reason they were anxious to place the manuscript in the environs of 

Canterbury, and correctly identified members of the Goldwell family who 

held office in the priory there. However the manuscript shows none of the 

palaeographic characteristics of a Canterbury text, and although the link with 
the Goldwells remains valid, this is an indication of ownership rather than 
origin (Ogilvie-Thomson, 1988, xxx-xxxi).
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Ogilvie-Thomson, although rejecting an Irish provenance on the dialectal grounds 

discussed above, offered no alternative suggestion as to the place of the 

manuscript’s origin. Her research into the later ownership of Longleat 29 showed 

that the manuscript was in the possession of Sir John Thynne, “first knight of the 

name, and builder of Longleat house” by 1577 at the latest. Not only does Thynne’s 

name occur, in his own hand, on fols. 2rand 166r, but she was able to identify 

Longleat 29 with an entry in the 1577 manuscript list of the contents of his library; 

and to suggest a possible (if speculative) scenario for the transmission of the 

manuscript from John Goldwell, a mercer and citizen of London (d. 1466) into the 

possession of John Thynne (1988, xx).

As Hanna notes, the dialect of the third scribal hand, placed by LALME 'm northeast 

Somerset, and dated by him to the latter half of the fifteenth century, would support 

the supposition that the manuscript was in the Longleat area in this period {LALME, 

i:137, 237; Hanna, 2010, 211-12). However, even if the dialect of the third scribal 

hand is accepted as indicative of the whereabouts of the manuscript in the later 

fifteenth-century, the manuscript’s relatively early presence in south west England 

need not preclude the Irish origin suggested dialectally by the work of the main 

scribe: an Irish origin accepted by Hanna (2010, xxix).

However, there is, it will be suggested, extra-linguistic evidence to support the Irish 

provenance suggested dialectally. The textual affiliations of a number of the items in 

Longleat MS 29 are potentially of interest in this respect, but constraints of space 

prevent their discussion here. Instead, the suggestive contents of a single item from 

the compilation will be examined, and its implications for the likely provenance of 

the volume considered.The item in question, an anonymous exposition on the 

Lord’s Prayer, incorporating a litany that names a number of Irish saints, and a 

concluding prayer in English,107 has never (to the writer’s knowledge) been 

published; it is transcribed in full, from this, the only manuscript in which it appears, 

in Appendix C.108 The item is, of course, of intrinsic interest, but in the context of the

107 My interpretation of the materials that constitute this text is at odds with that offered by 
Hanna, who describes it “an English tract on the Pater noster (ends. Fol. 21) [...] with two 
English prayers naming several Irish saints (fols. 21v-22)’’ (2010, 209) However, the list of 
Irish saints is, as I read it, incorporated into the body of the tract, which I suggest to end on 
fol. 21v; and to be followed by a single prayer invoking the sign of the cross,
108 The item was edited by Ogilvie-Thomson for her doctoral thesis, but I have had no 
access to this work, other than the few pages on the dialect of the Longleat texts noted 
above. The transcription and discussion offered here are entirely independent of Ogilvie- 
Thomson’s work.
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present study, the evidence suggesting localisation to an Irish audience is of 

primary importance.

As can be seen from the transcription, the item is structured around the Latin te>t of 

the Lord’s Prayer, and proceeds through it, phrase by phrase, offering a translaton 

of the Latin and devout, first person expositions of each. Following on from this (and 

judging from the layout of the manuscript, intended to be incorporated into it) is s 

final prayer, invoking the sign of the cross, and addressed, in accordance with the 

structure of the Sarum Use, to the three persons of the Trinity, the Virgin, and to the 

holy prophets, patriarchs, apostles, evangelists, martyrs, confessors, and virgins. 

The text of the latter section is punctuated in the manuscript by the regular inser.ion 

of crosses, presumably serving as a prompt for a reader to perform the sign of the 

cross.109

Three aspects of this text are suggestive of localisation to an Irish audience. Firstly, 

and perhaps least significantly, there is, in the exposition of the second petition of 

the Lord’s Prayer, a shift from the heavenly to the temporal realm, in which Ireland 

is explicitly mentioned:

[Fol 19v] U To these prayers

the state & prosperitee of al holy chirche our holy O 

fadre the pope hys cardynals. his consaill. our 

bisshop our curates withal degrees in holy church 

[Fol 20r] our kynge the quene the Gouernour of this land with al

har trewe consaill. The estate & prosperite of the roialmes 

of England Irland & ffraunce Al tho that pee3 maynteneth 

& trewe peple defendeth. my ffadre my modre sowles 

my bretheren my sustres my kyn alliaunces al my good 

frendes and in especial I. b. I. I. A. K

The grouping of “England, Ireland and France” here might well be formulaic, 

although the phrase does not seem particularly well attested in other texts of the 

period, but it is interesting that it follows the reference to “our king, the queen, the 

governor of this land”, which is strongly suggestive of an Irish context. The role of

109 Cf. the copy of IMEV 1761, mentioned above, and found in both Longleat 29 and e Mus 
232, which have crosses, identical to those of the current item, inserted in the margins 
alongside the text.
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Chief Governor was, at this date, an administrative post unique to Ireland, modelled 

on the role of Justiciar established in twelfth-century England, although no longer 

operative there by the reign of Edward I. In Ireland however, the need to have a 

permanent head of the administration, governing on behalf of an absent king 

remained; and whilst the title came to be more commonly known as ‘Lieutenant’, or 

‘Chief Lieutenant’ rather than ‘Justiciar’ by the late fourteenth / early fifteenth 

century, the role was essentially the same.110 Given the very personal nature of the 

section of the prayer that follows, it seems that the references to ‘Ireland’ and to the 

‘Gouernour’ might have more than a formulaic resonance with the author this item, 

and one assumes to the scribe who copied it (if the two are not one and the same). 

If the scribe was simply copying the piece from an exemplar, it seems unlikely that 

details such as the initials of individuals would be thoughtlessly transcribed, when 

they could so readily be substituted with details more relevant to the owner or users 

of the volume.

More suggestive still of an Irish provenance are the details of the exposition of the 

third, fourth and fifth phrases of the Pater noster, which incorporates a litany of 

saints. The majority of the saints occurring in this litany are widely known (most, in 

fact, appear in the Sarum Use), but following the fifth Latin phrase, there occurs a 

cluster of saints with very specific local associations.

[fol. 20 v] Et dimitte nobjs debita nostra sicut & nos dimittimus 

debitoribus nostris O lord god of pitte mercy & of grace 

foryeve vs our dettes our synnes & our trespasses.’ 

as we foryeven to oure dettors. lord of amendes [th]u graunt 

vs space. Of charite [th]u let vs nat mysshe of thy blisse [th]u 

graunt vs solace throgh [th]e swet callynge & bisy besechynge 

of thi clere & holy confessours. Syluestre leo. hiller scich[?]

Martyn. Ambrose, lerom Gregorie & Austeyn dunston 

swythyn Cuthbert & Birryn German dompnic ffran 

ceys & leonard Benet Esmond & Bernard Patrike ffyn 

nyan Columbe Canik & Brandane Molynge Synok 

Keuyn & Katriane[?] Machot Abbane Euyn & Colman And 

al other confessours of Cristes Courte in perfite charite 

stable vs of holy conscience sharpe compunccoun verray

110 For details of the role, and its development from the model of English administration, see 
Otway-Ruthven, 1965.



contricoun hool confessioun ful satisfaccoun & of al oure 

synnes ful pardoun [th]rogh al yor holy intercessioun let vs nat 

mysshe.’ bot vs al brynge to [th]y heuynly habitacoun. Amen

Of the final saints named in the litany, the identities of ‘Katriane’[?] (possibly 

‘Katrane’[?]) and ‘Machot’ are uncertain, but the rest of the saints in this cluster have 

distinctly Irish connections, predominantly, but not exclusively, to Leinster. Patrick 

and Columba are, of course, as two of the three patron saints of Ireland, neither 

obscure, nor peculiar to Leinster, but a notable proportion of the other saints 

mentioned, if the identifications suggested below are correct, do have a very local 

resonance with the province in which it is here argued that Longleat 29 was written.

St Finian (‘ffynnyan’) was the founder of the famous Abbey at Clonard, historically in 

the province of Meath, but by the post-Norman period incorporated into Leinster, 

and Senach[?] (‘Synok’) was a six-century bishop at the same foundation. SS. Kevin 

(‘Keuyn’) and Colman were, respectively, sixth or seventh-century bishops at 

Glendalough, Co. Wicklow.111 St. Cainnech / Canice / Kenneth (‘Canik’) was a sixth- 

century abbot in Co. Laios, again in Leinster. St. Moling / Molingus / Mylinn 

(‘Molynge’) also has Leinster associations, as a seventh-century bishop of Carlow; 

as do SS. Aban ('Abbane') - a sixth-century Wexford abbot - and Evin / Eimhin 

(‘Euyn’) - a sixth-century bishop of the south of the province. The remaining saint 

to be specified, ‘Brandane’ is the only anomaly: whether the intended reference is to 

St. Brendan or St. Brandan is not certain, but the associations of both are primarily 

with Connaught.

Just as the initials and details of the previous quotation were identified as features 

of the text that were easily adaptable to a new copying context, so too could the 

local saints listed in this item (if it is not a scribal composition) have been readily 

changed to better suit the locality in which (or for which) the text was copied. The 

wording of the text would not be marred in any way by the substitution of one saint 

for another in the process of local adaptation suggested, and its devotional efficacy 

might even be thought enhanced by ‘personalisation’ of this kind. As such, the 

inclusion or retention of the local saints listed in the text supports the Irish origin for 

the manuscript indicated dialectally.

111 There are at least ten different St. Colmans recorded in medieval Ireland. Given the 
concentration of Leinster Saints in this section of the text, it would seem likely that the 
reference is to one of the two Leinster St. Colemans (Colman of Glendalough, a C7 Abbot, 
or Colman McRhoi, a C6 Abbot of Leinster).
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There was, in the fourteenth and fifteenth-centuries, as Andre Vauchez has 
demonstrated in his magisterial study of sainthood in the later Middle Ages,112 a 

marked shift towards the veneration of local saints in lay devotion, irrespective of 

whether or not the subjects of their petitions had been officially canonised by the 

Church.113 It is perhaps worth noting that over half of the Irish saints named in this 

item from Longleat are also to be found in the Latin Kalender of the composite C13 

- C14 manuscript belonging to the brethren of St. John of Jerusalem, Waterford; 

and further examples of these saints appearing in devotional material from Ireland 

could doubtless be cited.114 Admittedly, it is possible, as Ogilvie-Thomson’s 

argument would imply, that the inclusion of these Irish saints reflects merely the 

patriotic devotional preferences of an Anglo-Irish scribe working in England. 

However, given the performative aspect of the text,115 it seems more plausible to 

assume that the wording is applicable also to the wider audience for whose use the 

manuscript was intended: perhaps the “devout lay family” suggested by Ogilvie- 

Thomson.

As a final example of what is here suggested to be this item’s localization for a 
specifically Irish audience, one further detail from the text, found in the exposition of 

“Et ne nos inducas in temptationem” might be mentioned:

[fol. 21r] O holy fader Patrike oure

patroun with Columb & bride whose bones resten in doune 
And al seyntes suynge your trace pr^y [th]e the pierles prince 

of paradse that of al wiked wormes this lond wedet.’ 

that he endeigne for his dignite & his mercy which his 

werkes passeth. [th]e destruers of his trewe peple may 

approwe in [th]i pees perfitly to [th]i plesaunce amen

The phrasing of “oure patroun” and “this lond” in relation to St. Patrick, again hints at 

an assumption of an Irish audience. Whether or not the details of the translations of 

SS. Columba and Bridget to Downpatrick hjghneed imply a particularly local

112 The period which “marked the apogee of the diffusion and popularity of the cult of saints 
in the west". (Vauchez, 1997, 1)
113 Vauchez, 1997. See especially chapter 10, “Local Sainthood", 157-249.
114 For details of this manuscript, see the note in the opening section of this chapter. The 
relevant saints are: Patricii, Brendim, Columbe, Moling, Colmani, Finneam, Senanl, and 
possibly, if it equates to Longleat’s ‘Machot”, Machin.
115 Reminiscent of the instructional rubric appended to the copy of IMEV 1761 in both the 
Longleat and the e Mus manuscripts.
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knowledge, the specific naming of the country’s three patron saints are certainly 

indicative of an identification with Ireland.116

Given then, both the MHE dialect of the vernacular texts of Longleat 29, and the 

details of localisation or adaptation to an Irish audience outlined above, the obvious 

conclusion to draw would be that the manuscript is an Anglo-Irish production. The 

scenario postulated by Ogilvie-Thomson (explicitly in relation to the dialect; implicitly 

in relation to the exposition on the Lord’s Prayer) - that the manuscript is the work of 

a scribe trained in Anglo-lreland, but resident in England for a considerable period 

of time, yet maintaining a patriotic affection for the country of his birth, as 

manifested in his petitioning of local Irish saints - seems unnecessarily convoluted, 

especially as there is no evidence whatsoever to preclude the original composition 

and circulation of Longleat 29 in Ireland.

In e Mus 232, the other manuscript known to have been copied by the main scribe 

of Longleat 29, there is no evidence of the sort of localization discussed above. As 

noted previously, nothing is known about the origin or early provenance of this 

manuscript, and its attribution to Ireland has been on dialectal grounds only. If, 
however, the argument made here for the Irish origin of Longleat 29 is accepted, 
then it seems almost certain that e Mus 232 is also an example of the literary culture 
of Anglophone late medieval Ireland, and there is one further, although tantalizingly 
nebulous hint that might possibly offer further support for this attribution. On fol. 62r, 

at the conclusion of the copy of St. Edmund’s Mirror, the English translation of which 

is, in this manuscript, attributed to “Nicholas Bellow whose noun konnygne haue ye 

excused”, is the signature “Jon Flemmyn”, in red ink and in a contemporary hand. 

The same name, “Johannes Fleming” occurs twice in the opening folios of the copy 

of the Prick of Conscience found in Dublin, TCD MS 156, (discussed in the previous 

section): “Johannes Fleming hunc librum composuit” (fol. 1v, repeated fol. 4V). In the 

Dublin manuscript, the name is written in a seventeenth-century hand, and Lewis 
and McIntosh, in their descriptive catalogue of the Prick of Conscience manuscripts, 

take this to refer to the copyist who, in the same later hand, transcribed the incipit 

and first 22 1/2 lines of the medieval text from fol. 2r, which is obliterated almost 

entirely by gall stain (Lewis and McIntosh, 1982, 51-52). It is not entirely clear, 
however, as Ogilvie- Thomson points out, that ‘Johannes Fleming’ is to be identified 

as the person responsible for the C17 copying - “a page and a half of text scarcely

116 Cf. the marginal additions on fol. 72v of Oxford, Bodleian MS Rawlinson B 490, among 
which are “In vno brigida patr/cius atque columba ?pr/m(vs”. (Cited LALME, vol. I. 279.)
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seems to justify the description ‘hunc librum' (1988, xxxii n. 5), and it is possible that 

the attribution in the seventeenth-century hand might record an earlier, now illegible, 

name from the manuscript.

Although accepted as such by both Allen (1927, 382) and Hanna, (2010, 170) the 

hand of the signature in e Mus 232 was not judged by Neil Ker to be that of the 

scribe. Nor was the hand of the e Mus 232 signature deemed by R. E. Alton (on the 

grounds of differences in minim formation) to be that of the scribe of TCD 156. 

(Ogilvie-Thomson, 1988, xxxii) However, the name is the only text in the entire 

manuscript to be written in red, and Ogilvie-Thomson suggests, in light of the fact 

that the point in the manuscript at which the signature appears is the same point at 

which the rubrication ends, ‘Jon Fleming’ may have been the rubricator of e Mus 

232. (Ibid) If the seventeenth-century ascription in TCD 156 is to someone involved 

in the original copying of the manuscript, then the same name appears in two 

manuscripts of the same date, both written in a form of MHE localised in LALME to 

Dublin. The extralinguistic reasons for accepting TCD 156 as an Irish production 

were outlined earlier, and whilst there is no hard evidence to confirm the suggestion, 

it is tempting to consider the presence of the name ‘Jon Fleming' in two early 

fifteenth-century Anglophone Irish manuscripts as more than merely coincidental.117

117 Whilst writing up the research undertaken for this thesis I was informed by Professor 
John Thompson that his own ongoing researches into Longleat MS 29 have uncovered 
evidence, based on the ownership marks in the manuscript, which confirms it as of Irish 
provenance. I am not currently aware of the details of his investigations, but his findings will 
be published in his forthcoming book. My thanks to John for alerting me to the outcome of 
his research on this manuscript.
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Conclusion

Although dismissed in previous scholarship on Anglophone literature in late 

medieval Ireland - a dismissal, as this study has sought to demonstrate, that is both 
predicated on and facilitated by a model of writing in Middle Hiberno-English which 

is complicit in supporting a particular strand of medieval Irish historiography - the 

evidence of the codicologically focused case studies above presents a not 
inconsiderable challenge to current conceptions of Anglophone literary culture in 

Ireland in the later Middle Ages.

Ranging in date from the early fourteenth to the early fifteenth centuries, these 

manuscripts, and the texts they contain, are illustrative of a facet of this literary 

culture that has hitherto received very little critical attention: that of the 

commonalities of Anglophone literary culture on either side of the Irish Sea in this 

period. The MHE copy of the Northern Passion in CUL Gg i.1, the earliest known 
copy of the work extant is indicative of the currency of this Anglophone literary 
culture in the early years of the fourteenth century, and the extensive francophone 

contents of the Cambridge manuscript, not to mention its lavish decoration and 
impressive scope, are perhaps suggestive of the elevated social and cultural milieu 

encompassed by these reading communities. The manuscripts considered in the 

latter two case-studies evidence the longevity of this currency of interest, with both 
the Prick of Conscience and the highly significant collection of Rollean and other 
devotional materials circulating in Ireland in exactly the same period at which they 
were at their peak of popularity in England; and the picture of current and continual 

engagement with ‘English’ literary culture which emerges from the corpus of 

manuscripts considered in this final chapter is further reinforced by the study of the 

Douce Piers Plowman in Chapter Three, and by the mapping exercise undertaken, 

in relation to BL Harley 913, in Chapter Two.

Rolle. Hilton. Chaucer. The Prick of Conscience. The Northern Passion. The 

Proverbs of Mending. When listed baldly by author and text (and it is a list to which 

Langland and the Northern Homily Cycle might usefully be added) the contents of 

the various manuscripts of Irish provenance examined in the three case-studies 

above demonstrate the fundamental consonance of literary tastes in Anglophone 
late medieval Ireland with those evidenced ‘across the water’. And whilst the point 

being made, which is, to put it at its most banal, that similar people are reading 
similar things at a similar time, might seem ludicrously obvious - largely, perhaps, 

because it is ludicrously obvious - it is an aspect of Anglophone literary culture in
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late medieval Ireland which has been consistently and repeatedly marginalised in 

nearly all discussions of these materials to date.

The mutual complicity of the two narratives this study has sought to uncover - that of 

the marginalisation and politicisation of the historiography of late medieval Ireland 

on the one hand; and the marginal status of Hiberno-English in Medieval Studies on 

the other - has resulted in a mystification of Anglophone texts circulating in late 

medieval Ireland: a mystification largely predicated on the narrow critical 
perspective in which they have hitherto been viewed. The prism through which 

these materials have been scrutinised, when, indeed, they have been scrutinised, in 

literary scholarship has helped to create a critical tradition all too often fixated by 

what has been suggested in this study to be anachronistic and politicised 

assumptions of the separateness and alterity of Anglo-Irish cultural identity, and 

hence, of Anglo-Irish cultural productions. Evidence of a cultural identity less 

reconcilable with, or merely ambivalent to, this received tradition has simply been 
side-lined in conventional accounts, a quiet marginalisation facilitated by the benign 

neglect with which these materials have been treated by the discipline of English 
Studies as a whole.

The evidence that the contents of manuscripts such as BL Harley 913 can offer for 

explorations of cultural identity - a cultural identity more subtle and more complex 
than some of the treatments of it discussed in this thesis would allow - is important 

and significant. But to critically position these materials only in relation to their 
articulation of nationalistic concerns - a scholarly framing that excludes other, 
equally important evidence for literary communities in late medieval Ireland which 
do not, and cannot be made to, speak directly of the sorts of issues which have 

preoccupied much of the literary scholarship which has engaged with writings in 

Middle Hiberno-English - is, put bluntly, to do them a disservice.

Attention has been drawn here to some of the commonalities of Anglophone reading 

communities on either side of the Irish Sea, commonalities that are worth 

emphasising in light of their marginalisation in much of the previous criticism 
pertaining to these materials. But to reverse the perspective, and to keep the same 

nationalistically-loaded rhetoric - that is, to argue that these commonalities evidence 

a contemporary conception of Anglo-Irish identity more akin to that of Orpen than to 

that of Curtis, would be to do an equal disservice to the material remains of these 
literary communities, for it would serve merely to scrutinise them through the same 

distorting lens of what is, in essence, ‘identity politics’.
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Whilst this study has paid considerable attention to the framing of these manuscripts 

and texts in terms which seek articulations of cultural identities within them, it has 

done so merely as a necessary and long over-due prolegomena to the study of 

these materials in the wider context of medieval literary and historical studies as a 

whole - studies in which other aspects of these manuscripts and texts can finally, 

and usefully, be investigated. Medieval drama, for example, has been given no 

consideration in this thesis, but there is plenty of evidence in municipal records to 

suggest that the solitary copy of The Pride of Life, destroyed in the shelling of the 

Public Records Office in 1922, and the Croxton Play of the Sacrament, to name but 

two of the plays known to have been performed in Anglophone late medieval 

Ireland, are indicative of a dramatic tradition that, whilst having received some very 

valuable critical attention, particularly in the work of Alan Fletcher (2000, 2001), is 
worthy of further investigation. Work on the Dublin book trade and on the evidence 

offered in wills and other documents for reading communities in late medieval 

Ireland remains in its infancy, but such research has the potential to shed important 
light on facets of literary culture hitherto unexplored. And as a final example of the 

possible direction of future research, the 'manuscript geographies’ of the material 
remains of writing in Middle Hiberno-English are worthy of being prioritised, as a 
better understanding of the processes of manuscript transmission and circulation 

would add immeasurably to current understanding of literary cultures, both within 
late medieval Ireland and beyond.

This study, then, is not an exercise in recolonialisation - this Ulster author says an 
emphatic ‘No’ to postmodern Unionism or its avatars in historiography or literary 

history. However, it has sought to challenge the predominant conceptions of late 

medieval Irish Anglophone literary culture in medieval studies: conceptions that 

have, for the reasons outlined above, yet to offer a sufficient challenge to the 

romanticised and nationalistically predicated ‘Saints and Scholars’ view of Ireland’s 

past, as evoked, without a trace of irony, by one early twentieth-century 

commentator in the Catholic Bulletin:

It is a very different Ireland now to those old days, when the poorest

Catholic family would, on assembling in the evenings, discuss

scholastic philosophy and such subjects

(Catholic Bulletin, Feb 1925, quoted in Foster, 1983, 187)
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Ultimately, and in essence, there are more interesting and more pertinent questions 

to be asked of these materials than merely, in the words of Joyce’s citizen, “What is 

your Nation?” (Ulysses, 317).
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APPENDIX a: manuscript descriptions

Manuscript descriptions have been prepared in accordance with the guidelines set 

out in Raymond Clemens and Timothy Graham, An Introduction to Manuscript 

Studies. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2007. Details of binding have been noted 

only when pre C20.

Descriptions based on examination of the manuscripts in person and on microfilm 

(with the exception of Longleat House, Marquess of Bath MS 29, and Cambridge, 

Magdalene College MS F.4.18, which were examined only on microfilm), and in 

conjunction with the following earlier studies:

London, British Library MS Harley 913:
Lucas, Angela M. and Peter J Lucas, “Reconstructing a Disarranged Manuscript: 

The Case of MS Harley 913, a Medieval Hiberno-English Miscellany.” 

Scriptorium 44 (1990): 286-299.
Hatfield Moore, Deborah. “Paying the Minstrel: A Cultural Study of B.L. MS Harley 

913.” Diss. Queen’s University, Belfast, 2001.
Cartlidge, Neil. “Festivity, Order, and Community in Fourteenth Century Ireland: The 

Composition and Contexts of BL MS Harley 913.” Yearbook of English 
Studies 33 (2003): 33-52.

Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Douce 104:
Piers Plowman: A Facsimile of Bodleian Library, Oxford, MS Douce 104. With an 

introduction by Derek Pearsall and a catalogue of the illustrations by 

Kathleen Scott.

Cambridge, Cambridge University Library MS G.g 1.1:
Meyer, Paul, “Les Manuscrits Francais de Cambridge: II - Bibliotheque de 

I’universite.” Romania 15 (1886): 236-357.

James, M R. Unpublished notes.1

(Wilts.), Longleat House, Marquess of Bath MS 29:

I am very grateful to J.S. Ringrose of Cambridge University Library for her kindness is providing me with a 
transcription of M R. James’ unpublished notes on CUL.G.g 1.1
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Appendix A: Manuscript Descriptions

Ogilvie-Thomson, S. J, ed. Richard Rolle: Prose and Verse. EETS 293. Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 1988.

Hanna, Ralph. The English Manuscripts of Richard Rolle: A Descriptive Catalogue. 

Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 2010.

Oxford, Bodleian Library MS e Mus 232:
Ogilvie-Thomson, S. J, ed. Richard Rolle: Prose and Verse. EETS 293. Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 1988.
Hanna, Ralph. The English Manuscripts of Richard Rolle: A Descriptive Catalogue. 

Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 2010.

Manchester, Chetham’s Library MS 8008: [Mun A. 4. 103]2 

Lewis, Robert E, and Angus McIntosh. A Descriptive Guide to the Manuscripts of 

‘The Prick of Conscience’. Oxford: The Society for the Study of Medieval 

Languages and Literature, 1988.

Dublin, Trinity College Dublin MS 156: [D 4.8]

Lewis, Robert E, and Angus McIntosh. A Descriptive Guide to the Manuscripts of 
‘The Prick of Conscience’. Oxford: The Society for the Study of Medieval 

Languages and Literature, 1988.

Cambridge, Magdalene College MS F.4.18:
James, M R. Manuscripts in the Library of Magdalene College Cambridge.

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1909.
Lewis, Robert E, and Angus McIntosh. A Descriptive Guide to the Manuscripts of 

‘The Prick of Conscience’. Oxford: The Society for the Study of Medieval 

Languages and Literature, 1988.

2 My thanks to Dr. Michael Powell, of Chetham’s Library, for his kindness in providing me with a digitised copy of 
this manuscript, and for permission to consult archive material relating to this manuscript held in Chetham.
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Appendix A: Manuscript Descriptions

Manuscript Descriptions

London, British Library MS Harley 913

Ireland, Waterford (?), c. 1330

Miscellaneous collection of religious and secular texts, in verse and prose, 

including a substantial number of poems in Middle Hiberno English not 

witnessed elsewhere. Predominantly in Latin and English, but some items in 
Anglo-Norman.

Contents:

1. Fols 1V - 2r (Latin) [Hand A]
[40 lines of Latin prose, explaining the theological significance of the 
letters of the alphabet]
Incipit: Nota quod secundum theologos quelibet littera aliud significat 
Explicit: boni et mail open's quam vinee culiores ac cepe runt

[Fol 2V- Blank]

2. Fols 3r - 6V (English) [Hand A]
[The Land of Cokaygne’]
Incipit: Fur in see bi west spayngne 
Explicit: amen pur seint charite. finit

Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 46-55

IMEV-. 762

3. Fol 6V (English) [Hand A]
[‘Five Hateful Things’]
Incipit: Bissops lories
Explicit: [th]os be[th] fiue li[th]er [th]ing

Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 56 

IMEV: 1820

4. Fols 7r - 8V (English) [Hand A]
[‘Satire on the Townspeople’]
Incipit: Hail seint michael wi[th] [th]e lange sper 
Explicit: Euer iblessid mot 3e be

Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 58-65

IMEV: 1078

5. Fols 9r - 10r (English) [Hand A]
[‘Song of Michael of Kildare’]
Incipit: Swet jesu hend and fre
Explicit: fram [th]e schoure of pints sure [th]ou sild him her and 

[th]are. Amen
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Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 66-73 
IMEV\ 3234

6. Fols 10r-12r (Latin) [Hand A]
[The Abbot of Gloucester’s Feast’]
Incipit: Quondam fuit factus festus 
Explicit: contra tuum regula

Ed. Wright and Halliwell, Reliquiae Antiquae I, 140-144 

Walther: 16347

7. Fols 12r-13r (Latin) [Hand A]
[‘Hore Sompnolentium’]
Rubric: Incipiunt hore sompnolentium adversus capitulum 
Incipit: Fratres nolumus uos ignorare de dormientibus ut non 

contristemini
Explicit: ex tunc uigilabis. Oratio ut sanctus

Ed. Walther, "Zur lateinischen Parodies des Mittelalters”, Zeitschrift 
fur Deutsches Aiterum 84, (1952-53), 265-273

Walther: 6882

8. Fols 13v-14v (Latin) [Hand A]
[‘Missa de Potatoribus’ (‘Drinkers’ Mass’)]
Rubric: Incipit missa de potatoribus 
Incipit: verus: Introibo ad altare bachi.
Explicit: Ite bursa uacua. Reo gratias

Ed. Paul Lehmann, Die Parodie im Mittelalter. (2nd ed.) Stuttgart: 
Hiersemann, 1963. 233-241

Walther: 9508

9. Fol 14v (Latin) [Hand A]
[Advice to priests - 9 lines of Latin prose]
Incipit: Sacerdos qui est sine mortal! peccato et in bono propositio 
Explicit: Ista sit tua intentio tua deuotio et tua consolatio

10. Fol 15r (Latin) [Hand B]
[Metrical Proverbs - 23 lines of Latin verse]
Rubric: secundina et xaceria, id est boyn
Incipit: Nunc lege nunc hora nunc cum feruore labora
Explicit: Sambuc sit amotum ne polluat wuga potum

C/f Walther: 12451

11. Fol 15V (Anglo-Norman) [Hand A]
[Two alliterative verse proverbs attributed, in a scribal rubric to ‘Count 
Desmond’]
i) Incipit: Folie fet qe en force safie 

Explicit: feie ferme fra fausyn fundre
ii) Incipit: Soule su simple e saunz solas
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Explicit: Qe se sent soule e saunz solas 

Ed. St. John Seymour, Anglo-Irish Literature 1200-1582, 91-92 

Dean: 271, i & ii

12. Fol 15v (Latin) [Hand C]
[Latin couplet, copied from the marginal rubric above Sarmun (item 
14)]
Incipit: Si quis centiret quo tendit et vnde veniret 
Explicit: Numquan qauderet sed in omni tempore fleret

Walther: 17947

13. Fol 15v (Latin) [Hand C]
[Instructions for desalination]
Incipit: Ad extrahendum salem de potagio 
Explicit: sursum salem de olla

14. Fols 16r - 20r (English) [Hand A]
[‘Sarmun’]
Incipit: [Th]e grace ofgodde and holi chirche 
Explicit: Forseue 3er 3e habbi[th] to pardoun

Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 74-89

IMEV: 3365

15. Fols 20r - 21v (English) [Hand A]
[‘Fifteen Signs before Judgement’]
Rubric: xv Signa ante iudicium 
Incipit: [Th]e grace of iesu fulle ofmi3t
Explicit: Mere! iesus fiz marl. As [th]ou ert god and king of heuene 

[ends imperfectly]

Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 90-101 

IMEV: 3367 

[Fol 24r- Blank]

16. Fols 24v, 26r v (Latin) [Hand D]
[Open letter fromTheobald, Archbishop of Assisi, regarding the 
Portiuncula Indulgence]
Rubric: Incipit indulgentia portiuncule sicut earn habuit beatus 

Franciscus a Domino
Incipit: Prater Theobaldus del gratia episcopus assisinas, universis 

christi fidelibus presentes
Explicit: fidem certiorem presentes nostri sigilli appensione fecimus 

Communin'

Ed. Paul Sabatier, Fratris Bartholi de Assisio: Tractates de 
Indulgentia S. Mariae de Portiuncula, Collection des etudes et des 
documents sur I’histoire religieuse et litteraire du moyen age, II. 
Paris, 1900. Ixvii-lxxix
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17. Fols 25r v, 23r v (Latin) [Hand D]
[Extract from the Testimony of Franciscus Bartholi’]
Incipit: Anno domini MCCCVIIIXXII die februarii. Frater jacobus 

sacerdos et capellanus 
Explicit: citra mare. Et [ends imperfectly]

Ed. (not from this MS) Paul Sabatier, Fratris Bartholi de Assisio: 
Tractates de Indulgentia S. Mariae de Portiuncula, Collection des 
etudes et des documents sur I’histoire religieuse et litteraire du 
moyen age, II. Paris, 1900. 70-81, (Harley 913 text ends 77)

18. Fols. 26v, 27r v, 25r (Latin) [Hand D]
[Michael Bernard! - Testimony to the Portiuncula Indulgence] 
Incipit: In nomine individue trinitatis et beate marie. Ego michael 

bernardi
Explicit: hoc sunt multi testes tarn de perusio, quam de aliis 

civitatibus et de castris etc.

Ed. Paul Sabatier, Fratris Bartholi de Assisio: Tractates de 
Indulgentia S. Mariae de Portiuncula, Collection des etudes et des 
documents sur I’histoire religieuse et litteraire du moyen age, II 
Paris, 1900. Ixxxii-lxxxvi

19 Fols. 28r-29r (English verse interspersed in Latin prose commentary) 
[‘Christ on the Cross’] [Hand A]
Latin prose incipit: Respice in faciem Christ! tui etc. Augustinus, 

pendus nudatum
English verse incipit: Behold to [th]i lord man. Whare he hangijth] on 

rode
English verse explicit: For [thjou nelt [thjonk me [th]e loue [thjat ich

schowid [th]e
Latin prose explicit: paciencia rutilet caritate resplendeat [ends 

imperfectly]

Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 122-123; 197-199 

IMEV: 1943

20. Fols. 29v-31r (English) [Hand A]
['Fall and Passion’]
Incipit: [Th]e grace of god ful of mi3t. [Thjat is a king and euer was 
Explicit: And [thjer he sal al vs loue in his swet blisful fest. Amen

Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 102-115

IMEV: 3366

21. Fols. 31v-32r (English) [Hand A]
[Ten Commandments’]
Incipit: Nou jesus for [thji derwo[th] Mode [thjat [thjou schaddist for 

mankyn
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Explicit: [th]at bo3t vs wi[th] is der blod. 3iue vs euer in heuen rest. 
Amen

Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 116-121 

IMEV: 2344

22. Fols. 32r-32v (English) [Hand A]
[‘Lollai’]
Incipit: Lollai lollai Util child whi wepistou so sore 
Explicit: whan he of [th]e appil ete and eue hit him betacht

Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 124-127?

IMEV: 2025 [c/f Item 51]

23. Fols. 32v-33v (Latin) [Hand A]
[‘Letter from the Prince of the Region of Hell’]
Incipit: Princeps regionis gehennalis ecclesiarum prelates 
Explicit: Datum in nomino ethne in diebus nubis et caliginis. Explicit 

inuectio sub sanatoria diaboli contra tota ecclesiam sanctam 
dei

Ed. W Wattenbach, ‘Uber erfundene Briefe in Handschriften des 
Mittelalters, besonders Teufelsbriefe.’ Sitzungsberichte der Kdniglich 
Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin. Berlin, 1892.
104- 5

24. Fols. 33v-39r (Latin) [Hand A]
[‘Responsio Dosithei’]
Rubric: Incipit responseo Dosithei summi pontificis ecclesiam 

sanctam magnifice defendentis et responsionem in 
leccionibus exponentis

Incipit: Magnus mundi monarcha christolarum calipha Beelsebub 
Explicit: Quippe quibus in solitudine in cuius non aderat [Ends 

imperfectly]

Ed. W Wattenbach, ‘Uber erfundene Briefe in Handschriften des 
Mittelalters, besonders Teufelsbriefe.’ Sitzungsberichte der Kdniglich 
Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin. Berlin, 1892.
105- 116 (Harley 913 text ends 113)

25. Fol. 39r (Latin) [Hand E]
[Poem on the Crucifixion]
Incipit: Ave capud christi gradum duris spinis coronatum 
Explicit: conserua ne peccata uita priunt nos beata

Fol. 39v Blank

26. Fol. 40r v (Latin) [Hand A]
[Extract from Dares Phrygius, ‘De Excidio Trojae Historia’, (fol. 40r) 
followed by a list of Trojan and Greek princes and casualties (fol. 40r' 
v]
Incipit: Pugnatum est annis x mensibus vij dies xij ad 
Explicit: xxxij quam troianorum
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Ed. Samuel Artopoeus, Dictys Cretensis et Dares Phygius de Bello 
Trojano. 2 vols. London, 1825. I, 295-339 (For Harley 913 extract see 
338-9)

27. Fols. 41r-43r (Latin) [Hand A]
[List of Franciscan Custodies]
Incipit: hibernia habet 5 custodias. Loca 32
Explicit: Prouincia hybernie excedit 9 prouincias ordinis in

coneuntuum numeor et in numero fratrum multo plures

28. Fol. 43r (Latin) [Hand A]
[Exposition of Corinthians II, 11.24 (Scourging of St. Paul)]
Incipit: Quinquies quadragenas una minus accepi. Gloria 
Explicit: ita 3 ictus a tribus cordis accipiebat qui uincti aliis faciunt 

xxxix etc.

29. Fol. 43r (Latin) [Hand A]
[Calculation of the number of years between Adam and Christ]
Incipit: Ab adam usque ad diluuium anni duo milia cc.xl.vij 
Explicit: moyse usque ad christum m dc xxx v

30. Fol. 43v (Latin) [Hand A]
[Extract from St Bonaventure, ‘Vita Sancti Francisci]
Incipit: Cum autem beatus franciscus turbatus asset de statu et uita 

fratrum
Explicit: haec paupercula concussa religio; salua semper meo 

munere permanebit historia tripartita

31. Fols. 43v-44r (Latin) [Hand A]
[Notes from Orosius, ‘Historia adversus paganus’]
Incipit: Ambitus babilonie circumueniebant stadiis 
Explicit: mirabiles. Vna humana uirtute destrui posse incredibile 

uidebatur

32. Fols. 44v-47\ 52r'v (English) [Hand A]
[‘A Song on the Times’]
Incipit: Whose [th]enchi[th] vp [th]is carful lif 
Explicit: Jesus Christ heuen king. Amen

Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 128-139

IMEV: 4144

33. Fols. 48r v, 22r v (English) [Hand A]
[‘Seven Sins’]
Incipit: [Th]e king of heuen mid vs be 
Explicit: areri cuntake [ends imperfectly]

Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 140-149

IMEV: 3400

34. Fol. 49r v (Latin) [Hand A]
[List of Biblical characters illustrating various sins and virtues]
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Incipit: ysaias 14 macchabeorum 9 genesis 19 daniel 5 lucas 18 
Explicit: Amon iudea nati iob loth godolias baltazar herodes epulantur 

et iudith 12 o!ofernes

35. Fol. 49v (Latin) [Hand A]
[‘De Muliere’, (a riddle on incest)]
Rubric: Not a de muliere que peperit puerum qui fuit filius ejus frater 

ejus et auunculus filus auunculi et filius aui et nepos id est 
filius fratris

Incipit: Quidam Comdinus nomine turn esset xv annorum genuit ex 
matre sua filiam nomine Slani

Explicit: et filius auunculis quia filius Comdini et filius aui quia 
Comdini

36. Fol. 49v (Latin) [Hand A]
[Latin note]
Incipit: Nota de illo qui fuit in pomerio et parcauit poma 
Explicit: Quern oportebat dare tribus ianitoribus dimidiatate, vnum 

pomum et uero sunt ubi x\/ poma

Transcribed in Hatfield Moore, Paying the Minstrel, Appendix Two,
370

37. Fol. 49v (Latin) [Hand A]
[Latin riddle, with answer ('Aliz amo te’) supplied]
Rubric: Sex milia sex do Ixvj faciunt legionem
Incipit: prima triangula tonga subangula curia sequatur
Explicit: Et conuerte scies qualiter sit mihi morbus et vnde

Transcribed in Hatfield Moore, Paying the Minstrel, Appendix Two,
371

38 Fol. 49v (Latin) [Hand A]
[Latin verse, ‘Porta salutis ave’]
Incipit: porta salutis aue per quam fit exitus a ve 
Explicit: mater aue ve dolendo qui subtrahis aue

Transcribed in Hatfield Moore, Paying the Minstrel, Appendix Two,
371

39. Fols. 50r-51v (English) [Hand A]
[‘Pers of Bermingham’]
Incipit: Sith gabriel gan grete
Explicit: two hundred dales and mo, Explicit

Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 150-157 

IMEV. 3126

40. Fols. 52v-53v (Latin) [Hand A]
[Recipes for pigments]
Incipit: De temperatura azorii azorium bonum moliturcum aqua et 

postea ponitur in cornu argenteo uel stagneum 
Explicit: extendatis cornum et super ponas brasillum sic erat radatis
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41Fol. 53v (Latin) [Hand A]
[Latin political prophecy]
Incipit: Bruti posteritas Albania associata 
Explicit: Hostibus expulsis judicis vsque diem

Transcribed in Hatfield Moore, Paying the Minstrel, Appendix Two, 
376.

42. Fols. 54v, 62r (English) [Hand A]
[‘Elde’]
Incipit: Elde maki[th] me geld and growen al grai 
Explicit: he tint me vnder fote. Amen

Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 158-163

IMEV: 718

43. Fol. 57r (Latin) [Hand A]
['Against Monks’]
Incipit: Quis nescit quam sit monacorum nobilis ordo 
Explicit: fiant tamquam fenum tectorum quod priusquam euellatur 

etc.

Ed. (not from this Ms) Paul Lehmann, Die Parodie im Mittelalter. (2nd 
ed.) Stuttgart: Hiersemann, 1963. 194-195

C/f Walther, (variant versions): 16087; 17333; 17336

44. Fol. 57v (Latin) [Hand A]
[Pecham’s ‘Meditation on the Body of Christ’]
Rubric: Hanc meditacionem de corpora christi composuit frater

lohannes Pecham de ordine fratrum minorum archiepiscopus 
Cantuariensis

Incipit: Aue uiuens hostia ueritas et uita
Explicit: per te tandem cernere da remunerator. Amen

Ed. (not from this Ms) Clemens Blume and G. M. Dreves, Analecta 
Hymnica Medii Aevi. 55 vols. Leipzig, 1886-1922. L, 597

Walther: 2023

45. Fol. 58r (English) [Hand A]
[‘Repentance of Love’]
Incipit: loue haui[th] me brou3t in li[th]ir [th]o3t 
Explicit: ari be broSt to grunde

Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 164-165 

IMEV: 2003

46. Fol. 58v (English and Latin) [Hand A]
[‘Nego’]
Incipit: Hit nis bot trewfth] i-wend
Explicit: makifth] men trewfth] of ham be reuid
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Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 166-167 

IMEV: 1638

47. Fol. 59r'v (Latin) [Hand A]
[‘On the Venality of Judges’]
Incipit: Beat! qui esuriunt et stitunt et faciunt iustitiam. Sunt odiunt. 
Explicit: In hoc malum faciunt et patriam decipiunt nemini parcentes

Ed. Wright, Political Songs, 224-230

Walther: 2098

48. Fol. 60r v (Latin) [Hand A]
[‘Passio unius Monachi’]
Rubric: Passio unius Monachi secundum Bachum 
Incipit: In antiquis temporibus sub Aprilis ididbus monachus 
Explicit: reuersus est monachus ad claustrum suum. Amen.

Ed. (not from this Ms, but from a longer version) Paul Lehmann, Die 
Parodie im Mittelalter. (2nd ed.) Stuttgart: Hiersemann, 1963. 224-31

49. Fol 60v (Latin) [Hand A]
[‘Hospitalitas Monachorum’]
Rubric: Hospitalitas Monachorum et Salutacio in Claustro 
Incipit: Aue capitate signum manuale patens hospitale 
Explicit: Serua gente monos xl eres. Misperei perdere seruitium. 

deus miseretur

Walther: 1894

50. Fols 62r-63v (English and Latin) [Hand A]
[‘Er[th]’]
Incipit: Whan erth ha[th] er[th] iwonne wi[th] wow 
Explicit: Mutat noctem de die vitam mortem prestat. Amen

Ed. Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 168-173

IMEV: 3939

51. Fol. 63v (Latin)
[‘Lolla’ (Latin translation of item 22)] [Hand A]
Incipit: Lolla lolla paruule curfles tan amare 
Explicit: Lolla lolla paruule repletus dolore \ ...nesciens s/...[ends 

imperfectly]

Printed Lucas, Anglo-Irish Poems of the Middle Ages, 201-202 

Walther: 10380

52. Fols. 64r v, 61r v, 55r-56v (French) [Hand A]
[The Walling of New Ross’]
Rubric: Rithus facture ville de Rosse 
Incipit: Talent me prent de rimaunceir
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Explicit: E tous qe dedens sunt habitand. Amen. Amen. Amen 
Ce fu fet fan de I’incarnation Nostre Seignur M CC LXV

Ed. Hugh Shields, “The Walling of New Ross: A Thirteenth-Century 
Poem in French." Long Room 12-13 (1975-6): 24-33.

Dean: 58

Physical characteristics of the manuscript:
Vellum, 64 fols.

Page size 140 x 91mm, writing frame varies, but normally c. 110 x 65mm. Text 

frame ruled as such, in plummet, for the works written in Hands A and D.

Number of lines per page is very variable. Pricking inconsistent - varies from 

text to text.

Current collation: 12, 210, 38, 48, 510, 610, 76, 82+4, 94.

Some damage. The manuscript has evidently suffered losses and 

disarrangement. (See below)

Script, rubrication and decoration:
Benskin’s exhaustive paleographical analysis of the manuscript identified five 

hands at work, which he describes as follows:
Hand A - a debased textura semi-quadrata in which Anglicana 8-like <g> 

persists beside the regular textura form.
Hand B - a rather crude Anglicana, not fully cursive, possibly coeval with the 

main hand.

Hand C - Secretary, probably of the late C15.

Hand D - Competent Anglicana currens, small and heavily abbreviated.

Hand E - Anglicana very similar to that of Hand B, but not identical with it.
(Benskin, 1990, 165, 168)

Benskin suggests that Hand A (textura) and Hand D (anglicana) are likely to be 

the work of the same scribe.

Decoration is present only in those texts for which the main scribe is 

responsible, mainly in the form of coloured capitals (predominantly red, 

occasionally blue) Infrequently, these coloured capitals are flourished with a 

scroll design. For a detailed discussion of decoration / rubrication, see the item- 

by-item analysis in Hatfield-Moore, ‘Appendix Two’.

Provenance:
The MS has relatively early associations with Waterford: a note in a mid 

fifteenth-century hand on fol. 29r, only a portion of which is now legible, reads,
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“Iste liber pertinent as Ihoe lambard [...] Waterfordie [...]; and a further 

ownership mark on fol. 2V reads “Iste liber pertinet ad me Georgium Wysse” i.e. 

George Wyse, mayor (1561) and bailiff (1566) of Waterford. Bernard’s catalogue 

entry indicates that by 1697 the manuscript was owned by John Moore, Bishop 

of Norwich, and by 1705 was in the possession of Thomas Tanner (Moore’s 

chaplain and son-in-law). The manuscript was later acquired by Robert Harley, 

and passed to the British Museum, with the rest of his library, in 1754.

Texts known to be lost from Harley 913:
In 1608, James Ware Sr. copied eleven texts from Harley 913 into British Library 

Lansdowne 418. Of these texts, the following are no longer extant in Harley 913:

Litera Domini Ade de Briton mil it is 

Cell reginam laudemus 

A list of the twelve tribes of Israel 

& their symbols.

Yung Men of Waterford 

(Opening lines only)

Gloriose presul Thoma

[Lansdowne 418 fols. 88v-89r] 

[Lansdowne 418 fol. 90v] 

[Lansdowne 418 fol. 90v]

[Lansdowne 418 fol. 92r]

[Lansdowne 418 fol. 92v]

Transcriptions of these items (and translations of the Latin) can be found in 

Hatfield-Moore ‘Appendix Three’.
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Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Douce 104

Ireland, Dublin, 1427.

Piers Plowman C-text, in Middle Hiberno English, with 72 accompanying 

marginal illustrations, and 257 annotations. Dated in a final scribal colophon to 

the sixth year of Henry VI.

Contents;

1. Fols 1r- 112v (English)
[Piers Plowman C-text]
Incipit: Yn a somur sesonn whan soft was [th]e sonne 
Explicit: and seth he gred aftur grace til I gan a wake

Ed. Derek Pearsall, Piers Plowman by William Langland: An edition of 
the C-text. London: Arnold, 1978.
Ed. George Russell and George Kane, Piers Plowman: The C- 
Version.
London: Athlone Press, 1997.

IMEV: 1459

[Followed (fol. 112v) by a scribal colophon which reads: Explicit liber de Petre 
Ploughman \ Anno regni regis henrici sexti sexto Et fir’ louis \ ante festum 
Michaef\s Incept’ trassup]

2. Fol. 112v (English and Latin)
[Tutiyillus [th]e deuyl of hell’ (12 line macaronic poem)]
Incipit: Tutiuillus [thje deuyl of hell \ He wryte[th] har names so[th]e to 

tel
Explicit: god bryng vs al to his In | amen amen dicented

Ed. Carlton Brown, Religious Lyrics of the Fifteenth Century. Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1939, 277, no. 179

IMEV: 3812

[Beneath this poem, in a formal (textura) fifteenth century hand is written: unde 
beda \ Qui osculetur merethcem : pulsat ianuam inferni \ war<t?h?[es?]>]

Physical characteristics of the manuscript:

Vellum, (not of great quality) i+ 112 + i fols.

Page size 213-217 x 146-151 mm; writing frame 180-190 x 80-130mm. Single 

column. Left margin and bottom of writing frame frequently ruled in ink or 

drypoint, top of writing frame occasionally ruled similarly. 31-36 lines per page, 

no line ruling.
Collation: 1-38; 4-510; 6-108; 1110; 12-138; 142
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Catchwords visible on fols. 34v, 44v, 52v, 60v, 68v, 76v, 84v, 102v, and 110v. 

Overall, the condition of the manuscript is fairly good, although some leaves 

(fols. 1r-9r, 49v, 50r, 60v, 61r-63,r, 112r v) are badly stained by damp, with 

resulting loss of text and marginalia.

Script, rubrication and decoration:

Piers Plowman written throughout in a single anglicana formata hand; the same 

hand responsible for the final colophon. Tutivillus added in a later fifteenth- 

century anglicana hand. The marginal annotation was added after the 

illustrations, in an anglicana hand contemporary with, but not that of, the hand of 

the main scribe. The hand of the annotator responsible for many of the 

corrections and erasures. Caesuras marked in each line with a colon, added 

after the text was written. All Latin quotations and words, and some proper 

names, are underlined in red; as is the last line of the poem and the colophon. 

Passus headings underlined in red, (except Passus 3 and 13) but not 

distinguished by additional spacing above or below. No title or passus heading 

visible on fol. T, which has sustained considerable damage due to damp. Fol T 
decorated with a three-sided border; the text of the poem opens with a 

historiated initial ‘y’- Illuminated letters, gold on a quartered red and blue 

background, flourished with sprays of orange, blue and pink, mark the sections 

of the Vita dealing with Dowel, [fol. 45v, Passus 10] Dobet, [fol, 82r, Passus 18] 

and Dobest. [fol. 99r, Passus 21] Each passus opens with a decorated initial 

letter, blue with red background and flourishing.

Marginal illustrations, mainly coloured pen drawings on the following fols: 8r, 9r, 

10r, 11r, 11v, 15r, 18r, 19r, 23r, 24r, 25r, 26r, 26v, 27r, 29r, 31r, 33r, 34r, 35r (2), 35v, 

37v, 38r, 39r, 40r, 4T, 42r, 43r, 44r (3), 44v, 45v, 46r, 47r, 48v, 49r, 51r, 52r, 52v, 53r 

(2), 54r, 55r, 56r, 60v, 61r, 63r, 65r, 67r, 67v, 69r, 70r, 71r, 72r, 74r, 75r, 78r, 79r,

79v, 80v, 88r, 94r, 96r, 101r, 102v, 103r, 105r, 107r, 108v, 109r (2), 109v, and 111v.

Binding:

Current binding is modern (the manuscript was resewn in 1987 at the Bodleian 

Library’s Conservation Bindery, and rebound some years later), but the 

manuscript’s former seventeenth-century boards, covered in brown leather, and 

bearing the gilt armorial stamp of the Ley family as baronets, are kept in the 

Bodleian Library. Inside the front cover of these C17 boards is Douce’s 

bookplate and signature.
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Provenance:

An Irish provenance for the manuscript is assumed, primarily on linguistic 

grounds. There are no indications of early ownership. Pearsall has identified the 

arms of the seventeenth-century binding as those of Sir James Ley (1550- 

1628/9) first Earl of Marlborough, who served as chief justice of the king’s bench 

in Ireland from 1604-1608, and suggests that Ley may have brought back the 

manuscript from one of his trips to Ireland, or had it sent to him by James Ware 

(Pearsall and Scott, 1992, xiii-xv). The manuscript was acquired (perhaps on 

account of its illustrations?) by Francis Douce (1757-1834) and was 
bequeathed, with the rest of his collection, to the Bodleian Library.
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Cambridge University Library MS Gg 1.1

? Ireland, c.1330 (After 1307)

Succinctly summarised by Paul Meyer as “a library in itself,1 * * the manuscript 

contains an extensive collection of texts incorporating poetry, history, popular 

science, devotional and biblical material. Predominantly Anglo-Norman, but 

some items in Latin and in English.

Contents:

1. Fols 1r - 5V (Anglo-Norman)
[Table of chapters to the Lumiere as Lais (see item 7)]
Incipit: Ci comencent les chapitres qua sunt continues en le Romaunz qe 

est appelle la lumiere as lays

2. Fol 6r (Anglo-Norman)
[Table of contents to the volume (only a selection of the items 
contained are listed.)]
Incipit: En iceste liure contienent tauntz de Romances cum ci apres 

sunt nottez et escritz

3. Fols 6r - 7V (Anglo-Norman)
[Urbain le Courtois (Conduct book for boys and young men)]
Rubric: [Fol 6r] “lei commence urbane curteise”
Incipit: [Fol 6V] Une sage home de graunt valour Ki iadis uesquist en 

honur
Explicit: Plus ore a vous ne dirra mes a Dieu vous commanderai 

Explicit

Edited (not from this MS) in H. Rosamond Parsons, “Anglo-Norman 
Books of Courtesy and Nurture”, PMLA 44 (1929) 383-455. Printed 
from this Ms in Frederic Spencer, Modern Language Notes 4 (1889): 
col. 101-106.

Dean: Item 231

4. Fol 7V (Anglo-Norman)
[Series of proverbs, 29 lines]
Incipit: Ki de felloun fet sun porter 
Explicit: del dieu bouche seit maleit

Printed from this MS in Meyer, 285; Tony Hunt, “The Anglo-Norman 
‘Folies’ Poems”, Pluteus 3 (1985): 14-32, at 32.

Dean: Item 270

5. Fols 8r - 16v (Anglo-Norman)

1 “Ce livre est lui seul toute une bibliotheque” Paul Meyer, “Les Manuscrits Francais de Cambridge: II -
Bibliotheque de I'universite” Romania 15 (1886) 236 - 357. (Hereafter, Meyer) CUL Gg 1.1 is discussed on
pages 283 - 340.
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[Rauf de Linham - Art de Kalander]
Incipit: De geste ne uoit pas chaunterne veilles estories cunter 
Explicit: Amen Amen di checum. Explicit de compotu secundum 

Radulphum de Lynham

Printed from this MS in Meyer, 286-7; Ed. Tony Hunt (not from this 
Ms) Raufde Linham, Kalender. (ANTS Plain Texts Series 1) London, 
1983.

Dean: Item 342

6. Fol 16v (Latin)
[Three short notes]
i) De Baptismate

Incipit: Nouem sunt que exigunt in baptismo
ii) De Utilitate uisionis corporis Christi 

Incipit: Hec content uisio
iii) Utilitates misse

Incipit: Prima est quod quantum homo ambulat

7. Fols 17r - 111r (Anglo-Norman)
[Pierre de Peckham - Lumiere as Lais (Treatise of religious 
knowledge)]
i) Introductory prayer [Fols 17r-21v]

Incipit: Ceo est le oreison mestre peres de peccham auctour 
de ceste liure

ii) Lumiere as Lais [Fols 21v - 11T]
Incipit: lei commence la lumiere as lais
Explicit: Si issi seit sun fiz Jhesu Crist Amen Amen issi finist.

110 lines printed from this MS in Meyer, 288-9; Ed. (not from this Ms) 
Glynn Hesketh, La Lumere as Lais, by Pierre d’Abernon of Fletcham,
3 vols. (ANTS 54-57) London, 1996-1999.

Dean: Item 630

8. Fols 111r- 113v (Anglo-Norman)
[Fifteen signs before judgement]
De les xi/ signes deuant le iour de iugement 
Rubric: Ci commence de les xv, signes deuant le iour de iugement 
Incipit: Ciez tuz comunalment dount nostre sire nous reprent 
Explicit: Aidez nous seinte Marie amen aman chescun en die

132 lines printed from this MS in Meyer, 290-91; William W. Heist, The 
Fifteen Signs before Doomsday. East Lansing: Michigan State College 
Press, 1952.

Dean: Item 639

[A short Latin note in a later hand inserted to fill up the space remaining 
in Fol 113va.
Title: Aristotiles facit questionem in naturis.
Incipit: Quo cito nutriatur in corpore conceptus]

9. Fols 113vb - 120r (Anglo-Norman)
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Nicholas Bozon - La plainte d’Amour (Lament on vices)
Incipit: Amour amour ou estes vous certes en mult poi de luys kar ieo 

ne os
Explicit: Jeo prie Jhesu le fiz Marie qe vous me doygne en compaigne 

a mon departer. Amen Amen Amen

Ed. Johan Vising, La Plainte d’Amour, poeme anglo-normand. 
Gdteborgs Hdgskolas Arsskrift, 11.4, 13.5; Gdteborg, 1905, 1907.

Dean: Item 690

10. Fols 120r-121v (Anglo-Norman)
[Prophecies of Merlin (Prose Version)]
Rubric: I cl commence alcuns de les prophecies et des merueilles qe 

Merlin dit en soun temps de Engletere e des reis qe unt este 
plus le temps le rei Henri le derein qe nasquist a Wincestre, e 
de euz qe serrunt pur tus lours mes en Engletere de lur 
auentures quenz 11 serrunt bons ou mauueis moles ou dures 

Incipit: Un aiguel vendra hors qe auera blaunche laung

Ed. (not from this MS) Rupert Taylor, The Political Prophecy in 
England. New York: Columbia University Press, 1911, 157-64.

Dean: Item 18

Fol 121v (Latin)
[Two short notes]
Title: De periurio
Incipit: Qui iurat super librum tria tacit primo ponit manum super librum 
Title: Prouerbia
Incipit: Meliora sunt uulnera corrigentis quam oscula blandentis]

11. Fols 122r-134v (English)
The Northern Passion
[Entitled in the list of contents on Fol 6r as Liure de la passioun nostre 
Seigneur Jesu Crist, en Engleis]
Incipit: Herknith alle ihc wolle you telle of muche pitie in mi spelle of 

lesus [th]at ous alle wroth and sith our sowles dere abouth

Ed. (from this MS) Heuser and Foster, The Northern Passion 
(Supplement) (EETS 183) London: Oxford University Press, 1930.

IMEV: 1907

12. Fols 135r-261r (Anglo-Norman)
Robert de Gretham - Miroir ou les Evangiles de domnees (Sermon 
collection for the Sunday Gospels)
[Fols 135r - 139v] Dedicatory preface to the homilies 
Incipit: A sa trechiere dame Aline saluz en la vertu divine 
[Fols 139v - 26T]
Incipit: Ihesus uint pres d une cite qui Jerusalem est apele E quant 11 

vint a Bethfage Qi est al munt Oliue 
Explicit: Ki II pur Robert de Grentham prient ki Deu meintenge si sa 

vie ki par li seit en sa baillie. Amen amen chescun en die
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[One leaf lost between fols. 252 - 253]

No complete edition. Selected texts ed. Saverio Panunzio, Robert de 
Gretham, Miroir ou les Evangiles des Domnees: edizione di otto 
dome niche.
Bari: Studi e teste de lett. Francesc, 2nd ed. 1974.

Dean: Item 589

13. Fols 261r - 263v (Anglo-Norman)
[Seven penitential psalms in verse]
Hie inc vij psalmi peniteniales
Incipits: Deu en tes vengemens ne me pernez sire en cest siecle 

present me chastiez sanz ire

Benurez set del a ki ad Deu perdonez le pechez qe il ad fet 
e les desleutez

Deu en tes vengemenz ne me repernez sire en ceo siecle 
present si me chastiez sanz ire

Deu eez merci de mei a ki tut ben se acorde eez merci de 
mei par ta misericorde

Deu oiez ma oreisun e entendez ma clamur entendez ma 
reisun e me donez ta amur

De grant prof unde crie a ta hautesce receive ma voiz en gre 
si me aie e dresce

Deu oiez ma oreisun e la recevez en gre e me otriez pardoun 
sulum ta verite

Opening verses of each psalm printed in Meyer, 305-6; 1, 6, & 7 ed. 
(from this MS) Jeffrey and Levy, The Anglo-Norman Lyric. Studies 
and Texts 93. Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies,
1990, as items 24, 25, & 26.

Dean: Item 450

14. Fol 264r - 265r (Anglo-Norman)
[Verse paraphrase of Ave Maria]
[Entitled in the list of contents on Fol 6r as Romaunce del Aue Maria] 
Incipit: Ave tresduce Marie, aue gloriouse

First two stanzas printed in Meyer, 306. Ed. (from this MS) W.
Heuser, “Ave Maria”, Anglia 27 (1904) 323-5.

Dean: Item 816

15. Fol265r (Anglo-Norman)
[Verse meditation on the five Joys of the Virgin, prefaced by a 26 line 
introductory note in verse, and followed by a short verse prayer to the 
Virgin]
Incipit: Vous ke nostre dame amez
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Explicit: Ne sa alme en peine ne serra

Incipit: Li seint angle Gabriel vint a Marie treis fiez de ceil 
Explicit: Qe cest oreisun chescuns jour dirra vint jours de pardoun en 

aver a

Incipit: Marie virgine gloriouse, la mere Deu e sa espouse 
Explicit: Purceo dirrai ma pater nostre. Qe ceste oreisun chescuns 

jour dirra Vint jours de pardoun en avera

Printed (from this MS) in Meyer, 307-8.

Dean: Items 747 (introductory note); 748 (meditation on the five 
Joys); 771 (prayer to the Virgin)

16. Fols 265v - 272r (Anglo-Norman)
[Herman de Valenciennes - extract on the assumption of the Virgin 
from Roman de Dieu et de sa mere] 
lei commence del assumpcion nostre dame seinte Marie 
Incipit: Seignurs ore escutez ke Deu vous beneie pursa mort 

doleruse ki nous dona la vie 
Explicit: Iceo nous prist ice! sire ki vit e regne en globe

(Ends imperfectly)

Ed. Ina Spiele, Li Romanz de Dieu et de sa Mere d’Herman de 
Valenciennes. Leiden: Publ. romanes de I’Univ. de Leyde 21, 1975

Dean: Item 485

17. Fols 272r - 279v (Anglo-Norman)
[De Planctu Virginis Marie (Sorrows of the Virgin - a verse 
paraphrase of pseudo-Bernard’s Liber de Passione Christ! et 
doloribus et planctibus maths ejus)]
lei commence le liure des les lamentaciums nostre dame seint Marie 
Incipit: Pur ceus et pur cels ki n’entendunt quant oient lire Latin 
Explicit: E beneit seit trestuz iceus ke sa peine unt en memorie

Ed. F.J Tanquerey, Plaintes de la Vierge en anglo-francais. Paris, 
1921.

Dean: Item 954

18. Fols 279r - 294r (Anglo-Norman with English interlinear glosses) 
[Walter de Bibbesworth - Tretiz de Langage (longer recension, with 
prologue)]
Prologue: Le tretiz ki munseignur Gauter de Bithesweth fistt a

madame Dyonise de Mountechensi pur aprise de langage. 
E co est a saver de primere tens ke home neistra ou tut le 
langage par sa nature en sa juvente, puis tutle fraunceis 
cum il encurt en age e en estate de husbondrie e 
manaungerie, com pur arer, rebingner, waretter, semer, 
searder, syer, fauger, caber, muer, batre, ventre e 
mouwere, pestre, brescer, bracer, haute feste araer. Puis 
tu le fraunceis desbestes e des oyseaus, chescune
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assemble e par sa nature apris. Puis trestuit le fraunceys 
des boys, preez e de pastures, vergers, gardins, 
curtillages ove tut le fraungais des flurs e des fruz qui i 
sunt e tut issint troverez vous le dreit ordre en parler e en 
respundre qe nuls gentils homme coveint saver. Dounc tut 
dis troverez vous primes le fraunceis e puis le engleise 
amount.

Incipit: Femme ke aproche sun teins de enfaunter moustre sens
Explicit: Au fiz Dei trestuz vous comaunt Amen

Ed. (from this MS) William Rothwell, Walter de Bibbesworth, Le Tretiz
(ANTS Plain Texts Series 6) London, 1990.

Dean: Item 285

19. Fols 294v - 328r (Anglo-Norman)
[William de Waddington - Le Manuel de Pechiez] 
lei commence la manual de pechez
Incipit (Prologue): La uertu del seint espirit nous seit aidaunt en ceste 

escrit
incipit: Jeo ere cum deuum comunalment en Deu le pere omnipotent 
Explicit: Ke I’alme ne seit dampne a jur de judgement

Printed (not from this Ms) F.J. Furnivall, Roberd of Brunne’s 
Handlyng Synne (written A.D. 1303) with the French treatise on 
which it is founded, Le Manuel des Pechiez. (Roxburghe Club 81) 
London, 1862.

Dean: Item 635

20. Fols 328v - 345v (Anglo-Norman and English)
[Extract from Pierre Langtoft - Chronicle of England (Part 3, with 
Prologue)]
Le Brut coment li bon rei Edward gaigna Escotz e Galis 
[Followed by a list of chapters]
Incipit: Ky volt oyr des reys coment chescune vesquist en le ille de 

Brutus bretainne appeller feist

Concludes on Fol 345v with the following stanza in English: For 
[thjare wer [thjai bal brand \ He kauged ham [thjidre kend | and 
dreued to dote \ for scottes at dunbar | haued at [thjayre gan char \ 
schame of [thjar note | wer neuer dogges [thjere \ hurled out of herre 
| fro coylthe ne cotte

Ed. Jean-Claude Thiolier, Pierre de Langtoft. Le Regne dEdouard I. 
Creteil: Universite de Paris XII, 1989.

Dean: Item 66 
IMEV: 848

[A short Latin note on the ‘Joys of Heaven’ inserted in a later hand to fill 
up the space remaining in Fol 345v.
Incipit: Quod est celum? Celum habet ocot gaudia celestia]
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21. Fols 346r-390r (French)
[Goussuin de Metz - L’lmage du Monde]
Cist liures de clergie en romance qi est appellez ymage mounde 
contient partut Iv chapitres e xx e viij saunz qi le iiure ne purreit pas 
ester legerement entenduz qi est deuiese par treis parties 
[Table of contents follows]
Incipit [Fol 347r]: Ki veot entendre a cest Iiure e sauoir coment il deit 

viure e aprendre teil clergie dunt meuz viuera tout sa vie 
Explicit [Fol 389v]: Qe ici devant vous escrit est coment li firmament 

fet est

[Fol 390r contains the diagram referred to]

22. Fols 390v-392v (Anglo-Norman)
[La Bounte des Femmes (theological arguments in support of 
women, in verse]
Ici commence du bounte des femes
Incipit: Cil fableurs trop me greuent de rimeur qe ne seuent rimer 

counter for de fable escutez vn dist creable 
Explicit: E la grant anguisse de deinz e mal dehors e ma deinz

Printed (from this MS) in Meyer, 315-320

Dean: Item 198

[Followed on Fol 392v by two short Latin notes:
Incipit: Diabolus quosdam mordet per sugestionem 
Incipit: Mulierpreferetur auro

Printed in full in Meyer, 320-1]

23. Fol 392v (Anglo-Norman)
[Verse paraphrase of the Apostles’ Creed]
Credo in Deum
Incipit: Jeo crei en Dieu tuit puissaunt pere qe cria del e tere 
Explicit: E la vie pardurable qe Die nous fraunt par sa pite

Ed. (from this MS) Jeffrey and Levy, The Anglo-Norman Lyric. 
(Studies and Texts 93),Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval 
Studies, 1990, as item 16

Dean: Item 680

24. Fol 392v (Anglo-Norman)
[Pater Noster in verse] 
dominica oracio
Incipit: Pere qe as en ceil sojourn 
Explicit: Ceo nous grades, sire amen

Ed. (from this MS) Jeffrey and Levy, The Anglo-Norman Lyric. 
(Studies and Texts 93),Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval 
Studies, 1990, as item 18
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Dean: Item 842

25. Fo! 392v (Anglo-Norman)
[Verse paraphrase of Ave Maria]
Incipit: Dieu vous sauve Marie 
Explicit: Jhesu li tresduz Amen

Ed. (from this MS) Jeffrey and Levy, The Anglo-Norman Lyric. 
(Studies and Texts 93),Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval 
Studies, 1990, as item 20

Dean: Item 817

26. Fol 393r - 393v (Anglo-Norman)
[Predictions for the year derived from the day of the week on which 
Christmas falls]
Incipit: lei commence la reison del tens del ane e de la seisoun 
Explicit: E cil q’en cel an nestrunt ains unkes bons serrunt

Printed (from this MS) in Meyers, 323-25

Dean: Item 369

27. Fols 394r - 394v (Latin)
[Latin notes]
i) Quando puer nascitur
ii) De etate hominis
iii) De sanguinis minucione
iv) [Fol 394r]De recepcione medicinarum
v) [Fol 394v (Prognostications)] De tonitruo experimentum

27. Fols 394v - 397v (Latin)
[Rules for the interpretation of dreams]
Sentencie Danielis hec sunt
Incipit: Arma in sompnio portare honorem significant

28. Fols 397v - 399v (Latin)
De sacramentis ecclesie
Incipit: Quot sunt sacramenta ecclesie? septum: que patent per host 

versus

29. Fols 399v-402v (Anglo-Norman)
[“’Seth’, or The Holy Rood in Prose’” (An Anglo-Norman prose 
version of part of a longer legend known as the “Penitence of 
Adam”.)]
Rubric: lei commence la romance des seynte croyz et de Adam 

nostre primere piere
Incipit: Qui vodra sauer e oyer de la verrai croiz 
Explicit: E issi come nous sumes par femme o Dieu descordez issi 

sumes par femme a ly reconcilicz

Ed. M. Taguchi, “The Legend of the Cross before Christ: Another 
Prose Treatment in English and Anglo-Norman.” Poetica 45 (1996): 
15-61.
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Dean: Item 481

30. Fol 402v (Latin)
[Fifteen signs before judgement]
Rubric: Inuenit Jeronimus in annalibus Judeorum de xv diebus ante 

diem \ judicci
Incipit: Prime, eriget se mare in altum .xl. cubitis super altiudinem 

montium

31. Fols 403r - 404v (Latin)
[Biblical abridgment in verse]
Rubric: Compendium historiarum Biblie 
Incipit: Uos qui concupiscitis statum vestrum scire hec sigina 

tractabitis que dant inuenire

32. Fols 404v - 406v (Anglo-Norman)
[An isolated copy of the 58th miracle from “Miracles of the Virgin’] 
Rubric: Miraculum sancta Marie uirginis
Incipit: Entre les oueraines de charite ke ad fet la reyne par sa pite 
Explicit: Benoit soit la mere nostre seignur par qe est acheve c’est 

labur

(All bar the first three miracles of the whole collection) Ed. Hilding 
Kjellman, La Deuxieme Collection anglo-normande des miracles de 
la Sainte Vierge et son original latin. Paris and Uppsala, 1922.

Dean: Item 559 (c/f items 558 and 560)

33. Fols 407r - 439v (Anglo-Norman)
[Illustrated prose apocalypse]
Incipit: (Prologue) Seinte Pol le apostele dit qe toutz iceux qe voillent 

piement vivre
Incipit: (Text) Jeo Johan vostre frere et parcener en tribulacion 
Incipit: (Commentary) Par seint Johan sunt signifies lui bon prelatz 
Explicit: li en sa glorie en cors e en alme saunz fin regner. Amen. Ici 

finist la pocalipse en romance

Printed, not from this manuscript, Leopold Delisle and Paul Meyer,
L’Apocalypse en frangais au XIlle siecle (Bibl. Nat. fr. 403) Paris: 
Societe des Anciens Textes Frangais, 1901.

Dean: Item 475

34. Fols 440r - 464r (French)
[The Seven Sages]
Ici commence le livre qe appelee le set sages en romaunce 
Incipit: A rome out vne empereour qi out a noun Dioclicien

35. Fols 464v-466r (French)
[Physiognomy]
Incipit: Qve ceste phisenemie voudre iuger ne mette ia sa entente en 

vn soul Significacioun
Explicit: et les nages charniz e sunt moles; les uns hardives e les uns 

pleinde cowardies.
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36. Fols 466v - 469r (Anglo-Norman)
[Birth Prognostications]
Rubric: La nature de home par sa naissance pro__
Incipit: (Prologue) Pur ceo qe solum les diversetes du temps 
Incipit: (Text) Enfaunt madle ne en geneuer 
Explicit: se garde qe e/e serve Deu leaument e toutes choses 

venquira.

First and last paragraphs printed, from this MS, in Meyer, 331-332 

Dean: Item 374

37. Fols 469r - 470r (Anglo-Norman)
[Prose formula for confession]
Rubric: lei commence xvij pointz qe deiuent entre en confession 

solum qe sunt recapitatez
Incipit: Ad primes confession deit estre fet purement oud

purpensement kar primes devez coiller en vostre quoer les 
pecchez de tuz vos ages

[Followed by a Latin note (Fol 470r) Inquisiciones generates in 
confessionibus
Incipit: Si scrit ei perfecte credit]

Dean: Item 664

38. Fols 470v-472v [Latin]
[Exposition of the Lord’s Prayer]
Rubric: Incipit expositio orationis Dominice 
Incipit: Pater noster, Hec autem obsecracio

39. Fols 472v - 473v [Latin]
[Pilate, from the Golden Legend]
Rubric: De origine et pena pilati videlicet
Incipit: Rex fuit quidam quipuellam nomine Pilam filiam cuiusdam 

molendinarii nomine Atus

40. Fols 474r - 476v (Anglo-Norman)
[“Melior e Ydoine” (C13 debate on the relative merits in love of a 

clerk and a knight)]
Rubric: lei trouez qel uaut meuz a amergentil clerc ou chivaler 
Incipit: Ki auenturez veut oir e ver il ne puet touz iours demorer 
Explicit: Mieuz est li clers a amer qe li orgoillouse chivaler. Ici finist 

quell vaut mieuz a amer gentille clerc ou chivaler

Printed, from this MS, by Paul Meyer, Romania 37 (1908): 236-44

Dean: Item 217

41. Fols 476v-479v (English)
[The Proverbs of Mending]
Rubric: Ici commence le livre de Mending 
Incipit: Jhesu Crist at folkis rede [th]at for us alle [thjoled dede 
Explicit: Ai to late, al to late, wan [th]e deth is at [th]e 3ate quod 

Marco!
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Edited, from this MS by H. Varnhagen, “Zu Mittelenglischen 
Gedichten", Ang/Za 4 (1881): 180-200, 182-191

IMEV: 1669

42. Fols 479v - 484v (Anglo-Norman)
[Abridged redaction of the French Infancy Gospel (“Les Enfaunces 
de Jesu Crist)]
Rubric: Ces sunt les enfantesces nostre seigneur quant il esteit en 

tere od la uia
Incipit: Ore vous dirrai de vne enfaunt quant en tere fut conuersaunt

For the full version of the Infancy Gospel, see Maureen Boulton, Les 
Enfaunces de Jesu Crist. ANTS 43: London, 1985

Dean: Item 495

43. Fol 484v - 489v (Anglo-Norman)
[“Le Brute d’Engleterre Abrege” (Prose redaction to 1307]
Rubric: lei commence le brute dengleterre abrege
Incipit: Escotez beau seigneurs vous qe volez oir des reis e ieo vous
cunterai coment Engletere primez comenca

Ed. Ewald Zettl, An Anonymous Short English Metrical Chronicle. 
EETS, o.s. 196; London, 1935, 92-105.

Dean: Item 43

[Following the last item there is (on fol 489v) a short proverb in Anglo-Norman 
verse:
Ke de enfaunt fet rey \ e prelat de vileyn \ e de clerc fet cunte \ dunke vet la tere
a Hunte (Dean: Item 280)
and the following couplets in English:
Wos maket of a clerc hurte \ and prelat of a cheurle \ and of a cheld maked king 
| [thjanne is [th]e lond undirling (?) (IMEV: 4235)]

44. Fol 489v (Latin)
[Two short notes on the military ‘feoda’ of England and the ‘cantreda’ 
of Ireland]
i) Incipit: In anglia sunt lxm cc et xv feoda
ii) Incipit: Hec est descripto Hiberniae

45. Fol 490r-490v (Latin)
[Summary of Aristotelian doctrine about the brain]
Rubric: Oualiter caput hominis situatur
Incipit: De ista materia tractat thomas in proma parte summe est

On Fol 490v is the famous image illustrating the faculties of the 
human mind:
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46. Fols 491r - 494v (Latin)
[Extracts from the Bible, St. Augustine, St. Bernard, Gregory the 
Great and Seneca]
Rubric: Hie inc auctoritates Job
Incipit: Ignis gehennalis deuorabit tabernacula eorum qui

47. Fols 495r - 626v (French)
[The Book of Sidrac]
Rubric: Ceste liure de Sydrac le philosophe qest apele le liure de la 

fontaigne de toutes sciences
(There follows a long table of contents before the work begins on fol 
505r)
Incipit: Av tens le roi Boctus al leuant roi de vne graunt prouince que 

est entre Jude e Perse

48. Fols 627r-627v (Anglo-Norman)
[“Le Blasme des femmes" (Anti-feminist octosyllabic couplets of the 

C13, found in various redactions. Concludes in this Ms with ten anti
feminist verses in Latin)]
Rubric: lei commencent les propretes de femmes en Romaunz 
Incipit: Oiez seignurs e escutez e ma parole entendez ki en femme 

trop met sa cure souent sera saunz honure

Ed. (from this Ms) in Wendy Pfeffer, in Gloria K. Fiero, Wendy Pfeffer 
and Mathe Allain (trans and eds.) Three Medieval Views of Women: 
La Contenance des fames, Le Bien des fames, Le Blasme des 
fames. New Haven, Conn., 1989, 1-27; 119-47.

Dean: Item 202

49. Fols 628r-629r (Anglo-Norman and Latin)
i) Confessio in Anglo-Norman prose. Incipit: Jeo me rend

coupable a nostre Seignur Jhesu Crist e al Seint Espirit, treis 
persons e un Dieu en Trinite

ii) Absolution in Latin
iii) Oratio de Sancta Maria in Latin. Incipit: Sancta Maria regina

celorum

Re. (i)
No edition, short extracts in Meyer, 340.

Dean: Item 658

50. Fol 629r (Anglo-Norman)
[A list of 32 proverbial follies in octosyllabic couplets]
Rubric: lei commencent les xxxii folies 
Incipit: Ki nul bien ne siet ne nul volt aprendre

Ed. Tony Hunt, “The Anglo-Norman ‘Folies’ Poems", Pluteus 3 (1985):
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14-32.

Dean: Item 266

51. Fol 629v - 633v (Latin)
[A series of 23 miracles in Latin prose]
Rubric: Hie inc miracula beatae urginis
Incipit: In Alemania in quadam abbathia monialium
Ends imperfectly - final fol(s) of the volume are missing

Physical characteristics of the manuscript:

Parchment, ii + 633 fols.

Page size 216 x 145 mm; writing frame 157-163 x 110 mm. Two columns 

(except for fols 261v - 264v; 265v - 279v; 328v - 345v; and 407r - 439v which are 

single column. Averages 38 lines per page (range: 36-40, excluding item 18, 

which is double-spaced to allow inter-linear glossing), ruled in crayon. 

Incorporating 633 folios in a relatively small format, the manuscript is almost as 

deep (125mm from inside of front board to inside of back) as it is wide, which 

gives it a striking, almost cube-like appearance.

Collation (Bradshaw’s): *8 a12-z12 aa12-ff12 gg10 hh12- ss12 tt4 A12 - K12 L14 M6 

Missing leaves (Nine leaves wanting): (?) x6 mirin, 12 nm oo3 m6 

Good condition.

Script, rubrication and decoration:

Gothic bookhand (textualis) throughout, written in a single good hand. Each of 

the main texts of the volume open with decorated initial letters with spraywork, 

the style of this varying from piece to piece. The scribe seems to have made a 

point of starting each of the main texts either at the top of a new column or on a 

new page. Various notes in Latin and Anglo-Norman have been added as fillers 

to any spaces remaining blank because of this habit. There are a number of 

illustrations in the volume, including an historiated initial at the beginning of Rauf 

de Linham’s ‘Kalender” on fol. 8r; 28 full coloured diagrams associated with 

‘L’lmage de Monde’, (from fol. 358v- 390r) each placed adjacent to the relevant 

textual reference to ‘ceste figure’. The final diagram of the sequence is full page, 

(fol. 390r) The same artist seems to have been responsible for the illustrations 

which accompany the prose apocalypse (fols. 407r-439v). Despite the lost of 

some leaves from this text, 55 illustrations survive, on fols: 407r, 407v, 408r,

408v, 409r, 41 T, 411V, 412v, 413r, 413v, 414r (2), 414v, 415r, 415v, 416r (2), 416v, 

417r(2), 417v, 418r, 418v (2), 419r, 419v, 420r, 420v 421r, 421v, 422r, 422v, 423r,
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423v, 424v, 425v, 426r, 426v, 427r, 427v, 428r, 428v, 429r, 430r, 413r, 432r, 432v, 

433v, 434v, 435r, 435v, 436v, 438r, 439r, and 439v.

Provenance

No indications of early ownership. Inscription on fol ir “bought of Mr. Washington’’ 

refers to John Washington, a mid-seventeenth century London bookseller. From 

the collection of John Moore, bishop of Ely (1707 - 1714); presented to 

Cambridge University Library by George I in 1715.
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(Wilts.) Longleat House, Marquess of Bath MS 29

? Ireland, c. 1430-1450 (After 1429)

Compilation of religious material, including works by Richard Rolle, (The Form of 

Living, Ego Dormio, The Commandment, Desire and Delight, Ghostly Gladness, 

various lyrics) and Walter Hilton (Mixed Life).

Contents:

Fol. 1™ blank

1. Fol. 2r (English)
[Manuscript Contents]
Incipit: These tretises bene contened in this volume
Explicit: [Th]e peyne of purgatory shewed to a deuout woman solitary

2. Fols. 2v-3r (Latin)
[Compilation on Corpus Christi]
Incipit: Merita visionis corporis cristi secundum Augustinum in libro de 

Ciuitate dei
Explicit: sicut sintilla ignis in medio maris, sic omnis impietas viri ad 

misericordiam dei

3. Fol. 3r (English and Latin) [Hand 2]
[Macaronic poem on the signs of death]
Incipit: When [th]i hede quakes Memento 
Explicit: Veni ad indicium

IMEV Supplement: 4035

Fols. 3v-4r blank

4. Fol 4V (English)
[Title and introduction of following item, (the rest of the folio is blank)] 
Incipit: Here begynneth a tretys that is called the laddre of heuyne 
Explicit: the ronges of this laddre ben these

5. Fols. 5r-11r (English)
[The Ladder of Heaven’, anonymous prose treatise]
Incipit: [T]he first ronge of [th]is ful holy laddyre is ryght feith with the 

workes of ryghtwisnesse
Explicit: drawynge vp [th]is blessed laddre to almighty god that ye mow 

ascende blessedly to his kyngedome

Jolliffe H.6

6. Fols. 11r-16v (English)
[Anonymous prose treatise]
Incipit: [O] thou soul myn whi art [th]ou sorrowful and why trowblest [th]ou 

me
Explicit: Be pacient and strong in hope of the help of god, in

perseueraunce of prayer and of good dedes in aduersite. Amen
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7. Fol. 16v (Latin) [Hand 2]
[Penetecostal hymn often ascribed to Rabanus Maurus]
Incipit: Veni creator spiritus mentes tuorum visita 
Explicit: sit laus path cum filio sancti spiritus

8. Fol. 17r (English)
[Prose text, often ascribed to Albert of Cologne]
Incipit: Here bene contenet ix vertues [th]e which oure lord Ihesu crist 

shewet to an holy man
Explicit: so [th]at thy fleishe were kut al to peces 

Jolliffe 1.12 b

9. Fols. 17r-18v (Latin)
[Series of questions and answers on the nature of good and evil, 
predestination, prelates, judges the chosen and the suffering of children] 
Incipit: Cur mali bonis habundant

Discipulus: Cur mali diuiciis affluunt potencia florent sanitate vigent 
Explicit: Sunt mali cum illis et non pro illorum sed pro suis malis 

dampnabuntur

10. Fol 18' (Latin)
[Sayings ascribed to various prophets and church fathers]
Incipit: Gregorius Qui cristi vestigia sequi dedignantur 
Explicit: Celum ridet angelica cum dicitur Aue maria

11 Fol. 18v (Latin)
[Passage ascribed to Hugh of St Victor.]
Incipit: Hugo de sancto victore dicit Omnem creaturam audi quasi triplici 

voce loquentem
Explicit: Aqua in me submergeris terra a me absorberis aer in me venti 

laberis. Ideo lob N. Interroga iumenta et docebunt te 
(A similar hand has added ‘ad uitam eternam amen’ on the following 
line)

12. Fols. 19r-22r (English)
[Anonymous exposition on the Lord’s Prayer]
Incipit: Pater noster qui es in celis sanctificetur nomen tuum. O almyghty 

O alwise & witty O al gracious & good euerlastynge heuenly 
Fader

Explicit: [th]at I may be i-sauet here & euerlestynge ioy deserue & haue 
amen. In nomine paths et filii et spiritus sancti amen.

[Transcribed in Appendix C]

13. Fols. 22r-24v (Latin)
[A similar Latin version of the preceding item]
Incipit: O omnipotentissime O sapientissime O prudentissime O 

graciosissime et O benignissime eterne celestis pater 
Explicit: nos omnes introduc ad regnum glorie tue quod est sine fine 

amen.

14. Fols. 24v-29\ 31r (English)
[An anonymous form of confession]
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Rubric: Confessio in anglicis
Incipit: / knowleche & yeld me gilty to god almyghty & to holy chyrch & to 

the [th]e gostly fader vnder god
Explicit: / cri god mercy & ask penanuce & absolucion of god & of holy

chirch & pray [th]e fadyr vnder god to pray to god of myght for me

Jolliffe C.20

15. Fols. 31\ 30r (Latin)
[Confession and prayers]
incipit (Fol. 31v) Confiteor tibi pater Rex cell et terre tibique benignissime 

ihesu vna cum sancto spiritu coram angelis tuis et omnibus 
sanctis quia in peccatis sum natus 

Explicit (Fol. 30r): depelle a me queso tenebras tocius iniquitatis et 
perfidie et accende in me lumen misericordie tue et ignem 
sanctissimi et suauissimi amoris tui qui viuis regnas deus etc.

16. Fols. 30r-\ 32r-43v (English)
[Richard Rolle’s ‘Form of Living’]
Rubric: Tractates Ricardi heremite ad Margaretam de Kyrkby Reclusam 

de Vita Contemplatiua
Incipit: In euery synful man & woman [th]at is bounden in dedely syn 
Explicit: cum to perfeccioun & to loue hym [th]at [th]ou hast taken [th]e to. 

If hitdoth [th]e good and profite to [th]e thanke god and pray for 
me. The grace of ihesu criste be with the & kepe the amen.

Ed. (from this Ms) S. J. Ogilvie-Thomson, Richard Rolle: Prose and 
Verse. EETS 293. London: Oxford University Press, 1988, 1-25.

IPMEP: 351

17. Fols. 43v-47v (English)
[Richard Rolle’s ‘Ego Dormio’]
Incipit: Ego dormio et cor meum vigilat. The [th]at lust loue hold [th]yn ere 

& hyre of loue
Explicit: And I [th]i loue shal synge [thjrogh syght in [th]y shynynge In 

heuyn withouten endynge. Amen

Ed. (from this Ms) S. J. Ogilvie-Thomson, Richard Rolle: Prose and Verse. 
EETS 293. London: Oxford University Press, 1988, 26-33.

IPMEP: 160

18. Fols. 47v-50v (English)
[Richard Rolle’s ‘Commandment’]
Incipit: The comandement of god is [th]at we loue oure lord in al our hert 

in al oure soule in al oure thoght
Explicit: And when [th]ei dey [th]ei ben taken vp in to [th]e ordres of 

angels to see hym in endless ioy [th]at thay haue loued

Ed. (from this Ms) S. J. Ogilvie-Thomson, Richard Rolle: Prose and Verse. 
EETS 293. London: Oxford University Press, 1988, 34-39.

IPMEP: 660
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19. Fols. 50v-51r (English)
[Richard Rolle’s ‘Desire and Delight’]
Incipit: Desyre & delit in ihesu criste [th]at hath no thynge ofworldis thoght 
Explicit: to be payed of al goddis sondes withouten gurchynge & 

heuynesse of thought

Ed. (from this Ms) S. J. Ogilvie-Thomson, Richard Rolle: Prose and Verse. 
EETS 293. London: Oxford University Press, 1988, 40.

IPMEP-. 863

20. Fol. 51r (English)
[Richard Rolle’s ‘Ghostly Gladness’]
Incipit: Gostly gladnesse in ihesu & ioy in hert
Explicit: bot in gladnes in god euermore make [th]ou [th]i glee

Ed. (from this Ms) S. J. Ogilvie-Thomson, Richard Rolle: Prose and Verse. 
EETS 293. London: Oxford University Press, 1988, 41.

IPMEP-. 253

21. Fols. 51v-52r (English)
[Lyric by Richard Rolle]
Incipit: Love is lif [th]at lesteth ay 
Explicit: In loue lyve we & dye. Amen

Printed S. J. Wilson, Review of English Studies 10 (1959): 341-343

Ed. (from this Ms) S. J. Ogilvie-Thomson, Richard Rolle: Prose and Verse. 
EETS 293. London: Oxford University Press, 1988, 42-44.

IMEV-. 2007

22. Fols. 52r-52v (English)
[Lyric by Richard Rolle]
Incipit: Ihesu goddis son lord of mageste
Explicit: Gif al [th]i hert to crist [th]i querte and loue hym euermare. Amen

Printed S. J. Wilson, Review of English Studies 10 (1959): 344-345

Ed. (from this Ms) S. J. Ogilvie-Thomson, Richard Rolle: Prose and Verse. 
EETS 293. London: Oxford University Press, 1988, 44-45.

IMEV: 1715

23. Fol. 53r (English)
[Conclusion to item 21?]
Incipit: / sigh & sob both day & nyght 
Explicit: to loue without endynge. Amen

Printed S. J. Wilson, Review of English Studies 10 (1959): 345-6

Ed. (from this Ms) S. J. Ogilvie-Thomson, Richard Rolle: Prose and Verse. 
EETS 293. London: Oxford University Press, 1988, 45-46.
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IMEV Suppl. : after 1364.5

24. Fols. 53r - 54v (English)
[Lyric by Richard Rolle]
Incipit: Thy ioy be euery dele 
Explicit: / ioy withouten end. Amen

Ed. (from this Ms) S. J. Ogilvie-Thomson, Richard Rolle: Prose and Verse. 
EETS 293. London: Oxford University Press, 1988, 46-49.

IMEV: 3730

25. Fols. 54v-55r (English)
[Lyric by Richard Rolle]
Incipit: Al synnes shal [th]ou hate 
Explicit: and so purgeth thyne. Amen

Ed. (from this Ms) S. J. Ogilvie-Thomson, Richard Rolle: Prose and Verse. 
EETS 293. London: Oxford University Press, 1988, 50.

IMEV: 200

26. Fols. 55r-56v, 58r (English)
[Lyric]
Incipit: Ihesu swet now wil I synge 
Explicit: Swet ihesu [thjerto vs brynge. Amen.

IMEV: 3238

27. Fol. 57v (English)
[Lyric]
Incipit: Almyghty god fadyre of heuyn 
Explicit: lord ihesu haue mercy on me

Printed S. J. Ogilvie-Thompson, Review of English Studies 25 (1974):
390- 391

IMEV: 241

28. Fol. 57v (English)
[Lyric]
Incipit: Mary of help both day & nyght 
Explicit: Mary mercy [th]ou haue on me

Printed S. J. Ogilvie-Thompson, Review of English Studies 25 (1974):
391- 392

IMEV: 2121

29. Fols. 57v-57r (English)
[Lyric (Found in other Mss as part of the Speculum Christian!)]
Incipit: Mary modyre wel [th]e be
Explicit: [th]at euer lesteth without mysshe. Amen
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IMEV: 2119

30. Fo!. 57r (Latin) [Hand 2]
[List of seven points to consider for the avoidance of sin, attributed to St.
Bernard]
Incipit: Bernardus dicit quod septum sunt si homo consideraret ilia bene in 

eternum non peccaret
Explicit: Septima est consideracio grade ineffabilis

31. Fol. 58v (English)
[Excerpt from Rolle - ‘Meditation on the Passion A’]
Incipit: Omnipotens sempiterne deus qui dedisti famulis tuis. And [th]re 

pater noster and auees and than kysse [th]e erthe & say
Explicit: space and grace for thi mercy & pitte dere & swet ihesu etc. 

Explicit tractates Ricardi heremite de hampolle ad Margaretam 
Reclusam de Kyrkby de amore dei.

Ed. (from this Ms) S. J. Ogilvie-Thomson, Richard Rolle: Prose and Verse.
EETS 293. London: Oxford University Press, 1988, 64-68.

32 Fols. 58v-69r (English)
[Walter Hilton’s 'Mixed Life’ (Shorter Version)]
Rubric: Incipit tractates Magistri Waited de Hultone de vita actiua et 

contemplatius ad quemdam
Incipit: Grace & [th]e goodnesse of our lord ihesu crist [th]at he hath 

shewed to the
Explicit: Ransaker of [th]e myght of god & of his mageste without gret

clennesse mekenesse shat be ouerleid and oppressed of hym self 
etc. Explicit tractates Waited de Hultone de vita actiua 
contemplatiua et mixta.

Ed. (not from this Ms) S.J. Ogilvie-Thomson, Walter Hilton’s ‘Mixed Life’:
edited from Lambeth Palace MS 472. New York: Mellen Press, 1985.

IPMEP: 147

33. Fols. 69r-73v (English)
[English version of William Flete’s ‘De Remediis contra Tentationes’]
Rubric: Here may men lerne how thay shold suffre desaises gladly & nat 

dispeire be [th]ay neuer so grete, and also some of the gret & 
settle temptaciouns of the fend & mannys fleysh agayns the sowle 
& of [th]e gracious remedies ayeyns ham.

Incipit: For as myche as the apostle seith that without feith no man may 
please god

Explicit: & graunt cristen mennys soules victory ouer [th]e fend to worshipe 
of [th]at lord. Amen Explicit.

IPMEP. 528

34. Fols. 74r-78r (English)
[The Lamentation of Our Lady’]
Rubric: Here begynneth [th]e lamentacioun ofoure lady seynt Mary & al

[th]e wordes [th]at were spok betwix hire sone ihesu & hyre in [th]e 
tyme of his passioune.

Incipit: Whan [th]at I Mary iesus modyr sat in lerusalem
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Explicit: and [th]us endeth oure ladies lamentacioun with grete ioy ofgoddis 
ressurreccioun he graunt vs al his benysone. Amen. Expliciunt 
lamentaciones Marie in passione filii sui ihesu cristi

iPMEP: 828

35. Fols. 78v-80v (Latin)
[Bonadventuran meditation]
Rubric: Qualiter homo debet affici vel vti ad compaciendum cristo crucifixo 
Incipit: Ad compaciendum domino nostro ihesu cristo crucifixo primo studeas 

quantum potes te vnire illi per feruentem amorem 
Explicit: non quiescat cor meum bone ihesu donee inueniat centrum suum ibi 

cubet ibi suum terminet appetitum. Amen

36. Fols. 81r-l28v (English)
[Chaucer’s ‘Parson's Tale’]
Rubric: Prima pars penitencie
Incipit: Oure swete lord god of heuyn [th]at no man wold perishe bot wol 

[th]at we al come th [th]e knowlech of hym & [th]e blisful lyf [th]at is 
perdurable

Explicit: This blisful regne may men purchace by pouerte spirituel & [th]e
glorie by lownesse, [th]e plente of ioy by hunger & [thjurst & [th]e rest 
by trauaille & [th]e lyf by deth & mortyficacioun of syn etc. Explicit deo 
gracias.

IPMEP: 529

Fols. 129r-130v- Blank

37. Fols. 131r-143r (English)
[Treatise in verse and prose]
Incipit: Loue of kynde & care me byndeth lady Sow to lere with [th]e witte of 

wisemen.
Explicit: Wisse vs in [th]e way of lyve to [th]e blisse [th]at hath none ende. 

Amen. Deo gracias

38. Fols. 131r-144r, 145r-l46v (English; in lower margins)
[Proverbs of Solomon in rhyming couplets]
Incipit: Offe witte & wisedome [th]e begynnynge
Explicit: These bene prouerbes of Salomon [th]e wisest man [th]at euer was 

one.

IMEV: 3502

39. Fols. 143v, 145r, 144r (English) [Hand 3]
[Lyric]
Incipit: Myghtffull mari y crownyd queen
Explicit: helpe me lady ffull off grace. Amen fforcharite.

IMEV Suppl.: 2169

Fol. 144v- Blank

41. Fols. 145v-146v (English) [Hand 3]
[Lyric]
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Incipit: Timor mortis conturbat me [th]ys is my song in my old age 
Explicit: So [th]at whe neuerhaue cause to say timor mortis conturbat me.

IMEV\ 3743

42. Fols. 147r-148r (English)
[Verse meditation on the Passion]
Rubric: [l]n seiynge of [th]is orisone stynteth & bydeth at euery cros &

[Thjynketh whate ye haue seide ffor a more deuout prayere fond I 
neuer of the passioun who so wolde deuoutly say hitte.

Incipit: [IJhesu [th]at hast me dere i boght 
Explicit: In ioy & blisse to lyue aye. Amen

IMEV: 1761

43. Fols. 148v-149r (English)
[Prose meditation and prayers on the Five Wounds]
Incipit: [O] Myghtful ihesu grete was [th]e peyne [th]at 3e suffered 
Explicit: desyrynge perfitly & youre dyuyn wille. In wirship of [th]is wounde. 

Pater.Aue.

44. Fols. 149r-152v (English)
[English version of the ‘Fifteen Goes’ of St Bridget]
Incipit: [A] woman recluse & solitarie coueitynge to know [th]e noumbre of 

[th]e woundes of oure lord ihesu crist
Explicit: & kepe my soule in ioy [th]e whiche [th]at [th]ou boghtest with [th]y 

precious blode. Amen forcharite. Pater noster. Aue maria.

IPMEP: 489

45. Fol. 152v (English)
[Prose Prayer from ‘Ave Jesu Criste verbum paths’]
Rubric: A deuout orison to our lord ihesu crist 
Incipit: [H]ayl ihesu crist word of [th]e ffadir
Explicit: oure endles lif borne of [th]e virgyn Modyre haue mercy of vs. 

Amen.

IPMEP: 278

46. Fols. 153r-153v (English)
[Prose Prayer]
Incipit: [O] Benigne ihesu [th]at woldest suffre so many greuous peynes & 

deth for mankynde
Explicit: euerioyen in your goodnesse in blisse alwey lestynge amen.

47. Fols. 153v-154r (English)
[Prose Prayer]
Incipit: O [thjanked be ye holy fader myStful god
Explicit: glorye & praysynge with al reuerence be offred to yow of al good 

creatures withouten end amen.

48. Fol. 154r (English)
[Prose Prayer]
Rubric: This meditacioun is good to say euery day erly afor o[th]er prayers.
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Incipit: [AJImyghty ihesu goddis son [thjrogh [th]e holygost conceyuet & 
borne of Mary virgin [th]e I thank

Explicit: al angelles patriarches prophetes apostles martires confessours 
virgynes wydews & al seyntes haue mynd & mercy of vs sinful 
wreches. Amen

Fol. 154v-Blank

49. Fols. 155r-165v (English)
[The Revelation showed to a holy woman’ (A revelation of purgatory in
prose)]
Rubric: Reuelacio notabilis
Incipit: Al maner thynge [th]at is begone [th]at may turne to profite of 

mannys soule, to god al only be [th]e wyrship 3evyn
Explicit: Nomore fadyre at [th]is tyme bot god brynge vs to his kyngedome. 

Amen. Expliciunt Reuelaciones reuelate cuidam sancte Mulieri 
recluse.

IPMEP-. 50

Fols. 166r- 168v- Blank except for signature 'Constat lohanni Thynne’ (fol. 
166r) and scribbles, including the signature ‘Goldewell’ (fol. 168r)

Physical characteristics of the manuscript:1

Vellum, iii + 163 + iii fols, numbered 1-169. Page size 205 x 165mm, writing 

frame 155-167 x 100-115. Average of 32 lines to the page (range 31-37). Some 
discolouration and staining, but otherwise in good condition. Hanna identifies 

five booklets in the volume, which he collates as follows:

Front matter = fols 1-3:
1? (fols 1-3, all single)

Booklet 1 = fols 4-18:
22 * * * (fols 4 + 16, a wrapper surrounding:) 2a8 (fols 5-12) 2b2+1 (+
3, fol. 15) 32 Signatures only in quires 11-12; regular catchwords within booklets

Booklet 2= fols 19-130:
48 58 (4 and 5, fols 31 and 30 reversed in the binding) 6-78
88+1 (+7, fol 57, bound in backwards, perhaps originally the last leaf of
quire 17?)

Booklet 3 = fols 131-146:
18-198. In the second quire, the current 6th leaf, fol, 144, is loose, 

mounted and appears originally tipped in.

1 As I was able to consult this manuscript only in microfilm, details of the physical characteristics of the
manuscript are taken from Hanna, The English Manuscripts of Richard Rolle: A Descriptive Catalogue. Exeter:
University of Exeter Press, 2010, 208-212 (No. 114). See also the description in S.J. Ogilvie-Thomson, ed.
Richard Rolle: Prose and Verse, edited from MS Longleat 29 and related manuscripts. EETS 293, Oxford,
1988, from which supplementary details are drawn.
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Booklet 4 = fols 147-54:
208

Booklet 5 = fols 155-166:
218+1 (+1) 224 (-4, probably a cancelled blank)

Script, rubrication and decoration:

Main hand is anglicana, second quarter of the Cl 5. Two additional hands: hand 

2, contemporary textura, provided three Latin filler items (items 3,7 and 30); 

hand 3, informal anglicana, with secretary influence, second half of the C15, 

added items 39 and 41, which Hanna suggests may be partially extraneous. 

Hanna describes the decoration thus:

Somewhat inconsistent, and booklets 1 and 4 not finished at all. Heading 

sometimes in larger, more formal versions of the text hand, underlined in 

red, some ochre-slashed. Usually, at the openings of texts, three-line red 
lombards, two-line examples as inner divisions (in item 23 [32 above], 

with the monogramme ‘ihs’ in red inside the letter). Quires 10-18 more 

fully finished, items 24-26 [33-35 above] opening with two- or four-line 
blue lombards with red flourishing and marginal extensions or sprays, 

and The Parson’s Tale’ (item 27 [item 36 above] most elaborate: at the 
opening, a six-line red and blue lombard with red flourishing and 
marginal extensions; major divisions (e g. each sin) set off with five- to 
ten-line examples with sprays or extensions (at fol 94v violet and blue 

with red and violet flourishing). At smaller divisions here, alternate two- 

line red and blue lombards, the red with violet flourishing, the blue with 

red, some patches of alternate red and blue paraphs, and frequent 
marginal annotation preceded by a red paraph. The texts are divided by 

red paraphs and, sometimes, red-slashed capitals, with lemmata 

underlined in red. Some red line-fillers at the ends of texts. Frequent 
running titles in red to identify texts, prefixed with a red paraph (and 

often, only the paraph present).

(Hanna, 2010, 211)

Binding:

C19 tan Russian leather, tooled in gold.
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Provenance:
Ogilvie-Thomson notes a barely discernible signature “Goldewell” in a C15 hand 

on fol. 168r. Beneath the manuscript list of contents on fol. 2r, and repeated on 

fol. 166r is the signature - “Constat Johanni Thynne” - of Sir John Thynne 

(1512/3 - 1580), builder of Longleat House. The manuscript is listed among the 

contents of Longleat library in a manuscript catalogue of 1577, where item 73,

“A ladder to heauen in inglishe. An exposition of the pater noster in lattin and 

inglishe. the forme of a confessioun in inglishe” and item 74, “Tractatus” are 
bracketed together beside a marginal note in the cataloguer’s hand which reads 

“albounde together in written hande”. (Ogilvie-Thomson, 1988, xx)
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Oxford, Bodleian Library MS e Mus 232

? Ireland, c.1430-1450
Compilation of devotional works in English, including Richard Rolle’s Meditation 

on the Passion

Contents:

1. Fols 1r-18r (English)
[Rolle : Meditation on the Passion B]
Incipit: Here begynneth a deuout meditacioun vp [th]e passioun of 

crist j made by Richard Rolle heremty of hampolle. Lord as 
[th]ou made me of noght 

Explicit: and ye abiden stil by [th]e rode fote

Ed. (from this Ms) S. J. Ogilvie-Thomson, Richard Rolle: Prose and 
Verse. EETS 293. London: Oxford University Press, 1988, 69-83.

2. Fols 18r-23v (English)
[Treatise on humility and the twelve degrees of meekness, attributed 
to Gregory and Bernard]
Incipit: Seynt Gregory [th]e doctour seith [th]at without mekenes hit is 

vnleful to trust of foreveness of [th]y syn 
Explicit: For he wit no[th]er ete drynk ne slepe ne wak bot for more 

fortherynge of [th]e loue of god and what so euer he doth hit 
someth in [th]e louyn of gos. Expliciunt xii gradus humilitatis

Jolliffe G.19

3. Fols 24r-62r (English)
[English version of Edmund Rich's ‘Speculum Ecclesie’; preceded by 
a table of chapters]
Incipit: In [th]e name of oure swete lord ihesu crist here begynnen 

matires the wheche ben touched in [th]e tretis folywynge 
rudely endited to shon curiosite [th]at no man leve of inward 
holinesses for outward curiouse speche 

Explicit: Here is endet [th]e tretice of seynt Edmond of pountney [th]at 
is called [th]e myrrour of holy chirche translated by Nicholas 
Bellow whose noun konnynge haue ye excused.

IPMEP-. 799

4. Fols 62r-65v (English)
[Verse meditation on the Passion]
Rubric: In seiynge of [th]is orison stynteth and bydeth at euery cros 

and thynketh what 3e haue seide ffor a more deuout prayere 
ffound I neuer of [th]e passioun who so wold deuoutly say hit 
as hit folweth

Incipit: Ihesu [th]at hast me dere j boght 
Explicit: In ioy and blisse to lyue ay. Amen

IMEV: 1761
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5. Fols65v-66v (English)
[Prose meditation and prayers on the Five Wounds]
Incipit: O Myghtfu! ihesu grete was [th]e peyne [th]at 3e suffred 
Explicit: desyrynge perfidy and youre dyuyn wille. In wirship of [th]is 

wounde. Pater nostre aue.

Physical characteristics of the manuscript:

Vellum, fols vii + 66 + iv. Page size 162 x 115mm, writing frame 125 x 80mm. 26 

lines to the page. Consistent pricking and vertical ruling in the left margin. 

Collation: 1-78, 88+2 (+9, +10, a bifolium sewn to the quire.) Quire signatures and 

catchwords. The manuscript has suffered some staining, but is legible 

throughout, and otherwise in reasonably good condition.

Script, rubrication and decoration:

One hand, anglicana (the same hand as that of the main scribe of Longleat, 

Marquess of Bath MS 29). Three-line blue lombards with red flourishing at the 

opening of each new text, two-line blue lombards with red flourishing at lesser 

divisions. Red or blue paraphs occasionally used, and cccasional red or blue 

line fillers.

Binding:

Original fifteenth-century binding, white leather on bevelled boards, sewn on 

four thongs. Opening flyleaves (fols i-vii) a blank quire; rear flyleaves, a quire of 

four cut from a folio of a Latin manuscript in double columns; this is identified in 

the working copy of the summary catalogue in the Duke Humphrey reading 

room in the Bodleian as a “copy of the Decretals lib.1 fit 3 cc 22-5”. [SC 3657]

Provenance:

On fol. 62', the name ‘Ion Flemmyn’ in rubricator’s red (the only words in the Ms 

to be written in red) Possibly the name / signature of the rubricator. On fol. 69r 

the names ‘Annes Helperby” (twice), “Anne Hempperby”, and “Elyzabethe 

Stoughton”, in late fifteenth-century hands. On fol. 69v a note in Tudor secretary, 

“Sspke to my nores for the krysneng shyt” [?]. An inscription on fol iii of the 

opening flyleaves reads “Ex dono Alex Fetherston Vicary de Wolverton in 

Comitatu Bucks, et Prabendary de College in Catherdrali Ecclesia Lichfieldieng 

A.D. 1680”. The manuscript was one of several volumes presented to the 

Bodleian by Alexander Fetherston.
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Manchester, Chetham’s Library MS 8008 [Mun. A 4 103]

Ireland, Louth(?), s.xiv ex.

Prick of Conscience, in Middle Hiberno English.

Contents:
1. Fols 1r-115v (English)

[Prick of Conscience]
Incipit: Of [th]e las worlde [...]

[Begins imperfectly at line 1048 of Morris’s edition]
Explicit: [th]at gode men in hevyn schal fele and se

[Ends imperfectly at line 9082 of Morris’s edition]

Ed. (not from this manuscript) Richard Morris, The pricke of 
conscience (Stimulus conscientiae): a Northumbrian Poem. Berlin: 
published for the Philological Society by A. Asher, 1863.

IMEV: 3428.55

Physical characteristics of the manuscript:
Vellum, iii + 115 + ii fols.
Page size: 204 x 137mm, writing frame c.170 x 89mm. Single column. 32 lines 

per page.
Collation: 3-78, 88 (lacks 3-6), 9-168, 178 (lacks 8); quires 1-2 and 18 missing. 

Quire signatures, no catchwords. Fol 1r badly stained, at places to the point of 
illegibility. Approx 1/4 of fols. 1 and 39 are missing, cut out and torn away, 
respectively, and a vertical strip has been removed from the margin of fol. 33, 

although no text has been lost.

Script, rubrication and decoration:
No title or colophon, as text starts and ends imperfectly. Written throughout in a 

single hand, upright anglicana formata. Latin titles for all remaining books. Latin 

text written in red. Capitals for subdivisions, in blue and red, with blue and red 

flourishing. Lesser initials are in blue, with red decoration.

Provenance:
An ownership note on fol. 19r, in a C16 century hand, reads, “hyt is master Hart 

is boke”. A later note, in a C17 century hand, on fol. 2r, reads, ‘Charles fotherby 

given by C. Foth Esq”. The manuscript is known to have been in Chetham’s 

Library before 1826, but there is no other evidence regarding its acquisition.
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Dublin, Trinity College MS 156 (D.4 8)

Ireland, Dublin (?), s.xv in.
Prick of Conscience, in Middle Hiberno English, followed by an incomplete copy 

of Richard Maydestone’s version of the Seven Penitential Psalms.

Contents:

1. Fols. 2r-136v (English)
[Prick of Conscience]
Incipit: The might of the father on high
Explicit: Whar throw we may come to his bliss amen

[Ends imperfectly, though by design, at line 9474 of Morris’ 
edition]

Ed. (not from this manuscript) Richard Morris, The pricke of 
conscience (Stimulus conscientiae): a Northumbrian Poem. Berlin: 
published for the Philological Society by A. Asher, 1863.

!MEV: 3428.65

2. Fols. 136v-140v (English)
[Richard Maydestone’s version of the Seven Pentitential Psalms] 
Rubric: Incipit opus translatonis
Incipit: Lord in thyn anger uptake me no3t and in thyn wrathe blame 

[thjou no3t me
Explicit: My heart in me [...] it is 

[Ends imperfectly]

Ed. (not from this manuscript) Mabel Day, The Wheatly Manuscript: a 
collection of Middle English verse and prose contained in a 
manuscript now in the British Museum Add MSS 39547. EETS o.s. 
155. London: Oxford University Press, 1921. 19-59

Physical characteristics of the manuscript:

Vellum, i + 140 fols.

Page size: c. 216 x 141 mm, Single columns, 32-33 lines per page. Catchwords. 
Added leaf (fol. 66) has 17 lines (recto) and 16 (verso). Lewis and McIntosh 

suggest that “fol. 66 was probably added later by the first scribe to fill out the text 

missing between his own fol. 65v and the beginning of fol. 67r, which had already 

been copied by the second scribe.” (1982, 51) Fol. 2r badly stained, and almost 
entirely illegible.
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Collation: 1-78, 88+1, 9-108, 12-148, 158 (lacks 1), 1610, 178

Script, rubrication and decoration:

Main hand is anglicana, early C15, and responsible for the bulk of the copying 

(fols. 2r-66v; 75r-140v). Second hand a contemporary anglicana, responsible for 

fols. 67r-74v. Latin quotations and titles in textura. No title and no colophon at the 

start of the PoC. Latin titles in text to all books except I. Capitals for 

subdivisions.

Provenance:
Since fol 2r is almost completely illegible due to gall stain, the opening 22 lines 

are supplied on fol. 1v in a C17 hand, the same hand responsible for a note on 

fol. 4V which reads, “Johannes Fleming hunc liberis composuit(?)”. Fol 1r'v 
contains a deed made in Dublin in 1618, which mentions ‘James Ware’ and 

‘Matthew Tirrel’, and is witnessed by ‘William Blauer’, ‘White’ and 'Criffe(?)’. In 

the margin of fol. 78r (and repeated in excerpts on fols. 98r, 103r, 126r and 136r) 
is a C16 copy of a writ to the Sherriff of Dublin during the reign of Henry VIII.
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Cambridge, Magdalene College F.4.18

Ireland, Pale(?), s.xiv ex.

Prick of Conscience, in Middle Hiberno English.

Contents:

1. Fols 1r-110v (English)
[Prick of Conscience]
Colophon (referring to text now missing): Explicit liber qui ditur stimulus

consciencie
Incipit: he says a man is borne to travaylle ryht

[Begins imperfectly at line 542 of Morris’s edition]
Explicit: [th]at vouched sauffor us on rode to hyng Amen.

Ed. (not from this manuscript) Richard Morris, The pricke of conscience 
(Stimulus conscientiae): a Northumbrian Poem. Berlin: published for the 
Philological Society by A. Asher, 1863.

IMEV: 3428.33

Physical characteristics of the manuscript:1 * * * *

Vellum, 110 fols.

Page size: 238 x 152 mm.

Collation (James): 1?, 28, 38 (wants 2-3), 48-68 (wants 8), 710 (wants 1), 88-138, 1412, 

15?.

MS paginated rather than foliated from fol. 3 on, beginning with page three. Single 

columns, 38 lines per page. Catchwords, beginning with fol. 1v. Lewis and McIntosh 

suggest that there are “probably seven leaves omitted at beginning” (1982, 39)

Script, decoration and rubrication:

Written throughout in a single clear angliciana formata hand. No title, begins 

imperfectly with the colophon to the previous book. Latin titles in text for all 

remaining books, and running Latin titles. Capitals for sub-divisions. Chapter 

numbers for each book supplied in margins.

Provenance:

Names in margins in late C15 / early C16 hands: ‘William birch”; “Thomas”; 

“Thomas becke”; “Robert”, “Robert Beck”, “Ricardus reshe”.

1 As I was able to consult this manuscript only in microfilm, details of the physical characteristics of the manuscript
are taken from Robert E. Lewis and Angus McIntosh, A descriptive guide to the manuscripts of the ‘Prick of
Conscience.' Medium Aevum Monographs, n.s. 12. Oxford: The Society for the Study of Mediaeval Languages and
Literature, 1982. 39-40, and M.R James, Manuscripts in the Library of Magdalene College Cambridge. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1909.
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Appendix B: Linguistic Features of Medieval Hiberno-English

Linguistic features of medieval Hiberno-English as identified by McIntosh and 
Samuels, Prolegomena to a study of mediaeval Anglo-Irish:2

1. ham, har‘them, their’; occasionally harre, and later tham, thar.

2. strein[th], leinfth], streynth(e) etc. ‘strength, length’, with variants streyng(t)h, 

leynt, strenyt.

3. euch(e) ‘each’. Vch(e), uch(e) also occur, more rarely ech(e), ich(e).

4. [th]ro3, [th]row, throgh, throw(e) ‘through’.

5. hir(e), hyr(e), ‘hear’.

6. [th]ay, [th]ai, thay, ‘they’, combined in earlier texts with hy, in later texts with 

[th]ei, they.

7. hit, hyt, ‘it’ always outnumbers forms without h-.

8. be[th] ‘are’ (variants beth, byth, bet) survives later than in southern ME texts.
9. fale ‘many’ is much commoner than fele.

10. sill, syll(e), ‘sell’.

11. Frequent doubling of medial and final consonants, eg. wormi inf. ‘dwell’, 
woddis ‘woods’, berr(e) ‘bear’, didde ‘did’, commyng ‘coming’, helppe ‘help’, 

wentten ‘went’, botte ‘boat’, clepped(-yt) ‘called’, plessyd ‘pleased’,
12. stid(de), styd(de) ‘stead’.

13. The late survival of -y, -/ in the infinitive, eg. auordy ‘afford’ (1459), amercy 
‘fine’ (1460).

14. The prefix y-, /'- is frequent in past participles, and occasional with the 

infinative after auxiliary verbs, eg. shulde ybe, (1454).

15. -ir, -yrare the usual endings in words like fadir, aftyr, and -er, -ur are much 
rarer; -re appears in later texts (fadre, aftre).

16. The usual forms for ‘though’ are [th]e3(t), thegh(t), [th]o3(t), thogh(t), not 
[th]ei3, theigh, [th]ou3, though, [th]a(u)3 as commonly in ME.

17. Final -e has no morpholological significance. Its early loss is shown by the 

otherwise conservative form hab ‘have’.

18. ME v is often represented by w, eg. yewe ‘give’, ewill ‘evil’, and, in texts 

where hab is not preserved, haw(e) ‘have’.

19. o[th]ir, othyr‘or’ survives later than in southern ME.

20. The endings of the weak preterite and past participle are frequently 
unvoiced: -et, -it, -yt.

2 McIntosh, A, and M.L. Samuels, “Prolegomena to a study of Mediaeval Anglo-Irish”, Medium Aevum 
37 No. 1 (1968): 1-11.
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Other frequent but not universal features are:

1. w(h)och(e) ‘which'.

2. brand, brant ‘burnt’, and occasionally branne ‘burn’.

3. silf, sylf(e) ‘self’.
4. (a) the writing of n, 1(1) for ME nd, Id, as in fyne ‘find’, hell ‘held’, undirston 

‘understand’, sune ‘sound’; (b) the reverse spellings nd, Id tor ME n, /, as in 

fynder‘finer’, wand‘when’, do/d‘whole’, sonde ‘soon’.

5. The writing of th for ME t and of t for ME [th], th, eg. thyme ‘time’, thwey 

‘two’, playnth ‘plaint’, tree ‘three’, tis ‘this’.

6. -it, -yt, -et for ME -ith, -eth in both the 3rd singular and the plural of the 

present indicative.

7. The earlier form for ‘say’ is sigge, sygge, not segge.

8. ar (conj. and prep.) ‘before’ is in most texts preferred to er and or.

9. no ‘nor’ (and also occasionally in the meaning ‘not’).

10. togadir (togaddyr, etc.) survives at a time where ME texts show only -e and 
/-forms for ‘together’.
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Anonymous English Exposition on the Lord’s Prayer (Not known elsewhere)

[Fol. 19r line 1]

Pater noster qui es in cells sanctificetur nomen tuum.

O almyghty O alwise & witty. O al gracious & good

euerlastynge heuenly fader & son & holy goost hey trinite

that art in heuyn ihalowed be thy name. O fourmer

of heuen & erth & of al thynge that in ham is. In whom [5]

by whom & of whom al thynge good visible & onvisible

bene my lord god my lord maker my sustener my mercy

my gijjce my socour & my sauyour / the I calle the I wor

snipe, the I thanke commend & preise with al my soule

with al my herte & w' al my mynde that [th]u neuer need [10]

of no creature hauynge bot of thyn owne infinite bounte

desyrynge that creatures weren to haue parte of thy

blesse amonge al others thou endeignest ine to fourme

of noght. Witte cunnynge. streynth of body, dyuers goddes

of kynd & of fortune ine yevynge the wey of thy heuynly [15]

roialme me techynge. And by al these goodes me [th]edre

as an heire ther of callynge. By thyn intollerables pey-

nes of lues reprouet betrayet with a cosse isold. With

hard cordes ibounde ilyke an innocent lambe afoor

Anne pilat & herode falsly accuset with scourges [20]

ibette reprouet scornet ivexet ispotte crownet w*

thornes ibuffeted in croice isette with sharp nayal

feet & handes ithurlet. Al the veynes & synowes of

thy body ibroken fro the corone of thyn heed in to the

solles of thy feet thy blessed body al to torne. thyn [25]
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owne clothes itake fro the with other men clothes in

scorne iclothet. these clothes a! blodi of thy body [th]erto

fast cleuynge onclothet. [th]i body na+tet inayllet to [th]e

hard crosse at ons up lifte w‘ [th]i crosse isquat doun

into a morteys that al [th]y veynes ioyntures syno- [30]

wes & membres of thy body ibroke & departed were

w1 a sharp speer [th]yn hert clouen al the blod of thy

body out ranne w’ eysel & galle idrynket. thy moder

to seynt John [th]yn apostle commendett deynge iberiet

[Fol. 19v]

agayn risynge to lyue & mersciably ine to thy heuenly lif of [35]

grace by al these peynes & passions & myche moor restorynge

Bot euer alaas my gilt my most gilt & my trespasse that

I as an vnkynd most fals foul stynkynge traytour onwor [-]

thy heuyn vp to loke infynytly ayeyns so kind so benigne

& so infynyte good lord I haue I synnet in pride, enuy. [40]

Wrath, detraccion sleuth, glotony. lechirye. & couertise

my ten comrnandements brekynge. my fyve wittes in

syght hyrynge. smyllynge tastynge & felynge. mislifynge

my goodes of kynd & of fortune mispendynd my tyme in

ydelnesse & syn wastynge. the vij. workes of mercy nat ful [45]

fillynge. bot rather lord saue thy mercy perdurables peynes

ffor these & myche more than I can telle deseruynge. In

ferther meschief I am knyt If ffor al these vices me co-

meth of kynd & verray virtue naue I none.’ bot thou hit

me leue lord of thi grace. Bot sethen lord that thi mercy [50]

thy workes passeth. Wherthrogh by thy passionne to al
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synful man thou hast oppened thy yates of grace I most

synful man of al for thy alaas. In hoop of thy helpe

[th]y mercy I cry.’ lord hyt & [th]y grace thou me graunt. And

aftre the multitude of thy mercy haue pitte of me amen. [55]

Adveniat regnum tuum ffadyr of heuyn bigger

of al & holygoost confortour only god in trinite

thy kyngedome come to vs. lord god for thyn habun [-]

daunt goodnesse graunt me grace of al the forsaiden

synnes verray repentanuce vices to leue & in [th]e by [60]

virtuz w* profile continuaunce to growe. While I lyve

shal. that al my thoghtes wordes & dedes may turne

to thy profile & plesaunce and me thy creature throgh

thy grace to thy kyngedome brynge. 1] To these prayers

the state & prosperitee of al holy chirche our holy O [65]

fadre the pope hys cardynals. his consaill. our

bisshop our curates withal degrees in holy church

[Fol 20r]

our kynge the quene the Gouernour of this land with al

har trewe consaill. The estate & prosperite of the roialmes

of England Irland & ffraunce Al tho that pee3 maynteneth [70]

& trewe peple defendeth. my ffadre my modre sowles

my bretheren my sustres my kyn alliaunces al my good

frendes and in especial I. b. I. I. A. K 1] And al tho [th]‘

I am bound to pray for both quik & deed recommendynge

That these my priers take effecte O glorious virgin [75]

mayd mary Moder of god Queen of heuyn lady of al

land. Emperice of helle. O ye vertuS angels michael Gabriel
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Raphael w’ al [th]e clere compayny of the heuvnly courte 

O seynt John Baptiste O al [th]e holy patriarches prophets 

& seyntes for the rewardes which ye haue of god re- [80]

ceyued pray ententifly for vs in so greet worldly mys 

sayse isette. amen

Fiat voluntas tua sicut in c[aelo] & in terra. O blessed

O glorious o euerlestynge trinite thi wille be hit

fulfillet in vs thi creatures in erthe as hit is in thi holy [85]

aungels & halowes in heuyn. And grant us grace al

thynge thi plesynge bisily to desyre wiseli to enserchen

Trewly to knowe and perfitly to thyn honour to fulfille

And hyr us graciousely in these & al cure prayers throgh [th]e

ententifs suffrages of thyn holy apostles - petre paule [90]

Andreu. James. John. Philep. Matheu / barthololmeu

Thomas symon & lude Barnabe Mark and Mathy O ye

holy apostles and al seyntes pray ye for vs. Amen.

Panem nostrum cotidianum da noblis hodiefl Lord

[th]’ al leuest graunt vs to day our euery dayes [95]

breed with al necessaries of our lyuynge help vs euer

at need [th]e breed of science and verite thi holy commu

nyoun grant us gi^ce to receyue w’ so pure deuocion that

heuyn may be our meed. hyr vs. help vs & comfort

[Fol. 20v]

vs in dreed through the virtue of the pacience of al [th]ese preci [100] 

cous martires that for [th]i loue were deed. SeyntS Stephen 

lyne. Clete. Clement & sixte. Corneli sipriane laurence 

Vincent dyonise & ypolite George Albane. Osmond. Oswald
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ffabian Sebastian. Geruase Prothase Cosine & Damyan Mar-

celyn John & poule Thomas Tibrise. Abdon & senne and [105]

al o[th]er holy martyres in heuyn pray ye al for vs help forth

in the virtu of fortitude of perfite feith hope & charite that

we nat fayl. amen

Et dimitte nobjs debita nostra sicut & nos dimittimus

debitoribus nostris O lord god of pitte mercy & of grace [110]

foryeve vs our dettes our synnes & our trespasses.’

as we foryeven to oure dettors. lord of amendes [th]u graunt

vs space. Of charite [th]u let vs nat mysshe of thy blisse [th]u

graunt vs solace throgh [th]e swet callynge & bisy besechynge

of thi clere & holy confessours. Syluestre leo. hiller scich[?] [115]

Martyn. Ambrose, lerom Gregorie & Austeyn dunston

swythyn Cuthbert & Birryn German dompnic ffran

ceys & leonard Benet Esmond & Bernard Patrike ffyn

nyan Columbe Canik & Brandane Molynge Synok

Keuyn & Katrianef?] Machot Abbane Euyn & Colman And [120]

al other confessours of Cristes Courte in perfite charite

stable vs of holy conscience sharpe compunccoun verray

contricoun hool confessioun ful satisfaccoun & of al oure

synnes ful pardoun [th]rogh al yor holy intercessioun let vs nat

mysshe.’ bot vs al brynge to [th]y heuynly habitacoun. Amen [125]

Et ne nos inducas in temptaconem O only god com

fort in care In to temptacoun in leed vs nat. Bot

by [th]e grace of thy passioun graut vs virtue of mekenesse

abstinence clennesse chastite largesse almesse & charites

and by [th]ese virtu3 power victorie to haue & hold of oure [130]

fleshly lustes & lykynges [th]e fendes fondynge worl-
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dly coueitise & fool hard holdynge. O adonay lord 

gret marueillous god of Abraham Isaac & lacob. gifte 

of al good men incarnatet of thy blessed moder Mary

[Fol. 21r]

maid myld throgh loue of man [th]rogh thy wondes fyve ffor [135]

[th]i crosse& thy passioun [th]i precious deth & resurexioun ffor [th]i

goostly comfortable visitatoun & for [th]i woundreful ascencoun

and by the dreedful iugement that al thou shalt deme. And

for [th]e loue of our lady Mary [th]i moder heuen queen Mary

magdale marie Egipcien. seynt Anne perpetue Agnes Agaat [140]

& Cecilie Anastase Margaret & Kateryn Lucy petronell Tecle

Scolace barbre & Bryde ffrideswyde Warbugh Elene luli[e]tt

& Cristyne ffeith hope & charite Radegund luliane & prisce

Otili & helyn and al holy halowes wonnynge in [th]i blisse

In this lond lord make pees for thi hey holy names. Al [145]

ilwille & malice of unlawful werryours abaat that

[th]i due reuerence [th]er in fulfillet be O lord god maker of

pees [th]‘ art not wirshippet bot intyme of pees send

trewe men pees to [th]y honour & al seyntS al [th]i holy pla

ces in lond pesibli_ to visite. O holy fader Patrike oure [150]

patroun with Columb & bride whose bones resten in doune

And al seyntes suynge your trace pray [th]e the pierles prince

of paradse that of al wiked wormes this lond wedet.’

that he endeigne for his dignite & his mercy which his

werkes passeth. [th]e destruers of his trewe peple may [155]

approwe in [th]i pees perfitly to [th]i plesaunce amen. O

pierles precious emperour confer ine [th]yn honour anent fals
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folke [th]i trewe peple destroynge. O lord god of endles

pitte pees rightfulnesse & Virtve. ffor [thje pitte & mercy

that [th]ou haddest of al mynkynd by disceite of fthlou ene [160]

mye for syn Host & departed from holy aungels. Whan

[th]ou endeignest to descende in to [th]e busome of [th]i blessed

moder mayd marye incarnated of hir mankind to recon

cile to [th]e pees of [th]i fader plesynge to [th]yn aungels:

ffor that pitte & mercy w’ al man of humilite we [th]e besech [165]

that we myght be worthy to [th]yn euerlestynge pees in

heuyn to be reconcilet & as oon flok of [th]i fold in [th]is

lond vndre oon prince to [th]in honour bemirly to be gouernet

amen-

[Fol 21v]

Sed libera nos a malo. O messias sother emanuel sa

boath. adonay principium pnmogenitis sapiencia virtus [170]

Alpha caput finus simul vocitatur & est O fons & origo boni

paraclitus ac mediator. Agnus ouis vitulus serpens aries

leo vermis os verbum splendor sol gloria lux & ymago panis

flos vitis mons lanua lapisque Angelus & sponsus. pastorque

prqpheta sacerdos. Athanatos kyros theos pantoncraton & [175]

ysus. O almyghty god throgh [th]e virtue of al these thy names

fro al manner of synnes anguyishes. tribulacouns meschiefs det

tes & necessitees temptatouns & perillsnow & to cume of body &

soule And fro al manner perill meschiefs & desaires of oure ene

mys visibles & vnvisibles kepe vs saue vs mayntene [180]

& defend gracousli vs delyur. And euer in thi prqteccoun glorious

trinite in heuyn trone. And throgh [th]e vertue of [th]y pas

sioun [th]i grace & [th]i mercy the sacrementS of holy chirche de
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uoutly receynet vs brynge to thy blisse that neuer

shal haue ende amen. [185]

In nomine patris & filii & spiritus sancti amen. The sign | of [th]e

holy croice me defend fro harmes ipassed nowe & to cume

inward & outward.! By [th]e signe of [th]e holy croice fro

persecucoun of [th]e fend & al myn enemys delyuer ine.f By

[th]is signe al myn aduersaries be thei I cast doun & fie [th]ay [190]

fro me f By this signe of the holy crioce fro al worldly

perill lord god delyur me.t The blessynge of god [th]e fadre

almyghty with his angels be hit vpon me.t The bles

synge of criste with his apostles be hit vp on me t The

blessynge of [th]e holy goost. the prgteccoun & [th]e holynesse of [195]

[th]e hei god with [th]e virtue of his Mysteries & [th]e holye o

godspel be hit vpon me t The blessynge of cristes

incarnacoun his holy birth his glorious circumcisoune

his blessed passioun his reuerent resureccoun his won

dreful ascencoun his holygoost confortable visitacoun [200]

And [th]e t signe of [th]e holy croice be hit vpon me

w‘ in me about me by. after me & in eury place

[th]er as I am & shal be.t The blessynge of our lady

[Fol 22r]

blessed seynt Mary moder of ihu al holy prophetes patriarches

apostles euangelistes Martires confessours virgynes & al halo [205]

wes be hit upon me with in me about me & in eury stidde

[th]er asl shal be. And I commend my body & my soule to [th]e ho

ly trinite [th]'he me kepe nowe & euer.t Thi croice lord ihu

crist be hit [th]e signe of my helth by [th]e which [th]u endeig
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nest to by me. an helper a defender a consaillor a gou [210]

noure & confortor & alyght yeuerof me be [th]ou my lord 

god ihs| The blessynge of [th]e holy trinite me kepe 

sauoure defend & couer [?] from al manner of harmes & me comfort 

in al manner of good workes [th]' I may be I sauet here & 

euerlestynge ioy deserve & haue amen.t In nornine paths [215]

& filii & spiritus sancti. Amen.
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English Interlinear Glosses:

[Fols. 279vb - 280vb]

Fol. 279vb to belittre Fol. 280va [th]e grounde
midwif maldrop

Fol. 280,a [th]e childe; 
born

Preciouse
stones

swa[th]clut [th]e appel of 
[th]e eie

cradel [th]e eie lidde
a rockere heres
to crepe browes
slaverez [th]erles; gristel
fro slavering [th]eco
to his rockere cheke
a slavering 
clout

lippe; [th]e hare

cley; bilagge 
him

[th]e pount; 
bock

laminge;
hurting
stomble; falle

Fol. 280™ [th]e scheld Fol. 280vd rof
[th]e shed bissi
[th]e feldefare [th]e gomes
lockes; crispe honde
hevese

OED: evese
[th]e
[th]rotebolle

fore top miderede
hechele; a 
toppe of flax

faxwax

atte toppe kanelbon MED: canel-bon
wind [th]e 
yarne

Wombe; back; 
bacbon

hornpanne Schuldir; arme; 
breste

brayn
goundi
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[Fols. 281ra - 281rb]

Fol. 281ra ne[th]ere Fol. 281rD [th]owinge
wangeteth MED: wong n 2 b helbowes
dalke [th]e virste
[th]e skale [th]e back
hole [th]espone MED: yespon?
Rime of hemes [th]espen
[thjonewonges
scholderbon
armole
axetre
mist
Er[th]e
strif
northhest

[Fols. 281rb - 282ra]

Fol. 281va a ribbe; of a 
side

Fol. 281',d kalf

shzare MED: share 2 Tristes him MED: trustee

[th]ees; 
bottokes; clift

Shzinebon;
hurting

riding Sole; to; hele
legges; knes Ankel; pinne
hammes ankles
starke Flerte; livre; 

longen
hammes;
gar[th]ors

Milte; [th]arme; 
kideneie

carteres Mawe; senewes MED: Maue

bleddre
helpe

Fol. 282ra [th]ees
galle
A skine
huide
Fleyx; wayn
scorn
quakes
Fley3; wayn
Scorn
swellin
skinne
huide
Laste; knel
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[Fols. 282rb - 282vb]

Fol. 282™ bokel Fol. 282vd cranes
tongge partiz MED: partrich(e)

Bore of a
nalsin

larkes

lompe coltes
S3yvere MED: slyvere cherles
Schelle; soupe Smale briddes

Fol. 282va yolke mork
sterene MED: stren teles
stalk houting MED: houten

kore
hertes

[Fols. 283ra - 283vb]

Fol. 283,a berre Fol. 283va A henne; coppet; 
Leith and kakeles

Cow; lowes; 
crane; crekez MED: creken

Szep; bleteth; 
hoppeth

MED: shep

Romies; basil; 
quakez

MED: romien bagge

Neyez; larke gones MED: gonen b

croukes MED: crouken Raxes him MED: raxter

Mewith; cisses MED: sissen Nette; hock
Roreth; suan; 
cisses

ring

Wolfe; yollez; 
berkes

spade

fereth MED: feren Lompe; szivere MED: shiver

Fulimard;
scerez MED: skerren

Fox; welleth; 
brocke

Fol. 283vd liketh

Fol. 283™ gandre lappen
Enede;
quekez

dewe

Quekine;
trappe

losenge MED: losengen

[th]e trappe glonden
lode; crodeth; 
frogge

MED: crouden A mote

snake catel
Gris; wineth; 
boor; yelleth

have

Kide; muteres; 
bole yelleth

MED: moteren reed

Souue; 
grounes; draf MED: groinen

reed

Doukere reed
kakeles Quene
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leyth Frock

[Fols.284ra - 284rb]

Fol. 284ra Forwe; nette Fol. 284™ Darnel; drauck
In myn; 
hevede lond

Thar; kokil MED: tar

Don out of
time

Bloweth; malve MED: bleuet; 
malwe

[th]ef szerlok
Sithe; mowe; a 
swathe of
mede

To telle

Sikel; rep; a 
repe

Haling wippe

Repes; szeves MED: shef mouwe MED: mouen 4

A pese ris reke
Beene szeves stake
Rie; barli reke

Auenes.eyles MED: aun; elle

[Fols. 284va - 285vb]

Fol. 284va biddest Fol. 285va spinnel
Windewith;
grounden

Flint; virhirne OED: fire-iron

Fol. 284vtl Griste; mele Mulne spinel MED: milne- 
spindel

boltingcloch To [th]e rel
branne [th]e yerne; to 

relend MED: relen v 2

Ribbe; trohw yarnewinde
Rake; ribbe To winden; rel
Ribbe; trhow weven
feron A clewe; wides MED: cleue

Fol. 285ra [th]e mouwer; 
mouweth

werpen

Chaf; stre spooles
Pese stre A webbing 

szaly
MED: sleie

housewif Fol. 285vd breser
lynsede Ri(s)tes

Fol. 285,d Filax bolles MED: flex bol A keiex MED: kex

Wede hit A cake of 
spices

Rette hit MED: retten fat
Druwe hit MED: drou(w)en stepe
Swinglestock Laden outh
swingle MED: swingelen swepen
ribbe spired MED: spiren
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H[e]chele
rocche MED: rok

werve MED: wherve

[Fols. 286ra - 287ra]

Fol. 286ra malt Fol. 286vd Ful[th]e MED: filth

rouwes lode; hevete
lepe MED: lep n 2 Neddre; snake
kulne Greet; flint
grounden snayl
Mahissing fate MED: mash-fat gilles
wort kelinge
grout gappe
Berme; worte Grene balke

Fol. 286™ Flose; houten MED: hos a szadewe
fische Wode hevese MED: eves n b

Fol. 286va Laden hout stepinstones
pole stremes
alwei Fol. 287,a Lindes; huides
Abidi[n]ge balke
Gret pol Handel; tiller MED: tiller

muire MED: mire Tonges; colles
Szyne smith
neth [thjaweth
Szine; ridel
smale
[th]e bo[th]em; 
torn hep

[Fols. 287rb - 288va]

Fol. 287ra szlidinde Fol. 288ro Hertetonge;
chine

sletes MED: sleten dayseie
A flake of
snowe

smerdocke

haileth surdoke MED: sour-dokke

smale roddok MED: red-dokke

[th]onner;
[thjondres

MED: thonder mogwed MED: mugwort

tonne May[th]e MED: maithe

slepeth Fol. 288va tuybil MED: twibil
Fol. 287va comeled MED: comelen Appiltre; 

peretre; chiritre
Hant motile MED: moeble Haish; brom; 

plontre MED: ploume

Garlond;
bloweth

Hawethen;
hawes

keix Slo[th]orne;
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slos
Fol. 287vB Beclippe hure MED: beclippen Brere; hepes

pokes MED: pok, ME: 
pox

Bolastre; bolas

maselinges Cirvetre; cirves MED: serve
Fol. 288'“ pleyen quincetre

lilie In stockes
solicle MED: solsecle

helpe
kousloppe
weibrede

[Fols. 288vb - 289ra]

Fol. 288''“ stockes Fol. 289,a houle MED: oule

A wegh [th]rostel; bosc MED: bush

Box; palmetre; 
mapil

osel

holintre sheldedrake
tabart stare
helren MED: hilder wodelarke
Wilwe; hoke; iv MED: ok criket
helre Scheden his

rowe
telles
schedes
flakerers MED: flakeren

[Fols. 289rb - 290ra]

Fol. 289rD spele MED: spellen Fol. 289''“ boterfleie
Sui[i]mment [th]isteles
sparwew breres
swimmeth greshop MED: gras-hoppe

drounes hirchoun MED: irchon

Mores; rowen Fleiez; gnattes
Bot; szipman netle
snowe Dike; doukere
flakes wipes
woddekoc lanes

Fol. 289va roddocke MED: ruddok fanne
forester MED: forster hate rad
Un wranne Wilde ges
stouc MED: stouk rock MED: rok

stouc Fol. 290ra swalwe
Fi[th]ele storcke
floute hevesing
titomoze swalwe
[thjoursekes snyte MED: snite

[th]ei gurdel streing MED: strong
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[th]e rede fleye Kochou
golfinges wodewade

brocke
fox
Fulymard MED: fulmard

[Fols. 290rb - 290va]

Foi. ago'0 glading Fol. 290va angulhoc
wassele MED: wesel sleth
ratonz MED: ratoun kart
moldewarpes MED: moldewerp weles
tayl bontes MED: bend b

A boske of
breres

spokes

Fe[th]eres bemes
poll szlakes
Dweruf Na[th]es MED: nave

Na[th]e(s); wel
Yolke; hei

[Fols. 290vb - 291vb]

Fol. 290vl> axetre Fol. 291rD hambrowes MED: hamberwe

pinnes homes MED: hame n 2

cloutes halingwippe
cartbody Code
ranges MED: rung horscome
staves scorne
nayles Wispe
Lethern clout watred
laddres Fol. 291va Foth MED: foot 4

Axetre clout Handel; stulte MED: stilt

armeholle ploureste
Fol. 291'a armeholles sheldebred OED: shield board

[th]illes; [th]ille 
hors

MED: thil Koltre; shzar

womberop plougbem MED: plough-bem

taylrop Hegh MED: hegge

childing Fol. 291v0 Yokes
womberop streingned MED: streinen

[th]illes hors helewoth MED: hele-wough

eyhe husewif
biclupes MED: beclippen

pinnes MED: pin 1 c
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[Fols. 292ra - 293ra]

Fol. 292,a haiward Fol. 292vd aundhirnes
[th]e wivertre OED: wiver(tree) hambors OED: hambargh

gistes MED: giste n 3 szhides
Pinne; nauger Flolre; ayhs MED: hoiir

pautre becche
Fol. 292rD lathyes MED: latthe Grenhed;

szides
splentes sparkes
Splent(r)es Imbreis; szherd MED: sherd

gnawinges glading
lover huysseles MED: isel

Fol. 292va [th]erswalde MED: threshwolde Hentes; sydes
hoverdorne MED: dime b Fol. 293ra Soly MED: soli

dorstodes MED: dor sloth Halle
hokes biselet MED: bisoilen

hengles Nailes
mochul fleyshhoch
szhides MED: shide Hivve

Ladil
Szhike MED: sliken

Szhikinston;
ladil

MED: slikeston

[Fols. 293ra - 294rb]

Fol.
293,a(cont)

we be MED: web c Fol.
293vb

Slavering clout

welvvit MED: welwen stotteth OED: stole
Fol. 293rB bees horer MED: horrour

swarm es wlispen
Honny come Kouwe; spete MED: coughen

paringes MED: paren Bolke; spywe; 
snese

lappes Cer [??]
Fol. 293“a steppes wamblez

bispirnit MED: bisprengen Fleye; cheuwes; 
suolwes MED: swolwen

steppes bolke
Soly cloth spewe
wlaffez OED: wlaffe Fol. 294ra Cranes;

pokockes;
suannes

snyvele MED: snivelen Kides;
porceaus;
hennes

A pile of 
garlec

Fol. 294rD woddekoches

Feldefare;
larkes
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English Interlinear Glosses with Anglo-Norman Referents:

[Fols. 279vb - 280vb]

Fol. 279vd to belittre De enfaunter Fol. 280va [th]e grounde La chacie
midwif Une ventrer maldrop Le rupie

Fol. 280,a [th]e childe; 
born

Emfez
Neez

Preciouse
stones

De la ruble

swa[th]clut Maylolez [th]e appel of 
[th]e eie

Sauf la purnel

cradel Beree [th]e eie lidde Le pauper
a rockere Une bereere heres Les cilz
to crepe Chatener browes Les surcilz
slaverez Baave [th]erles; gristel Mariz;

tendroun
fro slavering De baavure [th]eco Chouue
to his rockere A sa bereere cheke Jouwe
a slavering 
clout

Une baave re lippe; [th]e hare La levere; le 
leverer

cley; bilagge 
him

Tay; espiluer [th]e pount; 
bock

La livere; livre

laminge;
hurting

Maine
Biesure

stomble; falle Cece; chece
Fol. 280rD [th]e scheld Le greve Fol.

280vb
rof Palet

[th]e shed La greve bissi Ententives
[th]e feldefare La grive [th]e gomes Lur ginglves
lockes; crispe Cheveuz;

recercillez
honde Aleine

hevese Estauchez [th]e
[th]rotebolle

Le gargate

fore top Le toup miderede Gist rate
hechele; a 
toppe of flax

Serencez; de 
tin le toup

faxwax Le wen

atte toppe Au toup kanelbon foureele
wind [th]e 
yarne

Desrenes le 
toup

Wombe; back; 
bacbon

Ventre; dos; 
I'escine

hornpanne Hanepel Schuldir; arme; 
breste

Espaul; bras; 
peitrine

brayn Cervele
goundi chaciouse
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[Fols. 281ra - 281rb]

Fol.
281,a

ne[th]ere La suzaine Fol.
281rb

[thjowinge Remoil

wangeteth Messeleres helbowes Coustez
dalke Fossolet [th]e virste La kouue
[th]e skale Le filet [th]e back La clay
hole Motet [thjespone Galeins
Rime of heroes Kakenolecervele n est] [th]espen Galeins
[th]onewonges Le gernoun
scholderbon Blazoun
armole Ascel
axetre Le escel
mist Le broil
Er[th]e Soil
strif Le toil
northhest De bix mult

[Fols. 281rb - 282ra]

Fol. 281va a ribbe; of a 
side

Coste; deune 
costee

Fol.
281vb

kalf La zure

shzare Le penile Tristes him Se assure
[th]ees; 
bottokes; clift

E nages; la 
fourchure

Shzinebon;
hurting

L 'eskanel

riding Chivechure Sole; to; hele Blezure
legges; knes Jaumbes; genois Ankel; pinne Kevil; kyvil
hammes Genois karrez ankles Keviles
starke Trop rez Herte; livre; 

longen
Quere; for, 
pomoun

hammes;
gar[th]ors

Garrez;
gareters

Milte; [th]arme; 
kideneie

Esplen;
bouele;
Reynoun

carteres charretters Mawe;
senewes

Estomate; nerf

bleddre La vescie
helpe Aie

Fol. 282ra [th]ees Reynes
galle Eel
A skine Une pel
huide Quire
Fleyx; wayn La char; le 

char
scorn Eschar
quakes Horn fremist
Fley3; wayn La char; en char

Scorn Eschar
swellin Engurdisent
skinne La pele
huide Quir
Laste; knel Drener; apel
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[Fols. 282rb - 282vb]

Fol. 282rt> bokel Le mordaunt Fol. 282vb cranes Gruwes
tongge Hardiloun partiz De partriz
Bore of a
nalsin

Parde
subiloun

larkes Alouues

lompe Une bribe coltes Poteins
S3yvere Une lesche cherles Vileins
Schelle;
soupe

L’eschale; hume Smale briddes Ppee des oyseauz

Fol. 282va yolke Mouuel mork Feins
sterene La germinoun teles Creceles
stalk L’estiche houting juper
kore La pepinere
hertes cerfs

[Fols. 283ra - 283vb]

Fol. 283ra berre Ourse Fol. 283va A henne; coppet; 
Leith and kakeles

Geline; huppe 
poune et patile

Cow; lowes; 
crane; crekez

Vache; mugist; 
Gruue; groule

Szep; bleteth; 
hoppeth

Berbiz; baleie; 
bale

Romies; basil; 
quakez

Rougist,
coudre
Croule

bagge De bale

Neyez; larke Henist; alouwe gones Baal
croukes Gerist Raxes him Se espreche
Mewith; cisses Minoune; cifle Nette; hock Sarey; hesche
Roreth; suan; 
cisses

Rezane; cine; 
Recifle

ring La tresche

Wolfe; yollez; 
berkes

Louwe; oule 
Baie

spade La besche

fereth A fra ye Lompe; szivere Abbe; a lesche
Fulimard;
scerez

putois
afraie

Fox; welleth; 
brocke

Gopil; cleye; 
Thesson

Fol. 283vd liketh Lesche

Fol. 283,b gandre Jars lappen Plater
Enede;
quekez

Ane en; jaroile dewe Rose

Quekine;
trappe

Jaroil;
Garoile

losenge Plater

[th]e trappe Garoile glonden Espeluper
Tode; crodeth; 
frogge

Crapaut; coaule; 
Reyne gaille

A mote Un poyton

snake Collure catel Aveir
Gris; wineth; 
boor; yelleth

Purrel; gerist; 
Cengler; releie

have Aver

Kide; muteres; 
bole yelleth

Cheverau; cherist; 
Tor torreie

reed Se est [sic]

Souue; 
grounes; draf

Troye; groundile; 
drache

reed Goules
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Doukere Plounoun reed Sor
kakeles Patile Quene Reyne
leyth poune Frock reyne

[Fols.284ra - 284rb]

Fol. 284ra Forwe; nette Reoun; un rey Fol. 284,d Darnel; drauck Yverai; betel
In myn; 
hevede lond

E ma; furer Thar; kokil Azoun le nee!

Don out of
time

Oy foreiner Bloweth; malve Blaverole; mauwe

[th]ef Lers szerlok Caroil
Sithe; mowe; a 
swathe of
mede

Faus; fauchez; un 
andenne de pre

To telle Retrere

Sikel; rep; a 
repe

Faucil; siez; 
un javele

Flaling wippe Riote demener

Repes; szeves Jaueles; garbes mouwe Meuz
A pese ris Un warrott reke Moye
Beene szeves Favots du warott stake Thase
Rie; barli Segle; orge reke Moiloun

Auenes.eyles Des arestez

[Fols. 284va - 285vb]

Fol.
284va

biddest Quillez Fol.
285va

spinnel Le fusil

Windewith;
grounden

Ventez;
Molu

Flint; virhirne Cailloun; le 
fusil

Fol.
284vt>

Griste; mele Le moudre; 
farin

Mulne spinel Par le fusil

boltingcloch Le bulenge To [th]e rel Au travil
branne En fourfre [th]e yerne; to 

relend
Fileie; traviller

Ribbe; trohw Rasteur;
moundez

yarnewinde La voidere

Rake; ribbe Raster; rastuer To winden; rel Voider; travil
Ribbe; trhow Rastuer; auge weven Tistrer
feron Feugere A clewe; wides Un lussel; 

wade
Fol. 285ra [th]e mouwer; 

mouweth
Faucheour;
Fauche

werpen Perule

Chaf; stre Pail; paille spooles Frames
Pese stre Pesaz A webbing 

szaly
De une lame

housewif La mesner Fol.
285vb

breser Breser

lynsede Lyneis Ri(s)tes Nos noces
Fol. 285™ Filax bolles Bercheaus A keiex Une frenole

Wede hit Sarclez A cake of 
spices

De kakenole
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Rette hit Rehaez fat Cuve
Druwe hit Le secchez stepe Enfondrez
Swinglestock Au pessel Laden outh Sait descouele
swingle Escuger swepen Baler
ribbe Rasteur spired germee
H[e]chele Serence
rocche Conoil
werve Viral

[Fols. 286ra - 287ra]

Fol. 286ra malt Breez Fol.
286vb

Ful[th]e L’ordure

rouwes Ranges Tode; hevete Crapaude; lezart

lepe Corbail Neddre; snake Serpent; colure
kulne Torrail Greet; flint Gravele; cailloun

grounden Brez molu snayl Lymacoun
Mahissing fate Keverel gilles Venberges
wort Bersi! kelinge Mulewel
grout Berzize gappe Crevessoun
Berme; worte Geeste;

berzille
Grene balke Vert terail

Fol. 286rt’ Hose; houten Aroe; juper szadewe Umbrail
fische Pescher Wode hevese Le hourail

Fol.
286v‘

Laden hout Primes espuchez stepinstones Passurer

pole Estaunche stremes Russeles
alwei Coraunt Fol. 287ra Lindes; huides Kevere; laroun
Abidi[n]ge Dalai balke Tenail
Gret pol Dreit au lay Handel; tilier Tenoun; cotyver

muire Butemay Tonges; colles Tenailles; carbuns

Szyne De nace smith Feure
neth Rei [thjaweth regele
Szine; ridel Nace; crivere heuere hourzail
smale Menuement
[th]e bo[th]em; 
torn hep

Le gurget; 
revercez

[Fols. 287rb - 288va]

Fol. 287,d szlidinde Lid aunt Fol. 288,d Hertetonge;
chine

Cerlaunge;
Crevez

sletes Cymeie dayseie Consoude
A flake of
snowe

Un aumfe de 
neif

smerdocke Mercurial

haileth Grele surdoke Surele
smale Grele roddok La parele
[th]onner;
[thjondres

Toner
Tonne

mogwed Hermoise

tonne Tonne May[th]e A meroke
slepeth Tonne Fol.

288va
tuybil Besagu
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Fol. 287va comeled Estomie Appiltre; 
peretre; chiritre

Pomer; perere; 
Cereiser

Flant motile Capinole Haish; brom; 
plontre

Freine genest, 
Pruner

Garlond;
bloweth

Chapeu
Blauverole

Flawethen;
hawes

Ceneiller;
Ceneilles

keix Frivole Slo[th]orne;
slos

Fouder; foudeines

Fol. 287vd Beclippe hure La cole Brere; hepes Englenter;
peperonges

pokes De veroles Bolastre; bolas Crekere;
crekes

maselinges Les rugeroles Cirvetre; cirves Alier; alies
Fol. 288ra pleyen Banoer quincetre Coingner

lilie Lys In stockes coingner
solicle Surcye
helpe Grant aye
kousloppe Prineveir
weibrede plauntayne

[Fols. 288vb - 289ra]

Fol. 288vl> stockes Ceps Fol. 289ra houle Houswan
A wegh Un coingner [thjrostel; bosc Mauviz;

busson
Box; palmetre; 
mapil

Buit; paumere; 
arable

osel Merle

holintre La houce sheldedrake La herle
tabart Houce stare Filaundre
helren Sueau wodelarke Chalaundre
Wilwe; hoke; 
iv

Sauz; cheine; 
if

criket Salemaundre

helre sueth Scheden his
rowe

Espaundre

telles Espandi
schedes Espaunde
flakerers paunde

[Fols. 289rb - 290ra]

Fol. 289rD spele Espaudere Fol.
289vb

boterfleie Papilouns

Sui[i]mment Elies [thjisteles Chardouns
sparwew Moschouns breres Runces
swimmeth Nee

lipeschoun
greshop Grissilour

drounes Noe meinte hirchoun Hirchoun
Flores; rowen Virouns; nager Fleiez; gnattes Mouches;

wibes
Bot; szipman Bateles;

mariner
netle Urtie

snowe Negger Dike; doukere Anede;
plumjoun
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flakes Aumfes wipes Les wanles
woddekoc Oysel asci lanes Veneles

Fol.
289va

roddocke Verder fanne Vaanne

forester Forester haterad Haane
Un wranne Vereuder Wilde ges Roser
stouc Treset rock De fru
stouc Tre seel Fol. 290ra swalwe Arounde
Fi[th]ele La viele storcke Sygoun
floute Frestele hevesing Cheverounde
titomoze Musenge swalwe Arounde
[th]oursekes Boys renge snyte Bekas
[th]ei gurdel Joust ta renge streing A las
[th]e rede fleye La palevole Kochou Kokel
golfinges chardonerole wodewade L’orkoll

brocke Tesschoun
fox Gupil
Fulymard mauputois

[Fols. 290rb - 290va]

Fol. 290'° giading Reheite Fol.
290va

angulhoc Un heyn

wassele Beleth sleth Ceyn
ratonz Raz kart Charret
moldewarpes Taupaines weles Roes
tayl Koy bontes Wendeaus
A boske of
breres

La dume spokes Les rais

Fe[th]eres La plume bemes Les rais
polt Bluche szlakes Les rais
Dweruf Petit nein Na[th]es Moyeaus

Na[th]e(s); wel Moail; reof
Yolke; hei Mouwel; I’oef

[Fols. 290vb - 291vb]

Fol. 290vd axetre Essel Fol. 291rD hambrowes Esceles
pinnes Pieces homes Osseles
cloutes Juneres halingwippe Sa riorte
cartbody Le chart 'll Code Aguilloun
ranges Rideles horscome Estle
staves Roilouns scorne Agaz
nayles Clavouns Wispe Torcas
Lethern clout Secnt sauvers watred Waez
laddres Eschelez Fol.

291va
Foth Penoun

Axetre clout Ad essel Handel; stulte Manual;
tenoun

armeholle Ascel ploureste Oroilloun
Fol. 291ra armeholles Asceles sheldebred L’escuchoun

[thjilles; [th]ille Lymons; II Koltre; shzar Soke; le vomer
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hors limoner
womberop Ventrer plougbem La hale
taylrop Vauner Hegh Haie
childing Gysine Fol.

291vb
Yokes Lesjus

womberop Horn ventrer streingned Forte artez
[th]illes hors Li lymoner helewoth La mesere
eyhe Bracerole husewif mesnere
biclupes E cole
pinnes billez

[Fols. 292ra - 293ra]

Fol. 292ra haiward Messere Fol.
292vb

aundhirnes Chenes furchez

[th]e wivertre Le pouter hambors Osceles
gistes Les seillouns szhides Asteles
Pinne; nauger Kivil, terere Flolre; ayhs Aune; freyne
pautre Genchour becche La feu

Fol. 292'“ lathyes Grenchouns Grenhed;
szides

Verdour; astels

splentes Trenchouns sparkes Estenceles
Splent(r)es Trenchons Imbreis; szherd Breses, teske
gnawinges Trenchesouns glading Here
lover Aumeire huysseles Flammecches

Fol.
292va

[thjerswalde La lyme Flentes; sydes Bous; cures

hoverdorne La sullime Fol.
293,a

Soly Sale

dorstodes Gymeaus Halle Ensale
hokes Gouns biselet Enboulre
hengles Verteveles Nailes Les eles
mochul Au firmer fleyshhoch Toun havez
szhides asteles Hivve Rouche

Ladil La louche
Szhike Leuche
Szhikinston;
ladil

Lucchere;
louche

[Fols. 293ra - 294rb]

Fol.
293,a(cont)

webe La teille Fol.
293vb

Slavering clout Baavvere

welvvit Enflestrith stotteth Buge
Fol. 293,b bees Ees horer Dedeing

swarmes Les dees wlispen Pleiser
Honny come Une brecche Kouwe; spete Tusser;

escouper
paringes Blsseaus Bolke; spywe; 

snese
Ruper; vomer; 
esternuer

lappes Escous Cer [??] Serveise
Fol. 293va steppes Escous wamblez Laumbei

bispirnit Esclavote Fleye; Mouche;
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cheuwes;
suolwes

masche
Youste

steppes Esclos bolke ruper
Soly cloth Sale nape spewe Vomera
wlaffez Baubeye Fol. 294ra Cranes;

pokockes;
suannes

Grues;
poeuns; cynes

snyvele Na sole Kides;
porceaus;
hennes

Chevereau; 
porceaus; gelines

A pile of 
garlec

Un aillie Fol. 294rt> woddekoches Asciez

Feldefare;
larkes

Grives; alawes
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Distribution of English Rolle and Prick of Conscience Manuscripts by Date

Distribution of the English manuscripts of Rolle by date
35

s.xiv med s.xiv 2 s. xiv ex s. xiv/xv s. xv in s.xv med s.xv 2 s.xv ex

Date

Distribution of Extant PoC MSS By Date
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Appendix F:

Dialectal Attribution vs. Known Early Provenance of some 
Prick of Conscience manuscripts

Lewis &
McIntosh
number

Manuscript Evidence for origin / 
early provenance

Dialect of Prick of 
Conscience

MV 2 Arundel Castle, Duke of Norfolk, Franciscan Convent in “North east Midlands
MS of the Stimulus Conscientie York1 with marked signs of a

s.xiv.ex southeastern overlay”
MV 6

s.xv1

Cambridge, Gonville and Caius 
College MS 386

C15 deed by Jon 
Brythwald of Mildenhall, 
Suffolk on fol. 96v

“West Suffolk”

MV 11 Cambridge, CUL Dd.12.69 eC15 inscription records 
that the MS was given to 
Shermanbury Parish 
Church, Sussex, by

“A probably Sussex 
transcription of an 
exemplar in a rather 
standard form of

s.xiv.ex ‘John Haynes’ language”
MV 15 
s.xiv.med

Canterbury, Cathedral, Lit. D. 13 
(66)

In Bourton, Wilts, by late 
C15.2

“Wiltshire”

MV 19

s.xiv/xv

Douai Abbey 7 Note of ownership, “Dan 
harri of beyston” [i.e. 
Beeston, W. Yorks] in a 
C15/C16 hand

“South Lancashire”

MV 22 Dublin, T.C.D 153 (D.4.15) Marginal names indicate 
the MS was in Kilkeen,
Co. Meath by the 2nd

‘North Lancashire”

s.xv1 half of the C15
MV 40 London, B.L. Add. 22283 N. Worcestershire / “North Worcestershire”

s.xiv.ex

(Simeon MS) Warwickshire? “Perhaps 
Bordesley Abbey in N.E. 
Worcestershire’’3

MV 41 London, B.L. Add. 24203 Fountains Abbey, N. “Fully Northern”
s.xiv.ex Yorks.4
MV 43 London, B.L. Add. 32578 Bolton, Lancs.5 “North east Lancashire,

1405
or possibly extreme west 
Yorkshire"

MV 49 London, Sion College, Arc. L. 40. 
2/E. 25

Owned by John
Holonde, monk of 
Westminster, by end of

3 hands; all “fully 
northern”

s.xiv/xv C15
MV 65 Oxford, Bod. Library, Digby 99 Thetford Cluniac Priory, 

Norfolk
1 hand; 3 kinds of 
language
distinguishable: south 
Norfolk; central Norfolk;

s.xiv.ex S.E. Lincolnshire
MV 70 Oxford, Bod. Library, Eng. Poet. N. Worcestershire / “North Worcestershire”

s.xiv.ex

a.1 (Vernon MS) Warwickshire? “Perhaps 
Bordesley Abbey in N.E. 
Worcestershire”6

1 Note of medieval ownership which reads: “Istum librum legavit frater thomas de Geyington dummodo fuit secularis 
post vitam suam et fratris sui conmunitati fratrum minorum eboraci.”
^ Late Cl 5 notes on beginning flyleaves, one of which reads: “Iste liber constat domino Rectori de Borton.”
3 Lewis and McIntosh, 1982, 73, and references there cited.
4 Text written "Per fratrem Johnannem de Bageby commonachum Monasterii beate Marie de fontibus” (fol. 150'')
5 After the colophon, “Anno Domini millesimo ccccm° quinto secundum manum Johannes ffarnelay capellani 
manentis in bolton ffini ffinito libro sit laus at gloria Christo Amen.”
6 Lewis and McIntosh, 1982, 103-4, and references there cited.
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Lewis &
McIntosh
number

Manuscript Evidence for origin / 
early provenance

Dialect of Prick of 
Conscience

MV 93

s.xiv2

Princeton, Princeton University 
Library, Taylor MS of the PoC

Cropwell Butler, Notts.' “Probably extreme south 
Yorkshire or north west 
Nottinghamshire”

SR 8

s.xv1

London, B.L. Harley 1731 Owned by 2nahalfC15
by Richard Reder, of 
Petersfield, Hampshire.

“North east Wiltshire”

SR 11

s.xv2

London, B.L. Add. 11305 Text written by Stephen 
Dodesham, monk of the 
Charterhouse of Sheen, 
Surrey.8 9

“Middlesex”

SR 12

s.xv1

Oxford, Bod. Library, Bodley 423 Southwark, Augustinian 
Priory of St, Mary
Overy.

“Perhaps Surrey or 
Sussex”

[All information collated from Lewis and McIntosh, 1982]

7 Ownership note on fol. 126v, in a contemporary hand: “Iste Liber Constat Johanni Aston de Croppil Botler”.
8 On Dodesham’s life and career, see A.I. Doyle, "Stephen Dodesham of Witham and Sheen.” Of the Making of 
Books" Medieval Manuscripts, their Scribes and Readers. Essays presented to M.B. Parkes. Ed. P.R. Robinson 
and Rivkah Zim. Aldershot: Scolar Press, 1997. 94-115.
9 Beneath the colophon on fol. 351v: “Iste liber Constat Domino Johanni B[...] Canonico ecclesie beate marie de 
Suthwerke.”
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